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Foreword
T

wo factors make /I!Iacworlcl Read lv!e First Book more opportune t:han ever:
the arrival of System 7, and the accelerated development of new media
hardware and software products for the Macintosh.

When I moved from Apple France in 1985 to run Product Development in
Cupertino, California, many were questioning the future of the Macintosh, citing
shortcomings in the product and lack of support from the third-parry community.
To this day, I remember how much it meant to all of us at Apple to see the
enthusiasm and creativity of the developers of soft\vare and hardware at the Boston
yfacworld Exposition. Their commitment meant t:hey too saw t:he potential contained in the first incarnations of the platform and they had faith in our ability to
turn it into a reality.
Today, through th e work of these earl y enthusiasts and the ones they in turn
inspired, the Macintosh is now the center of a universe of products for work and
fun, for creative and productive endeavors.
It's a wonderful world if you can find your way in it. Confusion can become the
price of success, and now we have System 7 which is spawning new products,
versions, and questions. Add to that all the multimedia boards, peripherals, and
software, and you have even more reason to use this book as your guide both now
and in the future. Cse Mac world Read ,\1/e First Book to discover all the wonderful
uses of your computer you didn't even dream of when you starred- to discover
tl1e artist w id1in the accountant, or ro run the books of the
graphic designer.
This is your user's guide to the Macintosh galaxy.
Enjoy rhe trip.
Jean-Louis Gassee
Chainnan, CEO Be Labs Inc.
Former President, Apple Products Division
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Conventions used
in this book
T

his book also contains Shopping Tips, Author Picks, and Background
information to keep in mind as you read and are indicated by icons in the
margins. Here is what to look for:

Shopping Tips explain what ro look for w hen buying a
product or give you its reraiJ price.

Author Picks provide the author's product of cho ice in
each of the categories in a chapter.

Background helps explain a technical concept or just
provides interesting infonnation to supplement w hat you
might already know.

Other titles to enhance your Mac knowledge
When you're through reading this book and you want to k nm-..· more about Macs
and w hat they can do, reach for the Macworld Complete li!Jac Handbook- d1e
ultimate Mac reference d1at includes hnrclware and software from soup to nuts and
powetful tips and shortcuts.
The author, jim Heid , is the "Getting Started " columnist for lvfacworld where his
column is the most widely read in d1e magazine.

You've got all the hardware and software you need and no\v you want to knmv
how to manipulate d1em in the Mac's new operating system- you need Macworld
Guide to System 7. Let Macworlcl columnist Lon Poole show you the ins and outs of
System 7 in d1is heavily-illustrated, national bestseller. You'll fmd va luable undocumented tips and secrets throughout the book.
r or those interested in making music with the Macintosh, there's Christopher
Yavelow's Macworld lvlusic & Sound Bible- the only comprehensive and au thoritative guide to using music. sound, digital audio, and multimedia on the i\·l ac.
Yavelow is a Macworld contributing w riter and Hollywood guru in the music field his clients and colleagues include David Copperfield, .Jan Hammer, Quincy j ones,
Herbie Hancock, j ulian Lennon, Bob Moog. Steve \'V'ozniak, and Frank Zappa.

Introduction
L

ooking for info nnation that will help you decide what monitor or wo rd
processor to buy? Not really certain w hat all of the terms mean? Wam to cut
through all of the computer jargon? Concerned in th is throw-away society that your
investment will become antiquated before you really understand how to use it:?
Or worse, that you'll invest a lot of money only to find that you bought the
wrong product:?
You need the Macwor/d Read Me First Book.

Whom this book is for
From the beginning of my discussions with the fo unders of the Macworld
series of books, we envisioned one volume that would help users of Macintosh
technology fmc! their way through the morass of products and technology. Read Me
First is that volume - the book to which you can turn \v hen you are tty ing to make
a decision about what type of product to buy, or w hat product will most appropriately fit your needs - organized by major areas of products or technology.
From the inception I have also thought of this book as an ongoing worksomething to be updated at least yearly -that w ill reflect the latest in hardware
and software technology. In most instances books, p<lrticularly book s about personal
computer products, are out of date before th ey are printed. But because all of the
authors in Read Me First write frequently on the subjects you 'll find here, I believe
that this material will retain its currency more than most books of this sort.
On the subject of authors, the contributo rs to Read Me First represent the most
knowledgeable writers in the Macintosh community today. Some of tl1em (Lon Poole,
jim Heicl) have wriuen other books in this series, many of them are contributing
editors to Macwodd (Lon Poole, Erfert Fenton, Jim Heicl, Robert Eckhardt, David
Pogue, Steve Roth. Tom Negrino, Franklin Tessler, Charles Seiter), and two are
editors at Macwodd (Cheryl England, Liza Weiman). I chose these individuals to
w rite chapters because rhey have been working with Macintosh hardware and
software for several years. They know the products about which they w rite, have
tested them several times, and have watched the development of the technologies or
products over the last eight years of the ~·lacimosh. They have wriaen more extensively on the Macintosh as a group tl1an any other group of w riters (outside of Apple
and Addison-Wesley) in rhe world.

Best of all dear reader, these writers will save you time and money. Take their
advice- they have made all of the mistakes that you want to avoid.
The "Where to buy·· listings in the back of each chapter will help you track
dmvn the products you'll find recommended here, but as the book ages and
berv.•een editions of Read Me First, pick up a copy of Macu'Orld and look for a
more cunent ~uticl e on the subject.
And if you'll fill o ut the ca rd in the back, we'll send you a notice when the
second edition of the book is o ut together wid1 info1m~uion on how and where
to buy your next copy.

Summary
Please \vrite and let me know your thoughts about the book- help us make
Macworld Read Me First Book the book you need.
Jerry 13orrell, Edito r-in-Chief, ivfacworld
501 Second Street, Suire 500, San Francisco, California 94115

How this book is organized
Jltlac/i'Orld Read :\lle Fi1st Book is divided imo 13 chapters by software, hardware,
and d1en the more esoteric topics lil(e HyperCa rd. At the e nd of each chapter you'll
find a "Where to buy" section that will allow you to easily find that product you've
got to have.

Chapter 1: Choosing the Right Word Processor details the top-selling word
processors including what they can and ca1mot do, and compares them to one
anod1er. This chapter w ill help you determine which program is right for your
needs.
Chapter 2: Deciding on a Page-Makeup Program divides page-makeup
programs into categories- design-intensive, lo ng-document, inexpensive, mu ltifunctional- and clearlr points out the advantages and disadvantages
of each.
Chapter 3: Fonts introduces you to basic font terminology and explains how to
install and o rganize your fonts. It also covers dozens of util ities that let you do
everything from reorder a fo nt menu to add special effects to type.
Chapter 4: Macintosh Databases covers every level of database software - fro m
table-like flat-file databases to prog ramming-intensive relational databases. Also
included is an imroducto1y discussion on Structured Que1y Language (SQL).
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Chapter 5: Managing Your Personal Finances on the Mac explains the various
personal finance management programs available for check writing, tax planning,
cletemtining insurance needs, and re-aches you how to track your investments and
make a will.
Chapter 6: Picking a Printer looks at the four types of printers - clot matrix, ink
jet, laser, and color - available for the Mac, with special focus on laser printers.

Chapter 7: Hard Disks and Other Storage Devices spells out the secrets of
storage and demystifies the confusing options available. Hard drives, removablecartridge drives, and erasable optical drives are featured, along wid1 a summaty
of the kind of service and suppo1t you can expect for each product.

Chapter 8: Video and the Macintosh: A Developing Relationship defines
what and where Mac video technology is today as well as what d1e furure holds.
Discover how to import still video images into your Mac, display and edit video,
and combine Mac gmphics with video.

Chapter 9: Choosing a Monitor for Your Mac focuses on what to look for
when buying a black-and-white, gray-scale, or color monitor. Tips on finding d1e
monitor that's right for you abound.
Chapter 10: Understanding System Software begins wid1 a background
discussion on what system soflware is and does, and then compares System 7 to
older system versions.

Chapter 11: Utilities for the Macintosh teaches you what urjJities are and what
they can do for you. Full of recommendmions for evety utility category.

Chapter 12: HyperCard introduces you to HyperCard's basic strucrure and
tools. You'll le-am how to organize information, teach difficult concepts to others,
and solve problelllS at work wid1 HyperCard. Also included is a resource guide
for finding our more about the program.

Chapter 13: Backup-Defending Your Data assesses your backup options and
explains why backup should be important to you. Sample backup regimens and
practica l backup tips round out the chapter.

Chapter1

oosing the Rig
Word Processo
· by Robert C. Eckhardt

In this chapter...
""' Inexpensive word processors best suited for lowcost, short-on-memory Mac systems.
""' Mail merge: what it is and the programs that make it
least painful.
""' Handling graphics in word processors: the good, the
bad, and the ugly.
""' The one word processor that makes tables and
forms a snap.
""'Which programs best handle complex page layouts
and very long documents.
""' Built-in productivity enhancements - glossaries,
outliners, style sheets, macros - and how they can
make writing easier.
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L

ike most longtime Macintosh owners, l've used the same word processor for
about as long as I can remember. But like most people emering their midlife
crisis, I often wonder if it isn't time for a change. If I could start all over again,
buy all new software and a new wardrobe of loud Hawaiian shirrs and baggy
shorts, which word processor would I pick today? What if my midlife crisis leads
to a new job as well as a new wardrobe, what word processor would I choose
then' And what about all those people buying Macintoshes for the ftrst time, what
should they buy?
Such decisions depend, of course, on the kind of work you do and the types
of documents that your work entails. Most documents can be categorized as one
of seven basic types: correspondence Oeuers and memos); reportS; form letters;
academic papers; fill-in-the-blank fom15; smtctured documents (brochures and
newsletters); and long documents (manuals and books).
In the pages that follow, I consider which word processors are best suited
for each of d1ese major document types. The word processors under consideration include all d1ose currendy available: old familiars like Microsoft Word 4.0
(Microsoft, $395); WriteNow 2.2 (T/ Maker, $199); MacWrite II vl.l (Claris, $249);
old unfamiliar WordMaker 1.01 (New Horizons, $124.95); recent revisions
FullWrite 1.5s (Ashton-Tate, $349); WordPerfect 2.0 (\XlordPerfect, $495); Nisus
3.06 (Paragon Concepts, $395); Taste 1.01
(DeltaPoint, $149); and odd man out Microsoft
Works 2.00 (Microsoft, $295), an integrated
About the author
application whose word processing module is
the only pan that concerns us here.
Robert C. Eckhardt is the author of
Free {And Almost Free) Software for the
Macintosh (Crown), Fully Powered Mac,
Fui/Write Professional Handbook, and
Inside Word for the Macintosh (Brady),
and coauthor of Publish Book of Tips
All Macintosh word processors have in
common a skeletal set of features (multiple
(Peach pit Press). A former ecologist at the
University of Maine, Research Fellow at
windows, on-screen rulers, basic ftnd and
replace commands) and formats (fonts, font
New York's American Museum of Natural
sizes, paragraph justification and indents, ere.).
History, and Senior Editor at Simon &
Schuster, he is currently a contributing
For letters and memos, the simplest of documents, only a few additional artributes are
editor at Mac world, where he writes
frequently about word processors, among
required: a program design dm's straightforward and spare wid1 a simple menu stmcture,
other topics, and at Publish, where he is
uncluttered windows, and an easily navigated
coauthor ofthe monthly column, Q&A. His
next book, a power user's guide, will be
set of options; a spelling checker; easy to use
published by lOG Books Worldwide.
on-Line help; stationery ftles (such as readymade letterhead) which can be created once
and used again and again; and a clear and

Personal and business
correspondence
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concise manual. (Regrettably, no word processor provides easy or convenient
envelope printing. You can print envelopes, however, with an envelope printing
desk accessory such as KiwiEnvelopes 3 [Kiwi Software, $49.95).) lf lerters and
memos are aU you write, you'll probably also want a word processor that's
inexpensive and runs well on a low-cost hardware setup (1MB of RAM and, in a
pind1, floppy drives only). Most high-end word processors, including
WordPerfect, Nisus, Taste, and FullWrite, are dearly overqualified for letterwriting jobs. TI1ey have prices and hardware requirements (2MB of RAM are
suggested for both Taste and Fui!Write, for example) d1at are hard to justify if
they're used only for simple documents. In addition, their overabundance of
high-end features is just so much extra baggage - Taste's cluttered window
borders get in the way of a quick scroll, for example, and at 1,290 pages,
WordPerfect's manuals are about as compact as a steamer trunk.
WordMaker was created specifically for simple tasks like memos and letters, but
despite its rock-bottom price and streamlined design, I can't recommend it either.
The problem is that WordMaker's designers, in an attempt to make d1e program as
simple as possible, threw the baby our with the bath water. Gone, for example, are
page margin controls and a fully WYSIWYG (what-you-see-is-what-you-get) page
view. As a result, page formatting is harder, not easier, and WordMaker really isn't a
good choice for any kind of document, simple or otherwise.
TI1e word processors that best fit the a·iteria for letter- and memo-writers are
WrireNow, MacWrite 11, Word (wid1 the Short Menus option turned on), and
Works. Word offers something the other d1ree can only dream about: it can be
upgraded to a high-end word processor merely by turning off the Short Menus
option. But Word also costs SlOO to $200 more than the others and its manual is,
of necessity, filled ·with aU kinds of high-end details. Works brings a lor to the
party as well: its database and spreadsheet modules dovetail nicely with the word
processing module and it sports drawing tools the other dwe lack. Word is a
good choice if your other writing chores require high-end functions, and Works
certainly makes sense if you also need basic spreadsheet and database programs.
But it's MacWrite II and WriteNow that really shine at basic writing tasks.
WriteNow costs a little less, feels faster under t11e fingers, and makes the most
modest demands on RAM and disk space. MacWrite LI, on the other hand, is one
of those rare programs that are obvious and easy d1e first time you use them;
its spell checker is better designed, and its manual is better written. Although
MacWrite II is my favorite, eid1er one should keep a correspondent quite happy
(see Figure 1-1).

Impersonal correspondence
Mail merge - creating fom1 letters by merging a generic Jetter with coded
instructions and a data document containing such infom1ation as names and
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MacWrite II: Intuitive interface,
good spelling checker, well-written
manual. WriteNow: Fast
pe rformance, good value, modest
RAM and storage requirements.

Form Leners

MacWritell

Business Reports

Microsoft Word

Best automation of mail merge
process, lacks a variety of
conditional merging instructions.

v

vvvv•

vv+t+t++

"•·•

Academic Papers

WordPerfect

Forms a11d Tables

Microsoft Word

s

Most convenient table tools,
independent number of cells in
each row, can add numbers in
column, flexible sorting.

s

Automated hyphenation,
reduced-size preview, flexible
column controls, useful sidebar
tools, built-in graphics tools.

v

"•·•

WordPerfect

Books a11d Manuals

Microsoft Word

Best controls and options for
footnotes and endnotes, excellent
control over imported graphics.

vv+t+t++

vvvv•

Brochures and
Newsleners

Thesaurus, flexible page
numbering, flexible header and
footer options.

v

v"v"'•

v ..,••••

"+~·•

Best integration of custom styles
with list generation, can create
larger number of lists, generates
table of contents from embedded
outline, incremental index
generation.

Figure 1-1: Th e top word processing programs by category.

addresses - is used by businesses for eve1yth ing from overdue bill notices to
direct-mail solicitation. J.f form leners are on your agenda, your word processor
should automate merge-code entry as much as possible, readily accept data from
databases and sprcadshee[ programs, and ofTer conditional instructions (if a
client's income is astronomical, then insert a semence asking for even more
money, for example) and special instructions (such as inserting the contents of
another file).
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Mail merge is available in all Mac word processors. Many merge facilities are fairly
basic; others (such as those in Taste and WordPerfect) try harder but nonetheless fall
short. Altogether, the best mail merge facilities are found in Word, WriteNow, Nisus,
and MacWrire II. In all four programs, you can easily use the raw data exported from
almost any information stomge program. Writet\ow, Word, and Nisus, all of which
have nearly identical merge facilities, offer d1e widest variety of conditional and
special instructions, but entering merge codes is a tedious, manual affair in aUof
them. MacWrite II automates merge coding better than any program I know of, but
lacks the variety of merge instructions found in the od1er three. If your merge needs
are simple and you don't want the hassle of manual coding, go for MacWrite II; if
you need all the bells and whistles, grit your teeth and try either Word, Nisus, or
WriteNow (see Figure 1-1).

Business reports
Reports to the manager, the board. the stockholders, or just about anyone and
everyone, are an essential part of many business people's lives. Because they're long
and, one would hope, more logically structured, business reports require document
elements d1at letters and the like do not. For example, your word processor should
be able to generate page numbers automatically in any of several styles (letters,
Roman or Arabic nu merals) and allow you to reset the numbering sequence or style
anywhere within the document (reset the page number to one after the introductory
material, say, and change from Roman ro Arabic numerals).
Your word processor should also be able to display headers and footers (repeated
text or graphics that appear at the top or bottom of each page) - different ones for
right- and left-hand pages (such as the report tide on the left and the quarterly period
on the right), different ones for differenr sections within the report (such as document subdivision titles), and a special one (or, as is common, none at all) on the first
page. It is also helpful to have an on-line thesau rus (so you can fmd a euphemism
for "declining profits") and a collection of comprehensive editing tools that you can
use to quickly accommodate all the boss's changes.
Overall, WorcUvlaker, MacWrite II, Works, and Taste prove to be disappointments
when it comes to repons. Of course, the lack of a thesaurus in some of these programs can be rectified easily with the purchase of a thesaurus desk accessory such
as WordFinder (Microlytics, $59.95) or Big Thesaurus (Oeneba, 599.95). And the
absence of a suite of editing shortcuts could be considered just an inconvenience.
But inflexibility in page numbering and headers and footers can't be ignored. In all
of these programs, a document must be numbered from beginning to end in a single
sequence, and it must also use the same single or right/left pair of headers or footers
throughout. And some of d1ese programs can't prevent the header, footer, or page
number from appearing on the first page.
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WriteNow and Nisus are somewhat more appropriate for reports (especially Nisus,
w ith irs many editing shortcuts, including a 10-compartment clipboard and multiple
undos), but are also hobbled by inflexible page numbering. The best choices for
report writing are Word, FuiiWrite, and WordPerfect. All three offer thesauruses;
more important, all three have highly flexible page numbering and header and footer
options. If I had to pick a favorite, it would be Word because of irs many editing
shortcuts and mid-level price. My least favorite of the three is WordPerfect; it's the
most expensive, it has a poorly designed thesaurus, its selection shortcuts (if shortcut
is, in fact, the right term) are unnecessarily awkward, and it still doesn't automatically
eliminate the ext ra space when you double-dick on a word and press d1e Delete
key (see Figure 1-1).

Academic papers
Whether you're w riting a paper for a class, an advanced degree, or the New
your document w ill most likely require d1e kind of
special touches only an academic could love. Foremost among these are every
w riter's vision of hell: footnotes and end notes. Most word processors these days
offer bod1 footnote and end note automation: d1ey position d1em automatically,
renumber them when notes are added or deleted, and permi t symbol references
(such as asterisks) as well as reference numbers. Some programs can restatt
footnote numbering w ith each new page or section; draw a line between
footnotes and main text; add a notice w hen a footnote is continued on the next
page; offer reference-number formal options; and automatically fom1at every
footnOLe w id1 a custom footnote style (see below for more about custom styles).

England Joumal of Meclici11e,

Displaying and manipulating graphics
Also important in academic papers is the ability to display imported graphs,
charts, and illustrations. All Macintosh word processors allow you to add graphics to
a document; w here they differ is in the variety of graphic formats they accept and
how d1e graphics can be manipulated and positioned on the page. The most
important differences are in positioning (in Taste and WordPerfect, you need only
drag the image to the desired location; in MacWrite and WriteNow, you must specify
the location numerically or adjust the amount of text above the image) and how
text \Vraps around the graphic. To speed up scrolling through the text, it's also
helpful to be able to "hide'' graphics temporarily.

Counting words in a document
Because many academic journals charge their authors a fee based on the
length of the article, a word count utility is useful. Most w ord processors can
count words (only Nisus cannot); some can count lines and paragraphs as w ell.
Very few programs, however, provide help for two od1er common academic
albatrosses: citations and mathematical formulae. Only FullWrite offers a bibliography reference function, but it's too inflexible for most purposes. And only Word
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has built-in tools for creating mathemarical formulae, although they're limited in
scope and difficult to use. Thus. no matter what word processor you use, if your
papers are loaded with citations, you' ll want a stand-alone bibliographic utility
such as Endt\ote (t\iles & Associates. $149) or Pro-Cite (Personal Bibliographic
Software, $395). And for mathematical articles, an equation editor such as
Expressionist (Prescience Corp, S129.95) is essential.
Citations and equmions aside, WorciMaker, Works, and WriteNow can be ruled
our for academic papers, since the first two don'L suppon footnotes or endnotes of
any kind, and \X'riret\ow doesn't support end notes. MacWrite n and Taste offer only
basic footnote and end-nme automation, although Taste gets extra points for its
custom footnote and end-note styles :mel graphics capabilities. The programs that top
the dean's list are FuiiWrite, Word, WordPerfect, and, to a lesser degree, Nisus. All
but :'-Jisus have \vord counters. Word and WordPerfect provide the best options and
comrols for footnotes and end notes. WordPerfect and FuiiWrite offer the best
combination of sin1plicity and po,ver when it comes to imponed graphics. Overall,
WordPerfect is probably the best - and, alas, the most expensive - choice for
academic pursuits (sec f-igure J-1).

Fonns and tables
Forms and tables are often used by both ivory-tower and real-world inhabitants.
Academics frequently display data in tabular fom1 and create application fom1s of
va rious sorts; business people gcneratt: a myriad of product and price tables; and
bureaucrats are undisputed masters of forms of all kinds. Although the family
resemblance is sometimes hard to see, forms and tables are actually close relatives.
Crudely put, a form is really just a partially empty ta ble dressed up with black
borders. TI1us, for both tables and fon11S, the editing and fom1atting tools that are
required are essentially the same. And more than any other word processor,
Word offers the best tools for tables and forms.
FullWrite is bundled with Tycho Table Maker, a stand-alone application
specifically designed for table creation. But Tycho Table Maker is not especially
convenient: the selection of tables you can create is qu ite limited; you must
convert a table into a graphic and then copy it into your FullWrite document; and
to edit a table once it's in FuiiWrite, you usuall y need to copy it back to Tycho
Table Maker.
In contrast, Word's table tools are more convenient and far more adaptable. For
example, the number of columns (cells) in each row is independent of the number
of columns in the rows above and below: data, titles, and colunm and row headings
can thus be organized in almost any fashion. Tables can be symmetrical or asymmetrical in design. and rectangular, triangular, or polygonal in shape. In addition,
because you can turn borders on and off for each side of each cell in a table and can
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format the text in each cell separately. you can create almost any kind of ruled,
bordered, or boxed-entry form wit.h a Word table.
In programs tha t lack table tools. you can always generate lists o r simple tables
w ith the judicious use of the Tab key, of course. iVlany word processors
(MacWrite II, Works, Taste, and WriteNow are the exceptions) c:1n so1t the items
in a list or table - in ~~scending or descending order- according to t.he characters at the start of each row. A few, such as Word and WordPerfect, can also sort
the rows by d1e contents of any column w ithin the table (sud1 as d1e zip code at the
end of each address rmv). Word can also add a column of figures for you. even if it's
buried w ithin a multicolunm table. (In \X1orks, you can do all d1is if you move d1e
table into the database or spreadsheet module.)

Brochures and newsletters

ei

Ald1ough d1ere·s nothing like PageMaker, QuarkA.'Press, or FrameMaker when
it comes to complex layouts or book-length manuscripts, it is possible to put
together many kinds of brochures, newsleuers, even entire books with a word
processor alone. For brochures and newslerters, d1e problems your word processor
must overcome pertain mainly to layout ~mel design. Prim~11y among them is multiple
columns. Almost :Ill word processors can divide a page into equal-width, equally
spaced columns. Few, however. can create columns that are irregularly spaced ancV
or of unequal width. Rare, too, is the ability to change
from one column format to another in d1e middle of the
page. In newsletters and other publications imended for
It is possible to put
public consumption, right-justif1ed text is commonplace.
together ma11y kinds of
That and the narrow line-width dictated by multiple
brochures, newsletters,
columns makes automated hyphenation essential.
even entit·e books with a
Sidebars containing pull quotes (boxed, large-type
word processor alone. ~ excerpts) and suppo1ting text are also common elemems in newsleuers and brochures; the ability to create
and manipulate sidebars is a definite advantage. Built-in
graphics tools and keming can also be useful: the former makes it easy to add minor
graphics elements, and the Iauer enables you to adjust letter spacing - essential in
headlines. Finally, wit.h complex layouts, it's helpful to be able to see a full page (or
two complete side-by-side pages) on the screen without scrolling. Unless you have a
full-page or two-page monitor. dlis means you r word processor must be able ro
display a reduced-size preview of the document.
For complex layouts w ith multiple columns. sidebars, and graphics, it's a d ifficu lt
choice between FuiiWrite, WordPerfect, and Word. Taste is also a strong contender
here; ir has flexible column controls, hyphenation, kerning, a variety of enlarged and
reduced views, and built-in gmphics tools, and for all that it's surprisingly inexpensive. But it comes up short in some of the imporwnt document elements discussed
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Pruit
A selection cj
$3.

shroorn caps filled
with cralm1.eat and tcpped with
melted cheese

.,

Sidebar

Oisp chips with salsa and cheese

$4.00

$3.50
Pruit Plate
A selection cj seasoned .fruits
$3.00

soup t:il jour
17te chefs inspiration

$3.00

Figure 1-2: To mix various column widths on the same page with FuiiWrite, you must create multiple sidebars.
Whil e this technique can be cumbersome, it can allow you to perform formatting feats impossible on other
programs.

earlier, including headers, footers. and page numbers, and thus doesn't quite
make the cutoff.
Fuli\XIrite, WordPerfect. and Word ::~ll offer hyphenation, reduced-size full-page
views, and kerning (kern ing in Word is much more difficult than in the other two,
but it can be clone). FuliWrite has a good selection o f built-in graphics tools and
an excellent sidebar feature, but its column comrols arc relatively weak (see
Figure 1-2). Word has no graphics tools and costs more, bur for the extra money
you get flexible and powerful column controls and sidebars (ald1ough these
require a great deal more effort than in FuliWrite). WordPerfect, ho"vcver,
exceeds me other tw o in both price and performance: its column controls
surpass d1ose in Word and its sidebar and graphics tools are equal to or better
than those in FuliWrite and it costs $100 more than the next more expensive
word processor.
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Manuals and books
With long documents such as manuals and books, the layout is usually fairly
straighct'otward and, in most instances, the least of your won·ies. Far more troublesome are the lists that appear at the beginning of many long publications tables of contents, lists of figures, tables of authorities (often found in legal
documents), and lists of graphs and tables - and the index at d1e end. Unless
you really relish compiling lists and indexes by hand, your word processor
should let you indicate the items you want listed, and then automatically compile
the list (eliminate duplicates and alphabetize it, roo, if it's an index) and add d1e
page numbers. Ideally, your word processor should be able to keep track of
several differenr lists within a single document, so you can have a table of
contents and a list of figures, for example, and should automatically format
entries in list or index custom styles for easy formaning later on.
Marking entries for lists or an index is always tedious, but the amount of effort
it requires varies significantly. In some programs you must manually enter codes;
in od1ers you simply select the desired options from a dialog box. 111e form of
the finished list or index also varies from program to program. Some word
processors can generate multilevel lists and indexes wid1 subentries beneath main
entries (and sometimes subentries beneath subentries), while others make no
provision for subentries at all.
In most word processors, cross-references to specific pages must be entered
and updated by hand. A few, however, can update cross-references automatically, eliminating the need to check and cross-check right up until me momenr
you print. A few can also number one or more groups of items, such as tables or
figures. As items are added or cleletecl, the program automatically updates the
item numbers in the text (such as the figure caption numbers); if d1e program is
really small, it can keep me item numbers in cross-references and lists of figures
or tables properly updated as well.
For sophisticated tasks such as these, the rop contenders are Word,
WordPerfect, Nisus, and FuliWrite. :'-Jisus automatically updates cross-references,
is the only program that can create several different indexes for one document
(product and vendor indexes, for example) and, of d1e four, most easily generates standard index format. I put it lasr of the four, however, because it generates
only single-level lists and indexes, list generation is more complex than it needs
to be, lists must be stored in separate documents in order not to alter existing
page numbering, and compiled lists and indexes do not take advantage of Nisus'
custom styles.
FuliWrite ranks third. On the positive side, it creates multilevel indexes and
tables of contents, automatically applies the appropriate custom style to index
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and list entries, and craftily combines automatic item-numbering with its crossreference and list-generation facilities. On the negative side, FuiiWrite can create
only one list per document. places compiled Lists and indexes in special sections
which are off limits to standard editing and formarring techniques, and can
generate only modest-size indexes.
The remaining rwo. Word and \'\fordPerfecr, share top honors for long documents. \XlordPerfect automatically updates cross-references, provides a much
easier system for marking list and index items, and can generate an index from a
concordance (a separate list of words). Word, on the od1er hand, does a berrer
job of integrating custom styles, can create a larger number of different lists, can
generate a table of contents from an embedded document outline, permits a
greater number of levels in both lists and indexes, can generate an index in
chunks if it is too large to compile in one pass, and compiles each list separately
(in \XfordPerfect, all lists and the index are compiled all at once, erasing all
previous lists and any changes you might have made). In short, WordPerfect
attempts to make these tasks as effortless as possible, while Word is more
concerned with covering all the bases. I prefer Word's flexibility; if you don't
need all the options, you may prefer WordPerfect's ease of use.

Productivity enhancements
Whether you're \Vriting a brochure or a book, a number of >vord processing
extras can make your job more enjoyable and save you a lot of time and effo1t.
Take glossaries, for example. A glossa1y stores often-used graphics or text (from a
few words to many paragraphs); you type one or t\vo keystrokes or invoke a
simple command and d1e corresponding glossa1y enuy is instantly inserted in the
document. Type wwf, for example, and a glossa1y will replace it with World
Wildlife Fund. 1\isus, Word, and Full\Xfrite have glossa1y functions that differ in
the details but are all more or less equally capable.

Outlining your options .
Ald1ough some people have a distinct aversion to outlining, otl1ers find an
oudiner helps them organize their moughts and makes meir writing more effective.
Word, WordPerfect, and FuiiWrite all have built-in oudiners; all take a little
getting used to, and none is perfect. Overall, Word's is the best because of the
ease with which outlines can be edited and me way the outliner is integrated
with the rest of d1e program, especially >vid1 Word's sty les and table-of-contents
facilities.

Selecting your style
A custom sryle defines a combination of formats frequently called upon for a
specific purpose (such as 12-point Helvetica bold for section heads) . A simple style
command is all it takes to apply a style, and if you change a style's definition, text
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already formatted in that style changes as well.
FuliWrite, WordPerfect, Taste, Word, and Nisus all
support custom styles. In Word and WordPerfect, styles
colleagues who use other
always apply to one or more full paragraphs; FuiiWrite,
wm·d processors, ifs
Taste,
and Nisus are more flexible in that styles can be
important that your word
either paragraph-based or character-based. In all but
processor be able to read
y our colleagues' documents WordPerfect, custom styles are stored in individual
documents. In WordPerfect, custom styles can be
atld that they be able to
stored in a common sty le library available to aU docuread y ours.
~ ments, even all users on a network. Although this makes
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;;;;;; sharing custom styles a snap, having to wade through a
long list of styles just to find the few of interest to you
can be a drawback. Overall, although they may be less than perfect, d1e custom
style functions in FuiiWritc and especially Word are the best designed, easiest ro
use, and most thoughtfully inregrated with the rest of the program.

" Ify ou trade files with

Locating and replacing text
The ability to find words or formats and replace them with somed1ing else is
always handy. All word processors have at least a simple find/ change function
which can locate and repktce text. Only FuiiWrite, MacWrite IT, Nisus, Taste, and
WordPerfect can find and change formatting, too. The find/ change functions in
i'vlacWrite II and Taste arc both highly versatile and easy to use; those in
WordPerfect and FuiiWrite are also versatile, but not so easy to use. TI1e find/
change function in Nisus far outstrips ~t il the others; unfommately, however, it
requires considerable effort to understand and use.

Readingfiles from other word processors
If you trade files with colleagues who use other word processors, it's important
that your word processor be able to read your colleagues' documents and that
they be able to read yours. Text -only documents can be created and read by all
word processors, but, as the name implies, they contain no formatting whatsoever.
Beyond reading text-only l'iles, the abilities of word processors vaty widely. At
one end of the spectntm arc Nisus and WorclMaker, which can read very few
document formats other than their own and text-only. At d1e opposite end are
Word, WordPerfect, and MacWritell; not only can th ey read documents in a
number of differem Macintosh fonnats, but d1ey ca n also read some types of
word processing documents created on a PC.

Play it again, Sam
Finally, macros replay one or more previously recorded actions (text entry, menu
commands, or a combination of the two). Macros come in handy when you wanr to
automate repetitive tasks, and they can substinne for a glossaty when one is not
available. Nisus, WordPerfect, and Works have built-in macro facilities, and Word is
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bundled with Auto!\bc lll , a separate macro program. Any word processor,
however, can be outlined with a commercial macro utility, sud1 as QuicKeys (CE
Software, S149.95); unlike built-in macro facilities, commercial utilities can save
you time and effort in all your applications.

Something to write home about
Although an understanding of the types of tasks any given word processor can
best perform and a knowledge of the productivity enhancements each program
includes are both important, they don't tell the whole story. They don't tell you that
you still have to deal \Vith arcane embedded codes in some partS of WordPerfect (a
legacy of d1e program's origins in the PC world), or that Word still identifies fonts by
ID number (instead of by name), creating more printing problems than necessary.
They don't tell you d1at FuiiWrite can add sound notes to your documents, that
WordPerfect's menus include a suite of me-management conunands, that Taste
has a built-in address book, that 1\isus can make sure all your parentheses are
properly paired, or that W'ord can send your e-mail for you. In short, they don't
tell you about all the little beauty spots and blemishes d1at writers come to love
(or hate) as they become more intimate with a word processor. But they do tell
you whether or not you can get a particular writing job clone, and get it done
quickly and efficiently. and in the end. that's probably what matters most of all.

Summary
~When

buying a word processor, base your decision on which program is best suited for the types
of documents you intend to create. Don't buy a program just because it has glitzy new features,
features you may never need to use.

~

For simple, straightforward documents and Macs with minimal amounts of RAM, stick to simple,
straightforward word processors, such as WriteNow and MacWrite II.

~

For business reports, academic papers, brochures, newsletters, and book-length documents,
your best bets are Word, WordPerfect, FuiiWrite, and to a lesser degree, Nisus.

~For multicolumn tables
~

and fill-in-the-blank forms, Word has no peer.

If writing is a major part of your work, a well-integrated style sheet, a well-designed glossary,
and/or a comprehensive Find-and-Change function can save you time and effort.
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Whereto buy
Big Thesaurus, $99.95

Deneba Software
3305 ~w 74th Ave.
Miami, FL 33122
305-594-6965
800.{}22-6827
EndNote, $149
Niles & Associates
2000 Hearst SL, Ste. 200
Berkeley, CA 94709
415-649-8176
Expressionist, $129.95
Prescience Corp.
939 Howard Sr.
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-543-2252

Microsoft Word 4.0, $395
Microsoft Corp.
One ~·J icrosoft Way
Redmond, WA 98052-6399
206-882-8080
800-426-9400
Microsoft Works 2.00, $295
Microsoft Corp.
One .'>licrosoft Way
Redmond, WA 98052-6399
206-882-8080
800-426-9400
Nisus 3.06, $395

Paragon Concepts
990 Highland. *312
Solana Beach, CA 92075
6 19-481-1 <177

FullWrite Professional 1.5s,
$395
Ashton-Tate
20101 Hamilton Ave.
Torrance, CA 90509
213-329-9989

Pro·Cile, $395
Personal Bibliographic Software
P.O. Box 4250 Ann Arbor, Ml
48106
313-996-] 580

KiwlEnvelopes 3, $49.95
Kiwi Software
6546 Pardall Road
Santa Barbara, CA 93117
805-685-4031

QuicKeys, $149.95
CE Software
1801 Industrial Circle
\'<-'est Des .'>Joines. lA 50265
515-224- 1995

l\facWrite U 1.1, $249
Claris Corp.
P.O. Box 526
Santa Clara, CA 95052
408-727-8227
800-544-8554
408-655-6099 (FAX)

Taste 1.01, $149
DcltaPoint, Inc.
2 Harris Ct., Ste. B-1
Monterey, CA 93940
408-648-4000
WordFlnder, $59.95
Microlytics
2 Tobey Village Office Park
Pittsford, NY 14534
716-248-9150
800-828.{}293
WordMake.r 1.01, $124.95
i\cw Horizons Software
206 Wild Basin Road, Ste. 109
Austin, TX 78746
512-328-6650
WordPe.rfect 2.0, $495
WordPerfect Corp.
155 N. Technology Way
Orcm, lfl' 84057
80 1-225-5000
WritcNow 2.2, $199
T/ Maker Co.
1390 Villa St.
.V1ountain View, CA 94041
415-962-0195

Chapter2

Deciding on a
Pa e-Makeup Prog am
by Steve Roth

In this chapter...
Y' Looking at the various page-makeup programs by
category.
Y' Design-intensive programs: QuarkXPress, Page-

Maker, and Design Studio.
Y' Long-d ocument programs: FrameMaker, Ventura

Publisher, and lnterleaf Publisher.
Y' Inexpensive programs: Personal Press, Springboard

Publisher, and Publish It! Easy.
Y' Multifunctional programs: RagTime and Multi-Ad
Creator.
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L

ife used to be so easy. In the old days (three years ago), choosing a pagemakeup program for the Mac meant deciding between three or maybe four
programs. The field has always been fast-moving, but back then you could
keep up.
1l1ese days it's a maelstrom. Choosing a page-makeup program for the Mac isn't
as bad as choosing a spreadsheet or word processor for the IBM PC, but in the past
two years the field has burgeoned. There are a dozen programs to choose fro m
now- some fresh off the design table, others recentl y updated, and a couple that
are pretty static. And t.hey're all pretty good in their own ways (though some are
definitely better than others). It's just a matter o f deciding if their ways are your ways.
To try to make some sense of this diversity. I'm dividing the available
page-makeup programs into four categories. (Any category system, of course,
is somewhat artificial. Programs in one category often share attributes from another.)

Design-intensive programs
QuarkXPress, PageMaker. and Design Studio ( nee ReadySetGo) are all designed
for laying out documents in which each page is different. They're strong on color
features, object placement, and image comrol for bitmapped images.

Long-document programs
fl"t~meMaker, Ventura Publisher, and lnrerlca f Publisher aren't so strong when it
comes to positioning and manipulating individual elemenrs, an d they're weak in the
color department. 13ut they're exceptional when it comes to automatic numbering,
cross references, footnotes, indexes, and tables of contents. And they're popular with
technical publishers because they also excel at creating equations and tables.

Inexpensive programs
About the author
Steve Roth operates Open House in
Seattle, writing, editing, and producing
books about computers and desktop
publishing. He is the coauthor of Real
World PageMaker 4 (Bantam, 1990) and
editor of The QuarkXPress Book
(Peachpit Press, 1991 ).

Personal Press, Springboard Publisher, and
Publish It! Easy ar e all vying for the attention of
occasional page makers - those w ho want an
easy-to-usc program and \vho don't need all the
professional features that a full-time designer or
production person does. 1l1ese programs' main
feature is low price, though they offer some
featu res that you won't find even in the high-end
programs; in skilled hands. they can produce topnotch documents. albeit w ith a bit more work.
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No category
There are two programs left, neither of which fits in a category w ith any od1er
program. RagT ime, w hich offers page-layout, spreadsheet, database, gn1phics, and
word processing, all right on the page, is more a competitor w id1 Microsoft Works
than wid1 any of the page-layout progmms. And Multi-Ad Creator, a single-page
layout progrnm d1at lets you create multiple renditions of a given d esign w idlin one
file, is more comparnble to FreeHand or Illustrator Cit's missing the fancy drn\ving
tools, but it's designed for the same kind of user).

PageMaker - the most popular of all
Even with all d1e new contenders, a roundup of Mac page-makeup progrnms has
to start with PageMaker. It's the most widely used, boasts an interface that users have
come to love and competitors have been hard-pressed to equal, and \Vidl version 4.0,
addresses many of the objections dut professional users have leveled against it.
Several features combine to make PageMaker's interface a favorite w im the reachout-and-touch-it crowd- d1ose w ho want to play around w ith designs on screen.
You can see text and grap hics as you're dragging and scaling d1em , rad1er d1an just
the bounding box displayed by most other prograJllS. Yo u can scr oll w ith a grabber
hand. You just place or create the page elements without first creating frames to
contain th em. You can drag objects off a page o mo an underlying ·'pasteboard,"
w here d1ey're accessible from any page in the public:ation. You create irregular text
wraps by cl ick ing and dragging d1e wrap boundaries, rather d1an specifying a
numerical text-repel distance for the wrap.
These features in pa1t icular add up to an excellent interface for trying things out
on screen. PageMaker falls short, though, w ith d1ose w ho want to type in specs
rather than dragging things around, and it's short on d1e object- creation and objectmanipulation too ls long familiar in draw programs. You can't ask PageMaker to
move a page element to the right 3 points, for instance. align page elements automatically, or d uplicate an element multiple rimes in a given direction. There's no
grouping; rotation is available only for unthreaded text blocks, and then only in 90degree increments; and you're limited in line w eights and shades to the choices on
the menu.
While earlier versions had some pretty serious typographic linlitarions, PageMaker
4 addresses them admirably. You may end up several dialog boxes deep, but if you
want to control type, version 4 provides almost eve1y tool you need . The one thing
missing is a builr-in tracking editor a Ia QuarkXl)ress or Design Studio - derigueur for the typographically compulsive. Its style sheets (see Figure 2-1) are
among d1e best on the mark er and they work seamlessly w ith Microsoft Word's
styles - a key advantage in procluction environments.
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Figure 2-1: PageMaker's Style palette makes it easy to create, modify, and apply styles. The
Colors palette serves the same purpose when you're working with color.

l11ere's a whole bevy of new long documenl ("Book") features in PageMaker 4

tim set it aparr from tl1e otl1er design-intensive players, and make it more like tl1e
long-document programs. Automatic table-of-contents and cxcellenr index generation, inline graphics that flow \Vith text as in most Mac w ord processors (hallelujah!),
a Story Editor (see Figure 2-2) for word processing- style editing, top-norch searchand-replace (including finding and changing text anributes), and a handy spelling
checker put Page~vlaker beyond me layout-only region.
At $795, PageMaker is near the top of the page-makeup price spectrum, but in
many ways it's wortl1 evety penny. Aldus is well known for its impressive tech
suppon, customer service, documentation, and special items like tech notes. Along
witl1 a solid, well-rounded program, those factors add up to a friendly environment
both for novices and for full-time page makers.
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Figure 2-2: PageMaker's Story Editor makes it much easier to affect large-scale edits within a
publication. From within the Story Editor you can use the spelling checker and the Find and
Change feature.

OuarkXPress -

power in page-makeup

Quark has now clearly solidified X:Press's position as the leader in power features
for page makeup , w hile also greatly enhancing its user imerface- the sticking point
that has kept so many people away from the program in the past.
The new package full111s almost every \Vish on a Quark.XPress user's list. And
when Quark implements a new feature, they go whole hog with it -what would be
simply a bunch of bells and w histles becomes gongs and trumpets. A.'Press 3 is
clearly the sports ca r of page makeup, compared to PageMaker's middle-of-the-road,
station-wagon approach.
By far the biggest p roblem \vitl1 previous versions of XPress has now been ftxed:
you can select multiple items, either by shift-clicking or by dragging a marquee. You
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X: 0.5 "
Y: 0.5 "

\•1: 7 .5"
H: 10"

'vi : 4.36 1"
H: 1.986"

Figure 2-3: OuarkXPress's Measurements palette lets you change settings for selected items
without using menus. The controls vary some depending on whether you have a text or
picture box selected. Note that the setting on the left side affect the box, while the right side
affects the contents of the box.

can group the multiple-selected items. align them (top, middle, bottom, left, cenrer,
right), align them with spacing (distribute them), and lock them so they can't be
moved with the mouse.
TI1e parent/child relationship bet\veen boxes (child boxes move with their
parents and can't go outside them) used to be a problem too, and it's been fLxed.
Quark has renamed it Auto Constrain and demoted it from an inviolable constraint
to a selectable option.
XPress 3 lets you work on an underlying pasteboard, so it's easy to drag items off
the page and to crea te bleeds. Other interface improvements indude the new
Measurements paleue (both this and the Tool palette are floating windO\vs that you
can reposition or close). which lets you see and change the specifications for any
selected item - text, gmphic, or imported picture- without reso11ing to multiple
dialog boxes (see Figure 2-3). You can simply drag items between open documents
(eve1y program should offer this) , and there's a customizable zoom tool in the
toolbox now.
There are still a couple of wrinkles in this streamlined interface, however. The
pasteboard is nor common to all pages, for instance; it's just an area on which all the
pages lie. So when you drag an item onto the pasteboard and then change pages,
don't expect to see the item there \Vaiting for you. Also, the pasteboard isn't ve1y big;
at the top and bottom there's less than an inch to store items (though the library,
discussed below, makes up for these failings admirably).
You can't select objects that are behind other objects (which makes for a lot of
layer shuffling), and there's no grabber hand for moving d1e page view around. TI1e
new Live Scroll 13ars help some (the page move interactively as you move the scroll
bar), but of course they won't move your view diagonally.
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Figure 2-4: QuarkXPress 3.0 offers free rotation, polygonal picture boxes, automatic drop
caps, and automatic trapping of XPress-created color elements. The Document Layout
palette lets you move pages around within the document and build multi-page spreads.

XPress's Master Pages feature (which used to be called Default Pages) has been
revamped to allow up to 127 master pages per document. You can u::;e any master
page for ;m y doculll<::nt page. and changes to master pages now retroactively adjust
pages that have already been created except, optionally, those elements that you've
changed locally.
The Docu ment Layout paleue makes manipulating pages w ithin a document a
breeze. You can add, delete, or move pages w ithin a document by dragging icons
around (sec Figure 2-4). Page spreads of t\vo or more pages ca n easily be created,
and items such as pictures, ru les, or text boxes can straddle pages.
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Figure 2-5: You can build multiple libraries in
QuarkXPress containing up to 2,000 entries,
and each of those entries can contain
multiple items. You can attach a one-line
description to each item, and optionally only
see those entries with a given description.

The new Library feature lers you store
up to 2,000 commonly used page elements
(or sets of multiple elemenrs, grouped or
ungrouped) in a librcuy file (see Figure
2-5). You move clements in and out of the
libraty by simply dragging, or by cutting and
pasting. You can label each element and
choose w hich groupings to view wid1 a popup menu (so evetyt.hing wit.h d1e name
sidebar could be displayed in a scrolling list,
for example).

t

i

1...................................1

QuarkXPress's capable spelling
checker and search/ replace function now
work globally, so you can search, replace.
or check an entire document. l11e program
is too cumbersome to be used effectively
as a word processor, however (you can't
simply scroll thro ugh a document.), so
don't expect to do more than light editing
and copy processing.

Tops in typographies
On d1e type side, typeseners and professional publishers have long favored
QuarkXPress for its powerful typographies, including its ability to render Type 3
PostScript fonts on screen (what ATM docs for Type 1 fonts). Now, along wim added
precision (to .001 point or .005 em for most measuremenrs), comes the ability to
create automatic drop caps of any size. You just specify the number of characters to
drop, and the number of lines to drop them. Also new is the ability to align text
w it.hin a text block at the Lop, center, or boll om, or justify it vettically - adding
space berween paragraphs to make the text fit the box. You can specify d1e maximum space between paragt:tphs, but can't specify different maximum values for
different paragraphs (or paragraph styles), which makes the feature mud1 less useful.
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QuarkX:Press 3 provides increased control over widows and orphans, keeping
lines and paragraphs together, and style types, such as d1e particular scaling ratios for
small caps, super- and subscript, and superior type (this is a document-level preference). In many ways, however, tl1e most awaited new feature is me free rotation of
text boxes to the tentl1 of a degree.
Quark's Picture boxes have always been round or square; now they can be
polygons. l11ere are five canned shapes, or you can create one of your own (sony,
still no Bezier curves). There's free rotation of pictures (independently of tl1e boxes
containing tl1em) to one-tenth of a degree, horizontal skewing, and scaling to onetenth of 1 percent in either direction. Also new is me ability to greek picwres,
precisely set the offset of an image (\vhere the picture fa lls in the picture box), and
check what pictures are in a document.
XPress can automatically check for and reimport pictures that have been modified
externally (with an option to check with you first). Another great improvement is the
separation of tl1e transparency and tl1e text runaround options; you can now have
transparent or opaque boxes, wim runaround or wimour.
You can now specify paragraph rules above ancl/or below paragraphs and the
rules move wid1 the paragraph as text reflows. You can insen floating boxes (text
and/ or graphics) mat move just like any other character in the text but can hold any
element or group of elements.
The color separation advantage

XPress has stood out for some time in its ability to generate process separations of
its color pages, including color EPS graphics from FreeHand and Illustrator (though
not including color bitmaps). Version 3 adds the ability to create traps (slight
overprinting areas that prevent white lines from appearing between abutting
colors), eimer automatically or according to your specifications. XPress's trapping
only works for Xl)ress type and graphics, though (you have to trap EPS graphics
in their source programs).
XPress 3 can produce full-color page separations tl1at include color TIFF
images by separating d1e TIFFs in advance into DCS (Desktop Color Separation)
files with programs like Adobe Photoshop or Preprinr's SpectraSepsQX. And
QuarkXPress will save pages in Aldus·s OPI (Open Prepress Intetface) fom1i.lt for
separation by prepress systems or Aldus PrePrinr.
Quark was not nicknamed Quirk for nothing: each upgrade since the
program's first release has had to go through several versions and subversions
before all me bugs got ironed out. l11is time has been no different. The dung
about Quark, though, is mat the company always comes through and ft.xes
mistakes; it just takes time. The latest version, 3.1 , is quite solid.
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Also somewhat quirky are the three manuals that come with the program.
Most of the answers are there, but they're scattered throughout the books. And
some important issues, such as how to do color separations of color TIFFs, are
not even touched upon.
If you can afford top dollar ($795- same as PageMaker). and want the best
tools for complex designs, including rotated items and color, QuarkXPress is your
best bet.

ReadySetGo -the poor stepchild of page makeup on the Mac
If you exclude the no-longer-extant LetraPublisher (nee MacPublisher), then it's
fair to say that ReaclySetGo has always been the poor stepchild of Macintosh page
makeup. While it's loaded \Vith features, very usable, and fully capable of producing
top-nmch pages, it doesn't offer PageMaker's seductive interface or QuarkXPress's
awesome power. Nor does it compete with the pricing of the low-end page layout
programs Publish It! Easy, Personal Press, and Springboard Publisher. At 5495, it is
less expensive than the power players, but not by such a huge amount (especially
when you're talking discounted prices). PageMaker and QuarkXPress are better
choices.

Design Studio -

direct descendant of ReadySetGo

Realizing that ReaclySetGo falls into a pretty deep hole between the two big pagemakeup mountains, Letraset developed Design Studio, which looks a lot like
ReadySetGo, but with interface improvements that make it attractive to the PageMaker design-on-the-screen crowd, power tools that QuarkXpress users will admire
(or in some cases, envy), and tools all its own that designers will crave. It's the same
price as its two main competitors - 5795.
Design Studio is a direct descendant of ReadySetGo. That's in1mediately apparent.
ReadySetGo users who were asked to pay $325 to "migrate" to Design Studio may
think it should have been an upgrade, but l etraset didn't. In any case, it's a major
improvement. The new tools won't be so attractive to the general business users
and production publishers that many of PageMaker 4.0's new features address,
it's missing some power tools that production publishers love in QuarkXPress,
and there are some clunky implementations and limitations that Limit the
program's usability.
'TI1e limitations have mostly to do with memory. If you rotate more than a few
objects, you can expect Design Studio ro refuse, citing low memory. The undo
function is also very limited: it can·t undo rotations, for instance.
Design Studio has a pasteboard underneath pages as in PageMaker, so you
can drag items off the page and drag them back on to other pages. You can see
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items move as you drag them around (but not as you scale them), and you can
set up column and ruler guides much as you do in PageMaker.
Design SnJClio offers most of the typographic control you could ask for keming, tracking, sub- and superscripts (including custom baseline shifts),
vertical alignment and justification, and excellent hyphenation controls. There's
even a feature for automatically building fractions. It's mi:;:;ing justification
controls, however.

.

Design Studio's other big shortcoming lies in its sryle sheets, which it inherited
directly from ReadySetGo. You ca n build styles that include both paragraph and
character fo rmatting and apply them to any selection of text, but when you apply tl1e
sryle, any local formatting (like italics) is removed from the styled text. And once
you've applied a style, you can't apply local formatting to the same text witl1out first
removing the sryle. It's wrongheaded, infuriating, and in a program that's otllerwise impressive, disappointing .
In addition, Design Studio has trouble importing Word's hanging indents. Most
other things about this program are great, starting vvith irregularly shaped text
and graphics frames (see Figure 2-6). These frames crop your graphics and shape
your text ro more than a dozen different odd shapes. And you can rotate any
page element in one-degree increments (sec Figure 2-7).
The Annexes feature allows for add-on menu items and features; included
Annexes let you edit kerning and tracking tables, get a list of fonts and pictures
used, and strip downloaded fonts from Design Studio's printed-to-disk PostScript.
Upcoming annexes include DesignScript ($125), a page-layout command language that will let traditional composition systems and databases spec fully laidout pages, and an annex for creating process separations.
Design Studio lives up to its name (and its $795 price); it's a full-blown
designer's tool, appropriate for people designing pages clay in and day out. Its
poor sryle sheers, memory l imitations, and lack of Undo for many functions make
it much less useful for production publishers than Page.Maker or QuarkXPress,
though, and casual users >viii probabl y balk at its complexity.

Ventura Publisher- advanced features for long documents
For years, Ventura Publisher has been the one good reason to use an TBM PC.
And for all those years, rumors have been flying that Xerox had a Mac version in the
works. WeU, it's tlnaUy here, and even though it's pretty much the same as Ventura
2.0, which came om in 1988, it boasts features that Mac publishers have only
dreamed of (with tile exception of a few FrameMaker and l nterleaf users) cross-references, autonumbering, toornores, equations, anchored (floating)
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Figure 2-6: Design Studio offers text and graphics frames in a variety of shapes.

frames, spreadsheet-style tables, variables, markers, live running heads (as in a
dictionary), and style sheets that never end.

Page makeup with style to spare
Style sheets are the heart and soul of Ventura. Almost all the formaning you
do in Ventura is via paragraph styles. You use the Tagging tool to select one or more
paragraphs (you can select multiple noncontiguous paragraphs on a page). Then you
click in the Tags palette (see Figure 2-8) to apply a style to those paragraphs. Any
time you change the fonmttting for a given type of paragraph - Subhead, for
instance- you cl1ange the formatting for all paragraphs tagged with that style.
l11e range of controls you have over a style exceeds anything we've seen on the
Mac to date (see Figure 2-9).
You can specify that a paragraph should fall at the top, middle, or bottom of a
frame; set it the width of the column or the width of the text frame (great for wide
headlines above multicolumn copy); indent d1e first lines either absolutely or relative
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Figure 2-7: With Design Studio's Rotate tool you can create wild text and graphics effects.

to the previous paragraph; set different left and right indents for left and right
pages; rotate a paragraph in 90-degree increme nts; specify line spacing, space
below, and space above a paragraph (if you choose, Ventura will ignore space
above when the paragraph falls at the top of a column); a nd specify column and
page breaks before a paragraph. You can specify line brea ks before the paragraph, after it, both, or neithe r (this enables you to place two paragraphs on the
same line - perfect for t1m-in heads).
You can specify up to three ruling lines (you specify the ir thickness and
distance apart) above, below, or around a paragraph; they can be the width of
the text, the paragraph margins, the column, the fra me, or a custom width.
Ventura allows for up to 16 tab stops, with your choice of leader character and
leader spacing. There are automatic drop caps and bullets (you specify the
number of lines for drop caps, the size of the indent for bullets, and th e type
specs for both drop caps and bullets). You can control tracking, hyphenation,
and justification pa rameters, and specify the amount of spacing to allow above,
below, and within the paragraph for vertical justification.
Vennmt differs from other Mac page-layout programs in one significant way: it
only provides links to impottecl text ftles, rathe r than actually importing a copy of
the text. So when you change d1e text on the page, Ventura changes the source
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Figure 2-8: The Tags palette in Ventura Publisher lets
you quickly apply styles to paragraphs selected with
the Tag tool. The styles at the bottom, starting with Z_
are generated styles that Ventura creates and applies
when you create one of its automatic items, such as
headers, footers, and captions.

file itself. In fact, if you simply impo1t a file inro
a Vennu-a chapter and th en save the chapter. it
completely alters th e text file (see Figure 2-10).
It strips our any formatting except for ty pe style,
instead inserting codes and tags that invoke
Ventura's formalling controls.

n~:mmm:m rags

:m::mm:m::m

list plus
list 1
lis t 1 plus
Pag~ Numb~r

pat· a
para plus
para1
para1 plus
rul~ abov~
t"Ul~ b~ lO\of

ruled callout
sd

Ventura removes Microsoft Word's style rags
when it's importing (and won't import Word l'iles
in Fast Save format), converting all the formatting
to its own coding system. WordBridge, a program
that is included with Ventura Mac, converts styled
Word documents to text files tagged for Ventura,
with accompanying style sheets. It won't read Fast
Save format either, however.
l11e spelling checker in Ventura is preny good,
with smaJt suggestions for correcting misspelled
words. It brings up the same words repeatedly,
however, rather than learning once you've told it
to ignore the word.

table
table end
table head
table number
table para
tip
tip end list
tip ~nd P1
tip end par a
tip end rule
ts
Z-.CAPTION
Z...HEADER
Z...lABEL FIG

Venwra addresses the tv:o most difficult
typesetting problems - tables and equationswith an impressive set of tools. The Tables
function allows for spreadsheet-type tables in
which the cells expand downward to accommodate multiple lines of text. You
can join multiple cells together to make a single cell, and take advantage of all
Ventura's styles and typographic controls. You ca n only have one paragraph per
cell, but given that, Ventura's rable functi on is the best available on the Mac.
Ventura's equation editor is competent, though nor the math-publishing
behemoth you' ll find in FrameMaker. It lets you build good-looking equationssimple or complex - wilhout too much arcane coding. 'I'here's one bug here,
though: if your Symbol font doesn't have the correct font ID, tJying to insert an
equation crashes the whole program.
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Figure 2-9: Ventura offers an impressive array of controls over paragraph styles. The
Paragraph Typography dialog box, shown here, is only one of nine dialog boxes that control
styled paragraphs. You can jump between those dialog boxes using a pop-up menu.

You can anchor frames (containing either text or graphics) to an anchor point
in the text, and the frame can either float directly above or below the anchor
point, stay in a fixed place on tl1e page but move from page to p age as the text
flows, or float within d1e text line itself. There's no command to float anchored
frames to me top or bottom of the page, howeve r.
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Figure 2-10: When you import a formatted text file into Ventura Publisher (in this case, from
Microsoft Word), it converts it to a tagged and coded document, stripping out all formatting
except type style changes (bold, italic, etc.). Ventura doesn't normally pick up paragraph
styles from Microsoft Word; this file was run through Word Bridge first, so style names were
converted to paragraph tags, and the style formatting was converted to a Ventura style sheet.

Ventura·s autonumbering maintains counters for chapters, pages, tables, and
figures. It can start numbering these at the beginning of a chapter, or continue the
numbering from the previous chapter.
You can cross-reference either w ithin or across chapters in Venn1ra by inse1t ing a
reference to a named frame anchor or marker (a marker is a named position in the
text put there for the sake of cross-referencing). While it involves creating a
w ritten list of markers and anchors to refer to (you can't just choose a name from
a pop-up menu), it's effective if you do build a list and are ca reful to type the
names correctly in the dialog boxes.
Footnores are straightforward ; you insert a footnote reference, and Ventura
creates a frame for you to type the footnote. When the reference moves, the
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footnote moves with it. Ventura numbers footnotes from the beginning of the
chapter or d1e beginning of the page, but it doesn't handle end notes. You can
create tables of contents, figure lists, and the like by specifying which tags to
gad1er into the list, and which chapters to gather them from.
To create an index, you enter index entries in the text. You can have two
levels of e nuy, with sort keys for each (See and See Also refere nces are available). Unlike PageMaker, however, you can't see a list of existing index topics
and choose one. You have to type d1e entry properly each and every time.
Ventura provides basic tools for drawing lines, boxes (square- or roundcornered), and circles, as well as boxed text. These graphics are anachecl to
frames, so when you move the frame, all d1e graphics move with it. This is
especially useful for annotating a figure with call-outs and an·ows.
The online help, though innovative in providing a pop-up menu with several
help choices in every dialog box, is so concise as to be almost useless. Technical
support was available, technically competent, and helpful when I called them,
but you get only 60 days of suppo1t when you buy Ventura, starting with your
ftrst call. Additional support is $150 per year.
While Ventllf"d is a good port from me IB!vl, several d1ings reveal d1at it is at
heart not a Mac program. It 'ivon 't use any font whose screen font name exceeds
thirty characters. Double-clicking with the text tool doesn't select a word- until
you release the second click. Holding down Shift while using the cursor keys
does not select adjacent characters; it jumps to adjacent pages. The Apply button
in dialog boxes applies d1anges permanently; Cancel doesn 't retract d1em. And
you can't change type specs (shift to italic, for instance), then start typing - you
have to type text, select it, then change the type specs. TI1ese are litde things, but
they are annoying, they slow you down, and they demonstrate Ventura's nonMac origins.
Those origins do allow for good tJansfer of files between the PC and the Mac.
The Copy All Files command moves all the necessary files - including fo ntwidd1 tables - between the t'\vo machines, though you often have to update
pointers, telling Ventura where to find files.
A few other problems are d1e fau lt of d1e program design itself. There's no
search and replace. There's no pasteboard. You can only create spot-color
separations - not process color. You can only rotate text, and only in 90-degree
increments. There's no grabber hand for scrolling around the page, so you're
forever using the scroll bars. And Ventura constantly redraws the whole page,
even when you just apply a style to a paragrdph. It even redraws d1e page when
you open a dialog box.
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VenUJra is a betrer producti on tool than FrameMaker, its closest competitor
on the Mac, and it takes a different approach. Ventura is designed to integrate
material from many sources, while FrameMaker is set up so that documents are
created in the program from writing through editing to production.
Given that Venntra Publisher hasn't changed since 1988, it is a remarkable
program. The Mac version is still young, however, and doesn't fit into the
Macintosh environment with complete ease. Occasional page makers are better
off with one of the more free-fonn programs like QuarkXPress, PageMaker, or
Publish It! Easy. J3ut for people who aren't afraid of numerous, deep dialog
boxes, who can afford a top-dollar program (yes, yet again, $795), who plan their
publications in advance, and especially those who are producing long, sauctured
documents, I highly recommend Venmm.

FrameMaker- page layout using common live files
At first glance, the Macintosh version of FrameMaker 2.1 (the publishing
favorite on Unix-based Sun and NeXT machines) looks like another page-layout
program, albeit \Vith more-than-impressive features for long, suuctured documents (see Figure 2-11). With cross-referencing, footnotes, indexing, autonumbering, and anchored frames, FrameMaker looks like rhe long-document and
technical production tool that !\·l ac users have been awaiting for so long.

Page layout for authoring and document processing
FrameMaker is not a page-layout program in the sense that Mac users understand that term. First and foremost, it doesn't impott formatted text files (it does
impon graphic files in all the major formats). You can open fotmatted Word and
MacWrite files, and Frame!v!aker converts d1em into FrameMaker documents;
from there you can cut and paste the formatted text into your FrameMaker
publication. Bur you can't just impon d1e formatted text. FrameMaker is designed
as an authoring or document processing tool, \vid1 d1e idea d1at writers work in
Framelvlaker from the begim1ing. They write the documents; build all dleir crossreferences, captions, callouts, and index entries; spell check, search and replace,
and so on - without ever resorting to lmport.ing or expotting. Last-minute
changes are sin1plified because evetyone- in writing, editorial, and production - works on a single, live document. This means that FrameMaker is at its
best on a setver-based net\vork, so everyone can get at the master files. You can
even use it on a mi.,xed network with Sun and :--Je).'T workstations.
The trade-off, of course, is dlar for FrameMaker to work seamlessly, evetyone
working on the job needs a copy of the program (at $795 each), and must leam
to use it. Bringing new writers up to speed rakes quite a bit of training, and widl
projects that involve outside and conu·act writers, the cost of the program and t:he
training can be prohibitive in bodl ti me and money.
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Figure 2-11 : FrameMaker's four palettes give you access to tools for drawing and equation
building, and to the catalogs of character and paragraph styles. The info bar at the bottom of
the window shows the name of the "flow," the tag of the currently selected paragraph, the
page number, and zoom magnification.

Robust features for creating documents
Given that essential difference between FrameMaker and other Mac pagemakeup programs- it's not designed fo r importing documents, but for creating
the m - it's easy to rave about d1e program's fean1res: a laundry list of abilities
long awaited by Mac long-document publishers.
There's an adequate set of drawing tools (even including Bezier curves), and
very robust word processing. You'll fmd automatic cross-referencing, footnotes,
indexing, figure lists, tables of contents, autonumbering, equation generation (and
analysis), definable variables, floating (anchored) frames. even hypertext capabilities (FrameMaker's impressive - though not context-sensitive- hypertext he lp
system is simply a FrameMaker document in its O\VI1 right).
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You can create any number of variables for text that is still up in the air. If a
product is still unnamed, for instance, or has a code name, you can insert a variable
C".tlled "ProductName" and assign a value of ·'CodeName." When the product name is
finalized, just change the value for the variable, and FrameMaker updates it throughout
the document. You can even insert formatting instructions
as part of the value.
Cross-references are equally robust. You can refer to heads, figures, page
numbers, section numbers, or any combination; FrameMaker even lets you jump
to the cross-reference location or search for unresolved cross-references. The indexing
function is powerful, though not nearly as easy to use as PageMaker's. You can't see
all your existing index topics and simply choose one; you must
enter the topic correctly each time, or rely on simple word indexing.
FrameMaker works with flows of text- continuous stories that jump from column
to column and page to page. You can name the different flows in your document and
assign different propetties to each flow. You can set up baseline synchronization, for
instance, so baselines of type align from column to column.
FrameMaker's feathering option for vertical justification is slightly more sophisticated
than QuarkXPress's. You can specify the maximum interline and interparagraph
spacing, bur nor for individual paragraphs or paragraph styles- only for a complete
flow.
FrameMaker offers character styles in addition to the more familiar paragraph styles,
which makes it much easier to fonnat nm-in heads and other consistently fom1atted
characters that aren't \Vhole paragraphs. You can apply formatting changes in
several ways (see Figure 2-12), but you can't base one style on another; if you
decide to change tl1e typeface for your body copy, you have to go through and
edit all your styles - first paragraphs, bullet lists, numbered lists, and so onrather than having the change ripple through all d1e styles automatically.
Within styles, you can define fom1atting using all of FrameMaker's impressive
specification tools- indents, tabs, spacing, leading, alignment, hyphenation and
justification, typeface, size, spread (the amount of spacing between letters), and
automatic numbering (using any of several numbering schemes).
You can specify d1at a frame you've previously created on the "reference page"
should automatically be insetted above or below any paragraph (or style of
paragraph). Those frames can contain just about anything - from a simple line
to a complex text-and-graphic conglomeration.
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Paragraph Format
Basic
Default Font
Numbering
Tabs
Aduanced

nApply To: ll
[81 Current C:U's
[81 'll's Tagged:
[81 'l1 Catalog

D

All C:U's

Automatic Hyphenation:
MaH. #

Adjacent:~ Shortest PrefiH: ~

Shortest Word:

D

jD

Hyphenate

Shortest SuffiH: ~

language:

IUS English I
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MaHimum: 111 O%

Standard Space=0.25 em
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Automatic Letter Spacing

I

Frame Aboue 'll: None

I

Below 'll: Fig rule

Figure 2-12: There are five dialog boxes controlling the format of a paragraph in FrameM aker.
all accessed via the Paragraph Format option. You ca n apply changes to selected paragraphs, to tagged paragraphs, to the style itself (the~ catalog I, or to all paragraphs
in the document.

You can also attach frames to text at any location; they're called anchored
frames (see Figure 2-13). These frames can float to the top of the column on
which their anchor falls, the boltom, wit.hin the line, right after the line, or even
adjacent to the paragraph outside the column on the left or right, or on the inside
or outside of the page.
Anchored frames have at least one failing however: t1oating illustrations in a
multicolumn layout are limited to the -;vidth of a single column; otherwise the)'
overprint on adjacent columns. Illustrations wider than a column must be placed
and moved manually as the document repaginates.
With all tllis long-document automation power, you can hardly expect
FrameMaker to shine for short, design-intensive documents. And it doesn't.
There's no manual keming, for instance (there is automatic pair kerning), much
less automatic tracking. EPS graphics appear contained in opaque white bounding boxes, making them hard to position on top of other elements. though the
boxes are transparent on printout.
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Figure 2-13: FrameMaker offers great flexibility in where it positions floating frames in relation
to their anchor points within text.

You can use up to eight predefined spot colors [n a docume nt, and while
there are good controls for which of those colors display and print, printing
options for high-quality film output are quite limited.
FrameMaker's tech suppott is accessible (I talked to a person on my vety first
call - no waiting, no call back), and seems well informed. That's good, because this
is a big, complex program that many potential users (writers and editors, for
instance) may find daunting. FrameMaker's manuals - ten of them, all well Lndexed - do an acceptable job of showing you how to use the features of the
program, but they're a bit short on conceptual explanations. There's no overview, for
instance, of what a marker is - just a terse definition and several specific usage
examples.
You should plan o n using at least a 68020-based Mac to run FrameMaker; it's
pretty sluggish o n an SE, especially with large documents. It holds all the text Ln
open documents in memory for the sake of speed , and will simply not o pen or
handle chapters that exceed available memory. Plan on giving it 3MB or 4MB under
MultiFinder in order to work with documents totaling around 150 pages.
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FrameMaker is a poor choice for short-document designers, and for book
publishers and others with stringent typographic requirements, it's worth thinking
twice before buying FrameMaker. But given the concept behind its design - that
everyone from writers to production workers use FrameJ\·l aker and work on a
conunon live file- this program is magnificent. It's ve1y solid, makes excellent use
of the Macintosh interface (these folks got religion), and brings features to the
Macintosh that we've never seen before, or in some cases even dreamed of.

lnterleaf Publisher 3.5 -the long -document, technical program
Interleaf Publisher- all 700 files and 9MB of it - is an obvious stranger to the
Mac world. lL doesn't use the Ivlacintosh interface, for instance; the desktop, mouse
clicks, menus, and dialog boxes are all different from \vhat you'd expect. It doesn't
use Apple's print manager, so it \Von't print on non-PostScript printers. It will use
installed fonts, but if you have too many installed, it runs out of menu space (with
my system, it stops around Palatino). It doesn't download fonts automatically;
anything that's not already in your printer you have to download manually. It ignores
Adobe Type Manager. There 's no zooming, except when you're creating graphics.
Fina lly, it must be installed on the start-up disk, and only recognizes that disk.
OK. Interle af Publisher is not, at healt, a Mac program. Nor is it typographically
sophisticated (trust me). So what is it?
Interleaf is a long-document technical-publishing program that runs on a variety of
workstation platforms - Mac, IBl\11, and several Unix boxes- wid1 special strengms
fo r technical publishing. It's more like a mega-powered WYSIWYG word processor
than a page-makeup program. It's a tool for clay-in and clay-out page makers especially producers of documentation - who move thousands of black-and-white
pages a year, don't care much about typographic sophistication, and have me fu llblown systems you need for that kind of \vorl<.
Interleaf lets you automate production to a greater degree d1an od1e r Mac
programs. There's automatic figure numbering, cross-referencing, graphics that float
wid1 anchors in the text, indexing, table-of-contents generation, vertical justification,
colunm balancing (so the columns on d1e last page of a multicolumn document are
equal Jengd1), and a robust "diagranuning" environment (including dra\V tools and
business graphics).
To take advantage of Jnterleaf's powers, though, you'Ll need a very sophisticated operator - preferably one who doesn't balk at a bit of programming. Witl1
mat kind of proficie ncy (and d1e progranuning tools- be they BASIC or Unix
programs), you can amomate publishing tasks to the point d1at Interleaf will
automatically build your weekly re po!t for you, reading, filtering, cleaning up,
and fonnatting files from several sources, all untouched by human hands.
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While fnterleaf offers features you won't fmd in other Mac programs, it goes
beyond being uncomfortable in the Mac environment; it's actively hostile. It imposes
enough penalties that you have to wonder \Vhy you aren't using a Unix platform- a
Sun workstation or the like- with all the multiprocessing, multitasking, and myriad
utilities that Unix provides.
For really big black-and-white projects- especially technical material- Interleaf
Publisher for the Mac is worth a look, but only for sophisticated, full-time page
makers in multiplatform environments who don't need great typo-graphics, but do
need to spend some of their time using other Mac applications.

Springboard Publisher -the affordable alternative
Are you looking for a page-makeup program under $200? Springboard Publisher
may be it. It's no toy, and I've seen it in ads for under Sl OO (which is where it starts
getting attractive). For that price you can't expect many power tools, but if you
occasionally need to produce reports, brochures, newsletters, or the like, you'll fmd
d1e basic tools you need here.
You can create text and graphics frames; lay out columns of type easily; wrap
type around graphics automatically; draw lines, boxes, and ovals; edit and create
bitmapped art (72 dpi) right on the page; and number pages automatically. There's
an ingenious dialog for linking text frames Cit's not as easy as clicking on successive
frames, but it works nicely; see Figure 2-14), and a separate typing window that
makes larger edits much easier ilian editing on the page (you can still edit on the
page, of course).
So what's missing? You're limited to full-point incremenrs for type and leading;
you can't edit when you're zoomed out; can't zoom with a Command-click; don't
have a pasteboard or a grabber hand for moving the page around; must shift to a
separate mode to create and modify lines, boxes, and ovals; and - you may find d1is
to be Springboard Publisher's worst fiaw- you can't fill frames, rectangles, or circles
wid1 grays. You can only apply grays and patterns to the lines around frames, or fill
ft~tmes with 72-dpi bitmapped patterns.
Aside from the fill problem, Springboard Publisher doesn't have any obviously
fatal design flaws. It's a capable little program for the casual page maker, it comes
wid1 Smatt t\Jt, an excellent graphics utility from Adobe Systems, and ilie $199 price
is hard to bear.

Personal Press - strictly for beginners
When Aldus Corporation, the creators of PageMaker, bought Silicon Beach
Software last year, one of d1e properties the company picked up was a page-layout
program called Personal Press, designed for beginning and occasional page makers
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Figure 2-14: Springboard's Link Text Frames dialog box makes it easy to connect one text
frame to another, and to attach continued lines at the top and bottom of frames.

and priced at S299. The program draws on many of the strengths of Silicon
Beach's other programs (notably SuperPaint and Digital Darkroom), and even
adds a linle of Aldus's prowess in the form of import filters.
One notable interface innovation is Personal Press's use of Proxies (see
Figure 2-1 5). Almost every dialog box lets you see a representation of the
d1anges you're making on the actual text or graphic you're working on, so you
can try things out before you click OK. Another innovation is the facility for
placing Posted 1\otes on any page, containing the date, time, and any notes you
want to pass on to your workgroup cohorts. You can hide or show the Posted
Notes, and print d1em out as well.
Personal Press is lacking the no\v-ubiquirous pasteboard - a place for storing
items temporarily off the page. To make up for this, it provides a Workbook- a
scrapbook-like window in which you can store page elements.
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Figure 2-15: Most of Personal Press's dialog boxes let you see a Proxy- a representation of
what your text or graphic will look like after you've made changes.

l11ere are tools for creating boxes- containers for text and graphics - as well
as lines and ovals, and tools to pl:~ce the time, elate, or page number anywhere
on the page (though not within a line of text). You can specify the elements'
sizes and positions either numerically or with the mouse, make d1em visible or
nm, locked or nm, and printable or not, and as with most programs, you can
apply lines and fills to those elements.
l11ere's a wide variety of line and ftll patterns (familiar from Silicon Beach's
SuperPaint), d1ough you can't specify a simple percentage tint. The greatest problem,
!:hough, is !:hat you can't specify a line thickness smaller than one point, which
almost guarantees tim publications will look amateurish.
Personal Press offers nice control over how page elements are stacked; in addition
to the nonnal Send to Back and Bring to Front commands, you can shuffie elements
back and forth one layer at a time, nudge elements, and align !:hem. There's a very
tlexible Replicate function, and an Equals tool makes it easy to make t'vo objects the
same size and shape.
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Like its cousin PageMaker, Personal Press lets you have only one publication open
at a time, and though you can import formatted stories into Personal Press from
Page.Maker publications (for those who are coming down in the world), you can't
import stories from other Personal Press publications.
You can either import text into boxes in Personal Press or type right on the
page. Once the te:11.1 is there you can bring a well -designed spelling checker and
thesaurus to bear. You can only edit text at 100 percent magnification, however;
when you choose the text tool, Personal Press automatically takes you to 1000/o
view, and all the text boxes come to the front. obscuring graphic objects that
were in front of them.
The type-formatting controls are rudimentary, which is perhaps to be expected
in a low-end page layout program (though it's not true of Publish It! Easy). You
can specify type size, leading, word spacing, and kerning in 1-point increments,
but there's no automatic kerning, which would be an obvious >vay ro help novice
users create good-looking publications. Personal Press's style sheets (named sets
of formatting attributes that you can apply to selected text) are also pretty
rudimentary; they only include character formarting - no paragraph fom1atting
such as indents and tabs.
You can import most Macintosh graphics into Personal Press - the Big Four
(PICT, EPS, TIFF, and Paint), plus SuperPaint and Digital Darkroom PICT, and Digital
Darkroom archives. Once you've impo1ted the graphics, you can scale them to a
given size (though not a percentage) or scale them to fill the graphic box either
proportionally or nonproportionally.
Personal Press's AutoCreate fearure is designed to let novices build documents
quickly based on the provided templates. A separate manual describes the
templates ("you need four stories and three graphics for this newsletter"), so you can
just choose the boxes and choose the text and graphics that are to fill them. Personal
Press then builds the publication, pulling the ftles into the template.
The templates have one key flaw, however: they don't include style sheets (the
lack of paragraph formatting in styles would be sorely missed if the templates
had any style sheets). So once you've flowed the text in, you're on your own for
specing the rype. The templates aren't very attractive in the first place, and most
users will find they need to adjust them considerably to make them work with
d1eir contents, so their utility is questionable.
The manuals and online help for Personal Press are excellent- providing
both step-by-step guidance and big-picrure understanding. TI1e features in d1e
program are generally well implemented, but it sports an odd mix of power-user
features (notably the Replicate and Image Control features) d1at beginning page
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Figure 2-16: This sample shows filled shapes
from Personal Press as printed on an Apple
La serWriter. Note how the fills extend beyond
the boundaries of th e shapes.

makers won't tl ncl much use for, and
limitations (1-point minimum line weight,
lack of auLOmaric kerning) that make it
hard for novices to prod uce goodlooking documents. Though features
such as Proxies and Posted Notes are
great innovations. they don't make up for
those more basic failings.
The old softwa re adage "never marry
a program with 1.0 in its name·· holds
true here. There's at least one setious
problem with printing - the fills of
boxes often hang outside of the box
(see Figure 2-16) - and Personal Press
crashed a lot on me unless I kept my
system su·ippecl down.
TI1e program also needs work in fine-tuning the design and feature list to suit
the newcomers to page makeup to whom it's being marketed.
Tn choosing between Personal Press, which makes it easy to create bad pages,

:mel its less expensive competitor, Publish It! Easy, which makes it possible (and not
difficult) to create good pages, I would definitely opt for Publish It! Easr .

Publish It! Easy- a lot of bang for the buck
When writing about Publish It, it's al ways :1 ch:illengc to avoid dropping into a
straight featu re list. Many people refer to it as the Swiss army knife of desktop
publishing, and since it includes robust tools for page layout. rext editing. drawing.
and painting. that moniker is appropriate.
Almost in the same breath, though. people tend to bemoan Publish It's clunky,
cluttered interface. It' hard to aYoid with so many features, but it makes the
program hard ro use. Timeworks ha addressed those complaints admirably in a
pared-down, sLreamlined, inexpensive (5249.95) version of Publish It by the
name of Publish It! Easy.
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While removing features was one method of simplifying !:he program,
Timeworks hasn't stripped it of its jack-of-all-trades ambience. It still has a morethan-impressive toolbox and feature list - enough to keep most nonprofessional
page makers very happy. Its tools for drawing, object alignment, and rotation
(anything, in 1-degree increments), in particular, put it ahead of some of !:he
big guns.
There's good text editing, including Find and Change (based on and/ or
including character formalling), spell-checking, and even a t11esaurus
(Thesaurus• Rex) . Text formatting includes most of !:he controls !:hat casual users
need, plus some nice bells and whistles like automatic and manual kerning
(in full-point increments), baseline shifts, and expanded or condensed type
(1 percent increments). There are import filters for MacWrite, Microsoft Word
(versions 3 and 4), \X'ordPerfect (Macintosh), WriteNow, and even Microsoft Excel.
Hyphenation is a batch, rather than an interactive process - select !:he text and use
the Insert Hyphens command- but it's quite speedy and pretty smart.
Publish It! Easy imports all the standard graphics files, including gray-scale TIFF. It
only offers seven standard colors, and t11ough you can print to a color printer, don't
expect spot color overlays; printing is basic and limited.
The most important changes aren't really in what's missing, they're in !:he interface. More than anything, Publish It! Easy stands out for its interactiveness. It's great
for casual users w ho often find t11emselves trying things out on t11e page rat11er !:han
plotting eve1ything in advance t11e way professionals do. As you resize a text frame,
for instance, !:he text reflows inside the frame interactively; it doesn't wait for you to
release the mouse button. Most of its dialog boxes let you see !:he results of your
cl1anges before you click OK to close !:he box. And several palettes make it easy to
get at t11e profusion of tools (see Figure 2-17).
The text library (see Figure 2-18) is perhaps t11e most innovative feature. You
can adjust almost every text-fonnatling command - font, size, leading, kerning,
etc. - by clicking to select it in !:he library.
If you change your mind, just click on Unclo/Hedo, and you get a list of your
changes to t11at frame's text, so you can choose w hich to undo and redo. It's not
totally selective. though; if you undo the second-to-last change, for instance, you also
undo the last one. When you come back to that fra me later, your undo/ redo list is
still there.
Publish It! Easy is one of the few page-makeup programs !:hat actually let you
see objects move as you drag them around on the page. Bear in mind, !:hough,
that you'll need more than a single megabyte (or else a stripped-down system) to
make this effective.
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Figure 2-17: You'll find plenty of palettes in Publish It I Easy, even including a choice of vertical
or horizontal toolboxes. You can shrink or enlarge them with the zoom boxes, and turn them
on and off selectively.

So what's wrong with Publish It! Easy? Not a whole lor, especially considering
the low (and heavily discounted) price tag. TI1ere are limitations -like its
restriction to integral poinr sizes - that aren't a great problem for general
business users, but some other things are more than annoying. The ruler guides
(one horizontal and one venical per document) are just as clunky and unusable
as in its older brother; you can't create custom page sizes- just the standard
letter, legal, and so on, in the print dialog box. There are no "continued on" lines
and no style sheers.
Publish It! Easy is also a bit slow in some operations (such as text selection),
but - this is surprising- most operations are not a whole lot slower on a Mac Plus
than on a II (hyphenation and other batch operations are notable exceptions). lt runs
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Selector
Align Objects * A
Font * F
Size * P
Styles *S
Bas e line * 'l
S tre t c h * X
Kern * K
Le ading *L

Undo/Redo
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Remove Kerning
Apply St.andard

Adjus t Kern
2 Pt Bas e line
125% Stretch

30x B.ase line Leadi
lt.a lie S tyle

Ket·n In 1 Point
Kern O•Jt 1 Point
Other ... [0]

Spe 11 Check * C
Find & Replace * R
Undo \ Redo * 2:

Figure 2-18: Publish It! Easy's Library palette lets you make most of your changes to text
formatting without resorting to menus and dialog boxes. Click on any item in the Selector and
you can control that aspect of text formatting. Click on Undo/Redo and you can selectively
undo changes you've made in that text frame.

well on Pluses and SEs, and weighs in at less than 290K on disk. plus space for
the dictionary, thesaurus, and so on.
The problems with Publish It! Easy are annoyances more than fatal flaws. lr is
a heck of a lot of page-layout program for a great price. It's a much better value
than Springboard Publisher or Personal Press.

RagTime 3 - combined strength for business users
You may well have hea rd of RagTime before. Tt's very popular in Europe, and
has been introduced (or at least annou nced) twice before in the States. For
various reasons the distribution arrangements fell apart, and for this third attempt
with RagTime 3, MacVonk (the Dutch creator) has set up a U.S. subsidia•y to
publish d1e product.
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At first glance, RagTime 3 looks l[ke a page-layout program with spreadsheet
and graphing features. You do all your work on pages that scroll down the
screen like a ftlnlS[rip, and you can zoom in and out as in page-layout programs.
When you ger to know it, t:hough, you realize t:hat RagTime is more like integrated programs such as Microsoft Works- but more integrated. The best
description for RagTime might be business document processor. It offers most of
rl1e tools business users need to produce reports, proposals, memos, newsleuers,
and reasonably complex, intelligent forms.
There are five modes in RagTime - the basic page-layout mode, in which you
create frames to contain text, text spreadsheets, graphs, and pictures - and modes
for working wirJ1 each of those frame types. The menus and tool bars change
depending on w hich mode you're using (see Figure 2-19).
Unlike Works, which requires you to change between modes and copy and paste
elements into the word processor, RagTime puts everything right on the page. If you
click on a spreadsheet fraine, you're in spreadsheet mode. Click on a text frame, and
you're in text mode.
You can reference information from a spreadsheet frame from any point in the
text or another spreadsheet, so when the first spreadsheet changes, the reference is
updated. Chans also update automatically w hen their source spreadsheets change.
l11ese are not warm links -they're hot.
Frame creation is simple and intuitive, rl1ough it would be greatly improved by Lhe
addition of rulers and guides as in most page-layout programs. To create a frame you
just draw a box (sorry, rectangles only) with Lhe frame tool and decide what type of
frame it is. You can also draw lines, but no circles. Frames can have rounded
comers, lines can have arrowhead ends, and any line or box can have a drop
shadow (there·s no control over the appearance of arrowheads and shadows,
however). Options let you w rap text around frames, make frames u-ansparent,
and anchor frames to text so they move when text reflows.
You can build very complex pages and save them as Forms, so you can
si111ply tear off a new form when you need one- great for sales and expense
reports, calendars, and the like.
The basic frame, nor surprisingly, is the text f1-ame, in wh ich you can enter and
format text It's unfommate that, despite its impressive ~trengths in other areas,
RagTime's word processing (arguably the most important feature) is somewhat
lacking. It's competenr, but far from a top-flight word processor. It provides searchand-replace, spell checking, and hyphenation in more rJ1an half a dozen languages (most dictio naries haven't been released yet in the U.S.), but Lhere's no
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Figure 2-19: Each of Ragtime's five modes - frame, text, graphic, spreadsheet, and graphuses a different toolbox. The menus also change according to what mode you're in.

index or table -of-contents generation, foo moting, figure numbering, or outlining,
and sorting is only available within spreadsheets.
RagTime offers the basics in text fo rmatting, with all adjustments in full-point
increments (except manual kerning, which works in quarte r points). Character
formatting includes custom sizes up to 999 points, fractional spacing, colored and
tinted type, condensed and expanded type (which actually just alters letter spacing),
and adjustable sub- and supe rscripts. Yo u can build all of tl1ese attributes into a Type
Macro so they're easy to apply, and you can search fo r and change character formats
tl1roughour a document. Though these features come close, tl1ey aren't as powerful
as true style sheets because they don't affect paragmph formatting.
Paragraph formatting is accomplished through rulers in the text that apply to
ensuing paragraphs, up to the next ruler. They let you control leading (fixed or
automatic, in one-point increments), alig nment (left, right, center, justified), left and
right margins, ftrst-line indents, and tabs (right, left , center, and decimal, with or
without leader characters of your choice). You can cut and paste rulers, and adjust
attributes for the cunent ruler or all following rulers. The rulers are quite small, but
an ingenious pop -up measurement tells you where your indents and tabs are
positioned as you drag them (see Figure 2-20).
RagTime will import graphics in all the usual formats- PICT, EPS, Paint, and TIFF
(including gray scale and 24-bit color TIFF, within memo1y limits). You can size and
cro p as you'd expect in a page-makeup program, apply colors to colorize blackand-white an , and adjust gray and color levels for multibit TIFF images.
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Figure 2-20: Ragtime's rul ers determine paragra ph formatting. You can adjust indents and
tabs by dragging with the mouse, and line spacing via the ruler dialog box.

live spreadsheet power
RagTime's Spreadsheet mode offers impressive powers, with many or most of
the features (but somewhat less speed) than stand-alone spreadsheets like Excel
and Wingz. You'll find a heady arTay of arithmetic, logical, scientific, date, data,
and financial functions. There's a Button function that lets you rum a cell into a
functioning bunon that is activated when you click on it. Even mail merging is
accomplished through functions in spreadsheets, which makes this impo1tant
feature qu ite difficult to learn, but flexible in execution.
A special type of cell - wra paround text - lets you type running text in a cell
without using carriage returns and constantly adjusting the cell height manually. You
can format te.\1: within a wraparound cell just as you can other text, including
paragraph ru ler formaning.
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l11e most important feature of these spreadsheets, though, is that they are
live, right on the p<~ge, and you ca n reference values in those spreadsheets
from elsewhere in the document, or even from other RagTime documents.
For the bulk of business documents, RagTime's spreadsheet powers are more
than ample.
To build a graph based on spreadsheet data, you simply select the cells you
want to graph and paste them into a graph frame. While you're limited to bar,
pie, and fever graphs, the number of controls for each results in a lot of flexibility. Change the source spreadsheet values, and the graph changes accordingly
(you can also freeze the values for the graph).
One of RagTime's best features is its strong support of multiple paper bins
on specific primers. You can print tl1e first sheet from one bin (letterhead, for
instance) and ensuing sheets from another. You can print alternating pages for
two-sided printing, \Vith good control to allow for paper-feed variations
between primers.
RagTime is not quite as strong as its competitors in any one area, especially in
word processing, but its combined strengths. particular!>• in page layout, put it 'ivell
beyond Microsoft Works and the like for most business users. Works still wins for its
database, which is much easier than RagTime's spreadsheet data functions, for mail
merging, and for drawing tools, but RagTime is much better at assembling complete,
live documents. Jf you want to learn only one program, and need spreadsheets,
graphs, graphics, basic word processing, and reasonable page-makeup tools, you
won't go wrong spending 5599 on HagTirne 3.

Multi-Ad Creator - the multi layout approach
You probably haven't heard of !\·1ulti-Ad Creator. Even though the first version
of this single-page layout program was impressive, it didn't get much play in tl1e
press or the page-makeup community. That may be remedied witl1 the newer
versions which are, in simple tem1s, great. There is one possibly fata l flaw,
however - it only handles single pages.
If you're familiar with the PageMaker interface, or are looking for a program
that equals it, you'll be comfonable in .Multi-Ad Creator. The pasteboard, ruler
guides, command-click zooming, grabber hand, flowing text blocks, placing
convemions (no need to create frames first), and block-to-block text flow are all
similar to PageMaker's functions, but in most: cases, better. These people have
been taking notes. You can't see objects (just bounding boxes) while you're
moving or sc<lling them, though, with the exception of Creator-created graphics.
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While all these features are attractive to designers, Creator's multilayout
approach is a downright godsend. You can design the same page - wid1 dle
same elemenrs - many different ways, and store all d1e layouts in one document.
No more Save As wid1 a dozen cryptically named files on disk. You can flip .
through your alternate layouts, see them side-by-side, or print them all. Creator
will even suggest layouts, based on rules you specify.
Creator's typographies are good, but it's missing automatic tracking, forced
justification (surprising and unfortunate), and control over justification parameters.
The style sheets, however, are d1e best designed and implemented of any Mac
program I've seen (see Figure 2-21).
You can set up bod1 paragraph and character styles, and paragraph styles can
specify any character style for the paragraph text (and yes, local fotm atting ovenides
styles). There are even Style Models that automatically apply styles to successive
paragraphs or text regions as d1ey hit the page. Creator does not import Word's
styles, however, or any par agraph formatt ing - only character fommting (less of a
problem in a single-page environment).
There's a good complement of draw tools in Creator, including polygons and
comic-book-style starbursrs, bur nor including a Bezier-curve tool (smood1ed
polygons are dle substitute). You can automatically wrap text inside or outside any
of d1ese shapes (but you can't crop or clip pictures w idlin them), and even ask
Creator to copy-fit for you -adjusting type size and rewrapping text iteratively
within a frame until it gets it to fit. Creator will produce eitl1er spot-color overlays
or process separatio ns - including separations of scanned color images, even
32-bit files.
The trade-off for all d1is power is somewhat sluggish peli'ormance. The price

($795) and slow speed (requiring a 68020 or better) put this program out of tlle
ballpark for anyone except full-time designers and those with ample budgets. And if
you do any multi page work, you'll need one of the od1er programs in addition to d1is
one (PageMaker's a good choice because of the simUar interhtce). If you have the
budget, though, and do much aclvettising design or production, Multi-Ad Creator
is a top choice.

Choosing and using
So w hich program should you buy and use? Choose QuarkXPress for design
intensive production work, especially for color. PageMaket>s a top choice for
designers who like to uy our designs on screen. Multi-Ad Creator is great for full-time
ad designers, d1ough you should probably also have PageMaker or QuarkXPress
around for multipage documents (and you might want FreeHand or Illustrator for
the more demanding illustrar.ive and color jobs).
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Figure 2-21 : Multi-Ad Creator provides both character and paragraph styles. You can use a
character style as the basis for the type formatting of a paragraph style.

For long-document publishers who don't mind deep dialog boxes and
planning evetything in advance, choose Ventura Publisher. If you can only have
one program for borh long-docume nt and design intensive work, buy Page.Maker.
rf your whole workgroup - writers, editors, and production people - is going to
be set up in one program, FrameMaker is very attractive, given the high price.
For occasional page makers, the top choice is Publish It! Easy. It has an
impressive toolbox and better controls than e ither Personal Press or Springboard
Publisher. And if what you really want is a multipurpose business document
processor disguised as a page-layout program (and you're not worried about
what everyone else uses), choose RagTime.
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Summary
vAt $795, PageMaker is near the top of the page-makeup price spectrum, but in many ways it's
worth every penny. Aldus is well known for its impressive.tech support, customer service,
documentation, and special items like tech notes. Along with a solid, well-rounded prog ram, those
factors add up to a friendly environment both for novices and for full-time page makers.

v

If you can afford top dollar ($795, same as PageMaker) and want the besttools for complex
designs, including rotated items and color, QuarkXPress is your best bet.

v

Design Studio lives up to its name (and its $795 price); it's a full-blown designer's tool, appropriate
for people designing pages day in and day out Its poor style sheets, memory limitations, and lack
of Undo for many functions make it much less useful for production publishers than PageMaker or
QuarkXPress, though, and casual users will probably balk at its complexity.

v Although the Mac version of Ventura Publisher is still young and doesn't fit into the Macintosh
environment with complete ease, it is still a remarkable program. Occasional page makers are
better off with one of the more free-form programs like QuarkXPress, PageMaker, or Publish ltl
Easy. But for people who aren't afraid of numerous, deep dialog boxes, who can afford a topdollar program (yes, yet again, $795), who plan their publications in advance, and especially those
who are producing long, structured documents, I highly recommend Ventura.

v

Given the concept behind its design - that everyone from writers to production workers use
FrameMaker and work on a common live file- this program is magnificent. It's very solid, makes
excellent use of the Macintosh interface (these folks got religion), and brings features to the
Macintosh that we've never seen before.

v

For really big black-and-white projects - especially technical material - lnterleaf Publisher for
the Mac is worth a look, but only for sophisticated, full-time page makers in multi platform
environments who don't need great typographies, but do need to spend some of their time using
other Mac applications.

v

Aside from not being able to fill shapes with gray, Springboard Publisher doesn't have any
obviously fatal design flaws. It's a capable little program for the casual page maker, it comes with
Smart Art, an excellent graphics utility from Adobe Systems, and the $199 price is hard to beat.

v With Personal Press, the old adage, "never marry a program with 1.0 in it's name," holds true. In

v

choosing between Personal Press, which makes it easy to create bad pages, and its less
expensive competitor, Publish It! Easy, which makes it possible (and not difficult) to create good
pages, I would definitely opt for Publish It! Easy.
Publish It! Easy stands out for its interactive ness. It's great for casual users who often find
themselves trying things out on the page rather than planning everything in advance. Overall, it's a
heck of a lot of page-layout program for a great price.

v

If you want to learn only one program and need spreadsheets, graphs, graphics, basic word
processing, and reasonable page-makeup tools, you won't go wrong spending $599 on RagTime 3.

v

Multi-Ad Creator is an impressive layout program with its main flaw being that it only handles
single pages. If you have the budget, though, and do much advertising design or production,
Multi-Ad Creator is a top choice.

.
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Whereto buy
DesignStudio, $795
Letraset, Nielsen, & Bainbridge
40 Eisenhower Dr.
Paramus, NJ 07653
201-845-6100

Personal Press, $299
Aldus Corp.
411 First Ave. S
Seatt le, WA 9810-1
206-622-5500

RagTime, $599
RagTime USA
702 Marshall St.
Redwood City, CA 94063
415-780-1800

FrameMaker, $795
Frame Technology
1010 Rincon Circle
San jose, CA 95131
408-433-331I

Publish It, $249.95
Timeworks, Inc.
625 Acadenw Dr.
Northbrook,' IL 60062
708-559-1310
708-559-1399 (FAX)

ReadySetGo, $295
Letraset, Nielsen, & Bainbridge
40 Eisenhower Dr.
Paramus, NJ 07653
201-845-6100

Interleaf Publisher, $995
lnterleaf, Inc.
Prospect Place
9 Hillside Ave.
Waltham, MA 02154
617-290-0710

Publish It! Easy 1.10, $249.95
Timeworks, Inc.
625 Academy Dr.
Notthbrook, IL 60062
708-559-1 310
708-559-1399 (FAX)

Springboard Publisher, $199
Spinmt ker Sofiware
201 Broadway
Cambridge, fi.1A 02139
617-494-1200
800-826-0706
617-494-1219 (FAX)

Multi-Ad Creator, $795

Multi-Ad Sel''ices
1720 W. Derweiller Dr.
Peoria, IL 61615
309-692-1530

PageMaker, $795
Aldus Corp.
411 First Ave. S
Se-Jttle, WA 98104
206-622-5500

QuarkXPress, $795
Quark, Inc.
300 South jackson
Denver, CO 80209
303-934-221 1

ventura Publisher, $795
Ventura Software Inc.
A Xerox Company
15715 Innovation Dtive
San Diego, CA 92128
800-822-8221 (upgrades only)

Chapter3

Fonts
by Erfert Fenton

In this chapter...
v Becoming familiar with basic font terminology.
v Practical exercises for installing fonts with the Font/
DA Mover, ATM, Suitcase II, and MasterJuggler.

v
v

Organizing font menus with font utilities.
A look at type design and type effects programs.
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N

o matter which applications you use on your ivlacintosh, they all share a
common element- fonts. Your exposure to fonts might be minimal if you
work primarily wit.h spreadsheets or databases, but if you u e a word processor,
page-layout application. presentation progi: lm, or any application that produces
documents that \viii be seen by others, you should learn how to make the most of
Macintosh fonts. This chapter imrocluces you to basic font terminology, explains how
to install and organize your fonts, and describes dozens of ut.ilities that let you do
eve1y thing from reorder a font menu to :1cld special effects to type.

Types of type: a brief history of Mac fonts
These days, ~1ere arc rwo species of Macintosh fonts: bitmapped fonts and oulline
fonL~. Within the category of outline fonts you'll encounter two subspecies: PostScript
and TrucType. Let's rake a look at each kind.

Bitmapped fonts
Bit.mapped fonts are characters made up of a map of dots. or bits in computer
parlance. (The term bit is shon for binmy digit- th<.: ones and zeros that determine
whether a clot on the screen is turned on or off.) The characters you see on the Mac's
screen are bitmapped characters. Bitmappecl characters are displayed and printed at a
resolution of 72 dots per inch - the resolution of the Mac's display. Therefore, what
you see on rhe screen is whar you get on paper
(see Figure 3- 1). A few tricks can be employed to
improve the appearance of printed bim1apsyou can check the Smoothing option in an
application's Page Setup dialog box, or ask a dotErfert Fenton has been writing and
mau'Lx printer such as the Image-Writer 11 to print
editing for Mac world since its premier
at Best quality. which doubles the printed output's
issue in 1984. She has a B.A. in Fine Arts
resolution. Bitmapped fonts are available from
from the University of Colorado, and
Casady & Greene, Dubi-Ciick Software, and other
graduated with honors from the "Comcompanies, as well as from ~·lac user groups and
puter Writers' School of Hard Knocks,"
online services. You can make your own
which included stints at Osborne/
bitmappecl fonts with Altsys Corporation's
McGraw Hill and PC World magazine.
Fantastic.

About the author

She regularly writes feature articles and
reviews for Macworld; her article on
typesetting service bureaus won a 1989
Maggie award. She is also the author of
The Macintosh Font Book(Peachpit
Press, 1989) and coauthor of Canned Art:
Clip Art for the Macintosh (Pea chpit
Press, 1990).

Outline fonts
When the Macintosh was introduced, bitmapped fonts were the only game in to\vn. The
fonts that came wi1h the Mac. as well as those
offered by \'arious vendors, were certainly
superior to the ungainly glyphs of pre-Mac
computers. but the~· didn't exactly set the
rypog1~1phic world on fire. Enter Apple's Laser-
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Bitmapped. characters
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24 pt. abcdefghijkl
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.
CD
9 pt abcdt-fghijklrnnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDE
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9 pt abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJK
Figure 3-1: Bitmapped characters (top) are displayed and printed at 72 dpi; PostScript outline
fonts (bottom) can be scaled to any size and can be displayed and printed at 300 dpi.

Writer printer in 1985. The Laser\'<lriter introduced a new type of type- Post-Script
outline fo nts. The LaserWriter incl uded a buill-in p rogramming l:111guage
called PostScript, which Apple licensed from Adobe Systems. PostScript cou ld
scale fonts to any size via a master outline; instead of installing a bit-mapped
font for every size to be printed, a user could simply select any size and let
PostScript handle the scaling. PostScript font outlines are made up of Uezier
curves. which consist of points on a path and separate control points outside
the path; PostScript characters are sho\\'n in Figure 3-L In addition to offering
virtually unlimited font sizes, the Laser\Vriter had a resolution o f 300 clots per
inch (dpi) - a vast improvement O\'er the 72-dpi resolution of bitmappecl fonts.
13ener still. the Laser\Vriter's PostScript let you produce graphics as well as text,
ushering in the era of desktop publishing.
The original LaserWriter included 13 built-in fonts; later versions came with 35.
IJut even 35 fonts weren't enough for many rubl ishers, especially "vhen you consider
that each style or weight (Helvetica Plain. Helvet ica 13olcl, Helvetica Italic, and
Helvetica Bold Italic. for cx~t mple) was counted as a separate font. Sever:rl font
foundries soon filled the \'Oid with dou•llfoadaiJ!efonts, PostScript fonts that could be
installed on the Mac and sent to the Laser\Vriter. (I n most cases. applications
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automatically dmvnload fonts, which means the fonrs you use in a document
are simply sent to the printer. To improve printing speed, you can use a utility like
Adobe·s Font Downloader or Apple·s LaserWriter Font Utility to manually download
one or more fonrs to the printer. Unlike automatically downloaded fonts, manually
downloaded fonrs sray in the primer's memory umil it's turned off.)
Esrablishccl type companies sud1 as Linotype (now known as Linotype-Hell)
offered downloadable PostScript fonts, as >veil as small upsrans like Casadyware
Oater called Casady & Greene). Altsys came out with Fontographer, a $500 ty pecreation program that put type design into the hands of individuals and started a
conage indusuy of digital rype designers. But there was a difference between the
downloadable fonts offered by Linotype and those offered by individual designers and small type shops; Linotype's fonts conta ined programming instructions
called hints, which subtly ~t ltered character shapes to make them look good when
printed at 300 dpi. linotype and other rype foundries licensed Adobe's fomcreation tools, allowing them to produce hinrecl fonts. Fonts made with Adobe's
technology \vere also ene~ypted, which meant that users couldn't access character
outlines and edit or reshape them. Adobe-licensed fonts were called Type 1 fonts,
while those created by other manu fac[Urers were called Type 3 f onts (Type 2 fonts
disappeared somewhere in the process of PostScript fom evolution).
PostScript continued to evolve over the years and quickly became an imaging
and printing standard. Linol}'pe introduced a series of imagesel/ers that, like the
Laser\XIriter. output PostScript text and graphics, bur at a much higher resolution- 1,250 or 2.470 dpi. Other manufacturers, including Varityper and
Compugraphic, inu·ocluced high-resolution Post cript imageserrers as well, and
desktop publishing began to compete with u~tditiona l typesening.
In the late 1980s, a number of printer companies introduced PostScript clone
primers (or Pos/Script-compalib/e primers, as the companies preferred ro call
them), with versions of PostScript licensed from developers other than Adobe.
The first clones had trouble printing Adobe's Type I PostScript fonts, so they
offered built-in fo nLs from od1er companies, notably Bitstream. (By now, most
clone printers can process Adobe fonts.)
PostScript was sailing along smoothly as the established printing standard until

1989, when Apple dropped a bombshell - the company was working on its own
outline font format, code-named Royal (the new format is now called Tme7jpe).
This news caused considerable consternation in the font-using community. Many
applauded Apple for offering developers an .. open·· font format, as opposed to
Adobe's proprietary font-creation tools. PostScript font fans - from desktop
publishers with modest font collections to typesett ing se1vice bureau owners wid1
tens of rl1ousands of dollars invested in PostScript technology- gnashed their

teeth at the prospect of dealing with a new format. i\•lany heated discussions ensued,
and for several monrhs you cou ldn't p ick up a computer magazine
without reading about font \Nars. Adobe relinquished some ground by publishing
d1e specifications for its Type 1 format, but stole some of TrueType's thunder by
inrroducing Adobe Type Manager (ATM), a utility that automatically scaled fonts
to virtually any size for screen display or non-PostScript printing.

_.

Now that some of d1e dust of banle has settled, it
looks
lil<e PostScript and TrueType foms are destined to
Naw that some of the dust
coexist. TrueType scaling is included \Vith Apple's
of battle has settled, it looks
System 7; you simply install TrueType fonts and d1e Mac
like PostScript a11d Trueautomatically scales them to any size you select.
Type fo1lts are destined
~
TrueType fonrs can also be sent to inexpensive printers
to coexist.
such as the Apple Style\\7riter (the Style\X'riter costs so
little because it doesn't contain PostScript; the t-.·lac and
TrueType, rad1er than built-in printer software, do all the
font-scaling ';vork). Bur System 7 and non-PostScript printers like the Style\Xiriter
work w ith ATM and PostScript fonts as well. PostScript font owners don't need to
replace or upgrade their current fonts, as many feared. You can even mLx
PostScript and TrueType fonts in the same document, if you're so inclined, and
print the document on a PostScript or non-PostScript printer. And if you wa nt to
standardize your font fom1at, you can use a utility such as Altsys's Metamorphosis
Professional or Ares Software's Fontlvlonger to convert fonts from PostScript to
TmeType format, or vice versa.

Font installation
Installing TmeType foms under System 7 is pretty easy; you simply drag an
icon into the System Folder and click a button. The font is placed in the Mac's
System file. To remove a font, you simply open the System file and drag the font
icon out. TrueType fonts reside in a single icon; system software scales the TrueType
outline for screen display and printing .
But nor everyone \viii use TrueType or System 7; owners of older Macs (with less
than 2MB of memory), users \Vho choose not to upgrade to System 7. or those who
have existing collections of PostScript fonts w ill have to employ the old-fashioned
method of installation, w hich involves installing both bitmapped (screen) fonts and
oudine (printer) fonts. Times change, so be sure to read d1e documentation that
comes with new fonts or printers, but for now, here are several font-installation
strategies.
Three basic font-installation scenarios are presented here. A fourd1 scenario
combines the utilities presented in d1e first three. The first scenario is a barebones approach using only the Font/DA Mover, for those who are stili waiting for
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Font /D A Mover

rAJ)
lTC Clearface Sen:- en Fonts

rAJ)

{
Hewd disk

News Gothic Bold

Figure 3-2: The Font/DA Mover and appropriate screen-font suitcases must be installed on
your hard disk to copy the fonts you will use into the System Folder.

System 7 or don't intend to upgmde. and don't want to spend any money on
extra utilities. The second scenario introduces Adobe Type Manager, which
allows you to save space on your hard disk by installing a minimal number of
screen fonts. The final scenario deals with font!OA extenders. which save time,
disk space, and Font/ OA Mover hassles by enabling you ro turn screen fonts on
and off without installing them in your System file .
For the following exercises, we'll install a set of PostSCJipr fonts for a hypothetical newsletter: Adobe's lTC Clearface Regular, at 12 points, for the text:
Clearface Bold Italic, ar 10 points, for figu re titles; Clearface Regular Italic, at 10
points, for figure ca ptions; <1nd Bitstream's News Gothic Bold, at 18 and 14
points, for two levels of headings. The exercises assume you have a hard drive,
Font!DA Mover version 3.8 or later. 3nd several PostScript fonts.

Scenario 1: Font/DA Mover
Apple's Font!DA Mover lets you insta ll :;elected sizes of screen fonts into the
~1ac's System file, where they are then available to <1ny application. Screen fonts

come packed in an icon that looks like a suitcase. C-iote: If you have System 6.0.7
or later, you can use TrueType fonts with Fonti DA Mover 4.1 or larer and Apple's
TrueType l.'JlT.)
1. Place a copy or the Font/DA ~·l ove r on your hard disk. Copy a screen-font
suitc<Jse for each font you'll be installing on your hard disk (see Figure 3-2).
(Adobe and Bitstream arrange their screen fonts differently; Adobe's Clearface
family resides in <1 single suitcase, \vhile the screen fonts in Bitslream·s
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Figure 3-3: When you double-click the Clearface suitcase, the Font/DA Mover window
displays th e fonts in that suitcase.

.\-lacFonrware packages reside in a separate suitcase for each style. Therefore,
in this example you'd copy the lTC Clearface suitcase - which contains plain,
ita lic, bold, and bold italic - and the :'-Jews Gothic Bold suitcase onto your
hard disk.)
2. Double-dick the Clearface suitcase icon. The Font!DA Mover window appears,
with the fonts in that suitcase listed in the left-hand column (see Figure 3-3).
Beneath the column, the Font!DA Mover displays t.he suitcase name and the name
of the d isk it's on (in this case, your hard disk) .
3. Click the Open button beneath the right-hand column. A list of the files and
folders on your hard disk appears. The Font/DA Mover installs fonL~ in your Mac's
System file, so your first task is to find that file. Locate the System Folder in the
list of files and fo lders, double-click it to open it, then do uble-d id( System to
open the System file. A list of the screen fonts insrallecl in your System file
appears in t.he right-hand column of the Fonr/ DA Mover. Benead1 the column,
the Font./DA Mover d isplays the file name (System) and the name of the d isk
it's on (in this case, your hard drive) as shown in Figure 3-4.
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Figure 3-4: Once you have found the System Folder in the right-hand column of the Font/DA
Mover, double-click it to open it, then double-click System to see the screen fonts installed in
your Systemfile.

4. In the lef1-hand column, click on the names of the font weights and sizes you
wish to install, in this case Clearface Regular 12-point (Ciearface Re... 12),
Clearface Regular Italic 10-point (I Clearface R... 10), and Clearface Bold Italic
10-point (BI Clearface.. . LO). Hold down the Shift key as you select different
fonts to select several at once, or hold clown the mouse button and drag across
a conliguous group of names.
When you've selected all the screen fonts you want to install, click the Copy
bullon. :-.lore that the armws (») on the Copy button poinr toward the
destination of Lhe screen fonts- in th is case, the System file (see Figure 3-5).
To install screen fonts from additional suitcases (in this example, Bitstream's
News Gothic Bold), cl ick the Close bunon below the left-ha nd column and
select the approprime suitcase from the list that :rppears. Repeat the procedure
just described to install the additional font. When you've installed all the
screen fonts you need, cl ick the Quit button to return to the desktop.
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Figure 3·5: Selecting the screen fonts you want from the left-hand column of the Font/DA
Mover and clicking Copy will install those fonts into th e System file.

5. t\ow d1at you 've installed the screen fonts you need, you can throw away your
copies of the font suitcases, which arc just taking up space on your hard drive.
By installing only the sizes you need for the newsletter, you've conseJVed a
considerable amoum of disk space; the t\vo suitcases in d1is example would
take up a toral of 818K if you installed eve!)' size and sryle in them, but
installing only the fonts you need uses only 25K. If you need additional sizes
or weights later. you can add them with the Fonr/ DA .Mover.
t\ote: You don't have to install a particu lar font size for that size to print
correctly on a PostScript printer, but ror the sake of on-screen readability you'll
probably wanr w install all the sizes you'll be using. If a size isn't available, the
Mac's built-in Quick.Draw routines will create •a rough approximation of
characters in that size ror screen display.)

6. Now that you've installed the appropriate screen fonrs, it's time to install their
corresponding primer fonts. Justa// is perhaps too intimidating a word; all you
need to do is ch~tg the printer font icon for each font into your System Folder
(see Figure 3-6).
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Figure 3-6: To install printer fonts onto your hard disk, drag the font icon for each font you
want - in this case NewsGotBol, ClearReg, ClearReglta, and ClearBollta- into the
System Folder.

Leave rhc printer font'S loose in the System Folder; if you place printer font
icons into another folder with in the System Folder, the Mac won't be able to
locate them when it's time to print.
Note: You may notice a folder called "AFM" on the disk your fonts came on.
AFM (Adobe Fom Mer.rics) Ales contain font metrics and kerning information
that's used by a few applications. L'nless an application's manual tells you to
install Afi\·1 files, you ca n ignore them.

Scenario 2: Adobe Type Manager
using rhe Font/OA Mover to install all the screen font sizes you need is the
cheapest way to go, since the Font/ DA 1\:lover is included with Apple's system
software utilities. But if you use dozens of fonts, you'll be saving money but
squandering disk space by using the Font!DA ~lover. If you add Adobe Type
Manager to you r font utilities collection, you can install only a single size of each
font and let ATM scale the characters for screen display and QuickDraw printing
(Adobe suggests you install two sizes per fom- say, 10 and 12 point - for
optimum scaling).
Because ATM scales fonts to virtually any size. not only do you have to install
fewer screen fonrs to display typical sizes like 18 :mel 24 poim, but you can also
view previously undisplayable sizes like 38 or 55 poim. And ATM saves owners
of QuickDrmv printers such as the l aserWrirer II SC or the GCC Personal Laser
Printer the trouble of installing the correct sizes of birmapped foms to be scaled
by the printer.
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Figure 3-7: Dragging the ATM icon into the System Folder and restarting your Mac installs
Adobe Type Manager onto yo ur hard disk.

While the original release of ATM supported only Adobe Type 1 PostScript
fonts, a subsequent release took care of that limitation; ATM now supports Type
1 fonts from other manu ftlcturers also. And \Vhile some users complained that
ATM's on-the-fly font scaling was more like on-the-crawl , the recently-released
version 2.0 offers improved speed; version 2.0 is about twice as fast as the
previous version.
1. ATM is a cdev (control panel device). To install i t, you just drag the AT.\1 icon
into the System Folder and restart your Mac (see Figure 3-7). You can tu rn
ATM on and off from the Conrrol Panel and adjust the size o f its font cache a larger cache makes for faster scaling.
2. Wid1 ATM installed, use the Font/ DA Mover as you did in the first exercise,
but this time insttlll only the 10 - and 12-point sizes for each font you w ish to
place in the System file (see Figure 3-8).
(If you're no t a big fan of the Font/ OA Mover, you're in lucie ATM 2.0
includes tl n H\IT called Font Porter that lets you sim pl y drag a suitcase icon
into the System Folder to install screen fonts. When you restart your Mac, all
the fonts in the suitcase are automatically loaded. Although this method does
away w ith the Font/DA Mover, it also does away >v ith one of the bonuses of
ATM - saving disk space by installing a minimal number o f screen fonts. As a
compromise mo ve, you might wanr to bite the buller and use the Font/DA
Mover to crea te custom suitcases filled \Vith just the 10- and 12-point sizes of
d1e fonts you use for particular projects, then install each suitcase with Font
Porter when you need il. Scenario 4 shows you how to make t1 custom
suitcase with Font/ DA Mover.)
3. For each screen font you insta lled, drag the associated printer font into d1e
System Folder (see Figure 3-9). ATM gets its scaling information from the
printer font, so the prinl er font must be in the System Folder for ATM to work .
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Figure 3-8: With ATM installed, you install fonts with the Font/DA Mover as before, but this
time you need only select 10- and 12-point sizes for each font you want.

4. \'(i ith ATM installed, bitmapped fonts will be smooth ly scaled ro vinually any
size, including fractional point sizes if an application suppons d1em. Al though
characters look blocky at small sizes because of the Mac's 72-dpi screen
resolution, even smaU sizes look good \Vhen printed on a QuickDraw or
PostScript printer (see Figure 3-10).

~
ClearReg

N•~Bo~ LlJ
~

~

C lear R ~g Ita

C l ~ arBo lit a

/

Syst~m Fold~r

Figure 3-9: For each screen font installed, drag the associated printer font into the System
Folder (ATM gets its scaling information from the printer font) .
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Figure 3-10: ATM smoothly scales bitmapped fonts to virtually any size.

Scenario 3: Suitcase II or MasterJuggler
Another way to avoid the Font!DA Mover is to use a font!DA extender such as
Fifth Generation Systems' Suitcase II or ALSoft's Maste1juggler. These wonde1ful
utilities let you access dozens of suitcases full of fonts (or desk accessories)
without installing them in your System file. Like ATM 's Font Porter, these utilities
won't save you disk space, but they'll save you trouble since you can add or
remove fonrs without going through the tedious process of adding or deleting
them from the System file.
Suitcase II and Maste1juggler are very similar, so the following instructions can
be applied to either utility. !3oth programs include several companion utilities for
viewing fonts, resolving font ID number conflicts, and managing Fkeys, DAs, and
sounds.

1. Suitcase II and Maste1juggler are INITs; drag the utility's icon inro the System
Folder, restart your Mac, and it's up and running (see Figure 3-11).
2. From within Suitcase Il/Jvlaste!j uggler, which is from the Apple menu, you can
open d1e fonr suitcases you wish to access.
Font suitc:tses can be large - from around 200K to 600K apiece. Suitcase 11 or
Maste1juggler can compress fonts by as much as 50 percent or so; d1e program
automatically decompresses a suitcase when you use the fonts it contains.
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Figure 3-11 : To instaiiiNITs such as Suitcase II and MasterJuggler, drag the icon into the
System Folder and restart your Mac.

3.

If you've fi nished a project and won'! be using a particular suitcase for awhile,
you ca n close il in Suitcase 11/ \•lasteljuggler and then remove your copy of the
suitcase from your hard disk to reclaim disk space.

Scenario 4: the best of all three worlds
'TI1is exercise combines rhe capabilities of the Fon!/DA Mover, ATM. and
Suircase JJ/ Maste1Juggler 10 oprimizc font insrallal ion on your hard disk. This
scenario is designed to simplify adding and removing fo nts, save disk space by
installing the minimum number of fonts possible, and avoid font TO number
conflicts.
The first step. \\'hich em<~ ils removing most o f the fonts from your Sys1em file,
may seem puzzling, but lhere·s a rea on for it. You're perfonning this step to
prevent font ID number conflicts. those annoying glitches that occur w hen two
fonts are a igned the ame 10 number. Symptoms of font ID conOicrs include
installed fonts thm fail to shmv up in a program's Font menu, or a documenr
t.yped in one fom thm prints in another. f-onts installed in the Sysrem file have
priority over fonts in :1 suitcase accessed by Suitcase II or Maste1juggler. If you
remove the fonts from your system i'ilc, then a font in the System can't elbow its way
in fro nt of one in a suitcase.

1. We'll start with some housekeeping. Double-click on the Font/DA Mover icon to
list the fonts in >'Our System file. Before you proceed. make sure you have the
originals of ;ill the fonts you see listed, because you're about ro throw away rhe
ones you see h~l\!.
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Figure 3-12: To remove fonts from the system, select the fonts- in the left-hand columnyou don't want and click Remove.

Select the fonts you want to remove from the System- ideally, you should
select all of the fo nts listed (nore that the Font/DA Nlover won't let you throw
away Chicago 12, Geneva 9 and 12, and Monaco 9, ,·vhich are required for
System operation). Remember, you can S\Veep d1e cursor across a group of
adjoining names, or Shift-click to select several names at once.
When you ·ve selected all the fonts you wam to delete. click d1e Remove button
(see Figure 3-12). The ivlac chugs away, and the fonts are deleted from the System
file.
2. Quit the Fonr/ OA Mover and return to the desk top. Copy the suitcase icons for all
the fonts you'll be using onto your hard disk. To save yourself another round of
disk insertions, copy the nccessa1y printer fonts into the System Folder as well
(see Figure 3-1 3).
3. Double-click on one of the su itcases to open the Fonl/DA Mover. As in Scenario
1, the fonts in that suitcase will be listed in the left-hand column. To make a new
font suitcase, first click the Open butron beneath the right-hand column (see
Figure 3-14).
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Figure 3-13: Copying th e screen fonts and printe r fonts to your hard disk together will save

you a disk-inse rtion step.

4. In

the dialog box tha t appears, cl ick the 1\'ew button. In the window that subsequently appears. type the name you w ish ro assign your custom suitcase. For
example. you might want ro make a suitcase that holds :~ II t11e fonts for your
monthly newsletler; type .. ewsletll.:r ronts" and click Create (see Figure 3-15).

5. In the Pont/Di\ Mover's left-hand column. shift-click the lO- and 12-point sizes for
the fonts you wa nt to install. Next. click the Copy button to acid the fonts to your
new suitcase (see Figure 3-16). Click the Close button beneath the left-hand
column, and open another suitcase from the list that appears. Repeat step 3 for all
the fonts you wish to install for your newslener set. closing and opening suitcases
in the left-hand column.
When you 've installed all the fonts you nc.:ed in your Newsletter Fonts suitcase,
click the Close bunon beneath the.: right-hand column. then create additional
suitcases for other projects if you wish.
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Figure 3-14: Double-clicking on one of the font suitcases opens the Font/DA Mover. To begin
making a new font suitcase, click the Open button.

6. When you've created all the suitcases you need, click Quit to return to Lhc
desktop. Throw away the overstuffed suitcase icons you opened to pack
your custom suitcases. Now, install ATM and Suitcase II or Maste1j ugglcr, as

Cl opplellnlc
Cl clip ort boolc
Cl cliport
Cl DRs
Cl Files Recelued
Cl Font Stuff
Cl Fontogropher
Cl Fontstudlo
Cl Hyper card
Cl lllustro tor 88

Cl Fon t Stuff
Cl Fontogropher
Cl Fontstudl o
Cl ltyp ercord
Cl lllustr o tor 88
New Fo nt File No me:

INewsl etter Fonts

-··

Cancel

=

liD

O r hH~

Figure 3-15: To create a new font suitcase (1) click the New button, and (2) type the name you
want to use for the custom suitcase in the subsequent window, pressing the Create button to
implement
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Figure 3-16: Add fonts to a new suitcase by selecting the 10- and 12-point sizes of the fonts
you want and clicking the Copy button.

described in the previous sections, and restart your Mac. Open the custom
suitcases you need with Suitcase II or Mastet:Juggler, start up a word processor
or page-layout program, and you're ready ro create a document. The fonts in
the suitcases you selected will appear in d1e program's Font menu. and ATM
will take care of scaling the characters.

The hard disk route
If you use a large number of downloadable fonts, you should consider the
advantages of accessing them from a hard disk. The latest version (4.0) of Adobe's
Font Downloader lets you download a batch of fonts to a hard disk attached to a
PostScript printer's SCSI port.
The fonts on the primer's hard disk can be downloaded much faster than fonts
downloaded from the Mac's disk drive to a PostScript printer over AppleTalk.
According to an Adobe representative, a complicated prim job could run up to 30
percent faster on a disk-based PostScript printer, since no download time is
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required- it's as if tl1e fonts resided in the printer. \\'lhen fonts reside on a
printe1"s hard disk PostScript b able to accessonlyrhecharacrers it needs to render, rather
than dO\vnloading an entire font. saving a considerable amount of memo1y and
speeding up printing. Di k-based printers can also have several megabytes available
for caching character bitmaps (storing character shapes once tl1ey've been rendered,
rather than throwing them away and building mem from an outline over and over),
which also speeds up priming.

Font management
If you install a large number of fonrs, you might be dismayed to find yourself
scrolling down a seemingly endless fonr menu. Before you give up on using Zapf
Chancery, rake a look at the following options for organizing your font menu.

Take control of your font menu
Mention the Futura family and you'll strike terror into the heart of anyone who
hates yard-long font menus. Adobe's version of Futur:t. for example, boasts 20
members, from Futurd Light to Futura Extra Bold, with plenty of styles and
weights in between. Choosing among 20 family members is hard enough, but
with Adobe's naming strategy, the Futura famiJ)' is scattered throughout a fom
menu under monikers like 0 13
.. Futura Co. (Futura Condensed Extm Bold) and
OC>..'B Futura Co. (Futura Condensed Extra Bold Oblique). Wouldn't it be swell if
you could access all the weights you needed under th e main listing Futura?
Fortunately, you have several options for doing so.
The simplest solution is to buy font families that have been merged by the
manu facturer. 13itstream's MacFontware pack<lges. for example, ty pically come in
the standard styles roman (plain. in .\·lac parlance), italic (or oblique), bold, and
bold italic. \\'lhen you install a Bitstream font family, only the family name
(Baskerville, for example) appears in your applicarions' font menus. But selecting
Bold. Italic, or Bold and Italic from the Sty le menu w ill summon the correct
screen font in the selected style. If you're not sure whether a company's fonts are
merged, check with that company.
Both Suitcase II and ~v1astcJjuggler include utilities that let you place styles
under a single family name, doing away with crowded font menus. For simple
font famiJies rhar consist of plain, bold, italic, and bold italic styles, Suitcase ll's
Font Harmony util ity >v iii mcrge the styles so they appear under a single family
name; styles are then accessed from a program's Sty le menu. MasteJ:Juggler's
Font/DA Utility takes a diiTcrcnt approach, allowing you to rename fonts.
Therefore, you could name you r fonts Futura CO, Futum CXB, and o on.
making them all appear alphabetically under the main heading Futur:.t.
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If a font family doesn't come merged, and if you don't feel like fiddling with a
utility to merge it, you can take the easy way out and use Adobe's new Type
Reunion !NIT. Drag the Type Reunion icon into the System Folder and restart.
That's all. When you open an application, you 'll find that the Font menu lists a
single name for each font family. If the font has several styles, a style submenu
pops up when you select rl1e main font name. Although Type Reunion is an
additional investment, it's a worrl1wh ile one if you want to have your font
families automatically consolidated. Eastgate Systems' Fontina offers another
option for organizing a font menu. Fontina also consolidates font-family members, but takes a different approach than Type Reunion's submenus; Fontina fills
the entire screen with columns of alphabetized font names.

Creating and editing typefaces
If you can't find just rl1e font you need among the more than 6,000 available
for the Mac, you might want to create your own. If you don't have the energy to
create an entire face, you can use a type effects program to modify existing
outline fonts.

Type design programs
l11ese clays, you can choose among four Mac-based type-creation programs.
Three of rl1e programs- Altsys's Fontographer, Letraset's FontStudio, and
Kingsley/ ATF's ATF Type Designer I - are in the $500-$600 range, and offer a
relatively similar set of features. l11ese programs let you construct characters out
of Bezier curves, creating character outlines from curve, corner, and tangent
points (see Figure 3-17). You can draw characters from scratch or t.rdce them
from scanned templates. The programs then generate bitmapped screen fonts and
PostScript or TrueType outline fonts.
Another font-creation program, URW's Ikarus-M employs a different approach.
With Ikarus-M, you use a dedicated digitizing tablet and a mouse with cross hairs
to trace drawings of characters. Ikants-M uses a different type of curve than the
other font-creation programs - unlike Bezier curves, which have control points
outside of the character path; all t11e points in an Jkarus-M character fall on the
parl1 itself. Jkarus-M is an excellent tool for professional type designers, but at
$3,000 (including the digitizing tablet and raster-to-vector conversion software), it
probably won't make it to the desks of beginning type designers.

Type effects programs
Want to add a color. gray scale. or pattern to a letter? A shadow or perspect.ive
effect to a word? How about placing a line of text on a curving path, or altering a
lettet"s outline for your logo? You can do all of the above - and more - witl1 a
variety of special-effects programs ·for fonts. l11e following summaries will give
you an idea of what type-effects programs can do.
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Figure 3-17: Type design programs such as Altsys's Fontographer, Letraset's FontStudio, and
Kingsley/ATF's ATF Type Designer I let you construct characters out of Bezier curves.

Effects Specialist (Postcraft International, $179.95)
Provides a libraty of 120 color effects, w·hich can be al!e red in a number of
ways. Effec!S run the gamut from basic gradient fills to o utlines shaped like
railroad tracks. Effec!S can also be ro1a1ed, ske wed , or s(l'e tched. Impotts
bitmapped o r PostScript Type 3 fo nts. ExportS PICf o r EPS (see Figure 3-18).

LetraStudio (Letraset USA, $495)
Lets you manipulate Type 1, Type 3, or Letra Fo nt-fo rmat characlers. Surround
charac1ers with one of the program's "envelopes" and S(l'etch, skew, rotate, or
o the rw ise disto rt leners or words. Also lets you set text o n a curving palh.
Exports PICf or EPS (see Figure 3-18).

TypeSt}•ler (Broderbund Software, $199.95)
Lets you impo rt Type 1 o r Type 3 PostScript fonts and reshape chat<JCters, add
fill patterns o r colo rs, and apply e ffects such as rotation, perspective, and
shadows. Drawing tools let you combine text \Vith graphic elemen!S. Expott S as
PJCf, EPS, o r Painl (see Figu re 3-18).
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Effects Specialist IPostcraft International, $119.95)
Provides a library of 120
color eHects that can be
altered in a number of
ways. Effects run the
gamut from basic gradient
fills to outlin es shaped like
railroad tracks. Effects ca n
also be rotated, skewed,
or stretched. Imports
bitmapped and Type 3
PostScript fonts. Exports
PICT and EPS.

LetraStudio (Letraset USA, S495)
Lets you import and
manipulate Type I, Type 3,
and LetraFont-format
characters. You surround
characters with one of the
program's envelopes to
stretch, skew, rotate, or
otherwise distort letters or
words. Also lets you set
text on a curving path.
Exports PICT and EPS.

TypeStyler IBmderbund Software, $199.95)
Lets you import Type 1 and
Type 3 PostScript fonts and
reshape characters; add
fill patterns or colors; and
apply such eHocts as
rotation, perspective, and
shadows. Provides tools
for combining
text with
graphic elc·
ments. Exports
PICT, EPS, and
paint.

Smart Art I- IV !Adobe Systems, $99 each)
Prefab effects
includ e variations
on perspective,
arc, shadows, and
rotated or slanted
text. Imports Type
3 and Type 1
PostScript fonts.
Exports EPS and
PI CT.

Figure 3-18: You can alter text - pl ace text on a curving path, add color to a letter, and so on
- with a variety of special-effects type programs.

Smart Art (Adobe Systems, $99)
Prefab effects include va riations on perspective, arc, shadows, and rotated or
slanted text. Imports Type 1 or Type 3 PostScript; expotts EPS or PICT (see
Figure 3-18).
ParaFont (Design Science, $99)
Alters character outlines of existing Type 1 or Type 3 PostScript fonts to
automatically create special characters such as fractions, small caps, oldstyle
numerals, and oblique, condensed, or expanded letters. Changes are saved as a
custom PostScript font (see Figure 3-19).
FontMonger (Ares Software, $99.95)
Uses existing fonts to create oblique letters, sma ll caps, fractions, and superior
and inferior characters. Convetts among PostScript Type 1 and Type 3 and
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Figure 3-19: Design Science's Para Font allows you to automatically create special characters
by altering the character's outline.

TmeType formats. Lets you combine characters from several fonts into a single,
composite font.
Macintosh fonts have come a long way since 1984. In less than five years they
have made a quantum leap from chunky bitmaps to typeset-quality text. And the
evolution of Mac fonts shows no sign of slowing down. Soon we'll see refinements like optical scaling, the creation of different proportions depending on the
selected point size. Prinr quality is bound to go up, and printer prices are bound
to go down. With innovative companies like Apple and Adobe involved in font
technology, d1e next five years o;vill surely bring about developments typographers have never even dreamed of.
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Summary
v There are two types of Macintosh fonts: bitmapped fonts and outline fonts. Bitmapped fonts are
characters made up of a map of bits (characters you see on the Mac's screen at 72 dpi).
PostScript outline fonts are made up of Bezier curves that can be sca led to any size via a master
outline. Apple's version of an outline font is TrueType which allows the Mac to scale fonts to any
size you select.

v

Using the Font/DA Mover to install all the screen fonts sizes you need is the cheapest way to go,
since the Font/DA Mover is included with Apple's system software utilities.

v

To save disk space, Adobe Type Manager (ATM) allows you to install only a single size of each
font and let ATM scale the characters for screen display and printing.

v

You can access dozens of suitcases full of fonts without installing them in the System file with
Fifth Generation Systems's Suitcase II and ALSoft's MasterJuggler.

v

The Font/DA Mover, ATM, and Suitcase 11/MasterJuggler can be used in combination to simplify
adding and removing fonts, save disk space, and avoid font ID number conflicts.
Mac-based type-creation programs such as Altsys's Fontographer allow you to construct
characters out of Bezier curves, creating character outlines from curve, corner, and tangent
points.

v
v

There are a variety of spec ial- effects programs for fonts that allow you to add color or pattern to a
letter, place a line oftext on a curving path, and alter a letter's outline for your logo, for example.

Whereto buy
Adobe illustrator, $595
Adobe Systems. Inc.
1585 Charleston
P.O. Box 7900
Mountain View, CA 94039-7900
415·961-4400
800-833-6687
Aldus FreeHand, $595
Aldus Corpot~t tion
411 First Avenue, South
Seattle, WA 98104-2871
206-622-5500
ATF Type Designer I, $549
Kingsley/ATF Type CoqJ.
2559-2 EaM Broadwav
Tucson, AZ 85716 ·
602-325-5884
800-289-8973

Effects Specialist, $179.95
Postcraft International, Inc.
2781 1 Hopkins :\ve., Ste. 6
Valencia, CA 91355
805-257-1797

Fontographer, $495
Altsys Corporation
269 West Renner Road
Hichardson, TX 75080
214-<l80-2060

Evolution, $99
Image Club Graphics, Inc.
1902 11 th Street SE, Ste. 5
C tlgary, Albe11a
Can:tda T2G3G2
403-262-8008
800-661-9-l 10 (U.S.)

FontStudio, $595
Letraset USA
40 Eisenhower Dr.
Paramus, NJ 07653
201-845-6100
800-343-8973

FontMonger, $99-95
Ares Software Corp.
56 1 Pilgrim, Ste. D
Foster City. CA 94404
4 I5-578-9090

Ikams-M, $1,575 ($3,425 for pkg.)
URW
1 Tara Blvd., Ste. 210
Nashua, NH 03062
603-882-7445
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LetraStudio, $495

Letraser USA
40 Eisenhower Dr.
Paramus, 1'\j 07653
201-845-6100
800-343-8973

Metamorphosis, $149
Altsys Corporation
269 \X'est Renner Road
Richardson, TX 75080
21 4-680-2060

Para.Font, $99
Design Science, Inc.
4028 East Broadway
Long 13each, CA 90803
213-433·0685
213-433-6969 (FAX)
Smart Art, $99
Adobe Systems, Inc.
1585 Charleston
P.O. 13ox 7900
.Mountain View, C:\ 94039-7900
415-961-4400
800-833-6687

TypeStyler, $199.95
Broderbund Soft1vare, Inc.
P.O. Box 12947
San Rafael, CA 94913-2947
800-521 -6263

by Charles Seiter

In this chapter.. .
',_;' Using the database in your spreadsheet.

v

Mailing and recordkeeping with list managers.

v The relational database: what you get for your
money.

v Details on FoxBASE, 40, Helix, and Omnis.
,_;' Finding a third-party custom application.
,_;'SOL database connection: Oracle and others.
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D

atabases are a unique category of sof[Ware, a category rhat represents d1e full
range of complexity in commercial programs. M rhe simplest level, rhere are
DAs rhat you can learn to use in a few minutes to manage mailing lists. At rhe orher
extreme are programmable relational databases that require long-term commitment
to master. Finally, there are databases with programmable interfaces to mainframe
products based on SQL (Strucrured Que1y Language) which you are unlikely to need
unless you are a professional database expe1t.
If you buy a word processor wirh page-layout features but never learn how to use
d1em, it probably won't make d1e word processor harder to use in daily life - for all
its features, Microsoft \'\lord 4.0 isn't much more difficult than rhe original MacWrite.
The same is true of advanced features, such as macros, in spreadsheets, as many
happy Excel non-macro-users can attest.
This convenient circumstance does not apply to databases. While flat-file databases are just tables, relational databases are nearly d1e most complex products ever
sold to innocent consumers. Experience shows rhat, unless you must plunge in
immediately to work out d1e data system of a fairly complicated business, you should
probably get rhe simplest product that will meet your needs and figure d1at you will
export your data to a more complex product later. Although the vendors of high-end
programmable relational databases these clays include a variety of templates and
canned examples with their products to help
beginners, in general you're more likely to
succeed if you start with a simple product and
About the author
d1en work your way up when necessary.
Charles Seiter received a Ph.D. from
CaiTech, took a job as a chemistry
Although I'll review most Mac products on d1e
professor, and after seven years strayed
market, the most important piece of database
away from this into the field of scientific
information is one you will provide: What's rhe
instrument design. Over the years he has
data? Before we peruse the catalog of databases,
written eight computer books, one of
see if you can find yourself somewhere in d1ese
which brought him into contact with the
caricaru res of database users. You'll fmd that the
staff at Macworld, and since 1986 he has
section headings of d1is chapter match up wirh
been a Macworld contributing editor
the descriptions.
specializing in databases, programming
languages, and science/engineering
Nothing fancy: "I just need to keep a list of
topics. Because neither instrument
names, phone numbers, and addresses d1at I use
design nor writing for Mac world requires
all the time. It would be nice if I could merge
much physical presence, he lives in
names and addresses into letters wid1out too
obscure but picturesque locations in
much u·ouble, roo."
Northern California and may thus be
reached on Apple link at macworld2.
Basic data: ··r have some phone-book data
but I also need to keep track of money and
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prepare repo1ts. I don·t want to learn to program, but I do need to run up some
subtotals and total s from time to time, maybe a few hours per week."

Business land: "I have customers, invoices, contacts to track, bills to send
our- all the pape1work associated with a business. Right now I spend at l e:~st 10
to 15 hours per week on data handling. By next year l'U have a number of
people reporting to me doing full-time data processing."
Blue connections: ''I \VOrk in an office full of PCs where most people '''ork with
applications developed in di3ASE. I think it will be easier for me to use the existing
programs than to start from scratch.''
Big-time connections: ·The networked VAXs in my building use a big SQL-based
minicomputer database. I'm supposed to get a group of Macs connected to
this system."
If your needs fall somewhere within this rather broad range, there's a Mac product
or products for· you. Despile the inherent complexity of relational databases, you
should at least be encour:~ged to know that all Nlac databases, partly because of
adaptation to the Mac interface and partly because of user insistence, are signifkamly
easier to use than their counterparts on other computers.

Flat-file databases- nothing fancy

li

The simplest databases are Oar-file databases. Flat fLies are just tables - each
column heading defines a database field (such as last name o r phone number), and
each row constitutes a database record. For this reason, the database functions in
spreadsheets (Microsoft Excel, W'ingz, Full Impact), are quite sufficient if you only
want to keep small mailing lists or phone books. The spreadsheets have straightforward comm<mds for brO'>\'Sing and sorting your
records, and can export your database tables
as tab-delimited flat files if you want to perform a
While flat-file databases
mail-merge with a w ord processor file (all Mac word
are just tables, relational
processors except Wo rdPerfect use tab-delimited
databases are 11early the
files directly).

most complex products
evet· sold to innocent
consumers.

The problem with this simple plan is that you may
not own a spreadsheet or may need the convenience
of a DA for your list-style database. In this case, you
may want to consider Retriever ($199.95, Exodus
Software) or DArabase ($129.95, Preferred Publishers). The decision between
these two is a marrer of taste rather than functionality. Both run on a 512K Mac
or higher, and both do an excellenr job at list management. DAtabase can also
accommoda te picture fields, besides text and numbers, while Retriever has a
particularly easy-to-learn iconic interface (see Figure 4-1) .
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Figure 4-1: The little icons at upper-right in the Retriever screen are the only tools you need to
navigate this database.

If you're keeping name lists for personal files or a club or church group, either
product will work; if you need a database for business reasons, either one will
run out of gas by about Wednesday afternoon of your first week of use.
A specialized da tabase DA that has been specifically designed just to be a
motorized address book is lnrouch ($69.95, Advanced Softwa re)_ If you know in
advance that your data consists exclusively of names, phone numbers, and
addresses, this linle database has lots of nice roucl1es (easy envelope and label
printing, multipage note capability for e(lch n(lme) to make life easy.

Basic data
The next step up in database sophistication is d1e general purpose flat-file
database, a larger application invariably calling for at least a 1MB Mac, hard drive
optionaL A.s I noted earlier, a flat ftle is just a cable, enabling a flat-file product
sucl1 as Panorama (5395, ProVue Development Corp.) to be designed around a
basic spreadsheet wit:h advanced sorting and searching features
(see Figure 4-2).
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Figure 4-2: Panorama is basically a spreadsheet (note the long list of math options) with an
array of database facilities represented by the icon palette at left.

Although Panorama features an excellent repon generator, drJwing facilities.
and forms designer, perhaps its real bid ror your consideration comes from
speed - its efficient tabular organization lets it son and search large files (50K
and up) in seconds rather than the minutes t)'pical for its competitors.
A flatfile doesn't have to look like a table, however. One example that's been
around since the earliest Mac clays (and it's still blissfully compact, at an application size of 168K) is RecordHokler Plus ($99.95, Software Discoveries). Here
each record in the database typically looks like a full page of dara (see Figure
4-3) rather than a single row in a table.
This makes data entry more convenient, and RecordHolder, playing on this
strength, has many cla ta-c.:nuy options (error checking, radio buttons, check
boxes) to make entty or new records as accurate as possible. Yet another
program w ith many of these features is fvlyAclvanceciDatabase (559.95.
MySoft\vare Co.). At irs basic level. this product simply presents users w ith a set
of data cards to be fi lled in: at a more advanced level the user can program
different types or cards and formats.
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Figure 4-3: The flat-file list manager Record Holder Plus, despite its low cost and simplicity,
provides a particularly effective set of features to speed and ch eck data entry.

Tables and pages of clala are really just different vie\vs of the same information, and the popular nat-file database Microsoft File ($195, Microsoft) makes this
explicit by having a command that switches between the two views. In Form
view, the user designs the data page that holds a single record; in List view a
large stretch of clara can be browsed in table format. A version of Form view is
also used to specify the data fields to be used in making merged documents; as
you might expect, it's no accident that File is a champion at ma il merge with
Microsoft Word.
One of the points that distinguishes File from the slightly humbler database
built inro the all-in-one product Microsoft Works ($249, Microsoft) is File's large
array of forms designed to accommodate standard office supplies for labels and
laser printers (see Figure 4-4).
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rA

li File Edit Form Organiz e

Mic key
MITSH Corporation

Shude
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251 Morton Street
Kennewi ck
(6 17) 555-1 0 00
(617) 555-0506

WA 98536
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Cit
Business Phon e
Home Phone
V1a.u ?

Figure 4-4: Microsoft File contains an assortment of templates for office use. This example
shows a label templ ate designed to fit Avery Label Form 4116 for printing stick-on labels on
a laser printer.

Another feature useful for printing labels is a set of Custom Setup/Print Custom
commands to accommodate odd smaller paper sizes on ImageWriters and
Laser\\'lriters. Beyond this, the current version of Flle (2.0) offers 1\·1emo as a field
type; Me mo fields ca n hold up to 32K characters and, probably because of this,
arc nm searchable, unlike text fields. File also suppons netwo rks (Microsoft
expects you to buy a copy of File for each workstation) bur doesn't explicitly
handle access privileges- these are managed with standard AppleShare privilege-tagging of folders by folder owners. And finally, an auempt at simulating
advanced database ca pabilities in File is tl1e inclusion of a macro program called
AutoMac Ill (Ge nesis Micro Software).
Microsoft felt o bliged to upgrade the earlier version of File so as not to disgrace itself uuerly in the face of competition from flat-file market leader FileMaker
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Figure 4-5: File Maker Pro's dazzling macro (called Script in FileMaker) facility lets you atta ch
buttons to database views to call up any automated tasks with a double-click.

Pro ($299, Claris Corporation). FileMaker Pro has an outstanding macro facility for
automating database tasks (see Figures 4-5 and 4-6), a reputation for precise and
easy form design, good network suppolt, and a generally high level of refinemenr. 13ecause it started with an impressive feature set ns the original FileMaker,
and added more th rough several generations (FileMaker II, IV, and Pro) without
compromising its basically simple design, it has become the only tlat-ftle product
that can compete as a business-management tool with the relational databases.
In fact, FileMaker approaches relational database capabilities with its Link
command, which lets the program look up data in tiles other than its currently
active file.
Now. however, we rum to t11e big programs that constitute tl1e center of the
ivlac database universe.
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Figure 4-6: Since scripts are so easy to formulate in FileMaker, all sorts of chores can be
relegated to specific named scripts- Claris provides a generous assortment.

Business land

ti

Relational databases are the systems with enough flexibility to accommodate
the clara needs of complex businesses. In principle, they don't necessarily appear
to be especially baffling: relational rules allow flat tables to be linked by key
fields that a re common to one or more tables. Since it's possible to create a
network of links. however, with both one-to-one and
one-to-many links among different types of data
tables, it's usually not clear to beginne rs what data
Relational databases are
stmcrure or structures should be used. Compounding
the systems with enough
d1e possible confusion is the array of programming
flexibility to accommodate
facilities built into the leading relational databases.
the data needs of complex
These range from e ffective but unusual icon-based
businesses.
~
programming to nea r-Pascal syntax; these programming features requ ire serious study in d1ei.r own right.
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Since :1 relational clmabase is expected to be a viable business [Ool, the bestselling Mac databases are programmable, customizable, multiuser-capable
products with provision for remote data t~ccess. The main products that fit this
description are 4th Dimension, FoxBase Pro, Double Helix 3.5, and Omnis 5;
they represent the state of the database art in relational infonnation systems. At
the end of this section I will also comment on two relational, but nonprogmmmahle databases, FileForce and dBase Mac, products that appear to have
secured market niches bur w hich also seem to lack the broad appeal of the
orhers. i\11 of these products claim to run on 1MB Macintoshes; in practice you'll
want at least 21vfB and a hard drive ro do serious work.

Double Helix 3.5
HciLx ($695, Oclesta Corporation) is one of the longest-l ived Mac products,
having outlived earl y competitors like FileVision and MacLion. Over the years it
has picked up more features and speed but remains the most idiosyncratic
database for the Mac or any other computer.
Odesta designed Double Helix to be a programmable relational database dm
nonprogrammers can use relatively easily. It has a distinctive style (see Figure
4-7) in which you manipulate icons that srand for database elements - nowhere
in Helix do you type in text commands, and at the end of your effo11S there's no
"program'' in the conventional sense.
In Double Helix, fields are represented by one kind of icon, indexes by
:tnother, and layouts for clara enuy or repo1ting by another kind. Most Helix
progmmming is clone with tiles which represent operations on fields - you stick
one or more fields onto a tile and it produces a result in another field or in a
display. More complex tasks are handled by Sequences, whicl1 are essentially
macros composed of commands chosen from a selection list. The numerous
Helix icons seem bewildering to people familiar w id1 text-orienred programming
languages, but programming newcomers go fard1er faster in Helix than in
traclilional systems.
There are two other consequences of Helix's graphical programming mode.
First. application screens for data emry and retrieval tend to be more complex
and gmphically detailed than d10se built up wid1 text-based progmmming. Also,
Double Heli.x:'s unique coding style may allow you to do things unintentionally,
bur fool proofs your work against system crashes or lockups - it yields applicaLions that almost never bomb or freeze.
For the experienced developer, Double Heli..x allows rapid and unlimited
customization of applications. It's common for Heli..x developers to coach
darabase clients in making on-the-spot modifications to finished applications over
the telephone- it's t11c only full-strengt h relational database for w hich such a
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Figure 4-7: All Double Helix programming is accomplished by dragging and connecting an
assortment of icons that stand for commands (such as Count in this figure).

statement could be made. At the User code level in an application, it's possible to
change the users and user names, data layouts, and fields in the dataftles (relations) themselves. Most Double Helix applications are open in this way, which
implies both that modification will be simple, and that single-user execution
speeds will never be as optimized as they might be in a darabase that preprocesses corrunand files. Oclesta has nevertheless been working on tJ1e speed
problem. In addition ro internal speed improvements in frequently used commands, d1e Double Helix interface now gives constant hints on indexing imporranc fields as they are entered or created. Ar d1e price of additional storage space
for indexes (the file-card icons in Figure 4-7), searching on medium-size databases (5 to 10,000) records can be made faster.
Double Helix is also unusual in d1at it offers applications that are intrinsically
multiuser. If an application is developed in Double Helix, users can run it under
Multiuser Helix with no modification. Specifically, Odesra bundles client/server
database-management software with Double Helix 3.5; it's d1e only Mac database
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really designed for clicnr/ server database management, which gives it a speed
advanmge in multiuser practice over its competitors (which use a peer-topeer scheme).

Omnis
Omnis (51,000, l31yth Software) is another Mac veteran - British developer
Blyth has been a force in the American Mac marker for five years, despite a brief
corporate reorganization back in '1989. The first version was a plain alp hanumeric
database \Vith a good reputation for speed and reliability. Omnis 5 has entered
the modem Mac world: an application generator (Omnis Express) interfaces with
buuons, arrows, and check boxes (see Figure 4-8) that activate underlying
programs and XCMOs for reading HyperCard data.
Omnis programming differs from convcnlional programming in that its textformat commands are selected from sets of lists (this approach is also used for
Double Heli.x's Sequences). This apparently minor constraint has some important
consequences. First, it means that you can't compose a comma nd sequence tl1at
will cross up the Omnis interpreter. Second, it means that you are protected from
a variety of simple mistakes of the "missing semicolon" type that occur in
conventional programming. l11is scheme works well if the command set is rich
enough to allow most frequently required darabase chores to be accommodated
with one or two commands. Omnis's highly evolved command set meets this
condition; commands selected from lists allow placement of radio bunons and
search aJTows in interface screens, for example. For basic applications that can be
beautified later, Omnis also includes Omnis 5 Express, an application generator
in which you specify, in outline form, your database requirements and let tl1e
generator produce the working Omnis code.
The straightfo1ward developmenr tools and program foolproofing in Omnis
produce quick results, and the application interfaces typically feature a respectable set of custom menus and HyperCard-like buttons for navigation. The event
manager built into Omnis's developers· tools, according to Blyth, is the reason
it's possible to quickly throw together a custom application tl1at handles a profusion of open windows for different functions that nonetheless run witl10ut
crashes. :'-Jetwork installation is simple, and Omnis applications are fast at
routine searcl1ing.

4th Dimension
The launch of 4th Dimension ($795, Acius) was tl1e biggest Mac event of its
year (1988), as perhaps befits this large and complex product. In 4tl1 Dimension it
is possible to program nearly every function fou nd in other Macintosh databases,
and 4D offers orher features (graphs, including sized-picture graphs, and an
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Figure 4-8: The Omnis applications generator lets you populate most views with buttons for
database browsing or other activities. This makes for friendly end-user applications.

Oracle/SQL extension) no other database yet can match. For interface develo pment, for example , besides the usual radio buttons and check boxes, 4D has
invisible buttons, scrollable zones, thermometers, and rule rs, to name a few. The
40 screen editor fo r layout creation offers an array of patte ms, measuring tools,
and layering controls that rival those of dedicated fo rms-generation programs.
The 4D programming lang uage has easily the richest conu11and set of any Mac
database, and the programming enviro nment even includes a symbolic debugger.
To complete this picture, Acius now also offers, as add-ins, a compiler for
perfo rmance improvement, a MacDraw-like drawing program, a s preadsheet
module, and a general-purpose \VOrd processor.
Nm everyone feels immediately at home in such splendid SLIITOundings. The
first versio n of 40 required an amo unt of procedural programming rl1at neophytes often found daunting, so Acius inu·oclucecl an application template called
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Figure 4-9: 4th Dimension is a com plete Macintosh applications environment. This simple
expense account database was generated from templates provided with 40 in about a
half hour.

Skeleton to guide beginners. Many of the features of th is earlier effort have been
incorporated into 4D 2.0, which has a quite streamlined clatafile setup (see Figure
4-9) and choices for establishing a record-manipu lation menu. While effective use
of all the features of 40 may require diligem study for months or longer, it's now
possible, following the tutorial and the Quick Start documentation, to have a
simple relational database working on your first day.
It's relatively easy to set up all the required types of files for a 40 application
and then link Ales graphically; often, in fact, it's easier to answer all the requirements in an applications specification in 40 than in its competitors. Although in
principle the drawing wols offered for layout creation can encourage lavish use
of graphics in data entry and reporting layours, most 40 interfaces tend ro be
simple for speed reasons. The 40 developers' environment has always been
geared to developing applications that mesh with Macintosh users' intuition, and
most applications reflect that direction (see Figure 4-10).
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Figure 4-10: 4th Dimension prod uces applications with the homely virtue that they contain no
surprises for anyone familiar with the Mac interface. The database shown in this figure took a
week to program but about five minutes to learn.

As 40 is the most highly evolved Mac database system, the large group of
experienced programmers and consultants that work with 40 have produced a
long list of distinguished, "real Mac" third-party applications. (Ask Acius for thirdparty literature.)

.

Fox Pro/Mac 2.0
FoxBase/ Mac atTived on the Mac as an austere, fast, character-orienred
database obviously translated directly from the IBM PC. At first FoxBase's main
attraction was speed. TI1is was not a negligible point in view of the languid
perfom1ance of early "real Mac" databases, and over several years Fox has added,
piece by piece, the features needed to generate applications that are recognizably
Macintosh software (see Figure 4-11), giving us FoxPro/ Mac ($495, Fox Software).
The product now has picture fields, interface screen radio buuons, a report
generator, a screen formauer wid1 a MacDraw-sryle toolbox, and coding templates. The templates, altl1ough not as convenient as Omnis's application generator, at least give developers a skeleton framework for programming instead of
a bare screen.
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Figure 4-11: Fox Pro Mac has the tools to equip a genuine, high-speed relational database
with a HyperCard-like user interface.

The set of coding templates and d1eir associated control language, called
FoxCode, are the key to FoxPro/Mac applications. Templates and submodules,
written in a Pascal-like syntax, generate screen tables encapsulating screen design
in a series of editable text statements. The application generator generates me set
of program (.prg) and format (.fmt) files that actually constitute an executable
FoxPro/Mac program. This aspect of d1e Fox environment, willie more typical of
PC than of Mac practice, is an advantage for developers in that most of d1e
program logic in FoxBASE custom applications translates from Mac to PC and
back. FoxBase+/ Mac, like Omnis 5, was specifically designed wim mixedplatform, multiuser computing in mind- a typical office might have Macs and
PCs running d1eir respective versions of FoxPro on a network (multiuser FoxPro
costs S695 per station).
One difference between Fox and its competitors' programming schemes is that
an interpreter designed to execute FoxPro program fLies entails much less
overhead than other styles. A Search command on a single database field issued
from a FoxPro screen invokes, in a single step, a piece of optimized code d1at
calls up the index for d1e search field and matches the query to field data in less
time than a screen refresh. Part of the search speed and flexibility in a Fox
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application derives from the Keywords clarafile, a 300K-plus, be hemoth with no
analog in the other databases. Another unique new feature is a patented searching tedmology, trademarked under the name Rushmore, that uses a special
indexing code method to speed up disk-based searches on large databases by
factors approaching one hundred. Fox was fast in d1e fu·st place; now it's untouchable, at least in single-user mode.
The one disadvantage of d1e overall FoxPro approach is that it imposes so
much responsibility for program correctness on d1e programmer- most of the
constraints built into Double Helix or O mnis are nor present. Thus an unfinished
runtime application in FoxPro can generate a variety of error messages when it is
staned, as opposed to Double He lix, in which an unfinished application will
simply lack intended features. It's not the best choice for jobs that must be
completed in a huny, but for applications in which you have the tin1e and the
training to do a careful programming job, FoxPro/ Mac lets you build applications
d1at will outperform those generated in any other Mac relational darabase.

No programs?
Two other re lational databases for tl1e Mac offer a wide range of features, but
for simplicity, lack a programming language. That is, a developer or user can
design a database, establish re lational links, and gene rate repo1ts, but the
limitations of the product can't be worked around by programming. Perhaps for
this reason, these programs have been less successful commercially than d1e Big
Four described above.
dBase l'v1ac was originally developed for Ashton-Tate (the dBase company) but
eventually spun off to a group sponsored by many of the original programming
staff (under the name nuBASE for the Mac it's $295 from New Era Sofl:\vare).
Although it never attained the popularity Ashton-Tate expected , it's a remarkably
complete and powerful product.
Fileforce ($395, Acius) was first advertised as a sort of 40 Lite, a full-featured
relational database with the programming language removed (see Figure 4-12).
It's an appealing package for a small office with three to six connected Macs;
at d1is level of use in a business a relational database is important, but simplicity
is equally important in practice, since the re usually isn't a progranm1er available.
Although the conceptual work of relational database design can't disappear
altogether, the examples (lots of typical business databases, mailing lists, and
labels), tutorials, and documentation in this package make you believe you're
more likely to succeed in automating a small-office workload with FileForce than
wid1 its big brother 40 or with 40's competitors. Acius has announced that Calc,
Write, and Draw modules will be available for FileForce by 1992.
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Figure 4-12: FileForce lets you handle relations between files simply, but doesn't provide a
programming language for some types of advanced application s.

Blue connections
If you need to network to IBM PCs or to develop applications that run on both
platforms, you have a simple set of choices. Both f oxPro and Omnis have
versions that run on PC compatibles, but you should know that the Mac environment lets you program features that clon·r correspond to anything in the PC
environment, so portability is not 100 percenr. As Windows 3.0 variants of these
programs appear on the PC side of the market, however, it's likely that environment compatibility will improve.
for programs developed on the PC nying to break into the Macintosh market,
one useful product is dBASE TV Runtime PLUS ($195, Ashton-Tate). Basically it's a
utility that lets the thousands of dBASE IV applic.1tions developed on PCs and
other platforms (Uni..x, VMS) run without modification on the ~~lac. Although the
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ported application will lil<ely appear somewhat spa~tan compared to more
familiar Mac software, there are many vertical markets in which the savings
from reusing a large code base are more important than interface details.
Another vittue of dBASE IV Runtime PLUS is that it lets Macintosh users on a
mixed network use an application simultaneously with other users on other
types of computers.

Big-time connections
If you \VOrk in a business that uses larger computers (minis or mainframes), it's
an odds-on bet that data on those computers is accessed using a data co111111and
language called Structured Query Language (SQL). Although SQL was originally
developed by IBM as a standard, it was quickly adopted by a variety of database
vendors and now is a success stoty if no longer exactly a standard in the strict
sense of d1e tem1 (nearly evety database vendor uses specific, nonstandard
extensions).
The Big Four aU have some sort of provision for generating SQL commands,
ranging from a 4D add-on that links 4th Dimension to the popular minicomputer
database Oracle, to a SQL command translator built into me latest version of
FoxPro/Mac. Most database vendors are also trying to accommodate Apple's
own database access language (DAL); DAL-to-SQL translators are being prepared so that me originating Mac databases can issue queries to any other type
of computer.
Two outstanding efforts in SQL connectivity should be mentioned, although
this is a database area in which announcements are made almost weekly. Oracle
for d1e Macintosh ($299 single, $699 network, Oracle Corp.), which works wim
SQL'Net for me Macintosh ($299, same source), is a large program (2t-..ffi RAM,
8MB on hard drive) mat lets developers program a HyperCard front end to
Oracle SQL databases. Since Oracle databases represent nearly half of all installed
SQL activity, this is a significant Mac product.
A newer product, which will presumably acquire in subsequent versions the
refinement it lacked upon introduction in 1991, is P• Ink (S695, MacVonk). This
product ships as a software set that manages a SQL server and a collection of
workstations, wid1 modules to suppott access by Mac databases such as FoxPro/
Mac and 4d1 Dimension d1at allow external code modules. While it's an ambitious
first attempt to provide the first Mac SQL server, it's more a product for SQL
developers d1an for typical Mac users.
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Summary field
Databases on the J\ilac 3re an unusual software categ01y. Unlike page layout,
word processing, or spreadsheet~, the market has never identified a single
dominant product. Perhaps this is because Macintosh users demand more
customization in databases than one product can readily exhibit, or perhaps it's
because the tracle-offs between database friendliness and database perfom1ance
are patticularly acute. Tn any C(]Se, it's not a lack of good products but rather an
embarrassment of riches d1at keeps the Mac database area lively.

Summary
II"' For keeping simple mailing lists, there are specialized database DAs designed just for this function

such as Advanced Software's lntouch.
II"' The simplest databases are flat-file databases which are tables where each column heading

defines a database field and each row constitutes a database record.
II"' You'll need a relational database if your business has complex data needs requiring databases

that are programmable, customizable, multiuser capable, and which also include remote data
access.
II"' Programmable relational databases such as Acius's 4th Dimension can provide you with a rich

command set, but also require long-term commitment to master.
II"' The leading Mac relational databases currently on the market include: Double Helix 3.5 (Odesta

Corporation), which has a distinctive style in which you manipulate icons allowing
non programmers to use it easily; Omnis (Blyth Software), which has a different programming
technique where text-format commands are selected from sets of lists, protecting you from
making common programming errors; 4th Dimension (Acius), a large and complex program laden
with features- graphs, Oracle/SOL extension, debugger - and the richest command set of any
Mac database; and FoxPro/Mac 2.0 (Fox Software), designed specifically for mixed-platform,
multiuser computing featuring templates and submodules that generate screen tables encapsulating screen design in a series of editable text statements.

v

Structured Query Language (SOL) is a data command language that allows you to access data
from large computers (minis or mainframes). Oracle Corporation's Oracle for the Macintosh, for
example, is a program that allows for SOL connectivity by letting developers program a HyperCard
front end to Oracle SOL databa ses.
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Whereto buy
4th Dimension, $795
Acius, Inc.
10351 Bubb Road
Cupenino, CA 95014
408-252-4444
DAtabase, $129.95
Preferred Publishers
1770 Moriah Woods Blvd., Ste. 14
Memphis, TN 38117
901-682-9676
d.BASE IV Runtime PLUS, $195

Ashton-Tate
20101 Hamilton Ave.
Torrance, CA 90502
213-329-8000
Double Helix
Odesta Corp.
4084 Commercial Ave.
Northbrook, !L 60062
708-498-5615
800-323-5423
FileMaker Pro, $299
Claris Corp.
5201 Patrick Henry Or.
Santa Clara, CA 95052
408-987-7000

FoxPro/Mac 2.0, $495
Fox Sofrware
134 W. South Boundary
Perrysburg, OH 43551
419-874-0162
800-83 7-3692

lntouch, $69.95
Advanced Software
1095 E. Duane Ave., #]03
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
408-733-0745
800-346-5392

Omnis, $1,000
Blvth Software
1065 E. Hillsdale !3lvcl.,Ste. 300
Foster City, CA 94404
415-571-0222
800-346-6647

Microsoft File, $195
Microsoft Corp.
One Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA 98052-6399
206-882-8080
800-426-9400

Oracle for the Macintosh, $699
Oracle Corp.
500 Oracle Pkwy.
Redwood Shores. CA 94065
415-506-7000
800-0RACLEl

Microsoft Works, $249
Microsoft Corp.
One Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA 98052-6399
206-882-8080
800-426-9400

P• Ink, $695
MacVon.k USA
313 Iona Ave.
Narberth, PA 19072
215-660-0606

My Advanced Database,

$59.95
My Software Co.
177 Jefferson Or.
Menlo Park, CA 94025
415-325-9372
800-325-3508
nuBASE for the Mac, $295
New Era Software Group, Inc.
14540 SW 136th St., Ste. 204
Miami, FL 33 186
305-255-5586
800-325-2604

Panorama, $395
ProVue Development Corp.
15180 Transistor Lane
Huntington Beach, CA 92649
714-892-8199
Retriever, $199.95
Exodus Software
800 Compton Road, Ste. 9240
Cincinnati, OH 45231
513-522-0011
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A

lmost everyone has money problems, wid1 the most common complaint being
nor having enough. Your Macintosh can provide a great deal of help. A
number of excellem programs enable you to budget, write checks and organize your
checkbook, keep track of your assets and how much you owe, and provide valuable
reports at tax preparation time - so you can work f1·om a single report rad1er d1an
search for information in a pile of receipts and notes you've accumulated over dle
year in various drawers and folders.
Some money programs even help overcome the "nor enough" problem by helping
you do such d1ings as set and work toward financial goals, analyze and track
investments, calculate how much your monthly payments on loans will be, and
figure out how much you can afford -;vhen purchasing a house. There's even a
program to record and analyze your gas and electric bills, and another d1at guides
you in preparing your will. And there are also, of course, programs to help you
through dle happiest time of dle year when you prepare your tax forms for your
federal and stare revenue services.

The basic, general personal finance programs
Probably the best place to begin reviewing the wide range of personal financial
functions you can perfom1 on your Mac is to look at the basic, general personalfinancial programs.
The simplest bare-bones applications, and those most commonly used, are d1e
basic electronic ched(book programs like Intuit's Quicken and Aatrix's Checkwriter
n. With such programs you can, for example, easily call a check up on your screen,
enter the necessary infon11ation, and then print the check (or store several checks in
a queue and prim them all at once). Deposits and cash withdrawals are handled in a
similar manner using simple electwnic versions of deposit slips and withdrawal
forms. The advantage of these programs is simplicity and ease
of use, and if you're not an individual who likes to go into fme
details on your finances, such a basic program will likely serve
About the author
your needs welt.
Alan Slay is a free-lance
Of the two, I lean toward Quicken, because of its cleaner
writer specializing in finanappearance and more professional appearing screens. But
cial software. He has
Aatrix is equally functional and offers a few menu features not
over 25 years' experience
available in Quicken, such as a screen to transfer money
with mainframes and
between accounts (see Figure 5-l).
microcomputers and has
worked extensively in
One limitation of basic programs however, is that you can
finance and accounting
enter only two categories of U<msactions: income and expense.
with several companies.
It's possible to track stocks and investments with these low-end
programs, bur it rakes some manipulation.
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Figure 5-1: Continued.

One alternative to Lhe 10\v-end programs is Pop-Up Publishing's templates for
money management, similar in function to Quicken or AatrL-.; Checkwriter II. These
templates work w ith the Panorama database, which is a spreadsheet-format database
as opposed to a standard database such as Omnis 5 or Fourth Dimension. The set
o f Lemplates is solei at the shareware price o f $25, >vllich makes it an attractive
purchase if you already own Panorama. If not, you·re better off going with Quicken
or Ched.'writer II.
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The next step up in personal-finance programs includes such programs as
Survivor Software's 1\.facMoney and The Software Toolwork's Dollars and Sense.
Besides offering income and expense categories, these programs also enable you
to enter data for, and track, liabilities (the money you owe) and assets (the things
you own, such as a house or car). If you take the time to complete all the data
called for in these progr;-~ms, you can produce a personal balance sheer that w ill
tell you exactly what all your assets are worth, and list your liabilities in detail.
The programs w ill then total ~~our assets and liabilities and tell you exactly what
your net worth is.
In addition, these programs ca n perform simple calculations. MacMoney for
example. offers a screen to calculate how much your payments would be on a loan
you're considering. You simply enter the amount you wanr to borrow, the interest
rate, and how long you plan to take to pay the loan, and voila- you are told
exactly how much you'll have to pay each month. Mao\·l oney is also used by many
small businesses, and its publisher sells a separate companion program called
lnvoiclt for preparing customer invoices.
Dollars and Sense is similar in capabilities to Mad'loney except tl1at it does nor
have several features, such as the loan calculator, rhat i\·1acMoney has added in its
latest versions. Although Dollars and Sense is still an adequate midlevel personal
money manager, it shows its years of neglect and needs to be updated to bring it
up to the MacMoney level.
As w ith the low-end programs, you can also track stocks and investments in these
programs. But witl1 the low-end programs, the more complexities you add, the more
difficult your record keeping becomes. Still as you learn to use tl1e program, you may
want to stretch it more and more and use it to perform additional functions.
At the high end of the personal financial management programs is MECA
Software's Andrew Tobias' Managing Your Money. MYM does everything that tl1e
general programs do. plus you'll get specific screens for handling investments and
taxes. The program is updated at least annually to provide for tax law d1anges,
although (as the publisher indicates) not to the level of refinement provided in tile
dedicated tax-preparation programs.
NIYM has separate, dedicated screens for stocks, bonds, and otl1er investments.
If you enter all your data and keep your figures current, nor only w ill you be able
to see what your investments are worth, but you'll also have excellent records on
the age of these invesun enrs and how much you've made (or lost), and you'll
have a dedicated data file detailing all the items in your financial portfolio. Such
data is very important when you do your taxes, as the IRS requires these details
when you declare, for example, capital gains or losses. In addition, MYM enables
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you to do such d1ings as calculare loan paymenrs, project me furure value of
in\'estmenrs and savings accounts, figure out how much insurance you'll need,
and even get approximate projections on whar you'll owe in income taxes so you
can plan how you'll pay the various government agencies when taxes come due.
Tbe obvious d isadvantage of MY!v! is that you have to adopt data input and
updating as a personal religion. If you're nor prepared to dedicate yourself to
the work needed to initiate and update these programs, you'll be much more
comfortable (and feel less guilty) with a simpler program such as Quicken
or Maavloney.
A variation on the general-llnancial management program is Checkfree
Corporation's Checkfree, which provides electronic mailing of your checks. As
a Checkfree subscriber (through your modem), your main interest will likely
be enrering your checks and having them delivered electronically, rather than mailing
d1em out yourself. As a byproduct of this se1vice you get a basic money-management
program. Checkfree lets you keep your accounr balance current (what you send is
what you·re paying out of your accounr), and reconciling your account is simple and
clirecL The program also allows for budgeting, and exports data to Microsoft Excel
and your word processing program.

Investment management applications
TI1e next step beyond the basic, geneml programs is one of the most
popular l\•tac add-on areas- investment management. There are a variety of
programs available.
Wealthbuilder by Money Magazine provides a general planning and investment
sysrem for personal use. It allows you to enter assets manually or in1port d1e data
from Andrew Tobias' Managing Your Money; establish your financial objectives
based on your available assets; evaluate various investments through graphs
comparing your potential investments to various standards (for instance inflation,
the price of gold, the S&P 500); and then u·ack your progress in reaching your
goals. One limitation of Wealthbuilder is that you update current values of your
investmenr.s d1rough update disks prepared and sold by the publisher qua11erly.
You'll probably be paying for a lot of data you don't really need (or possibly not
find some data you do need), and cumulative cost of these updates ca n mount
up. On d1e other hand, the program is ideal for users without a modem, and it
should meet your expectations if you are diligen t in its use.
Another general program for investment management and analysis is Pro Plus
Soft\vare's Wall Street Investor (see Figure 5-2). This program analyzes your
investment ponfolio and charts changes in stocks and bonds. Through your
modem you may access a database of cu rrent financial data on thousands of
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Figure 5-2: Wall Street Investor, as we ll as other investment management programs, offers
text and graphs which help you record and track your investments. These programs also
track stocks and bond s you are watching for possible purchase.

public companies, and even buy and sell securities online through various
brokerage houses.
A similar program is Dow-Jones's Market Manager PLUS (from the publishers
of the Wall Street]o11mal). This program also stores investment information and
analyzes your portfolio in textual and graphic reports, and gives you access
to Dow Jones News/Retrieval, from which you download information and
price quotes.
i'vlicro Trading Software offers its Wall Street Watcher and Stock Watcher programs. TI1ese are also investment chaning programs, and Wall Street Watcher allows
you to connect to Dow Jones News/ Retrieval or CompuServe through your modem
and auto matically update and chart the value of your investments on a daily basis
(or to manually upda te if you prefer).
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A number of other pottfolio-tracking programs give you access to commercial
business databases in order to update your dara: The Investor, for 599, allows
you to track your portfolio of stocks, bonds, munral funds, and so on, and gives
you access to Dow ]ones News/Retrieval as well. Larry Rosen, who has written
several invesunent books, offers specialized, niche analysis products on separate
BOOK disks (589 per disk) for tracking and analyzing stocks, bonds, and real
estate. Mr. Rosen also offers programs to calculate the cost and yield of loans,
as well as an analyzer that helps determine whether or not to refinance a
mortgage loan.
Financial Decisions, another niche product is a 565 disk of 115 Excel templates
published by Geruvlicronics. These templates enable you to plan goals (retirement, making a large purchase, and so on), and then project what your investments will yield toward meeting these goals.
Stephen L :'-l'elson's Money Manager offers a Microsoft Press booklet which
contains 31 Excel templates that cover the gamut of investment analyses, such
as Home Purchase vs. Rental, Tax Planning, Saving Plans, Life Insurance, Debt
Managemenr, Fixed vs. Variable Rate loans, Real Estate, and Investment portfolios.
The booklet even gets into such basics as balancing your checkbook.
l11e book basically offers you, for $34.95, many features (through Excel templates)
that Andrew Tobias' i\-lanaging Your Mone}' gives you, less MYM's integrated check
writing and financial reporting functions and Mr. Tobias' humorous commemaries.
l11e important thing to remember about Microsoft Excel (or Works) templates is
that you can do many of these things yourself within the program, if you're
so inclined. The advantage of the templates lies in paying someone else a relatively
small amou nt to do the work for you. If your needs are specific and limited, an hour
or less working with the progmm manual can likely give you what you need.
The specific-function invesmlent-tracking programs are good buys if you need
·what they offer, such as planning for a gqal or analyzing bonds (or other specific
securities). I lean tmvard Stockwatcher as t:he best value at $195 since it offers a
number of feanrres found in its 5495 companion program \XIall Street Watcher at
less than half the price. If you want the automatic updating/charting function of
the more expensive program (Stockwatcher updates but doesn't chart), and you
need to u·ack puts and calls, for example, then \XIaJJ Su·eet Watcher would be
·worth the exu·a cosc. If the size of your investments doesn't justify more than a
$100 investment: in a u·acking program, then I recommend the $99 package The
Investor (see Figure 5-l ).
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Remember also that if you subscribe to an online service, such as CompuServe, you ca n a c~ss one of their brokerage houses and buy or sell securities at
rhe additional hourly charge the service adds for this access.

Tax-preparation programs
Between .Januaty and April each year, the most popular Macintosh persomd
fmancial aid becomes the tax preparation progrdm. 1 have been using these programs for the past seven years now, and frankly, I couldn't function without one.
Income tax time used to be one of my most dreaded times of the year, bur
since I rook a basic tax course (to give me more confidence) and adopted the
personal computer for preparing my forms, tax time
has been reduced to nothing more than an annual
traumatic experience.

1i Between]anuaty atld
April each year, the most
popular Macit~tosh
persanal.filla1lcial aid
becames the tax
preparation program.

l11e most popular co mprehensive tax preparation
program on the /viae is Chipsoft's MaclnTax. It offers a
wide range of forms, and the forms that are nor
available from the IRS at publication date are provided in later updates after you mail in your registration. Mad nTax also offers data import from several of
the geneml personal finance programs, including
Quicken and MacMoney. It offers many helpful features, such as linking the
forms, so that entries on the Schedule A fotm, for example, are automatically
totaled and carried over to the 1040. It also offers extensive help and explanation.
YlaclnTax is an excellent program with good customer support. You really ca n't
go wrong with this program .
There are a few critical elements in choosing a personal tax preparation
program. The first is ease of use. Since you use the program once a year, it has to
be easy to learn and relearn. The program musr be direct and intuitive, or you
spend more time looking up hmv ro do things than you spend actually doing
d1em. The other critical element is having the tax forms you need available in d1e
package. Nothing is more frustrating than sitting clown to devote a few hours to
getting the onerous chore done and finding you have to hunt for some form rhat
isn't in the package. Read the publisher's package carefuUy to see if it offers a
wide range of forms, and, if possible, [ly the program to find out how easy it is
for you to learn.
Anod1er element that may be crit ical in choosing a personal tax program is the
ava ilability of your state's forms as a supplement to d1e federal program. l11is is a
weakness in the Mac programs. .MaclnTax, for example, publishes a vety limited
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number of srace programs. If you live in New York or California, you should have
no problem. But the Missouri and Wyoming people will have to do their state
taxes manually until the publishers expand their offerings. The stare supplements
are sold separately, at just over half the price of the federal program; I recommend purchasing your state program if it's available.
TI1csc t:ax preparation programs have been enhanced each year to provide
more and more help in preparing your forms, and with the way the tax la>vs
have been bouncing around, you can't get too much help in this respect.
Chipsoft is expanding MaclnTax with supplemental programs to aiel in your
t:ax planning, thus extending the annual traumatic experience into one that is
ongoing throughout d1e year. On the other hand, many people prefer to spread
the work over several mond1s rather d1an gather everything at the last minute,
and these supplementary programs could save you a good deal of time.
MaclnTax's Personal Tax Analyst series simulates situations that \Vill affect your
tax liability for d1e year and beyond, offering spreadsheet format d1at allows you
to play wid1 you r projected data.
MaclnTax also offers a Business Expense Reports supplement that enables
business users to complete their expense reports and compile their business
deduction forms simultaneously, thus eliminating the process of aggregating
expenses for your tax forms (while also making sure your deduction clucks are all
lined up in an auditable row).
A number of other programs can assist in preparing you r taxes. Softstream
International's HyperTax Tutor helps answer tax questions by allowing you to
seleC[ a tax area (either in te:-.:t or on a tax form), read the applicable tax laws for
that area, and get tax-saving explanations and advice. The program works in
hypertext, so while you're reading an explanation and find a highlighted term
you don't understand, you can double-click it, get an explanation of the term,
and then rerum to the original text. If you stumble on questions like What does
d1e lRS consider a dependent? or Am I qualified for Head of Household?, d1e
program is well worth d1e investment and is easier to navigare d1an the ms or
privately published tax booklets.

The Heizer software category
The Ray Heizer software catalog has an extensive array of personal financial
templates for Excel and Works that makes it a category unto itself (see Figure
5-3). Heizer publishes specialized, nonintegrared niche personal finance programs
at shareware prices from various aud1ors.
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Figure 5-3: Heizer Software's catalog lists a host of nonintegrated personal finance, and other
Mac programs at shareware prices. This illustration is from the program that allows you to
analyze a life insurance policy that you own, or are considering purchasing, in terms of its
return on investment.

Heizer's financial programs include a check-writing program. a budgeting
program, a daily income/ expense log, a spreadsheet for recording and analyzing
gas and elecu·ic bills, ~· program to analyze the advantages of insulating your
house, a loan calculator, a life inslll~tnce policy analyzer, an analyzer for disability
insurance needs, and a program to record an in\'cntory of items in your home
for insurance purposes, priced from $12 to $20 each. They also offer a personal
financial-planning .set, including tax planning, insurance needs, education
financing, estate analysis, and asset man:tgcment. This set of programs, priced
from $14 to $36 separately, will set you back a total of only $96. Heizer also
has applications for f~um and ranch management. retirement, small-business
finance and accounting, personal health, tax planning aids, sport'S , education,
mathematics, clip <U1 and religion. There is also a $15 program on mixing drinks,
which could be appropriately used as a tax preparation supplement if you 're
so inclined.
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Don't be misled by the low price of the Heizer programs. They're all fu·st-rate
products. Each delivers >vhat its author promises and is a good value. You can get a
catalog by contacting Heizer Software.

The last word in personal finance
\Vhen you have made your fomme through managing your personal finances
well, tracked all your investments, and minimized your taxes, you are re-ady for the
last personal finance program you will ever need - Nolo Press's Willivlaker (569.95).
With this program you can leave property to your family, friends, and charities by
making up to 28 separate bequests; name alternate beneficiaries if your first choices
don't su1vive you; name a guardian to care for your ch.ilcken; and in case you're
visited by three spirits some Christmas night, you can even cancel debts others owe
you. According to its publisher, "wills generated by WiiiMaker have been used and
found to be legal by thousands of lawyers since its publication in 1985."
WillMaker requires about an hour to prepare a will, and •vorks by asking you a
series of questions to which }'OU enter the answers. The program then rakes your
answers and inserts them in your actual will document. The manual gives explicit
instructions on legal details, such as how to get the signatures of witnesses, so that
all legalities are provided for. The questions you answer are fairly easy to understand, and the publishers provide a quarterly newsletter and a technical support line
to registered owners.
Nolo Press also has a companion program, For the Record (559.95), which allows
you to list your assets and liabilities and calculate your net worth to facilitate the
processing of your estate and also help you for insurance purposes.

Summing up
If you're looking for a general checkwriter, Quicken or Checkwriter II will
serve you best if you want maximum ease of use with minimum detail, plus
Checkwriter II will work as a DA. For more detail, look m MacMoney and Dollars
and Sense, and if you want ro broaden into investments and insurance and/or tax
planning, consider Managing Your Money (see Figure 5-l).

If Managing Your Jvloney is not sophisticated enough, you should look at the
niche programs for your specialized needs, or one of the dedicated investment
programs. These programs cover a wide price range - from a Heizer program
costing under 520 to the comprehensive programs selling in the 5500 to $700
class. Look at the ones whose cost justifies the dollar-size of the investments it'll
be handling. I consider Stockwatcher ($195) an especially good buy in the
comprehensive program category (see Figure 5-1).
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Summary
v For the person who wants a simple, easy-to-use check writer program, there are basic, no-frill
applications like Quicken, Aatrix Checkwriter II, Mac Money, and Dollars and Sense.

v

Programs like Andrew Tobias's Managing Your Money combine basic che ck writing with
insurance planning and investment programs.

v
v

Checkfree is an application that allows you to pay bills electronically.

v
v
v

A variety of programs are available for investment planning and tracking, covering basic planning
for such things as sending your children to college, to sophisticated programs that automatically
download data daily and track and chart your individual stocks, bonds, and other investments.
Different publishers offer specialized niche programs that track and analyze stocks, bonds, and
real estate investments.
Several publishers offer templates that can be used with Microsoft's Excel or Works prog rams to
analyze life insuranc e, manage debt, and calculate whether you should buy or rent a home.
The burden of tax preparation programs can significantly be lightened by using tax programs
when it comes time to pay your fed eral and state income taxes.

Whereto buy
Andrew Tobias' Managing
Your Money, $249
MECA Software, Inc.
55 Walls Dr.
Fairfield, Cl' 06430

Complete Bond Analyzer, $89
Larry noscn Co.
7008 Springdale Road
Lou isville, KY 4024 1
502-228-4343

For the Record, $59.95
:'1/olo Press
950 Parker St.
Berkeley, CA 94710

Dollars and Sense, $99.95

4 15-549-1 976

800-288-6322
Bond Portfolio Manager, $89
L11T)' Rosen Co.
7008 Springdale Road

The Software Tool1vorks
60 Lcvcroni Court
Novaro, CA 94949

Hype.rra.~ Tutor, $99
Softstream lmemational
10 Twin Ponds Road
South Dartmouth. MA 02748

Louisville, KY 40241

415-883-3000

508-991-4011

Financial and lntercut
Calculator, $89
Lany Hosen Co.
7008 Springdale Road
Lou isville, KY 40241
502-228-4343

Investment Analysis for Stocks,
Bonds, and Real Estate, $89

7008 Springdale Ro3d
Louisville, KY 40241
502-228-4343

Checkwriter ll, $59

Financial Decisions, $65

The Investor, $99

Aatrix Software Inc.

Gcncml Micronics
5900 Shore Blvd., :r40l
St. Petersburg, FL 33707

Arminius Publications &
Procluc!5 Inc.
P.O. Box 1265
Merchantville, .'lJ 08109-0265

502-228-4343
Checkfree, $29.95
Checkfree Corp.
P.O. Box 987
Columbus, OI-l 43272-1320

614-898-6000

P.O. Box 5359
Gr3nd Forks, XD 58206-5359
701-746-680 I

813-345-5020
603-66/j -9020

L.:my Rosen Co.

609-662-3420
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MaclnTax, $99
Chipsoft, Inc.
6330 Nancy Ridge Hoad, Ste. 103
San Diego, CA 92121
619-587-3939
Mac Money, $119.95
Survivor Software Ltd.
11222 La Cienega Blvd, Ste. 459
Inglewood, CA 90304
213-410-9527
Market Manager PLUS, $299
Dow jones and Co. Inc.
P.O. Box 300
Princeton. NJ 08543-{)300
609-520-4641
Microsoft Excel Money Manager by Stephen Nelson, $34.95
Microsoft Corp.
One Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA 98052-6399
800-426-9400
Mortgage Loan, $89
Larry Rosen Co.
7008 Springdale Road
LouisviUe, KY 4024 1
502-228-4343

Personal Finance Templates,
$35
Pop-Up Publishing
5901 W~1rncr Ave.
Hunti11gton Beach. CA 92649
714-894-9930
Quicken, $59.95
Intuit
P.O. Box 3014
Ylenlo Park, CA 94026
415-322-0573
800-624-8742
The Ray Heizer software
catalog
Heizer Software
1941 Oak Park Blvd.. Ste. 30
P.O. Box 232019
Pleasant Hill. CA 94523
415-943-7667
800-888-7667
Stock Watcher, $195
,V!icro Trading Software Ltd.
Box 175
Wilton, CT 06897
203-762-7820

Wall Street Investor, $695
Pro Plus Software Inc.
2150 East Brown Road
Mesa. AZ 85213
602-461-3296
WaU Street Watcher, $495
.V!icro Trading Software Ltd.
Box 175
\\lilton, CT 06897
203-762-7820
Wealth Builder, $149
Reality Technology
3624 Market St.
Philadelphia, PA 19104

215-387-6055
WillMaker 4.0, $69.95
Nolo Press
950 Parker St.
Berkelev. CA 94710
415-549-1976
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In this chapter...
Y' Four common printers - dot matrix, ink jet, laser,

and color- and how they work.
Y' Choosing the right kind of printer for your needs.
Y' A detailed look at laser printers.
Y' Usin!! a printer designed for an IBM PC with a Mac.
Y' Color printers: ready for prime time?
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W

hether you use the Mac to create mailing Hsts, desktop publications, .
business graphics, legal briefs, or novels, you'll need a way to COffil1llt yo~r
eflorts to paper. This chapter looks at the types of printers available for the .Mac, .wtth
a special focus on the most popular category- d1e laser printer. .The pnces hsted
here are suggested retail prices; keep in mind many dealers and matl-order houses
offer discounts of between 10 to 25 percen1 off relail.

Printer categories
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Macintosh printers fall into four general
categories:

•:• Dot matrix. Printers such as Apple's ImageWriter II are successors to the typewriter d1ey create text and graphics by striking an
inked ribbon. But where a typewriter uses
prefonned characters, a dot-matrix printer uses
a grid -a matrix- of fme wires located in
a print bead that moves from left to right
across d1e page. By ftring these wires in
specUk patterns, the printer can produce
graphics and text in any typestyle. Where print
quality is concerned, dot-matrix printers are on
the boltom of d1e tolem pole. However,
because they're impact printers, they can print
on carbon or carbonless multipage business
forms such as invoices - a feat the other
printers discussed here can't match. Dot-matrix
printers are also ideal for printing mailing
labels, since they can accept continuousfeed
paper stock (paper whose sheets are anached
to each od1er, accordion-style). Price: $595.
•:• Ink jet. Apple's StyleWriler and HewlenPackard's Desk\Vriter are higher-class cousins
of dot-matrLx printers. Instead of using an
inked ribbon and print wires to produce
images, an ink-jet printer uses several dozen
microscopic nozzles d1at spray extremely fine
streams of ink at d1e paper (see Figure 6-1).
Besides making d1e printer much quieter d1an
its dot-matrix counterparts, d1is scheme allows
for much finer print quality, or resolution. For
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Figure 6-1: Inside an ink-jet printer.

example, rhe JmageWriter II has a maximum resolution of 144 dots per inch
(dpi), while a StyleWriter can print 360 clpi. But ink jets have some distinct
disadvantages - more abou t them shortly. Price: $599 to $729.
•:• laser. The type of printer most people associate \Vith d1e Mac, laser printers use
photocopier-like mechanisms to produce text and graphics \Vith 300-dpi resolution
(see Figure 6-2). Laser printers are much faster d1an dot-matrLx or ink-jet units even the least-expensive models can print up to several pages per minute. Laser
primers are also the preferred units for desktop publishing and proofing, since
their resolution is high enough to accurately render d1e subtleties of typographic
fonts and ro print ne>"'..-spaper-quality halftones of scanJ1ecl images. Price: $999 to
over $10,000.
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A page printer
produces images by fusing
fine plastic toner powder to a piece of
paper. First, a light source - usually a laser or
a bank of light· emining diodes - exposes the
image to be printed on a photosensitive drum lAt.
Exposed portions of the drum take on an electrical charge
that attracts toner powder as the drum rotates past a hopper
containing toner IB). An electrically charged wire attracts toner from
the drum onto the paper IC). A pair of heated rollers, one on each side
of the page, fuse the toner to the paper ID).

Figure 6-2: Inside the photocopier-like laser printer.

•!• Color. These specialized scribes use a variety of complex techniques to apply
colored ink, dye, or wax to paper - usually to special paper, at that, although
plain-paper color printers are becoming available. Low-end color printers
are used for priming attention-gerting overhead transparencies and business
graphics. High-end unils are often used for proofing color publications,
scanned images, and illustrations that will be printed using four-color printing
presses. For critical color publishing applications, however, most publishing
pros still rely on photographic cromalins or marchjJriurs produced by colorseparation service bureaus. But because such prints often cost $50 to $100
each, many publishers use proofs from color prinrers first to look for obvious
errors in color balance or placement. Price: from about $1 ,000 to 550,000
and up.
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Dot-matrix printers - printing with impact
If you need to print on multipart forms or continuous-feed stock, a dot-matrix
printer is the answer. There hasn't exactly been a populatjon explosion in this
product category, however- Apple's venerable ImageWriter has owned the
market ever since it was introduced along w ith the original Mac. The current
model, the lmageWriter II (S595) can also produce color images when equipped
w ith a color ribbon.
The ImageWriter II can use two basic types of paper: fanfold (one continuous
sheet, pe1f orated so you can tear it into separate sheers after printing), and standard
sheets that you roll into the printer's mechanism as though loading a typewriter. If
you use single sheets often, you might consider the optional cut-sheet f eeder (S225),
which feeds single sheers automatically. You can also share an lmageWrirer II on a
net\vork by adding the Apple's ImageWriter 11/ LQ LocaiTa lk Option ($139), a circuit
board that plugs into the printer.
:\ few other fim1s currently offer or have offered dot-matrix primers for the Mac,
bur they aren't recommended - not because they're inferior to the ImageWriter II,
but because software companies generally test d1eir programs only w ith the most
popular Mac printers. 13uy :m obscure printer, and you may encounter printing
problems with your favorite programs. As any video buff who suffered thro ugh the
13eta-versus-VHS wars of a few years ago will tell you, a product's popularity can
influence its usefulness more than irs quality and performance.

Ink-jet printers
As mentioned earlier, ink-jet printers are capable of much higher output resolution
d1an clot-matrix units. But ink-jet output still isn't in the laser league. Up close, even
the naked eye can discern sloppy character edges created by ink seeping into the
paper's fibers as it dries. Scanned images and large black areas have a motded look.
You can minimize d1ese Oaws by photocopying printed pages, but handle them
gently - ink-jet output can smear in its llrst few seconds of life.

.a

As any video buff who
suffered through the Betaversus-VHS wars of a few
yem·s ago will teU you, a
product's populatity can
influence its usefulness
more than its quality and
perjorma11ce.
~

Today's ink-jet printers no lo nger require special
paper, as did some pioneering models of the mid-80s,
but d1ey're still more llnick y d1an lasers. Apple's
StyleWriter and Hewlett-Packard's DeskWriter can't
handle hea,·y card stocks and can't automatically feed
multiple envelopes. And output quality varies dramatiC111y depending on the quality of paper you use. You 'll
also wait longer to see it; most personal laser printers
can d1um out several pages in d1e time it mkes an inkjet to produce one.
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StyleWriter vs. DeskWriter
Apple's StyleWriter and Hewlen-Packard's DeskWriter are the only two Macspecific ink-jet printers that produce 300-dpi or sharper output. (GCC's three-pound,
batte1y-powerecl $549 Write~·fove prints 192 dpi.) The StyleWriter retails for S599.
Shortly after the StyleWriter debuted, Hewlett-Packard cut the DeskWriter's retail
price to 5729.
DeskWriters manufactured after May 1990 are equipped with a LocalTalk
connector, allowing them to be shared on a network. The StyleWriter can't be
shared on a network; it connects via a serial cable to the Mac's modem or printer
port. !\either printer supports background printing under Multifinder or System 7,
but both are compatible with third-party spoolers such as Fifth Generation
Systems' SuperLaserSpool.
The DeskWriter includes four font families (Compugraphic versions of
Helvetica, Times, Courier, and Symbol); an optional font pack includes seven
additional families (the standard LaserWriter Plus mix). All fonts are outlines, and
J-IP's easily installed driver software can scale d1em to any size up to 250-point.
The printer also works so well wid1 Adobe Type Manager (ATM) that some mailorder nrms sell ilie pair togetl1er.
The StyleWriter includes the same four font families, but the fonts themselves
are Apple TrueType outline fonts, which can be scaled to sizes larger d1an 250point. The StyleWriter is also ATM-compatible.
In tests performed by Macworlcl Lab, the StyleWriter was about twice as slow
as the DeskWriter. But \\··here size and portability are concerned, it's no contest:
the StyleWriter is definitely d1e liglmveight champion.
The StyleWriter also has the edge where it counts: in output quality. Its
360-dpi resolution makes StyleWrirer output nmiceably sharper than that of a
Desk\Xiriter. Still, the StyleWriter falls short of the deep, rich blacks tl1at laser
printers provide. And water- even a moistened ftnger - causes StyleWriter
output to smear.
The StyleWriter's lower price, TrueType fonts, and higher resolution make it
the better primer, but the DeskWriter isn't out of the running. HP's latest inks are
less prone to smearing than tl1e StyleWriter's. And altl1ough ilie DeskWriter is far
roo slow to serve a large network, it could keep up with a couple of patient
small-business or education users. If portability and resolution are less important
to you than speed, water resistance, and network compatibility, d1e DeskWriter is
tl1e printer of choice.
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laser printers
If you've been longing for a laser printer but have been waiting to buy until
prices fall , your day has come. 1990 was the year of the Volk slaser, as Apple,
QMS, GCC Technologies, NEC, Texas Instruments, and others unveiled nearly a
dozen new 300-dpi laser printers aimed at individuals and small businesses. For
berween $999 and $3,000, you can buy a printer that provides more fonts, better
print quality, and faster performance than Apple's original S6,995 LaserWriter.
These improvements in the price-to-performance ratio apply at the higher ends of
the laser printer spectrum, roo. High-perfom1ance workhorse printers that churn
out ten or more pages per minute now start at about $4,000.

QulckDraw, PostScript, or both?
The first step toward finding the right laser printer involves choosing between
printers that rely on Adobe Systems' PostScript page-description language, or on
QuickDraw, the Mac's built-in libmry of text- and gmphics-display routines.

_.

Either a PostScript or a QuickDmw printer CJn handle text-oriented documents
such as correspondence, manuscripts, and contracts. But for printing desktop
publications, illustrations, scanned images, and other
graphics-intensive jobs, choose a PostScript printer.
13uilt-in nerworking features also make a PostScript
Ovet·al~ PostScript pri.ntet"s
printer almost essential if you have more than one
offer so many advantages
computer (whether Mac or IBM PC), because you can
- some technica~ others
share the printer with each machine by buying
side effects of PostScript's
inexpensive LocalTalk connector kits.

popularity - that it's hard
to imagine choosing any
~
othet" kitzd ofprinter.

PostScript printers often operate more quickly
because they relieve the Mac of most of the work
involved in printing a page. Overall, PostScript
printers offer so many advantages - some technical,
others side effects of PostScript's popularity - that it's hard to imagine choosing
any other kind of printer. Until you compare prices.

PostScript printers cost more than compar'able QuickDmw printers, mostly
because of their more sophisticated controller circuitry, but also because of the
licensing and royalty fees Adobe Systems charges printer manufacturers. Some
examples: GCC Technologies' QuickDraw-based PLP II retails for $999; its
PostScript-driven cousin, tl1e BLP Elite, sells for $1,599. Apple's Personal LaserWriter 1.5 lists for $1,299, while the Personal LaserWriter :-IT goes for $2,599.
The extm cost is easier to justify if you plan to share tl1e printer among sever'al
machines, but most people shopping for a personal printer don't have sharing
in mind.
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1l1e good news is that the d1asm in capabilities between PostScript and
Quick.Draw primers is nan-owing. The release of Apple's TrueType fonts for System
6.0.7 and System 7 is one contributing factor, but overall - and ironically - Adobe
deserves most of the credit. Its $99 Adobe Type l\·lanager utility gives QuickDraw
printers access to thousands of PostScript fonts, and lets them print tl1ose fonts in
almost any size. And Adobe's TypeAJign program works with ATM to allow you
to skew and distort text, attach it to a curving baseline, and create other exotic
effects that previously were beyond QuickDraw's capabilities.
Even with TrueType, ATM, and TypeAJign, however, Quick.Draw printers
deliver inferior results ·with PostScript-oriented drawing programs such as Aldus
FreeHand and Adobe Illustrator. But you can bridge even that gap by using
PostScript emulation software such as QMS's UltraScript or Custom Applications'
Freedom of Press. Printing via a PostScript emulator is almost always slower than
using a true PostScript printer, but in the world of personal page priming, performance often takes a back seat to afl'ordability.
Evaluating e ng ines
Deciding between QuickDraw and PostScript is only half the job. Print engines,
the mechanisms that shuttle paper and produce images on it, also va1y widely.

The name laser printer derives from the use of lasers to expose images on
photosensitive drums or belts, which then attract fine plastic toner powder and apply
it to tl1e paper. (Some of today's printers use alternative light sources such as banks
of light-emitting diodes, but they're still often described as laser printers. Technically,
the con·ect term for all these beasts is page printe1:) As the paper leaves tl1e printer, a
pair of heated rollers melts the powder into place.
Like photocopiers, laser printers offer different paper-handling speeds and
capacities. Most printer engines can push paper at a pace of four to ten pages per
minute (ppm). Generally, however, you see these speeds only when printing
multiple copies of the same document or ve1y simple documents, such as manuscripts in tl1e Courier font.
As for paper capacities, most printers provide one paper tray that holds between
100 and 250 sheets. Some printers, including Apple's Personal LaserWriter NT,
QMS's PS-825, Qume's CrystaiPrint Express, and HP's Lase1jet IIIsi, provide two
paper trays. Two trays allow you to easily mi.x letterhead and second sheets or
envelopes, and tJ1ey help cut down on feeding sessions.
Speaking of feeding, the printer's toner supply requires replacement eve1y few
thousand pages or .so. Canon-built engines, found in Apple, Canon, QMS, and
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Hewlen-Packard printers, use a convenient, single-cartridge system. Other manufacturers resort to multipa11 kits d1at can lead to messy spills if you aren't careful.
Alas, me disposable ca rtridges used in Canon engines are an environmentalist's
nightmare, ead1 contributing several pounds of plastic to the local landfill. Happily,
you can recycle cartridges- and save money in me process. (For recycling infom1ation, try the American Cartridge Recycling Association, 305-539-0701 or the International Computer Products Remanufacturing Association, 503-222-3215.)

What constitutes good performance?
As you can see, a printer's controller and its engine ead1 play a role in determining general performance. For that reason, consider the types of documents you plan
to print, d1en choose the printer whose controller and engine are best suited to mem.
Wid1 QuickDraw primers such as Apple's Personal LaserWriter LS and SC and
GCC's PLP II and lis, your job is relatively easy. Because me Mac acts as d1e controller, d1e printer's speed at handling complex jobs containing lots of fonts and graphics
will depend on the speed of d1e Mac. If complex jobs slow d1e printer to a crawl,
you can boost performance by endowing the Mac w ith more memo1y or even an
accelerator board upgrade. And me upgrades pay performance dividends even when
you aren't printing.
With PostScript printers, the Mac's speed plays a very small role in detem1ining
performance, making the engine-conu·oller balancing act more important. If
you print short but complex documents - lots of fonts and sizes, large scanned
in1ages, PostScript graphics- a printer with a fast controller, such as me QMS-PS
410, w ill out-perform a primer wim a slower controller but a fast engine, such as
GCC's BLP lis. For simple but lengthy documents - legal conu·acts, manuscripts,
proposals, "personalized" form letters- a printer witJ1 a fast engine will serve
you bener.

Optimal control

ti . . . a printer's controller
and its engine each play a
1"0le in dete1-n1ining general
perjontzmlce ... cmlSidet·
the types of documents you
p lan to print, then choose
the printer whose controller
mul eugine m·e best suited
to them.
~

Several factors influence the performance of a
PostScript printer's conu·oller. For starters. the type of
cenrral processing unit (CPC) used in the controller and
me speed at which it runs govern how quickly the
controller can perform me many calculations involved in
producing a page. !\early all personal PostScript printers
use a Motorola 68000 CPC running at speeds of
between 10 and 16MHz, although there are exceptions.
QMS' swift little PS 410, for example, uses the faster
68020, often found in higher-priced lasers, including
Apple's l aser\'\friter llNTX. A growing number of
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printers- Qume's CrystalPrint Publisher II and Crystal Print Express, Epson's
EPL-7500, and Dara Proclucts' LZR- 660, to name a few-use specialized RJSC
(reduced instruction-set computer) microprocessors that are designed to run
faster than general-purpose processors such as the 68000 series.
The amoun t of internal memory the controller provides also influences
perfom1ance. ?~·l ore memory allows faster performance with typographically
complex documents because the printer can retain, or cacbe, a larger number of
character bit maps, eliminating the need to reconstruct those characters from the
o riginal font oudines if d1ey're needed again. More memory also allows the
pr[nter to hold more downloadable fonts, ones stored on the Mac's hard drive and
transferred to the printer during the' pr[nt job.
Bullt-in memory is also an important issue if you plan to mix downloadable
PostScript fonts and TrueType oudine fonts. In System 7, Apple's TrueType
rasterizi11g software (which generates characters m d1e sizes needed for a given
page) is dmvnloaded to a PostScript prtnter's memory durmg the prmt job. The
TrueType rasterizer requires about 501< of printer memory, leaving less room for
downloadable PostScript fonts. The memory crunch \viii hit hardest in the base
models of Tl's micro Lasers, which contain just 1.5MB.
Adobe Systems is always refLning and improving d1e PostScript inrerprerer
sofrware d1at it sells to printer vendors. The latest PostScript versions usually include
Adobe Type Manager font rasterizer. All other things being equal, a printer that
contains ATM routines prints text faster than one that doesn't.
(Incidentally, don't confuse the AT!'vf rasterizing routines with the ATM utility
mentioned earlier. The ATM utility runs on the Mac and provides sharp
characters for the screen and for QuickDraw printers. ATM rasrerizing software
built into a PostScript primer's controller allows the printer to create characters
more quickly.)

Send in the clones: low-budget PostScript
Then there are the PostScript clones- printers that understand PostScript, but
use non-Adobe PostScript inteq)l'eters. In the personal prmter market, PostScript
clones include Abaton's LaserScript, Qume's CrystaiPrint Publisher series,
Microtek's TrueLaser, and Abaron's LaserScript LX. Clone vendors usually claim
faster performance than Adobe PostScript printers, even high-end ones like
Apple's LaserWriter IINTX.
Those claims don't always hold up. In my experience, PostScript clones are
faster when printing typographically complex documents and object-oriented
(MacDraw-type) graphics, but they're often slower when prmtmg bit-mapped
graphics, especially scanned images.
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In the past, PostScript clones had serious problems handling 7jpe 1 downloadable fonts, t:he downloadable font format used by Adobe and many ot:her
font developers. Type I fonts conta in instructions that t:he printer's controller uses
to optimize d1e appearance of each character at a given size. These instructions,
also called hints, are encrypted, and clone developers were unwilling to crack
the code, fearing lawsuils from Adobe.
Adobe recently has published most: of the Type 1 specifications, however, and
clone vendors have deCJypred most hints. Today's Post cript clones still don't handle
Adobe Type 1 fonts as skillfully as Adobe interpreters, but the d ifferences are
becoming difficult ro discern, even under magnification.

PC patch jobs
Laser and ink-jet printers designed for the IBN! PC world often cost considerably
less than their Mac-specific cousins. If you're willing to stray from t:he pack and deal
with occasional incompatibilities. you can ger that laser look by using a PC printer
with a Mac. You merely need the proper cable and driver software that the PC
printer can understand.
For software, use a Quick Draw-based driver package such as Jet:Link Express or
MacPrint, or a PostScript emulator such as QMS's UltraScript, Custom Applications's Freedom of Press, or TeleTypesetting's T-Scripr.
In the past, third-parry PC primer drivers have had serious application compatibility problems. Foitunately, with t:he proliferation of QuickDraw-based laser and
ink-jet printers, applications developers have begun to adapt to Apple's programming guidelines. Bur pages of caveats and workarounds still pollute the jet:Link
Express and MacPrint manuals, so verify compatibility wid1 your favorite programs before you buy.
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IfJ'ou're williug to stt·ay
ft-om the pack a11d deal
with occasiona l
incompatibilities, y ou can
get that lase·r look by using
a PC priutet· with a Mac. ~

:\ PostScript emulation program resides on your
ivlac's hard drive and acts as an intermediary between
your programs and a non-PostScript printer. When
you issue a Print command, d1e emulator saves on
disk the PostScript instructions from the LaserWriter
driver. The emulator's interpreter then takes over,
t:ranslating the llle into instructions your printer can
understand. QMS UltraScript provides l11e best mix of
perfo1mance and ease of use.

Laser printer picks
In the under-53,000 class, one laser printer stands abO\'e t:he rest: the 52,795
QMS PS 410. The PS 410 combines the easy-to-se[ up Cano n LX engine wid1 a
16MHz, 68020-based controller ct·1at handles complex documents as swift:ly as a
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55,999 LaserWriter ITNTX. The PS 410 also includes excellent documentation and
a package of suppott disks for both the Mac and IBM PC.
It's a superb printer for anyone who has both Macs and PCs, thanks to its
ability to switcl1 automatically between PosrScript and HP Laserjet emulation
mode depending on the type of data it receives. (QMS pioneered the emulationsensing technique, now used in a few other PostScript printers. With most
printers, though, you need to flick switches or send special sofnvare codes to
change between PostScript and HP emulation.) In sho1t, this little printer has it
all - al most.
The PS 410 holds only 50 sheets of paper, unless you buy the optional 250sheet tray for 5195. Even then, however, you may fmd the printer's 4-ppm engine
too slow for typographically sin1ple documents or multiple copies of the same
document. For such applications, I recommend GCC's $2,899 BLP Tis. Its controller is slower than the PS 410's, but its 8-ppm engine gives ir the edge when
engine speed counts most. Okidata's $2,599 OkiLaser 840 uses the identical
engine but is slower.
The BLP !Is and its 4-ppm cousin, the $1,999 BLP II, are also the only
personal PosrScript printers that provide a SCSI connector for attaching a fontstorage hard drive. Indeed, if you use droves of downloadable fonts, a BLP II
with a hard drive could prove faster than the PS-410, as it would elin1inate
font-downloading time.
The PS 410 and the BLP series reside near the top of the personal printer price
range. For a less costly PostScript-based machine, consider GCC's 4-ppm BLP Elite
($1,599) or Tl's 6-ppm microLaser. Mail-order houses often discount the microLaser PS17, which (like d1e BLP Elite) contains 17 fonts, to as low as $1,399. I've
found the 35-font version for $1749. 1l1e microLaser's swift controller and its
6-ppm engine provide balanced performance for any type of job.
Another solid performer in the under-$3,000 class is Dataproducts's $2,995
LZR-960. The LZR-660 is a 9-ppm printer built around a Weitek RISC processor,
and it contains Adobe's Level 2 PostScript - which among od1er d1ings, runs
faster than the Level 1 PostScript in use today. The LZR-960 also provides a SCSI
pott for a font-storage hard drive. You might also consider Epson's $2,999 ELP7500, which uses a 6-ppm Minolra engine and a controller containing a Weitek
RISC processor (one of which also powers Qume's swift CJystalPrint Publisher II).
But d1e Qume's a clone; the ELP-7500 uses an Adobe interpreter.
As for the QuickDraw printers, it's a tougher call. On paper, d1e 5999 PLP II
has the price edge over the $1,299 Personal LaserWriter LS. On the street,
however, the two printers' prices may be closer, given that many Apple dealers
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offer discounts in the 20 percent ballpark. GCC has a smaller dealer network and
primarily sells irs products directly through mail order. But shop around- if your
area has a GCC dealer, you may find the PLP II for less than $999.
The Personal LaserWriter LS may co t more rJ1an the PLP II, bur ir's a better
printer. Although the LS holds less paper (unless you buy the optional 250-sheet
[Ill}'), its engine is superior and rJ1e printer is easier to serup. d1anks to its use of a
serial cable instead of the SCSI connection scheme used in the PLP II series.
l11e LS's printer driver is also more smoorJ1ly integrated into the ivlac environment. You can print in the background u nder l'vlultiFinder and you'll never have
to endure the two-step printing process that the PLP driver imposes on you when
memoty is tight. An LS tested by Macwork l Lab was faster d1an th e PLP II in textoriented tasks, but slower when printing graphics.
Still, choosing an LS means living \\'ith some limitations. You can upgrade
each PLP to a PostScript-based BLP Elite for $799: no such upgrade will be
offered for the LS. And if your Mac's modem and printer pons are already
connected to other devices, you'll need to buy a seri~tl switch box in order to
accommodate an LS. If you want to add PostScript down the road. the PLP II
series may be a better choice.
If you'll be connecting a PostScript printer to more than a fe>v computers,
chances are that a 4- to 6-ppm printer will be too slow. Between 54.000 and
510,000 will buy a workhorse printer that combines a fast controller with a fast,
heavy-dury engine capable of printing up to 16 to 22 pages per minute. The
least expensive offering in this class is Tl's 16-ppm microLaser XL. The 17-font
version reta ils for $4,049; rhe 35-fonl version for $4,599. A 500-sheet feeder and
70·envelope feeder are also available.
Anod1er recent entry in this class is 1-lewlen-Packard's Lasetjet lllsi, whose 17ppm engine provides two paper trays and support for duple.'\· printing - the
abiliry to prim on both sides of a sheet of paper. Equipped wid1 PostScri pt and
Loca!Talk interface - a configumtion T-IP says will be available in the b ll of
1991 - d1e lllsi will retail for approximately $8.000. l11e lllsi also features l-IP's
Resolution Enhancement Technology (RET) - n custom chip finely controls me
print engine's laser to adjust the size and position of individual dots to smooth
the jagged edges that plague diagonal lines and curves in both graphics and text
(especially italics).
A step up in engine speed and page size is QMS's $9,995 PS 2210 which
provides a 22-ppm engine that can print tabloid-sized ( 11 x 17-inch) pages. The
PS 2210 provides a SCSI pon for a font-storage hard disk and a 60020-based
controller that provides 49 fonts and Q1viS's emulation-sensing features.
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At the top of the laser primer spectrum is the QMS PS 2000, which can crank
out 20 tabloid-sized pages per minute and suppo11s duplex printing. TI1e $15,995
PS 2000 sp011s a 25MI-Iz RISC-based controller that provides 45 fonts, 8MB of
memory, and emulation sensing. Internal and external hard disks are available as
options (and can store incoming print jobs as well as fonts), as is a high-speed
Ethernet network interface.
Then there's Kodak's 16-ppm Ektaplus 7016. which also does duty as a 6-ppm
photocopier- even while accepting a print job from a Mac or PC. Retailing for
$6,995 including a 4MB, 68020-based PostScript comroller board, the Ektaplus 7016
uses an LED-based engine technology similar to that used in Kodak's Ekt.aprint
copiers. A laser printer that's also a copier- it's a sm.art idea that lets you get more
out of the primer's mechanism and more for your money. And when you spend
several thousand dollars on a printer, you want to work it as hard as you can.

Color printers
Today·s color .\lacs can display vivid images with photographic realism- it's this
talent that has made the ,\•lac the computer of choice for image processing, prepress,
and color scanning jobs. But displaying an image is one thing, printing it is another.
Printers capable of doing justice to the Mac's color capabilities have been slow in
coming (some experts feel they have yet to arrive). The technology and the selection
are improving, however, and prices arc falling.

low-end color ink-jet printers
l11e printers in th is category are unsuitable for critical jobs such as prepress
proofing, but are ideal for printing color overhead transparencies and presentation
materials. Color ink-jet printers work much like the monochrome ink jets described
earl ier in this chapter. But where a monochrome ink jet's reservoir contains just one
color (black). a color ink jet's contains four - cyan, magenta, yellow, and black. The
primer can combine clot patterns of these colors to produce other colors, a technique
called dithering. None of the printers described in this section use PostScript, but if
you're patient, you can use a PostScript-emulation utility such as Freedom of Press to
prim color PostScript graphics.

_. A laser p rinter that's also a
copier- it's a smart idea
that lets you get more out
of the printer's mecha11ism,
and more for your money.'-'

One of the best choices in low-end color ink-jet
primers is Hewlert-Packard's Paint\Xlriter, a faster
successor to l-IP's now-discontinued Paint]et. Retailing
for 51,395. the PaintWriter supports page sizes of up
ro 8 Yz x J !-inches and boasrs a resolution of 180 dpi.
The primer conncclS to the Mac via the modem or
primer po11, and includes a selection of outline fonlS
and a driver that supports background printing
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under MultiFinder or System 7 and is compatible with Adobe Type Manager. A
wide-catTiage model, rhe 52,595 PaintWiirer XL, can print on 11 x 17-inch paper
and provides a LocaiTalk connector that allows the printer to be shared on
a network.
A smaller and slightly sharper altemative to the J>aintWrirer is Kodak's Diconi....:
color 4, which weighs just 13 pounds and prints on plain paper or ink-jet trnnsparency film at a resolmion of 192 clpi. Like l-IP's PaintWriter, the Oicon ix color 4
can print on cur sheets or continuous, pin-fed stock. The printer includes a cable,
driver software, and serial interface for connection to the Mac's m<XIem port.. The
Diconix color 4 reta ils for 51,595 in d1e United States and $2,195 in Canada.
Stepping up in resolution and price is the Texrronix ColorQuick ink-jet printer,
which prints at 216 dpi and retails for 52,495. The ColorQuick lives up to its name. in
part because it anaches to the Mac·s SCSI port rather than to the slower modem or
printer potts. The printer supports page sizes of up to 12 x 18-inches.

Mid-range color printers
Color printers in this spectrum cost between $5.000 and $10,000, produce 300-dpi
output, generally use Adobe PostScript or PostScript-clone comrollers, and support
popular color-matching systems such as Pantone. As w ith monochrome PostScriptbased printers, the speed and type of processor used in a color primer's controller
and the amoum of memory in the controller directly affect the printer's performance
at handling complex documents. l ndeed, comple:r takes on new meaning in the color
PostScript world. where a printer not only must generate font bitmaps and process
PostScript graphics commands, it must also apply its coloring pigments in up to lo ur
passes - one each for C)'an, magenta, yellow. and optionally, black. l11e extra
memory and processing punch required for ptint.ing 300-clpi color contribute to the
printers' hefty price tags.
The printers' engines aren't cheap, either. Among 300-clpi color printers, the most
popular engine technology is thermal u;a:x-trcm.ifer. A thermal wax-transfer r>rinter
uses wax-based pigments in each process color (cyan. yellow, magenta, and black).
positioned one after another on a roll of film. A print head containing thousands of
heating elements is sand\\·ichecl between the film ribbon and the paper. l11e print
head's heating elements are turned on and ofT as needed to print indil·iclual clots in
each of three or four passes.
Like ink-jet printers, thermal wax-transfer printers can produce other colors
through combinations of cyan, magenta, and yellow. Thermal wax-transfer printers
use dither patterns tha t simulate d1e color halftones produced by four-color printing
presses. A 300-clpi printer's halftones aren't nearly as sharp. however- even the
naked eye can easily discern the groups. or rose/fes, of cyan, magenta, and yellow
clots d1at the printer combines to create mher colo rs.
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Most thermal wax-transfer printers use individual cut sheets of paper, although
Seiko's ColorPoim PS uses a roll of paper that's cut into individual sheets by a
built-in cutter at the end of d1e printing job. Generally, thermal wax-transfer
printers deliver poor results wid1 plain paper, requiring special coated paper that
can withstand t:he printhead's heat.
Seiko's ColorPoint PS is available in [\VO models. The Model 4 retails for $6,999
and suppo11s letrer-sized pages; the !\llodel 14 remits for S9,999 and prints tabloids.
Both models use !mel 80960 RJSC-based controllers running Phoenix.Page, a PostScript clone. The print quality is ve1y good, but the printer's performance is a
bit sluggish compared to that of its competitors.
One faster competitor is :'JEC's Colormme PS Model 80, which ret:ails for S8,99S
and prints on letter-sized sheets. The Colormate PS l\1oclel 80 uses an Adobe Adas
controller. wherein a 68020 processor running ar 16MHz presides over 8MB o f
memory. Another good choice is Tektronix's $7,995 Phaser II PX, which also uses a
68020-based Adobe interpreter. QMS's S8.99S ColorScript 100 Model 10 delivers good
perfo rmance roo, but its output isn't quite as vivid as that of its competitors.
One interesting newcomer in d1is price range is Tektronix's $9,995 Phasc1:Jet PXi.
TI1is primer uses a pbase cbange ink-jel engine capable of printing on plain paper
with excellent results. The Phase1:Jet PXi's inks are solid at room temperature; at
priming time, d1e print engine melts the ink and then sprays them onto the paper,
where they solidify so quickly that most of the ink sits on the paper's surface instead
of soaking into its fibers. The Phase1j et PXi is also one of the first color printers
to use Adobe's PostScript Level 2, w hich offers better uppo11 for color printing
than does PostScript Level 1. The Phaserjet PXi supports page sizes of up to
12 x 18-inches.

High-end color printers
TI1e most vivid color output curremly comes from dye sublima/io11 printers,
which can produce near-photorealistic, continuous-tone images with smooth
color gradations. Unlike the wax-based inks used in thermal ink-jer printers,
sublimation dyes are transparent, and the printer is able to finely control the size
of each clot. The results are remarkable - and remarkably expensive. Dupont's
4Casr sells for roughly $48,000, Kodak's Xl 7700 goes for over $24,000, and
MiL5ubishi's $340-10 w ill set you back $13,995.
Equally promising ~re color laser printers such as ColorOcs' CP 4007, w hich
offers PostScript compatibility and one-pass printing for $29,995. Canon USA
is also finishing up a PostScript interf:1ce for its impressive S60,000 Color
Laser Copier.
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Summary
v Dot-matrix printers provide the poorest output quality, but they can print on carbon and carbonless multipart forms and are ideal for mailing labels.

v Ink-jet printer output approaches laser output in quality, but can be smeared and requires careful
paper selection. Ink-jet printers are also much slower than lasers.

v Laser printers provide excellent overall quality and performance. Factors to consider when
choosing one include speed, paper handling features, and support for PostScript.

v

Color printers are costly, but their prices are falling as quality improves. Low-end color ink-jet
printers are suitable for presentation graphics and overheads; other, costlier color printers can be
used for proofing desktop publications.

v If you don't mind a few minor incompatibilities now and then, you can use a printer designed to be
used on an IBM PC with a Mac.

Whereto buy
BLP Elite, $1,599
GCC Technologies, Inc.
580 Winter St.
Waltham, MA 02154
800-4 22-7777
Business LaserPrintcr D, $1,999
GCC Technologies, Inc.
580 \Vimer St.
Wald1am, MA 02154
800-422-7777
Business LaserPrinter Us,
$2,899
GCC Technologies, Inc.
580 Winter St.
Waltham, i\1A 02154
800-422-7777
CrystalPrint Publisher U,
$3,795
QU!I•LE Corp.
500 Yosemite Dr.
Milpitas, CA 95035
408-942-4000
800-458-4549

Ektaplus 7016, $5,495
Eastman Kodak Company
901 Elmgrove Road
Rochester, NY 14653
800-344-0006

Ektaplus 7016 w/PostScript,
$6,995
Eastman Kodak Company
901 Elmgrove Road
Rochester, 1\'Y 14653
800-344-0006
ELP-7500, $2,999
Epson America, Inc.
20770 Meclrona Ave.
Torrance, CA 90503
213-782-2698
800-289-3776
Freedom of Press-light, $98 (I;
fonts)
Custom Applications, Inc.
900 Technology Park Dr.
Billerie<t, 11-1A 01821
508-667-8585
800-873-4367
Freedom of Pres~tandard ,
$495 (35 fonts)
Custom Applications, Inc.
900 Technology Park Dr.
Billerica, M/1. 01821
508-667-8585
800-873-4367

Freedom of Press-professional, $1495 (35 fonts)
Custom Applications, Inc.
900 Technology Park Dr.
13illeriea, l'v!A 01821
508-667-8585
800-873-4367
ImageWriter II, $595
Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
408-996- l 010
800-776-2333
lmageWriter 11/ LQ LocalTalk
Option, $139
Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 ,'VIariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
408-996-1010
800-776-2333
JetLink E.xpress, $159
GOT Sofrworks
4664 Lowughed Hwy.
Burnaby, BC
Canada B5C6137
604-29l -9121
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Laserj ct Ills!, $5,495
1-!cwlctt-Pacl<ard Co.
16399 w·. Uemardo Dr.
San Diego, CA 92 127
800-752-0900
L1SerScript, $1,995
Abaton
4843 1 Milmont Dr., Bldg. I
Fremom, CA 94538
4 15-683-2226
800-82 1-0806
IZR 960, $2,995
Dataproducts Corp.
6200 Canoga Ave.
Woodland Hills. CA 91367-2499
818-887-8000

MacPrint, $149
Insight Development Corp.
2200 Powdl St., Stt.:. 500
Emeryville, CA 94608
415-652-4115
l:l00-825-41J 5
microl.aser PS17, $1,399
Texas Instruments
13500 N. Central Expwy.
Dallas. TX 75265
800-527-3500
microL1Ser PS35, $1,749
Texas Instruments
13500 N. Centr:tl Expwy.
Dallas, TX 75265
800-527-3500
Okll.ascr 840, $2,599
Okidata
532 r:ellowship Ho:td
ML l ~turel, NJ 0805-i
609-235-2600
800-65t-3282

Personal LaserWrlter NT,
$2,599
Appk: Computer, Inc.
20525 Ma tiani Ave.
Cupet1ino, CA 95014
408-996-1010
800-776-2333
Personal LaserWriler LS, $1,299
Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 .\lariani :\ve.
Cupettino, CA 95014
408-996- 1010
800-776-2333
PLP JI, $999
GCC Technologies, Inc.
580 Winter St.
Waltham, .\.1.-\ 02 154
800-4 22-7777
PtP lis, $1,499
GCC Technologies, Inc.
580 Winter St.
Waltham, !'viA 02154
800-4 22-7777
PS-410, $2,795
QMS
P.O. Box 81250
lllobilc. AL 36689
800-631-2692 (ext. 906)

StyleWriter, $599
Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 t\llariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
408-996- 1010
800-776-2333
T-Script, $145
TcleTypesening Co.
31 1 Hatvard St.
Brookline, !'viA 02 146
617-734-9700
Tmelaser, $2,695
Microtek Lab, Inc.
680 Knox
Torrance. CA 90502
213-321-21 21 (cxt.S)
800-654-4160 (outside CA)
UltraScript, $195
QMS, Inc.
1'.0. Box 81250
Mobile, AL 36689
800-845-4843
UltraScript Plus, $445
QMS, Inc.
P.O. I3ox 81250
~·l obile, AL 36689
800-845-4843
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Disksand er
Storage Devica~
by Cheryl England

In this chapter . . .
Y' Types of storage -

hard drives, removablecartridge drives, erasable optical drives- explained in detail.
Y' Determining the applications best suited for each
type of storage device.
Y' A breakdown ofthe capacities and prices of

storage types.
Y' Assessing the advantages and disadvantages of

storage types.
V' Shopping for a storage device - what to look for.
V' A summary of the kind of service and support you

can expect for each product.
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nly a rew years ago, everyone used floppy disks to store clara and applications. Uut it clicln·t rake long for people ro get really tired of swapping t1oppy
disks in and o ut of drives in order to use a new applicatio n or access a different file.
So GCC Technologies and P.C.P.C. produced the first hard drives for the Mac so
people could store all their applications and data in o ne place.
Floppy disks are still found in abundance in any Macin tosh-based office. They
arc handy for copying small files that you need to take with you o r give to
anorher user. They are ideal for holding temporary copies of files that you are
working o n. ( For instance, a floppy disk sits on my desk at this moment, holding
the latest version of this chapter, just in case my Mac blows up or my hard drive
crashes). But Ooppies have long omlived th eir usefulness as primary storage
devices. Hard d rives are now the most ubiquitous type of prim<11Y storage device.
ha ving become faster, bigger. and more reliable each year. Recently, however,
users ha ve had more choices than just hard drives. There are removable cartridge
d rives, remo\•ablc hard drives, erasable optical drives, and WOR/vl (write once,
read many) optical drives. If you are confused by the options and w ant to make
an informed bu ying decision, then read o n to discover the secrets of storage.

A quick ovetview
About the author
Cheryl England started with Macworfd
October 1987 as Associate Editor in
charge of planning/editing the Reviews
section. She moved to Features nine
months later to write and edit features.
Currently she writes/edits/coordinates
most of the Lab articles (hardware
spec ialty) and also writes/edits/coordinates some productivity/business
features. England's current title is Senior
Associate Editor, Features.
Previous magazine experience
includes Associate Feature Edit'or for
Hayden's Personal Computing Magazine
(one year) where she wrote and edited
features/reviews.
England was also Associate Editor for
M&T Publishing's Business Software
(two years) and was in charge of the
Database section (wrote and edited).

Hard drives provide the most versatile - and
fastest - type o f storage. They range in capacity
from 20MB up ro 1.2 gig~byt es (GB). (You can
get higher ca pacities bur this entails putting two
o r more drives into a large case.) You can use
hard drives to store the data and applications
you use every cla y, or you can use them as a
backup device. If you outgrow the capacity of a
hard drive, you can attach a second one to your
1'. -I ac or you ca n substitute a higher-capacity
drive and give the old drive to someone else.
Some external hard drives are even small
enough that you can easily· ca rry them in a
briefcase, making rhem ideal for transporting
clara between Macs.
Nearl y as versatile as hard drives, removableca rtridge drives have gained popularity over the
last couple of years. These drives have a fixed
mechanism that reads data from a cartridge that
you insert. If you need more storage space, you
simply buy more ca rt ridges. Many people find it
convenient to back up and archive data from a
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hard drive onto a canridge. You can also swap cartridges between drives, making it
easy to move data between Macs. And if the Mac is being shared by several
people (say in a university setting), ead1 user can have his or her own cartridge.
l11e drawback to removable-cartridge drives, however, is that the cartridges
currently hold either 45MB or 90MB of data. While 90M B of storage is sufficient
for many users, t11ose who do a lot of desktop publishing, animation, or 3-0
modeling, or work witl1 a large database, may fi nd the 90MB cap limiting.
Don't confuse removable-cartridge drives with removable hard drives. Although rare these days, re movable hard drives do still exist. Unlike re movablecartridge drives, whe re the med1anism that reads and writes data is in tl1e drive
case and t11e platters that hold data are in tl1e cartridge, removable hard drives
consist of a plastic chassis tl1at does notl1ing more than connect to tl1e Mac and
act as a holder for a hard drive mechanism. Thus t11e chassis is relatively inexpe nsive- but you'll pay a premium for tl1e hard drive mechanism. There's no reason
ro purchase one of t11ese drives over a standard hard drive.

ti

Erasable optical drives are appealing because you can store 600MB of data on
an optical disc that is about the size of an audio compact disc. Unlike a compact
disc, however, you can erase tl1e data on th e optical disc and rewrite new data
onto it, just as you can with a floppy disk, hard drive, or removable cartridge.
Erasable optical drives are excellent for archiving important data; the disks have a
shelf life of up to 25 years. They are also handy for
transpotting large amounts of data (fo r instance,
sending magazine pages to a printer) or distributing
Erasable optical drives m·e
complex documentation or tutorials from a headquarexceUent far archiving
ters office to field offices. So why shouldn't you use
importatzt data; the disks
tl1ese drives as primary storage? For two reasons: first,
have a shelf life of up to 25
t11ey are annoyingly slow when writing data to disk
year&
'-'} (say, when you save a file) and second, they are still
very expensive.
WOR.!v1 drives are similar to erasable optical drives in that they use small
optical discs to store data. But once the data is written to the disc, it's there for
good - you can't erase it. You can, however, read the data as often as you
like, and you can copy it to othe r media. The only time you'd want to opt for
a WORNI drive over a more versatile erasable optical drive is if you need to
create pem1anent archives, such as ones containing legal, medical, or
government records.
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Hard drives
The first decision you'll face w hen purchasing a hard drive is what capacity you
want. Hard drives range in capacity from 20MB to 1.2GB. The only reason to buy a
20MB drive is because of their small size- most 20!\-113 drives today are
2 V2-inches wide and l-inch (or less) high. Otherw ise, you're better off buying
a 40MB drive; you'll end up paying less per megabyte of storage capacity.
As you get into higher-capacity ranges- 300MB and up - hard drives start
getting more expensive per megabyte of storage. That's because high-capacity drives
are at a break-even point for manufacturers - they can include more advanced
technology without bringing the overall drive price out of range for users. What
you'll end up with is not only more storage capacity, but a faster drive as well (see
Figure 7-1). These drives, however, are not any more or less reliable d1an lowercapacity drives.
How do you decide what capacity you need~ Some people w ill tell you to buy all
the capacity you can afford. But hard drives aren't like houses in California- they
depreciate over time. There's no sense spending a few
hundred dollars more for storage space you never use.
Lower-capacity drives of 40MB to 80MB are perfect for
ij, ... hard drives aren't like
people \vho only use word processors, spreadsheets, or
houses in Califm7tia - they small databases (such as a name and address file). Take
a look at 100~·18 to 300MB drives if you use color
depredate over time.
~
graphics programs a lot or have a more complex
database. If you perform storage-intensive tasks, such as
color image editing, music creation, or 3-0 modeling, or if you w ill be using d1e hard
drive as a file server, then 300MB is the minimum capacity you should consider.
Next, you need to decide wheth er the drive w ill be internal or external. If you are
purchasing a new Mac, and Apple o ffers an internal drive w ith the capacity you
want, you might as well order the Mac \Vith a hard drive. Apple's prices for internal
drives are fair, if not a bargain, and the d rive will come already installed. All you'Ll
need to do to start working is to plug in d1c Mac.
If you already have a Mac, or if you want a better deal d1an Apple offers, you still
may want to consider an intemal drive. Internal drives are cheaper than external
ones since they don't need a case, a power supply, or a fan (the Mac provides these
for the drive). In addiLion, an internal drive doesn't take up any extra desk space.
On the downside, if an internal drive crashes, you'll need to give up your Mac
while it is being fixed (or at least while a technician is removing it) . Even worse,
you may not be able to get an internal drive in the capacity you want for your
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Speed Secrets
High-capacity hard disk drives owe their speed to
technology. These drives position the read-write
heads with voice coil actuators, which are faster
and more precise than the stepper motors used in
smaller drives. Heads travel less on high-end disks,
yielding faster access times because data
is packed more densely than on
low-end disks.
The biggest speed boost,
however, comes from
the method used

How the
Servo System
Works
A read-write head reads alignment
information from a dedicated servo disk (A). The
information is sent to a dedicated processor (B)
where it is analyzed to determine the current
position of the read-write heads on the other
platters. The processor instructs an amplifi er to
vary the voltage in the servo coil (C). The strength

to position the heads over the data tra cks. This
method, called dedicated servo surface, uses one
disk platter solely for aligning the heads over data
tracks on other platters. In contrast, lowercapacity disks may use part of the data platters for
positioning information (embedded servo method)
or they may use no positioning information (openloo p method). With a dedicated servo surface,
the drive positions its head over the right
track with fewer retri es.

of the coil's magnetic
field changes and causes the
coil to adjust its position relative to
a permanent magnet (D). The read-write
heads change their position in re lation to the coil.
With every change of position, the read-write
heads send new signals to the servo disk, starting
the loop over again.

Figure 7-1: A hard disk's speed is determined in large part by the metal platters which are
stacked like records in a jukebox.

particular Mac. Drive mechanisms come in different physical sizes, and clifferent
models of :\1acs support different sizes of mechanisms. For instance, because o f
their small size, the Mac Classic, !l·lac LC, and Mac I lsi suppo1t only internal drive
mechanisms that are l-inch tall. (Vendors o ften refer to l-inch tal l mechanisms
as third-height drives; half-height drives are 1.6-inches tall; full-height drives are 3¥.inches tall). Currently, third-height mechanisms can hold a maximum of 130MB
of data.
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On the mher end, the :viae Ilfx can support any mechanism available, although
the largest - 5Vi-inch wide, full-height mechanisms - will only fit internally if
you use a special bracket that you get from the drive vendor. And even then
d1ere are some caveats you should be aware of; for instance, if you install more
than two 4MB SIMMs in a Ilfx and then add a hard drive, the llfx will be running
much horter than Apple specifications state it should be. (Theoretically, too much
hear can reduce the reliability of a drive or of the Mac's components.) You'll only
need to use such a large mechanism if you are purchasing an intemal drive d1at
holds 600MB or more. As technology improves, mechanisms will get smaller,
have higher capacities, and consume less power.
If you buy an exlernal drive, you don't need to worry about d1e mechanism
size. Instead, you need to consider d1e case that d1e drive comes in. A great many
drives come packaged in what is frequently called a zero-footprint case. In
everyday English, d1is means that the drive is designed to sit perfectly under a
compact Mac such as tl1e Classic or SE without raking up any additional desk space.
These cases are just tall enough to house the hard drive mechanism.
Some zero-footprint drives can be set on d1eir sides so that they ru n while
sitting vertically next to a Mac. Some vendors, such as EMac, Optima, PL!, and
Procom, include removable feet ro help stabilize rhe drive in either position.
Other drives, such as some models from Liberty, La Cie, and Optima, are specifically designed to sit vertically next to a Mac. These drives may be a better choice
than zero-footprint drives if you own a modular Mac like the II or LC.
Several other vendors offer super-small drives that are designed to be portable.
These drives are usually light-weight and fit nicely into a briefcase. Some vendors,
such as La Cie and Liberty, offer optional carrying cases for tl1eir drives. The smallest
of the ponable drives, iDS's \Vip, does not include a power supply in the case.
Instead, these drives take their power from the Mac's floppy pon. Mac lis,
however, don't have a lloppy pon- if you wam to use one of d1ese tiny drives
on a Mac II , you'll need to purchase either an extemal power supply (t:lms
negating the convenience of the drive's small size) or an adapter board that
installs in a NuBus slot.
Once you've decided on capacity and style, you need to think about what's inside
the drive. Most vendors purchase the actual mechanism from another company,
usually Conner, Quantum, or Seagate. Vendors also get power supplies, fans, and
cables from other companies. The vendors then assemble and test the drives.
As a general rule, Macworld's past testing has shown t:l1at drives under 300MB
that are based on mechanisms from Quantum are 5 to 10 percent faster than
other drives. For drives 300MB and above, Seagate's Wren series takes t:l1e
perfonnance lead. Overall , Conner mechanisms are the quietest.
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But that doesn't mean that you should pick any, say, 40MB drive with a
Quantum mechanism if you want speed, or an~:, say, 80MB drive with a Conner
mechanism if you want silence. The driver software (the software that makes the
drive work with the Mac) that a vendor uses can affect performance, ease-of-use,
and reliability. And components such as the fan can make a huge difference in
how quietly the drive n ms. You'll also need to consider vendor reputation,
service and support. warranty, quality of manuals, and software included.
In addition, before you jump to buy the fastest hard drive you can find, stop to
consider which Mac you 'll use it on. As technology has improved, drives have gonen
faster - so fast, in fact, that toclay's crop of drives can generally send clara faster than
a Mac Plus's SCSI port can receive it. Therefore, if you have a Plus, you won't pay
a penalty for buying a slower drive (and frequently you can get a better price on
a slower drive). The Macintosh Classic and SE have a faster SCSI port than the
Plus. and most drives equal or beat these Mac clara transmission rates. Faster Macs
sucl1 as the SE/30, Mac LC, and any member of the Mac II family can still
generally outrun all but a few extremely fast drives (if you 're looking for highperfom1ance drives, check our products from F\VB, Jvlicronet, and Deltaic).

Removable-cartridge drives
Like hard drives, removable-cartridge drives make good primary storage
devices. You can starr the Mac up from them, and they are nearly as fast in
reading and writing data as are lower-capacity hard drives. You can also use the
cartridges to back up or archive clara in lieu of a tape-backup drive. (See Chapter
13, ·'Backup- Defending Your Data," for a full discussion of backup options.)
TI1e big decision in buying a removable-canridge drive is whether to go with
SyQuest, Ricoh, or Bernoulli technology. As \Vith hard drives, many different
vendors ofTer drives wit h mechanisms from SyQuest or Ricoh. Iomega makes
Bernoulli drives, and curremly only Iomega and Ocean Systems sell finished
products to users.
SyQuest and Ricoh drives use plastic ca rtridges that house a hard disk platter- they more closely resemble a video or cassette tape L11an they do a hard
drive or a floppy disk. You can write-protect d1ese cartridges in d1e same way
that you can a Ooppy- simply close a tab on the cartridge sheU. TI1is is handy
for protecting a cartridge thar holds, say, backup copies of your applications.
See Figure 7-2 for more derails on the mechanical variations of d1ese cart ridges.
(To protect hard drives from being \vriuen to, you need to install security
software d1at prevents anyone \Vithout a password from writing files.)
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SyQuest
11 Drive hoed and arm assembly

21Protoclivoenclosure
31 ltub

41 Me dium
51 Write-protect indicator
61 Oust cover

The SyOuesttanrl(lge has tho most basic
design oftheiljree,typos of removable
canridgas. The rjgid·medlum planer is
surrounded by a single plastic case and
connected to a lightweight metal hub. A single,
spring·loaded dust cover protects the medium
from contamination while outside the drive, end
opens to reveal the planer to the drive head
when the canridge is fully enclosed by the drive
during operation, There are no air filters or
seals to guard against incidental contamination
while inside the drive. The head sweeps across
the disk in the manner of a record player's
tonearm and stylus, directly con tacting both
sides of tho medium to re ad ond write.

Ricoh
1) Ori'Jo head and arm auembly

21 Foam!eals
3) Secondary circu lation f•lte r
41 Hub

51 Mag neti c base
61 Primary circulati on litte r

71 Med ium
81Writo·protoct indicator
91 O us~ shunor '.,
10) ROCifCUIBte d arr ' ,

The more complex Ricoh cartridge uses multiple
air filters and~eals to prevent contamination
that can cause disk or head crashes. An air·
flow system clears dust away from the platter.
As with the SyOuest cartridge, the road·write
head directly contacts both sides of tho rigid
medium in a sweeping motion. Tho sturdier
Ricoh cartridge features a hoavy, balanced
plotter hub, positioned on a magnetic baso. A
seal prevents contaminated airfrom reaching
the medium from below, via the hub assembly
(soe detail!.

Bernoulli
11Spic ulo ledgo
21 Read·write hand s
3) Oust shutter

41 Hub
5) Uppar disk liner

61 Modia
7) lower diSk liner
81 Wr•tO·protect indicator

91 Air-intake holes

Bernoulli cartridgo~j~~P!Jlblo sta"dard ft~pp,y
disks. Bernoulli technology uses two single·
sided platters. The read-write heads melle
laterally, unlike in the other two drives. The
Bernoulli does not filter dust particles, but
circulates air to move dust away from the
media. Unlike in the SyOuest and Ricoh units,
the read-write heads do not actually contact the
media, so head crashes cannot bo caused by
dust particles, and disk crashes are also rare.
As seen in the detail, each planer flexes toward
the head. An air cushion between the two
floppy plattars allows them to flex inward
should a dust particle approach the head. The
cartridge also locks in place while in use,
preventing the loss of data thnt could result
from accidentally removing the drive. This is
necessary because unlike its competitors, the
Bernoulli cartridge protrudes from the drive
during operation.

Figure 7-2: The mechanical variations of the removable-cartridge drives available.
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While cartridges from Ricoh and SyQuest use rigid plauers, Bernoulli cartridges
contain a flexible disk in a hard shell. These 5Vt-inch cartridges look like overweight floppy disks and can be write-protected. Iomega claims that a flexible
disk prevents head crashes since the heads never need to touch the media and
are thus undisturbed by dust particles. In addition, Bernoulli caitriclges lock in
place while in use, preventing someone from removing the cartridge and
potentially causing you to lose all of the data on the cartridge. To back up its
claim of better reliability, Iomega offers a five-year warranty on media.
In the past, SyQuest has been haunted by reliability problems. l11e cattridges
were prone to contamination from dust and sometimes would "go bad" after only
a couple months of use. That's because in a standard hard drive, d1e planer mat
holds d1e data and the heads mat read and write the data are sealed in an airtight
chassis. SyQuest cartridges. however, must open a metal shutter (like the one on
a floppy disk) in order for d1e heads to read or write data. This exposes the
media to contaminants in d1e air; dust can enter the ca11ridge and c-Juse bad
sectors, read and write enors, and even head crashes.
SyQuest has worked to eliminate reliability problems, and many vendors d1at
sell SyQuest drives have learned to test d1e drives more d10roughly to weed our
bad drives. Before purchasing a SyQuest drive, be sure to ask about a vendor's
testing procedures. Even then, however, SyQuest dependability falls short of that
of ha rd drives. Fortunately, a SyQuest ca!tridge will often give you some warning
that it is going bad. When a SyQuest cartridge is about to fail, it tends to display a
rapidly increasing number of errors - read and write errors when copying files, a
high-pitched squeal, or trouble mounting d1e cartridge. Should you notice any of
these signs, back up d1e camidge's data to another cartridge or to a hard drive
(or even to floppies), and refonnat the suspect ca1tridge.
Although Ricoh's canridges are similar to d1e SyQuest cartridges, Ricoh claims
that they are more reliable than those from SyQuest. Ricoh's cartridges have a
mechanism that locks the platter's hub and keeps it from turning when d1e
cartridge is outside of the drive, a shutter that's more difficult to open than the
one on me SyQuest, and an air filter to keep panicles out. Ricoh drives and
cartridges, however, are fairly new on the market, so these claims have not yet
been fu lly tested.
What's it like to work with removable-cartridge drives? lVlost of the time you
won't even know you are using a cartridge drive as opposed to a hard drive.
SyQuest and Ricoh drives are about as fast as a lower-capacity hard drive.
Bernoulli drives are faster, especially when copying files. The Bemoulli drives,
however, are a bir noisier than the SyQuesr drives, especially when staning up.
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The Mac will recognize any cartridge that is inse11ed in the drive when you
sta rt up, and it will recognize a Ricoh or BernouiU e<li1ridge whenever it is
inserted. With a SyQuest drive, however, the Mac won't recognize any cattridges
inserted later. SyQuest drives also have d1e most complex eject sequence for
cartridges. First you must drag the cartridge's icon to the Trash can, remove the
cartridge by pressing a stop button on d1e drive, and then press a lever to release
the ca11ridge. Ricoh and Bernoulli drives have a simpler eject sequence. You still
need to drag the cartridge's icon to the Trash, but the drives d1en automatically
spin to a stop. Pressing the Eject button pops d1e Ricoh ca1tridge out; a slight tug
releases the Bernoulli cartridge.
You'll want to take great care in choosing one of the three technologies since
you can't swap cartridges among the different types of drives- don't expect a
Ricoh drive to read a SyQuest cartridge or vice versa. And Iomega and SyQuest's
high-capacity drives can only read from- not write to - their respective 44MB
cartridges. Because one of the clear advantages of using removable e<utridges for
data storage is d1e ability to send large flies to other users easily, the question of
compatibility becomes ve1y imponant. In spite of some weak spots in its technology, and Ricoh's and Iomega's claims of bener reliability, SyQuest has one
impo11ant advantage: installed base. There are many more SyQuest drives
running on Macs than there are R.icoh or Bernoulli drives. Chances are most Macingra ined organizations will have at least one SyQuest drive around.
Iomega is attempting to get around the .installed base issue by making smaller,
more portable drives. One version, the Bernoulli Transportable, comes w id1 a
carrying handle and a button on the back for setting termination on or off ( the first
and last devices hooked to a Mac's SCSI port must have termination on, w hile those
in the middle must have termination off; dms, switchable termination is handy for
moving a SCSI device between different Mac setu ps). But at 12 pounds, the Transportable is not as portable as it should be, especially when compared to some of the
smaller 4-to-6 pound hard drives.
SyQuest and Bernoulli cartridges hold about 42:-.m or 43MB of data when
formatted. SyQuest recently introduced a higher-capacity cartridge that holds
88MR of dam, and Iomega has imroduced a 90MR cartridge. Ricoh's cartridges
hold about 46.7MB when formatted.
SyQuest drives and caitridges are the least expensive of the bunch. CUJTendy,
you can buy a SyQuest drive for as little as 5450, ald1ough most fall in d1e $700 ro
S800 price range. Ricoh and Bernoulli drives cost more, ranging around $1,300.
SyQuest cartridges cost about S70 for 42MB of capacity. Bernoulli ca1tridges are
close, with d1e least expensive going for about $85. Ricoh cartridges, however,
are a whopping $125 a pop - Ricoh drives, however, are still CLIITenl to the Mac
market and prices may come down as production volumes go up.
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So which removable-cmtridge drives are best? If you mainly want a removablecattridge drive so d1at you can transport data to different Macs, you should opt
for a SyQuest-based drive sin ce this drive's larger installed base means you'll
have an easier time fmding a drive that can read your cartridge. For any od1er
user, however, I recommend either a Ricoh or a Bernoulli drive. TI1e Bernoulli
drives have a more proven reliability record in d1e field, but d1e Ricoh drives are
more likely to come down in price in the near future.

Erasable optical drives
Like removable-cartridge drives, magneto-optical drives (commonly called
erasable optical drives) offer endless storage. These drives use erasable, removable
5Y•-inch disks d1at store about 300MB of data per side, for a total of 600~ffi per disk.
(Drives based on a mechanism from Maxtor have a higher capacity of 500MB per
side or 1GB total.) As >vith hard drives, all erasable optical drive vendors buy a
mechanism from one of a few manufacturers- Sony, Ricoh, Maxtor, or Canonand add the extras you need to get the drive running. Sony- and Maxtor-based
drives are genera lly faster - and more expensive - than the llicoh- and Canonbased drives.
The disks for these drives look like audio compact discs and come packed in a
hard plastic cartridge, much like d1e jewel box that protects audio compact disks.
Howeve r, unlike compact discs, which you remove from the case to play,
erasable optical discs always stay in their shell, even "''hen you play them, and
are often refeiTed to as cartridges. The disks all use a
format specified by d1e [nternational Standards
Organization
(ISO), so you can swap the m between
~~ It's tempti11g to use an
drives
that
use
the same mechanism. (There are a
erasable optical for
couple of exceptions - you'll want to check
everyday work or as a file
compatibility before you buy any patticular drive.)
server, but the drives m·e
Unlike removable cartridges, erasable optical discs
still too slow, especiaUy
can be ejected just like floppy disks. And, like floppy
whe~~ writing data to disk,
disks, optical discs have a metal shutter to protect
for this to be practical ~
the media, and a write-protect s•virch d1at you set to
protect your data.
Because of their design, erasable opticals are highly reliable. Both hard drives and
erasable opticals \vrite and erase data using magnetization technology. But unlike
hard drives, erasable opticals require heat to change the media's magnetization. Tillis,
erasable opticals are immune to damage by stray magnetic fields (such as those near
the back of a monitor). Erasable optical drives don't suffer from head crashes eid1er,
since the read-write head is always relatively far from surface of the media. This
reliability makes erasable opticals excellent choices for archiving clara or holding
libraries of, say, color images.
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lt·s tempting to use an erasable optical for everyday work or as a file server,
but the d rives are still too slow. especially when wtiting data to disk, for this to
be practical. E\•ery time an erasable optical writes data, it must first erase the old
data (a regular hard drive just '''rites over existing data). You can speed up an
erasable optical with memory-caching software. such as PLI's Turbo Cache, or
caching hardware, such as the NuBus board from Pinnacle Micro, but it will still
be slow er than a hard d rive or a removable-cartridge drive. Another problem
with using erasable opricals as your main storage is that they can only read one
side of a disk at a time. To access the data on the other side, you must eject the
disk and turn it over - a sometimes confusing and tiresome process. The
problem exists because an erasable optical's read-write assembly is so large,
heavy, and expensive d1ar a drive can only contain one head. One lone readwrite head can only access data on one side of one disk.
The only way around d1is is to buy a jukebox. just like jukeboxes that play
records (or these clays, compact discs), optical jukeboxes store a stack of disks and
use a simple mechanism to swap them in and our of the drive. Some companies
such as Pinnacle, PLI , and Alphatronix offer stock systems, while other companies such as FWB will custom-design a jukebox. Be \Va rned, however, d1at these
systems aren't fo r everyone - prices range around 550,000 for a 36GB system
with six'ty disks. A smaller ten-disk system is more reasonably priced at 510,000.
One special drive is the RE0-1300 from Pinnacle Micro. The Pinnacle RE0-1300
uses 3Yz-inch disks that look almost exactly like floppy disks. TI1ese disks store
120MB of data on one side and cost about $130 each. At about $3,000, the drive
itself is, on average, $1,000 less expensive than standard SV.t-inch erasable optical,
and because the disks are smaller, d1e drive can access clara more quickly.
Because the disks for this drive are the same size as floppy disks, they are easy to
store and mail.
Drive prices range from $3,000 ro $6,500; 600MB disks are about $300 ($0.50 per
megabyte); the Max1or 1GB disks are 5395 ($0.40 per megabyte). In comparison,
SyQuest and Bernoulli drives are cheaper, but the media is more expensive per
megabyte. SyQuest ca11ridges. for instance. cost aboll[ $1.50 per megabyte.
Eras:~ble optical drives offer a trustworthy means of storing a lot of data in a
small amount of space. (For eve1y day backup. you'll be better off with a lessexpensive tape drive, however. See Chapter 13 on backup). Erasable opticals are
also handy for r.ransponing a lot of data - say. color pages for printing or a large
database of accounting information. They are still roo slow, however, for evely day use.
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Deciding what extra features you want
So far, we've pointed out the main differences in the various storage options.
When you actually get ready to purchase a drive- whether a standard hard
drive, a removable-caJtridge d1ive, or an erasable optical drive - you'll fmc! d1at
most vendors sell all types. You'll d1en need to consider each vendor's level of
service and support, quality of components, type of sofrware included, and
pricing structure.
All types of drives include basic fonnarting and diagnostic sofrware. If you're an
experienced Macintosh user, you'll be able to get any of the drives up and running.
Bur if you are new to the Mac, installing a hard drive for d1e first time, or just want a
bit of elegance in the software you use, then you should check out a drive's formatting software to make sure it is logical and clear. The best fo1matting sofrware
prompts you mrough the formatting process step b}' step and includes infomlative
dialog boxes. Some software is even downright fancy, sporting 3-0 buttons and
color - nice touches, bur not necessities.
Numerous vendors include commercial software with d1eir drives. Keep in
mind, however, that as the price of the drive rises, the savings value of bundled
software becomes Jess important. Of the various types of soft>vare, backup
utilities such as DiskFit or Redux and hard drive-management and file-recoveiy
utilities such as MacTools, N01ton Utilities, SUM, and 9l l Utilities are d1e most
handy. Any serious Macintosh user should own at least one specialized backup
package and one file-recovery package. (Apple's HD Backup doesn't count although better than nothing, d1is backup utility is awkward to use, slow, and
lacks many important features.)
If you are purchasing a hard drive of 150MB or more, or an erasable optical
drive, you should make sure d1at the drive includes pa1titioning software.
Partitioning software lets you divide a hard drive imo volumes, each of which
acts like a separate hard drive. Most users will wa nt to panition a drive in order
to keep data organized. For instance, one paitition may hold data and applications for budgeting chores, while another paitition may hold me data and
applications you need for creating presentations. On a file server, each partition
can hold data relevant to a specific group of workers, and each partition can be
protected so d1ar only authorized users c:an access it. If you are using a removable-cartridge drive you can paitition each cartridge, bur more realistically, people
use individual crutriclges ro separate working fil<:!s.
Most pa1t itioning software works by creating separate physical areas on the
platter. You v,:on't notice any differences when working on a partitioned drive
unless you try to change d1e size of a pa1t ition. To reconfigure disk space you'll
have to back up you r data, reformat the drive, and recreate the partitions.
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Assessing the components of storage devices
Before buying a drive, you should also check out the components. Does the
drive usc 50-pin connectors for attaching the cable? These are more reliable d1an
25-pin connectors; most vendors usc them today.
Does the drive use internal or external termination? (Tem1inators prevent
signals from echoing down a cable. which can cause data errors; the fir~t and la~L
SCSI device hooked to a Mac should be terminated.) Some drives come w ith
terminators insrallcd inside the case- you can usually remove these easily, but it
does require some cxt111 work . Internall y terminated drives are best suited for
users who h:wc just one peripheral attached to the Mac's SCSI port and who
don't plan to move the drive to anOLhcr Mac.
More and more vendors are supplying external terminators w ith their drives.
l11ese terminators arc 50-pin adapters that auach between the drive's SCSI pott and
the SCSI cable. You'll want SCSI tern1ination if you have (or plan to purchase) several
SCSI peripherals, if you move me drive to another Mac frequemly, or if you're
working on the Mac llfx (d1e ll fx includes a special terminator that you must use
instead of the standard external termina tor).
The best termination solutions, however. are those that let you flip a switch or
move a button to turn termination on or off. Hard drives from La Cie, Procom, and
PU have this option. as do remov:1ble cartridge drives from Iomega, iDS, and PLI.
Xyxis and Microtcch offer switchable termi nation o n their erasable optical drives. A
switch is simple and elegant, and you don't have to worl)' about losing an external
tern1inator or remo,•ing internal ones.

A question of price
Generally you can divide drive vendors into two groups - those w ho sell
products for the lowest possible price and those who focus on the details d1at make
a drive more elegant. Vendors who focus on price always sell products direct (mailorder vendors arc included in d1is category). These companies oA'er the basic cables
and formatting soft ware you need to get the drive running, but d1ey offer little in the
way of extras. You \von't get a fancy manual or the most elaborate software; you
may or may not get backup or other utility software. And if you are purchasing a
hard drive, you ma}' nor be able ro get the mechanism you " 'ant, because these
companies buy mt;chanisms in bulk from a variety of suppliers in order to keep meir
price to the consumer clown. Thus, monLh to momh, the mechanisms they have
available may come from different makers - }'OU may have to go wid1 an unproven
mechanism or one that is slower or louder than you want. (Companies in d1is
categoty include Alliance Peripheml Systems, Club "-·lac, Ehman, Hard Drives
International, MacAvenue. MacLand, MacProducts USA. Mirror, Relax, Third
Wave, and Total Peripherals.)
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The other group of vendors charges a bit more for their drives. They sell eid1er
direct or through a dealer. If they sell through a dealer, the list price can look
astronomically high. In reality. however, dealers discount d1is price heavily street prices for these drives are generally in line with similarly equipped drives
that are sold direct. Generally. a slightly more expensi,·e drive will include a
professionally designed and bound manual, some sort of additional (and useful)
commercial software, a sleek and sturdy external
case, ancl a slightly better class of components. Some
of these vendors, such as F\'>113, MicroNet, and
Generally you can divide
Pinnacle, justify their higher prices by offering highperfonnance products. Others, such as Microrech,
drive ve11dors i11to two
boast lengthy wammties. Frcquendy d1ese companies
groups -those who sell
have been in the hardware business longer d1an the
products for the lowest
discountersthey have an established base and less
possible price and those
need to rely on price competition. (Other companies
who focus 011 the details
in this category include Apple. C\·IS, EMac, GCC,
that make a d1ive more
iDS. j asmine, La Cie. \hss Microsystems, Microtech,
elegant
Optima, PLI, Rodime, Ruby Systems, Storage
Dimensions, and Super,\•l ac.)

Service and support
Good sc1v ice and suppon begin s with the drive's manual. Even an experienced user will appreciate a thorough manual. The best manuals clearly explain
installation, using high-quality illustrations or photos. In addition, these manuals
include hints on troubleshooting should installation not go smoothly d1e first
time. And for owners of removable-cartridge drives and erasable optical drives, a
good manual includes infom1ation on caring for Gutridges.
Most helpful of all. any manual should include a telephone number for
technical suppon in an ob\"ious location (for example, the tide page or the back
cover of d1e manual). Technical support is something you don't think about until
you need it. But when you do need it, you'd beucr hope it's good.
Most drive vendors offer :It least a one-yem warranty on their products. TI1e
longest wammty you can expect is five years. and very few vendors are willing to
go that far yet. Some companies will sell you an extended warranty. If your drive
breaks while under wa rramy, most vendors claim that they will repair or replace
it wid1in one or two days. If you bought your drive from a dealer, you can
usually rake it in and get an immediate replacement or ;1 loaner until yours is
fLxed. (Some vendors will also send you a loaner via overnight mail \vhen you
ca ll with a problem - sometimes this service is incl uded in the purchase price
of the drive, other times it is ;~ sc1vice option you can pu rchase when you buy
the drive.)
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Several vendors will uy to recover clara from a crashed drive if you ask. Again,
some vendors perform this service for free, while others charge either a
fixed-rare fee or. in the case of standard hard drives, a fee based on d1e drive's
capacity. For instance, Mirror Technologies will repair nearly any hard drive and
recover d1e dara from it. Charges vary based on the amount of data that must
be recovered .

•
Summary
I" Hard drives are the most versatile and fastest type of storage.
I" Removable cartridge drives are best for people who need to move data between Macs, need to

back up a hard drive, or need easily expandable storag e.
I" Erasable optical drives are best for people who need to archive a lot of data or transport large

files.
I" Before buying a storage device, check the quality of the components.
I" Don't buy a storage device based solely on price, ask questions first.
I" Because you are buying something that will store your most precious asset -

data - be sure

the vendor offers the level of service and support you need.

Whereto buy
Alliance Peripheral
Systems, Inc.
2900 S. 291 Hwy.
Independence, MO 6-1057-1722
816-478-8300
800-235-2752
816-478-4596 (FA>..')
AlphatronLx, Inc.
P.O. Box 13687
Resea rch Triangle Park. NC 277093687
9 I 9-544-0001
800-229-8686
Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 l'vlariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
408-996-1010 .
800-776-2333
CD Technology, Inc.
766 San Aleso Ave.
Sunnyvale. CA 94086
408-752-8500

Club Mac
7 Musick
hvine, CA 92718
7 14-768-1490
800-258-2622
7 14-768-7307 (FAX)
CMS Enhancements, Inc.
2722 Michelson Dr.
livine, CA 92715
714-222-6000
714-549-4004 (FAX)
Cutting Edge, Inc.
P.O. Box 1259
E\·anston, WY 82931
307-789-0582
307-789-85 16 (.FAX)
Deltalc Systems
1701 j unction Ct. , Stc. 30213
San jose. CA 951 12
408-44 1-1240
800-745-1240
408-44 1-8343 (FA,'\)

OJK Development
32730 Cambridge
Warren, Ml 48093
313-254-2632
313-254-1121 (FAX)
Ehman, Inc.
97 S. Red Willow Road
Evanston. \YJ'Y 82931
307-789-3830
800-257-1666
307-789-4656 (PAX)
EMac
A Division of Everex Systems
48431 Milmont Dr.
Fremont, CA 94538
4I5-683-2222
800-821-0806
415-683-2151 (FAX)
FWB, Inc.
2040 Polk St., Ste. 215
San Fmncisco, CA 94109
415-474-8055
415-775-2 125 (FAX)
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GCC Technologies

MacLand

Ocean Mkrosystems, hlc.

580 \Vinter Sr.
Waltham. \1:\ 02 154
617-890-0880
800-122-7777

4685 S. Ash Ave. Ste. HS
Tempe, :\ Z 85282
602-820-5802
800-333-5353

246 E. Hacit:ncb i\vt:.
Campbell, CA. 95008
408-374-8300
800-262-3261
408-374-8309 (FA,'\)

Hard Drives hlternational
1912 \'il. 4rh St.
Tempe, AZ 85281

602-967-5128
800-23,1-3475
602-829-9193 (F.AuX)

MacProducts USA

608 We51 22ncl St.
Aust in. TX 78705
512-472-8881
800-622-3475
512-343-6 14 1 (F.Av'O

Optima Technology

17526 Von Karman
Irvine. CA 927"14
71!j-476-05 15
714-176-06 13 (FAX)

IDS Systems, Inc.

MacTel Technology Corp.

P.C.P.C.

1225 Elko Dr.
Sunnyvale, CA. 94089
408-752-2952
800-347-3228

3007 Nonh L:r mar
Austin, TX 78705
512-45 1-2600
800-950-84 I I
512-45 1-3523 (FAX)

4710 Eisenhower Blvd., Bldg. A4
Tamra. FL 33613
813-884-3092
800-622-2888
813-8R6-0520 (FAX>

MacTo wn

Pinnacle Micro

1431 S. Chm y vale Road
Boulder, CO 80303
800-338-4273
303-442-7%5 (FAX)

15265 Alron Pkwy.
Irvine, CA 92718
714-727-3300
800-553-7070
714-727--1913 (FAX)

Iomega Corp.

1821 \X'. 4000 South
Roy, lJr 84o67
801-778-3000
800-456-5522
80"1-778-3460 (FAX)
Jasmine Technologies, h1c.

Mass Microsystems , Inc.

1225 Elko Dr.
Sunnvvale. CA 94089
408-752-2900
800-347-3228

810 \V. /l·laude Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
408-522- 1200
800-522-7979
408-733-5,199 (FAX)

I.a Cie, Ltd.

19552 S\V 90th Ct.
Tuala[in. OR 97062
503-691-09 17
800-999-0143

MkroNct Technology, Inc.

20 r\lason
Irvine. CA 92718
714-837-6033
71 4-837- 11 6-i (FA.,'\)

Liberty Systems, Inc.

160 Saratoga Ave. , Ste. 38
Santa Clat~l , CA 9505 1
408-983-1127
408-243-2885 (FAX)

Microtech International, Inc.

158 Commerce St.
E:lSI llavt:n. CT 0651 2
203-468-622.)
800-626--1276

MacAvenue

12303 Technology Blvd.
TX 78727
512-331-9386
800-888-6221
At!.~tin,

Mirror Technologies, Inc.

264'1 Pauon Road
Roseville. MN 551 13
6I2-o33-445o
800-6'i·1-5294
612-633-3136 (FA..'\)

PU

•!7421 Bayside Pkll")'.
Fremom, CA 9-1558
41 5-657-22 11
408-945- 1!:!50
800-288-8754
800-825-1850
415-683-97 13 (FA.X l
Procom Technology,

200 \olcConnick A1·e.
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
714-549-9449
71-i-519-0527 ( F:\Xl
Re lax Teclu10lob'Y

3101 \'/ hippie Road
Union Cit y, C:\ 9 1)87
415-471-6 11 2
It l5-471-o2o7 (FA..X)
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Rodime Systems, loc.
7700 W. Camino Heal, 2nd Fl.
Boca Haton. FL 33433
407-391-7333
800-277-4144
407-39 1-9958 (FAX)
Ruby Systems, Inc.
930 Thompson Place
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
408-735-8668
800-888-1668
408-735-8696 (FAX)

Storage Dimensions, Inc.
2145 Hamilton Ave.
San jose, CA 95 125
408-879-0300
408-377-4988 (FAX)

Sumo Systems
1580 Old Oakland Road, Stc. C103
San jose, CA 95131
408-453-5744
408-453-582 1 (FAX)

Tos hiba America Information
Systems, Inc.
750 City Dr. Somh, Ste. 250
Orange, CA 92668
714-587-6326

SuperMac Technology
485 Potrero Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
408-245-2202
408-735-7250 (FAX)

Total Peripherals
I Brigham St.
Marlboro, MA 01752
508-480-9042

Tecmar
6225 Cochran Hoad
Solon, OI-l 44139
216-349- 1009

Univation
48521 Warm Springs, nlvd., Ste. 306
Fremont, CA 94539
415-226-085 1
415-226-0501 (FAX)

Third Wave Compuling
1826-13 Kramer Lane
Austin. TX 78758
512-832-8282
800-284-0486

Xyxis Corp.
14631 Martin Dr.
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
612-949-2388
612-949-2488 (FAX)
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rom the television projector to the ubiquitous ca mcorder, video hardware is
eve1y where nowadays. Surrounded by all this technology, it's easy to forget
that the simple notion of home videotaping seemed far fetched just 20 years ago.
Spurred by the development of miniaturized electronic components, both home
video and personal computing came of age in the 1980s. It seems a safe bet that
the inevitable marriage of video and computer hardware and software will
progress into the next centul)', leading to products that incorporate the best of
both worlds. But before peering through the looking glass, let's examine how the
Macintosh fits into t11e world of video today.

At first glance, d1e Mac appears to be ideally suited for video applications.
After all, Macintosh display screens are just high-end television sets, so it should
be easy to pipe video into t11e Mac and get high-qual ity graphics back out.
Unfonunately, the Macintosh wasn't designed w ith video in mind: although
Macintosh monitors and televisions use identical principles to produce images,
they operate according to ve1y differem standards. For example, the 1\TSC
(National Television System Committee) television standard found in North
America and Japan uses an interlaced pattem to produce an image, whereas the
Macintosh uses a 11011-illterlaced scheme (see Figure 8-1). What all this means is
that you can't plug a VCR or video camera
directly into the Mac - separate hardware is
necessary to conve1t television images into the
Macimosh format and back.

About the authors

An avid television watcher at night, Dr.
Tessler watches ultrasound images
during the day and is a contributing editor
to Macworld. He is currently developing
video applications in ultrasound for the
Macintosh using many of the techniques
described here.
Peter Marx, an Apple Certified
Developer, recently purchased his first
television set. This was in order to have
something to connect to the many
different frame grabbers, scan converters, edit controllers, signal processors,
graphics coprocessors, and Macintoshes
within his reach. Having a background in
biomedical research, he has spent the
last several years developing diagnostic
and research-oriented medical imaging
software for the Macintosh.

Despite this limitation, third-party vendors
have introduced a mind-boggling array of video
hardware and software for t11e Mac. To make
some sense out of the chaos, we'll discuss the
various categories of Macintosh video applications and desCJibe some of the best products
available in the marketplace. We'll also give you
some tips to help )'OU decide how to configure
a Macintosh for video work. Finally, we'll try to
predict whar advances you can expect to see
over the next few yea rs.

A guided tour of video
applications
Although we're simplifying matters somewhat, it's helpful to divide video products into
five main categories: import, display, overlay,
output, and control. Let's examine th em one
by one.
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Mac versus NTSC
Interlaced display

Noninterlaced display
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NTSC television displays are scanned at a
slower rate in two separate passes, one for
the odd-numbered scan lines followed by
one for the eve n-numbered lines. A complete
frame consists of 5121ines, but due to
overscanning not all lines appear on the
screen. Since the NTSC standard doesn't
allow for sufficiently rapid modulation of the
signal, comp uter-generated graphics do not
appear as clea r on a television monitor as
they do on a Mac-compatible monitor.
Arno Hurty Q 1990 Macv.'orld Communications, Inc.

Figure 8-1 : Graphics appear clearer on a Mac-compatible monitor (non-interlaced scheme)
than on a television monitor (interlaced scheme).

Video import
\'\1hile

TV cannot match the clarity of ·canned slides and photographs, many
images are available only in a video format. Copying television pictures was an
early Macintosh application - the ftrst video-input devices appeared not too long
after the 1281< ~.facimosh in 1984. Today, vendors offer a host of products that let
you capture television pictu res and convert them into Macintosh graphic files.
Video-import products typically fall into two classes: digilize1s, which take
several seconds to grab a single image, and ji·ame grabbe1s, which accomplish
the same task in a fraction of a second. Digitizers are slower because they
process a number of video frames to ca pture an image, whereas frame grabbers
contain circuitty to synchronize digitization with the frame rate of the video source.
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Digitizers, like Digital Vision's ComputerEyes, are only suitable for work ing with
stationaty subjects or frozen TV images. However, they are relatively d1eap, typically
under $500. Like digitizers, frame grabbers can work w ith frozen images, but they're
also capable o f capturing \'ideo pictures on-the-fly. Since they usually come in the
form of l\uBus boards, they are only compatible with Macintosh II family CPUs.
As you might expect, frame:: grabbers are:: also more expensive than digitizers, with
prices up to many thousands of dollars. Data Translation's QuickCapture and
ColorCaplllre boards work w ith black-~md-white and color video, respectively, and
are fine for most work. A newer frame grabber called ColorSnap 32+ from Computer
Friends comes with software that lets you take multiple snapshots from a videotape
without having to save the images individually. l11is helps alleviate the problem of
hunting to find the best frame in a video sequence.

Still more expensive systems are available from Truevision, which produces
the NuVista line of frame grabbers for the Macintosh. Although they cost up to
two or three times as much as other frame grabbers, they produce images of
noticeably higher quality. We have used the :'-JuVisra to capture medical ultrasound images for processing on the Macintosh with excellent results.

Still video cameras- the portable alternative
As we've seen, digitizers and frame grabbers can be used to take snapshots
from stationary video sources like cameras :mel VCRs. An alternative approach is to
use a still video camera which offers the advan tage of portability. Meant to
replace traditional film-based cameras, still video cameras produce a video signal
d1ar can be fed into a frame grabber. ·m e Sony Mavica was one of d1e first such
systems on the market. The current version, d1e VC-5000, uses CCD (charge
coupled device) technology to store images on a 3 Yz-inch disk. Anod1er still video
camera is the Canon XapShot, which is available in a package along with the
ComputerEyes digitizer. The Canon camera comes in both color and black-andwhite versions. Still video images, once digitized, can be retouched using
programs such as Adobe Photoshop. Although their resolution cannot match
35mm film, still video images do not have to be processed separately. A number
of maga zines and newspapers are already using still video cameras to cover fastbreaking news events.

Real-time video- motion video capture
The hardware we've discussed so far is fine for grabbing individual video
frames. But capturing real-time video, w hich runs at 30 frames a second, poses a
much bigger problem. Even extremely high-end systems like Truevision's can
only cligiLize a few frames before running out of memory. The data transfer rates
within the Macintosh also impede motion video capture because the :'-JuBus clara
path built into evety Macintosh ll-series computer is only capable of transferring
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small frames in real time. To overcome d1is botlleneck, ingenious solutions have
been tried by various companies. For example, Workstation Technologies's MoonRaker (now being sold by E-Machines as QuickYiew Studio) tak es over the 1\uBus in
order to squeeze out the highest possible transfer mtes. The board can handle two
different video sources and comes w ith software for editing video images. Unfortunately, the system ca n only be used to record a few seconds of video in a format
containing only about one-half of Ll1e video signal.

Saving disk space with image compression
To understand the challenge of motion video capture, consider Ll1at a framegrabbed 24-bit color image takes about 900K to store. At this mte, a 30-second video
sequence would occupy almost 800~-IB of disk space. Needless to say, even a
Macintosh ll fx equipped wil11 a fast, high-capacity hard drive would drown under
such a data load. One answer to the problem lies in
image compression, which reduces the amount of
data in recorded images. The most common compresTo understa11d the
sion teclmiques are based upon d1e ]PEG standard,
chalkmge of motion video
named .for the joint Photographic Experts Group that
capture, consider that a
devised it. JPEG is based on a mathematical technique
frame-grabbed 24-bit color
ca lled a cosine transform, which allows images to be
image takes about 900K to
compressed for storage or transmission and d1en
store.
"' decompressed for viewing. Because o f errors introduced in the compression process, the original and
decompressed images are not exact duplicates, although
L11e differences may not be noticeable (this is referred to as lossy compression). One
advantage of using a transform-based algorid1m is the ability to vary the degree of
compression, or compression mtio. The higher the compression ratio, the lower the
quality of Ll1e decompressed image.
A typical ]PEG-compressed image occupies only 1/10 d1e amount of storage as an
uncompressed image. One system using this scheme, announced by Videologic,
takes color motion video and records it onto a hard disk at 30 frames per second.
Th is product relies on a chip from C-Cube Microsystems called the CL-550, which
incorporates the ]PEG standard.
Anomer image compression system on the market comes from Storm Technology,
a company formed by one of C-Cube's founders. Storm produces a softwa re solution
ca lled PicrurePress and a hardware compression device called PicrurePress Accelerator. In an extension to d1e JPEG standard, Storm's products implement a scheme
called JPEG++, in which selected areas of an image C'.an be more heavily compressed
than ol11er areas.
Although JPEG compression has been applied to video, it was originally designed
to work w ith still images. A newer standard called MPEG (Motion Picture Ex pens
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Group) has been proposed for video compression. \\7hereas JPEG compresses video
on a frame-by-frame basis, the MPEG standard takes advantage of me similarity
between successive frames in a typical video sequence. Only parts of the image that
change between frames are encoded, resulting in much higher compression ratios.
Still other compression schemes, such as ones based on the complex mathematics of
fractal geomeuy, promise still better performance in the near fumre.

Viewing live images on the Mac with video display
Display products let you connect the !\•lac to a video source (such as a VCR or
camera) and viev.' the live image on a .Macimosh monitor. There aren't many standalone applications for products like this, because all they do is convert the Mac into
an expensive television ser. As we'll see belmv, however, they become powerf1.tl
tools when used with video overlay equipment. (Television display hardware
shouldn't be confused \'iith boards like Apple's Macintosh Display Carel 8•24, which
are not designed to work with television signals, although the two functions are
sometimes combined.)
A number of products are available for viewing NTSC video. The RacliusTV,
E-Machines's QuickView Studio, and d1e RasrerOps ColorBoarcl 364 all provide highquality video displays on a color lvlacintosh screen. They are designed for applications in which a videodisc or videotape needs to be combined with computergenerated graphics in an interactive presentation. As a side benefit, d1ese boards
double as frame grabbers, although they do not provide any son of video output.
In addition to being compatible with standard video input signals, d1e ColorBoard
364 can also function as a 24-bit color display board in conjunction with an Apple
13-inch or other similar monitor. An optional wner module which connects to an
Apple Desktop Bus (ADB) port, lets you view standard television broadcasts from
cable or an antenna.

Video overlay
Products in mis category let you add Macintosh graphics to video images and are
usually used in conjunctjon with video display boards. An application familiar to
most television viewers is superimposing text or graphics (like a broadcaster's logo)
over a television picture. The most sophisticated overlay products give the user
complete control over how the video image and the Mac graphics now together. So,
for example, you can have live TV appear in the middle of a drawing, or you can
add Macintosh-generated text ro a video. With d1e Mac's inherent graphical prowess,
d1e ability to mix a Macintosh display with video can be extremely useful.
The ColorSpace IIi and ColorSpace Plus/SE, both from 1\•lass Micro, let you overlay
.Macintosh graphics on a video signal. TI1e ColorSpace IIi can incorporate up to 256
different colors at once, and is compatible wid1 eid1er composite or RGB video
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inputs. Like the RasterOps ColorUoard 364, the ColorSpace ITi can capwre images,
but digitizing a single frame takes 20 seconds. Unlike the ColorBoard 364. the
ColorSpace lii is not designed to function as a Macintosh monitor display board since
it only drives composite video monitors.

ti

Mass Micro produces another board called the ColorSpace FX that works along
with the ColorSpace IIi to produce live video on an AppleColor monitor. The t'\vo
boards act together to combine a standard video signal \VirJ1 Macintosh graphics into
a signal compatible with the Apple monitor. The ColorSpace FX also lets you add a
number of special e1Tect5 to a video sequence, including
pan, zoom. shrink, mirror, and spin. Cnlike the
ColorSpace IIi, the lli/IIfx combination can also perform
Ifyou plall to record Mac
true 24-frame grabbing in \('0 of a second.

graphics on videotape, it is
especially important to
desig11 your presentation
with video i11 mi11d.
~

A newer product, rJ1c Video Toaster from NewTek,
incorporates a number of functions, including adding
graphics to video, switching between four video
sources, digital effects processing, character generation
(for subtitles), frame grabbing, and color effects
processing. lhe Video Toaster even includes built-in 3-0 rendering to add 3-0
computer graphics ro video. If all this sounds like a Macintosh video amateur's
dream, it is - almost. The Video Toaster >vas designed for the Commodore Arniga,
the computer rJ1at Macintosh users love to hate. Forwnately, l\"e~vTek also offers a
version of the Video Toaster rJ1at comes with an Amiga, and uses the Mac to
control it.

Converting the Mac's video signal with video output
Once a video sequence has been embellished with Nlacimosh graphics, a video
output device is needed to convert the Mac's video signal back into a form compatible with TV. l11ese devices are known as encoders because they rake the separate
red, green, and blue signals used by the Macintosh and combine rJ1em into an NTSC
composite signal.
Recent products for putting .\'13cintosh graphics out to videotape include the NTSC
Encoder, a low-cost solution from ComputerVideo. and the ivlediator, a more
expensive product from VideoLogic. The Mediator incorporates a number of special
features, incl uding adjustments for underscan and fl icker.
If you plan to record Mac graphics on videotape, it is especially i.mp01tant to
design your presentation wirJ1 video in mind. Don't expect rJ1e same \VYSfWYG
(what you see is what you get) performance that you can get from a Macintosh and
laser printer, t110ugh. For example, computer-generated text often looks terrible on
television, largely because of llicker caused by high contrast between rJ1e characters
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and their background. To help improve the qualit y of your productions, here is a list
of useful tips to remember when designing Macintosh graphics for video.
•:• Minimize fme details in your graphics: use thick lines and large type instead.
•:• Cse sans serif typefaces (like Helvetica) in sizes larger than 18 points.

•!• Use only the central portion of the monitor for graphics. Most television systems
rely on a technique called OL'f!rscmming to ensure that the video picture w ill fill
the screen. Computer monitors do the opposite: they underscan to ensure that
the entire picture will fit on the compu ter's display. For N1"SC-based systems, use
only the middle 540 x 420 pixels (w idth by height). For PAL systems, use the
middle 640 x 480 pixels. TI1ese areas correspond to the centrJl two-thirds of the
video image.
•:• Alleviate fl icker by eliminating closely spaced horizontal lines (like the ones in the
title bars of Macintosh windows). Avoid horizontal lines 1, 3, or 5 pixels wi~le.

•!• Avoid using bright colors such as pure white (use 80 percent instead) and
saturated reel. If your production w ill be broadcast, the TV station's equipment
w ill modify your colors to make them broadcast-legal, to avoid lening their
signal encroach on other stations. (A similar effect occurs when pure w hite
letters on a dark background cause a humming sound in the audio channel of
a television program.)

•!• Stay away from closely gricldecl parrerns like the 50 percent gray of the
Macintosh desktop- these patterns w ill cause color fringing and fl ickering.
To improve text display, techniques called G/1/ia/iasing and convolitling can be
used ro soften the edges of characters by filling around them using colors in
between text and background (see Figure 8-2) . Specialized products like VideoQulll
from Data Translation or general purpose progr:tms like Adobe Phoroshop G ill be
used to create antialiased text. VideoQuill was specially designed for removing
jagged edges and flicker from titles for video recording. Antialiasing capabilities can
also be found in products from Digital FIX (see below), whid1 use PostScript to
produce extremely high-quality graphics for recordi ng onto videotape.

Video output on a shoestring
There is a much less expensive way of recording the Macintosh screen on
vicleorape - use a video camera. The resulring videotape w iU be of lmver quality
than one created using dedicated video output boards. Even worse, the recorded
image w ill suffer because of the cli1Terent frame rates employed by the Mac
monitor and video recorder. In most cases the picture rolls with terrible-look ing clark
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TXO TXO
In Mac video, it's often useful to record
images directly from the Mac screen.
Unfortunately, Macintosh-generated text
and lines can look terrible on videotape,
due to flicker caused by the high contrast
between the lines and letters and their
background.
Diagonal lines and letters look jagged
and have a characteristic stair-step
pattern when moved to video (A). This is
due to the differences in resolution
between the Mac screen and the NTSC
video standard; pixels that used to fall into
place on a Mac screen don't fall accurately on a vide o screen.
Antialiasing alleviates jags and stairsteps
by blending the colors of letter and line
edges with the color of the background
(B). To determine the blend for a diagona l
black line on a white background, the
antialiasing algorithm first makes the line
four times larger than it really is, so that
each pixel actua lly becomes a 4-by-4 grid
(C). Then, the algorithm examines each of
the 16 areas for ea ch pixel and compares

TXO

the color fill of each area to the edge of
the diagonal line. The color and /or
intensity of an individual pixel depends on
the percentage of pixel areas on the idea l
edge of the line. As a result, a pixel that
falls only 10 percent on the ideal lin e
becomes 10 percent of the line's color, a
pixel 50 percent on the idea l line becomes
50 percent, and so on (D).
You can see the differences in
antialiasing that occur with diagonal lines
of varying angles (E). Notice that the
horizontal line requires no antialiasing.
You can also see the difference antialiasing makes in smoothing Mac-generated
text in large type sizes (f).
VideoOuill from Data Translation is a
specialized program designed for
removing jagged edges and flic ker from
video-recorded titles. Or, you can turn to
Adobe Photoshop or lime Arts' Oasis,
general-purpose image processing
applications, which provide smoothlooking text not only for video recording,
but also for computer displays.

\vithout ant
Antialiasing

Figure 8-2: Antialiasing is one technique used to improve the quality of computer-generated
text on a television monitor.
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bands. (By d1e way. tJ1ese are similar to the bands mat appear when you tl)' to
photograph the Macintosh screen using a still camera - to eliminate them, use
shutter speeds of V1s of a second or slower.)
Luckily for cost savers, Apple has produced a piece o f software called VideoSync
that eliminates most o f the ro lling effecr. This cclev (control panel device), developed
for producing J\·lacintosh TV commercials, slows clown the Apple 13-inch monitor's
refresh rme to match standard video rates. In addition, it lets you alter the monitor's
tin1ing so that you am see w hen the rolling stops. The only drawback is th at the
software works only with Apple's video boards, and only w ith ce11ain ones at that.
The original 8-bit board is probably the best one for this type of work.

Video control - the Macintosh as editor
If you've ever been f:~ced witJ1 the unpleasam task of hav[ng to assemble a
series of video clips into a coherent sequence, d1en you understand why editing
using manual techniques is such a headache. Edit C01Jirollers let you import
sound and video fro m multiple sources and combine them into a seamless
productio n, complete w ith titles, fade-ins, fade-ours, and special effects. Unfortunately. computerized editing systems have always been far beyond d1e
means o f most amateur video emhusiasts and many corporate video
production departments.
High-quality work demands that an editor be able to locate individual frames
w ithin a video sequence, a capability k nown as frame accuracy. Ald1ough video
is composed of a continuous electronic signal, frames in a video sequence can be
numbered , much like the frames in a movie. Video professionals have devised a
srandardized numbering scheme lo r television, called SMPTE lhnecode (for the
Society o f Motion Picture and Television Engineers). All high-end video equipment (including Macintosh edit controllers) incorporates SMPTE or other similar
timecode capabilities.
With such an impressive lineup of video input, output, and overlay products,
the Macintosh should be a natural for video editing. It is therefore perhaps
surprising that there are relatively few Macintosh products for controlling video
editing equipment. H owever. the gap is quickly being filled by companies such
as Digital FIX, Diaquesr, Avid . and Macro~·lind .
Products fall into two categories- control products and edir systems. Video
controllers like Diaquest's are used to record Macintosh animations (such as those
produced w ith 11-lacroMind Director) on videotape. They work by triggering the
video recorder. recording the animation fmme by frame. Editing systems, like
Video FIX from Digital FIX, are designed to manage the entire editing process, from
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selecting individual audio and video clips, to adding graphics and special effects,
to recording the final sequence on tape.
The Video F;X system is SMPTE-basecl and can produce so-called edit decision
lists for use with still more sophisticated editing equipment employed b}' video
professionals. like the CM:X-6000. Video FIX includes a video controller box to
manage source and destination recorders and a Macintosh II NuBus board.
During the editing process, video cl ips are vie\ved on the Mac screen in digitized
form. Once a video sequence has been laid out, Video FIX assembles the clips
on tape. An option called Soft FIX offers the same editing functions in sofhvare,
although the Video FIX hardware is still necessary for the final production. One
major advantage of the Video F;X editing system is its support for antialiased
PostScript text and graphics.
In order to use a video comroUer or editing system like Video FIX, you should
have access to a frame-accurate controllable VCR like the Sony U-Matic. Costing
around $5,000, these decks are designed for broadcast-quality video production.
(For Betacam systems, expect to spend upwards of $40,000 each.) In order to use
other video sources such as laser discs, you will need a sim il arly controllable
player.
For those wid1 more limited budgets, there are cheaper editing videocassette
decks on the market. The f\EC PC-VCR is an example of a computer-controllable
VCR d1at is frame-accurate and relatively inexpensive. Software that allows users
to control it from wid1in HyperCard, SuperCard, and MacroMind Director is
available as the Light Source .\•lultimedia Toolkit.

Creating multimedia presentations with low-end video controllers
Still less-expensive solutions are available from MacroMind and Video Production Controls. .Macro.'l·f ind's MediaMaker lets you combine Macintosh graphics,
animation, sound, and video into complete presentations. Cnlike editing systems
such as Video FIX, Media~·l ak er works w ith consumer-type equipment like VCRs
and camcorders via Sony interfaces called Contmi-L and Control-S. SMPTE
timecocle is not supported, and the individual graphics or animations cannot be
edited wit.hin the MediaMaker application.
~"lediaMaker's su-ength lies in its ability to take a variel)' of video and nonvideo sources such as COs. laser discs, Macimosh sounds, and graphics, and
imerleave d1em to produce what Apple and others call multimedia. While
multimedia is a fairly nebulous tem1, MecliaMaker does provide a function that is
well suited to the Mac - producing audiovisual presentations that incorporate a
variety of media. In producing Media.\olaker, MacroMind has taken its flagship
Director product and upgraded it to include traditional video and sound. l11is is
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much d1e same goal that Apple intends with QuickTime, described in "Digiral
video and multimedia·· of this chapter.
Other solutions for using inexpensive video equipmenr \Vith the Mac are
provided by Video Production Controls. ll1e Voyager Company, and Apple. l11e
VidCiip VideoTape Control Toolkit from Video Production Controls lets you
control many di!Terent types of Sony consumer VCRs from within HyperCard. A
similar product for controlling laser disc players is produced by The Voyager
Company. Voyager's VideoSrack 2.0 is designed to control more than 20 types of
players. Apple also provides a laser elise player control system called lie HyperCard VideoDisc Toolkit. All three HyperCard-based products are available from
the Apple Programmer·s and Developer's Association (APDA).

Macintosh and video: guidelines for choosing
equipment
Given the w ide scope of Apple"s product line, it may be hard to believe that there
was o nce only one Macintosh: the 1281<. Today, after more than seven years of
product introductions, there arc 12 varieties of Macinrosh CPUs in users' hands, not
couming variations with t.hird-pany upgrJdes. And althuugh some models no longer
appear on Apple's sales list, liey're still being used productively.
Docs having a low-end Mac prevent you from working w ith video? The answer
depends, in large part, on what your goals are. If you only need to control a laser
disc player or videocassette recorder at home, you can get by wid1out Apple's hottest
new CPU. On the 01.her hand, if you want ro combine several video sources
while clubbing in an audio track, all while maintaining
broadcast quality, you may fmd yourself w ishing for at
least a Macintosh ll. A Mac II or higher is required if
you only need to co11trol
you wish to view video on t.he Mac's monitor, or if
a laser disc player or
you want to record high-quality graphics from lie
videocassette recorder at
Mac on videotape.

._ If

home, you can get by wilhout Apple's hottest new
CPU.

To help you decide if yo ur setup packs d1e
horsepO\ver to do what you need, we've compiled a
list of the different models and d1eir abilities.

Macintosh 128K and 512K
Although you might be able to find a video digitizer that will function w id1 early
model .\!lacs, much of roclay's software requires at le<1st ll'·<IB of RAJ\11 to nm. (Before
you toss your computer inro the trash, remember that upgrades are available from
Apple and rhircl-pany vendors.)
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Macintosh Plus, SE, Portable, and Classic
These Macimoshes can be used to digitize video, ald1ough you won't be able
to view d1e captured images in gray scale or color. They can also be used to
control video devices that can be connected to the Mac's serial port, such as laser
disc players, Apple's CD ROM drive, and other devices wid1 interfaces such as
Control-S and Contrai-L (see "Creating multimedia presentations with low-end
video controllers").

Macintosh SE/30 and LC
These Macs ca n provide video output via boards available from RasterOps and
od1ers. You can also use these computers \Yith rrocluct such as ComputerEyes
to digitize frames from video, though you will probably want to have a color
monitor and adapter installed. View these computers as hybrids between the
low-end and Macintosh 11-serie computers.

Macintosh II, llx, llcx, llci, llfx, llsi, and beyond
In combination \vid1 the right hardware and software, d1ese Macs can do
almost everything- grab video frames. output video, overlay graphics on video,
and control video equipment. In addition to having a hard drive and an 8-bit or
better video board, mo ·t operations will require you to purchase circuit boards
such as frame grabbers and overlay boards. Additionally, most video importing,
overlaying, and viewing jobs will have you wishing for a color monitor. If you
plan to aurl1or multimedia productions, you will need a large hard drive, a color
monitor, and one of tJ1e faster CPUs. W'e also suggest installing as much RAM as
your budget will allow (at least 8MB).

Digital video and multimedia
Unlike Nlacintosh text and graphics, which are handled digitall>', television
programs are transmined and process~d in analog form. However, video, like
audio, may soon enter the digital domain. Digital video has already been a hot
topic for several years now. Although industry experts don't expect digital video
to be in wide use for several years, examples are
already being shown. Apple Computer and SuperMac Technologies have both shown prototypes of
II or higher is
digital video on the Macintosh.

" A Mac
requb·ed ifyou wish to view
video on the Mac's mo11itor,
or ifyou wa1lt to record
high-quality graphics ft·om
the Mac 011 videotape.
~

The Apple prototype has been extensively demonstrated at trade shows. This prototype demonstrated
moving pictures with accompanying text and sound
on Macinrosh !lei and !lsi monitors. Video and sound
were pro\·idecl by Ct\:'-1, while t.he text came from
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daily newspapers - the entire system was incorporated into an interactive
newspaper that could be used by attendees at any one of 50 or so networked
computers.
While Apple has nm commented much on the tedmology, it has been
reported that it is based upon a proprietary image compression scheme that can
reduce storage needs by up to 10:1. The system will be a patt of a larger package
called QuickTime that will be released as an extension to System 7.0, although the EDUCOM demonstration used a version of System 6.0. The EDUCOM
ei The trend toward
demonstration
included video clips taken from c~
multifunctioll products that
during the previous night, implying inherent real-time
combine video itzput,
recording and editing capabilities. AJso, tbe computers
overlay, display, and
had no extra hardware - d1e video clips could be
output 011 a single board
viewed using off-the-shelf Macintosh hardware.

will contitme, a11d ptices
will steadily dmp.

The major drawbacks of the Apple prototype were
the relatively small picture (160 x 120 pixels) and low
frame rate (15 to 20 frames per second). Two or more
clips playing simultaneously slowed the display down to an unpleasant rate. It is
safe to assume, d1ough, that both of these problems will be remedied as the
software becomes refined and the hardware gets more powerful.
The SuperMac Technologies digital video system, based on ]PEG compression,
has also been demonstrated extensively. Advantages of the SuperMac system
include large images (640 x 480 pixels) and high frame rates (around 30 frames
per second). This made it d1e rough equivalent of NTSC video, d1ough the
computer, hard drive, compression board, and display cost somewhat more than
most NTSC television sets.

Through the looking glass - the future of
Macintosh video
Although ir's unlikely that video applications will achieve d1e phenomenal
success that desktop publishing did in the 1980s, we think d1at the market for
video products will increase steadily. The trend toward multifunction products
that combine video input, overlay, display, and output on a single board will
continue, and prices will steadily drop.

Chapter 8: Video and the Macintosh: A Developing Relationship
Another safe prediction is that compression technology, ~vhether based on
Apple's proprietaty scheme or on a standard like .JPEG or MPEG, \·viii see more
general use. Within a short time, >ve cxpeC[ to see consumer-level prcxlucrs that
let you digitize and compress video sequences and edit them on d1e \ •lacintosh,
just as easily as a word processor lets you edit text today.
Predicting what we can expect from desktop video in say, fi ve years, is
somewhat more difficult. The video industty is beginning to feel d1e effects of d1e
digital video revoluLion, a transition that promises major changes in the way
television is produced. recorded, transmitted, and viewed. Even more wideranging will be d1e effect of bigb definiliou television, or HD7V. Already available
on a limi ted basis in Japan. HD'IV vastly improves a television p icture by
approximately doubling tl1e number of scanning lines that make up each video
frame. HDTV pictures arc also wider d1an standa rd television, wid1 a shape better
suited to movies than current TV receivers. As if Lo cement d1e relationship
between digital video a11cl HOTV, companies vying ro develop an HDTV standard
for the United States recently committed themselves to a digital fonnat.
What does all d1is have to do 'vid1 the \-lacinrosh? For one ming, any videorelated products for the 1\tlac or its successors will have to cope ~vim the larger,
higher-resolution HDTV images. More important for Apple, consumer electronic
giants like .Japan's JVC are beuing billions of dollars on "Smatt" television sets mar
could duplicate some of the functions of toclay's Macintosh. Apple and other
computer vendors will have to develop innovative new hardware and software to
stay ahead of d1e game. Stay runed for more.
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Summary
Y' Video import products fall into two classes: digitizers and frame grabbers. Digitizers, which allow

v

you to take snapshots from stationary video sources like cameras and VCRs, are slower than
frame grabbers because they process a number of video frames to capture an image; frame
grabbers contain circuitry to synchronize digitization with the frame rate of the video source.
Still video cameras are an alternative to digitizers and frame grabbers and offer the advantage of
portability. These cameras produce a video signal that can be fed into a frame grabber.

Y' Reducing the amount of data in recorded images is called image compression. The most common

compression techniques are based upon the JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) standard
which uses a mathematical technique called a cosine transform which allows images to be
compressed and decompressed.
Y' Video overlay products such as Mass Micro's ColorSpace IIi, allow you to add Mac graphics to
video images. For example, you can have live TV appear in the middle of a drawing or you can add
Mac-generated text to a video.
Y' You can edit Mac-based video with Edit Controllers, which let you import sound and video from
multiple sources and combine them into a seamless production, complete with titles, fade-ins,
fade-outs, and special effects- all on the Mac.
Y' If you only need to control a laser disc player or videocassette recorder at home, you can get by
without Apple's hottest new CPU. But if you want to combine several video sources while dubbing
in an audio track, all while maintaining broadcast quality, you'll need at least a Macintosh II.

Whereto buy
Computer Friends, Inc.
14250 NW Science Park Dr.
Portland, OR 97229
503-626-2291
503-643-5379 (FAX)

RasterOps Corp.
2500 Walsh Ave.
Santa Clara, CA 95051
408-562-4200
408-562-1066 (FAX)

Videol.ogic, Inc.
245 First St.
Cambridge, MA 02142
617-494-0530
617-494-0534 (Ffu'<)

E-Machines, Inc.
9305 S.W. Gemini Dr.
Beaverton, OR 97005
503-646-6699

Storm Technology, Inc.
1101 San Antonio, Ste. 101
Mountain View, CA 94043
415-691-9825

The Voyager Company
1351 Pacific Coast Hwy.
Santa Monica, CA 90401
213-451-1383

Radius, Inc.
1710 Fortune Dr.
San jose, CA 95131-1744
408-434-1010
408-434-0770 (FA.X-Gen'l.)
408-434-0127 (FA.X-Int'l.)

SupcrMac Technologies
485 Potrero Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
408-773-4489
408-735-7250 (FAX)

by Robert C. Eckhardt

In this chapter...
'-'The pros and cons of black-and-white, gray-scale,
and color displays.
'-'The four standard Macintosh display size classes1
their pixel dimensions, and the uses t o which each
is best suited.
'-' What pixel density is, and why you should care.
'-'How to judge image quality in monochrome and
color displays.
'-'Antiglare coatings: do you need them?
"' Special issues regarding monitors for modular
Macs.
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ecause you w ill have to stare at it day after day, year after year, selecting
a monitor is one of the most tmpo11ant Macintosh decisions you'll ever make.
If you choose a display merely because it's inexpensive, or buy one that turns out
to be below par in some way, you may some clay find yourself sitting opposite a
monitor you can 't stand to look at anymore. Eye strain, headaches, lost productivity,
or worse may soon follow.
The bad news is tl;lat the number of va riables involved in a monitor purchase is
1
rather formidable; as a consumer conundrum, picking the right display ranks right up
there with buying an automobile. The good news is that people buy automobiles and Macintosh monitors- every day, and most are happy w ith the results. Armed
with the information and advice on the following pages, you too can join the ranks
of satisfied Macintosh monitor owners.
This chapter covers all types of Macintosh display systems - monochrome (blackand-white and gray-scale) and color - for the Macintosh II family as well as the
Macintosh LC, SE/30, SE, Classic, and Plus. (Although it is possible to buy monitors
and boards separately, 1 describe monitor and board combinations sold by a single
vendor because the best price is usually obtained in a system purchase, and because
most people prefer the simplicity and convenience of one-stop shopping.) In most
cases, my comments apply equally to all types of display systems; in a few wellmarked locations, however, I take special side trips that apply only to a particular
type o f monitor.

About the author
Before writing about the Macintosh fulltime, Robert Eckhardt was a professor of
Zoology at the University of Maine, a
researcher in Tropical Ornithology at The
American Museum of National History in
New York, and the Editor-in-Chief and
Publisher of Simon and Schuster's
Computer Book Division. He is currently a
Contributing Editor at Publish as well as
Mac world and has written a number of
Macworld Lab reports on monochrome
and color monitors. He is the author of
The Fully Powered Mac, Inside Word for
the Macintosh, Publish Book of Tips and a
soon-to-be-rel eased power users' guide
from IDG Books Worldwide.

What kind of monitor do you
need?
· Faced with dozens and dozens of monitors to
choose from, your first task is to narrow the field
to either black-and-white, gray-scale, or color
displays. Everyone wants a color display, of
course, because d1ey're so, well, colorful. Two
hundred and fifty-six colors at one tin1e, in fact,
w ith an 8-bit color system; millions of colors with
a 24-bit system. The limited color palette of 8-bit
systems is sufllcient for most purposes; for the
photorealistic colors required in graphic arrs or
multimedia, however, a 24-bit system is often
a necessity.
But color systems- especially 24-bit systems - are considerably more expensive d1an
their monochrome counterpartS, they're usually
bigger, bulkier and much heavier, and text is often
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not as sharp, clear, or easy on the eyes as it is on a monochrome moniwr. In
many cases, 24-bitsystems also require an acceleratorro bring performance up to a
reasonable level. Consider color displays only if you really need to see and work
with color on screen, have money to burn, or feel an irresistible urge to impress
your friends.

ti

Virtually aUgray-scale monitors can display 256 shades of gray, while black-andwhite monitors can display only two (black and white). Gray scale adds a fair
amount to the cost of a monochmme display system,
but is essential if you work with scanned photos or
. . . as a consumer C011U1Jmany kinds of PostScript art. It's also useful if you
dn.mz, picking the tight
want to preview the color images created by od1ers
display t•allks right up there
as gray-scale graphics. Black-and-white systems are
with buyir~g an automobile.~ less sexy; d1ey're also less expensive and perfecdy
adequate for the tasks that occupy most of the
workaday world: word processing, number- crunching, data processing, and bitmapped and objectorienred drawing. In addition, since they have to keep only rwo balls in the air at
one time, rad1er than 256, black-and-white monitors are faster and more responsive.
If you're uncertain about how to factor future needs into the equation, keep in
mind that black and white can be considered just d1e first step toward gray scale,
gray scale the first step toward color, and 8-bit color the first step toward 24-bit color.
Since many monochrome monitors display gray-scale images as easily as black-andwhite, you need only replace d1e board half of the system to upgrade from blackand-white to gray-scale. Similarly, many gray-scale systems use a board that can
produce 256 colors as easily as 256 shades of gray; to upgrade from gray scale to
color, you need only replace the monitor. Any color monitor can be used in either
8-bit or 24-bit color systems; to upgrade from 8-bit to 24-bit color, you need only
replace the board or, in some cases, add more video RAivl to your existing board.

Surveying the real estate
Next you'll want to decide how much terrain the monitor should be able to
display. In general, monitors can be divided into four size classes: small (12- to
15-inch monitors); full-p<1ge or portrait (15-inch monitors oriented venically);
medium (16-incl1 monitors); and two-page 09-inch and larger monitors). Although
d1ese diagonal-dimension rube measurements are convenienr for clumping monitors
into groups, they don't tell you what you really need to know: how much page area
the monitor can actually display. A bener indicawr of that is pi..xel dimensions (or, as
the engineers call it, resolution). A pixel (short for picture element) is d1e smallest
parr of the picture - a dot- that a monitor can display; pixel dimensions are the
height and widd1 of the active area, the pan of the screen d1at actually displays
information, in pixels.
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In comparison to a compact Mac's 9-indl, 512 x 342-pixel screen, most small
displays aren't really all that small. Displays such as the 13-inch AppleColor HighResolution HGB Monitor (Apple Compu ter; $1,647, 8-bir; $1,798, 24-bit), and the 12inch Monochrome (Apple Computer; $947, gray scale), for example, have pixel
dimen ions of 640 x 480. These monitors can't d isplay a full page all at once- either
vertically or horizontally- bur the{re large enough for many people, myself
included. TI1e 15-inch Monochrome Pivot (Radius; $1,694-$1,840, gray scale) and
Color Pivot (Radius; $2,790, 8-bit), both of which rotate on their axis ro provide
either a small horizontal or full-page vertical d isplay, accommodate significantly
larger pi;xel dimensions- about 870 x 640- and page areas. And at 512 x 384
pixels, rl1e 12-inch RGB Display (Apple Computer; $1,247, 8-bit; $1,398, 24-bit) is me
only monitor in rl1is size category that offers linle improvement in displayed page
area over a compact ,viae.
Wordsmitl1s and others who think in 8 V2 x 11 -inch chunks find full-page displays
a nice compromise between the somewhat confined small monitors and the much
more expensive two-page displays. Most monitors in th is class, such as rl1e Full-Page
Monochrome Display (Ehman; $495, b&w) and rl1e One-Page Display (Mobius
Technologies; S795, lx~w), have pixel dimensio ns of around 640 x 870. Because rl1ey
are oriented vertically instead of horizontally, they c<1 n thus display a full, US lettersize page w ithout scrolling. Almost all full-page displays are black-and-white.
Exceptions are Radius's Monochrome Pivor (in its vertical orientation), the Portrait
Display (Apple Computer; $1,747, gmy scale), tl1e QM885 (Qume Corporation,
$1,149, gray scale) and Radius's Color Pivot (in irs vertical orientation).
The third size class consists of a small but important group of color displays
rlm bridge the gap between small horizontal monitors and two-page displays.
TI1is collection of 16-inch monitors covers a surprisingly broad spectrum of page
areas, from pixel dimensions of 832 x 624 (close to full-page-display size, o riented
horizontally) for rl1e ColorPage Tl6 (E-Machines; 52.995, 8-bit; $3,995, 24-bit) to
1,024 x 808 (about the same as a small-dimension two-page display) for the TX
(E-Machines; $3,795, 8-bit; 55,195, 24-bit). Many people who need a color display
find monitors in this group ideal: they're high in qualit y, display a relatively large
page area, and arc smaller, lighter, and easier on the budget rl1an two-page
displays.
For the most part. two-page displays- rhe fourth and final size class - have
eirl1er 19-inch or 21-inch screens and one of rwo pi..'>el dimensions: approximately
1,024 x 768 or 1,152 x 870. (The smaller pixel d imensions don't necessarily con·espond to rl1e smaller tube size, by the way.) The Viking 3/2400 M (Monitem1; $2,090,
b&w), wirl1 its 24-inch tube and 1,280 x 960 pi.xel dimensions, is an unusual exception to both th ese generalizations.
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Despite their name, most two-page mo nitors cannot display a full two pages
without scrolling. Displays in d1e 1,024 x 768 range - such as the 19-inch Platinum
Display (SuperMac; $1,898 b&w; $2,398 gray scale) and the PCPC 11/19 (PCPC;
$4,995, 8-bit; $5,995, 24-bit)- chop about one inch top and bottom and two inches
right and left from a full two pages. Displays in the 11 52 x 870 r.mge - such as the
SilverView (Sigma Designs; $1,999, b&w; $2,399, gray scale) and d1e Radius Color
Display (Radius; S5,290, 8-bit; $7,690, 24-bit) - lose about one inch right ancl lefL
Only the 1,280 x 960-pi..xel dimensions of the Viking 3/ 2400 M can d isplay two
full pages. But whether d1ey Live up to d1eir name or not, two-page monitors are
prized by Mac owners who produce newsletters and other periodicals, work on
very large spreadsheets, or create large or complex graphics. As with real estate,
however, the greater acreage demands a premium price, especially if it's in color.
Note that a few monitors - including the L-View Multi-Mode (Sigma Designs;
$1,999, b&w) and PageView Multi-Mode (Sigma Designs; S1.199, b&w) on the
monochrome side and the Color Pivot and 19-inch Trinitron Color Display (SuperMac; $5,199, 8-bit; $7,199, 24-bit) on the color side - offer several pixel d imensions
and can quickly switch from one to another. l11e rwo-page L-View 1\llulti-Mode,
for example, can display six dilferenr pixel dimensions from 512 x 384 to
1,664 x 1,200, while the full-page PageView Multi-Mode otTers d1ree (from
576 x 768 to 704 x 940) and the Color Pivot two (760 x 564 and 870 x 640).
Monitors such as these can be useful in situations where one .\·1acimosh serves
several functions wid1 radically clifferem display requirements.

Pixel density
In monochrome monitors. each dot on d1e screen is a pixel, and pixel density is
the number of pi..xels per linear inch. (In .\•lacintosh monitors, the pixel density is or should be - the same both horizomally and vettically.) Because pixels and clots
are one and the same, pixels per inch (ppi) and clots per inch (dpi) are bo d1 used to
define pixel density in monochrome monitors. In color monitors, the situation is a
little more complex. l11at's because d1ree elecrron guns - one each for reel, green,
and blue - shoot beams of color onto the screen. Each beam produces a dot in a
given location, and each cluster of reel , green, and blue dots creates a full-color pixel.
Since dots and pi..xels are not equivalent on color monitors, color monitor pixel
densities should always be given in pixels per inch.
Most monitors have a re<ed pixel density and, as a result, fiXed pixel dimensions. Monitors d1at offer two or more pixel dimensions - such as the four
mentioned above - can change d1eir pixel density in much the same way my old
IBM Selectric typewriter could alternate between 10- and 12-pitcll type. l11e LView Multi-Mode, for example, offers si.x densities fro m a low of 36 ppi to a high
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of 120 ppi. As it increases the pixel density, more pLxels are squeezed onto the
screen and larger pixel dimensions are the result.
Compared to the L-View Multi-Mode, the range of pLxel densities displayed by
fixed-density monitors as a group is actually rather small. Monitors with pixel
densities lower tl1an 72 ppi are quite rare; at 64 ppi, Apple's 12-inch RGB Display
is one of the few. At this density (and even smaller ones, such as the L-View
Multi-Mode's 36 ppi), eve1y thing on screen appears larger than life, much like the
pages of the large-type edition of Reader's Digesl. Some people, especially those
with visual impairments, will find this useful: others, however, will regret the
concomitant decrease in displayed page area.
i\•lany displays- including the ClearVue/ 11 (RasteiDps; $1,795, b&w; $2,195,
scale) and SuperMac's 19-inch Trinitron Color Display - have the same
pixel density as a compact Mac screen (72 ppi) and for good reason. This density
is the de facto Macintosh standard and, as a result, most applications and all
screen fonts are bu ilt around ir. At 72 ppi, what is
displayed on the screen most closely approximates
the dimensions of the actual printed page. Pi..xel
densities between 73 and 77 ppi are also common Choosing black-a11d-white,
they're found in Apple's 12-inch Monochrome (76
gray scale, or color and
ppi) and Radius' Color Pivot (75 ppi), for example determitlblg the optimum
and produce images only slightly smaller than actual
pixel de11sity and pixel
size. For most people, the difference between these
dimensions jot· your work
densities and 72 ppi is negligible. If what-you-see-isis equivalent to selecting
what-you-get (\'v YSI\WG) is what you want, most
the right tool for the job. ~ any monitor in the 72 to 77 ppi range ought to make
you happy.
gra~r

le

At pixel densities of about 78 ppi and above, the difference between tl1e size
of printed and on-screen pages is more noticeable. On the otl1er hand, at these
pixel densities, a display can accommodate a larger page area without scrolling,
and text, though slightly smaller. is sharper and thus easier to read. Beyond
moderate increases in pLxel den ity. hmvever, everyday type sizes can be too
small for comfort. Type at pixel densities such as the 87 ppi of E-Machines' TX is
already too small for some, and tl1e tiny type of the L-View Multi-Mode in its 120
dpi mode is, for almost eve1yone except CAD specialists (for whom the monitor
was designed), just too much of a good thing. Displays in the 78 to 84 ppi range
are thus good choices for those who work primarily with text; consider pixel
densities above 85 ppi or so, however, only if you have good eyesight and need
to see as much page area as possible.
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What to look for in a monitor
Choosing black-and-white, gray scale, or color and detennining the optimum
pixel density and pLxel dimensions for your work is equivalent to selecting the
right tool for the job. Now comes the hard part: determining which brJnd of tool
feels right in your hand. The quality of the screen image is the essential part of
that feeling. Image quality is an elusive beast, however, depending on many
different elements including distortion, focus, contrast, brightness, flicker,
phosphor color, and more.

Distortion
Perfection is theoretically possible in a Macintosh monitor, but only the Pentagon
would be willing or able to pay the price. Thus almost every monitor has some sort
of visual flaw. Since no Mac vendor makes the perfect monitor, you shouldn't waste
tin1e looking for one. Rather, you should search for the monitor with the fewest flaws
(and most flaws these days are relatively minor), and make sure that the flaws that
do exist aren't the type you fmd especially irritating. Because they're rather high on
most people's irritation scales, you'll want to pay special anention to problems of
distortion and focus.

ti

Distot1ion manifests itself in a variety of ways- as kinks in straight lines,
squares that look like rectangles, circles that look like ovals, squashed menu bars,
bowed or pinched borders of d1e active area - and is usually most pronounced in
the comers, especially (for reasons best known to video
engineers) the upper-left corner. Generally speaking,
larger monitors tend to have more distortion problems
PerfectiotJ. is theoretically
d1an smaller monitors. Among color monitors, for
possible in a Macintosh
example, distortion in the 16-ind1 models, such as
monitor, but mzly the
£-Machines' TX and the 16-inch Color 2008 Hi-Res
PetztagmJ. would be wiJiitzg
System (MegaGraphics; $3,595, 8-bit; $6,795, 24-bit), is
or able to pay the price. !9 much less of a problem rl1an it is in almost any of rl1e
two-page color displays.
Compared to only a few years ago, however, even me worst offenders are rarely
so bad nowadays that I would rule them out because of distortion alone. A relative
of distortion that does mle out some full-page displays for me, though, is the
curvature of the long axis of the video tube .itself. The Index Portrait Monitor (MacTel
Technology; $579, b<.~w), the PixelView I (Mirror Technologies; $477, b&w), and
Ehman's Full-Page Monochrome Display use a relatively convex tube which makes
the screen appear as if it were bending over backward. Qume's QM885, Sigma
Designs' PageView, Apple's Portrait Display, Mobius's One-Page Display, and
Radius's Monochrome Pivot, on the other hand, all use superflat tubes mat largely
avoid the problem. If you're considering buying a full-page display, check me curve
of the screen itself and make sure it doesn't irritate you.
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Focus
Because focus is the product of many different factors, a pair of human eyes is
probably the most sensitive instrument you can use to measure it. Focus often varies
from one part of the screen to another; it's most often a problem in the comers and
along the edges of the screen. so d1at's where I always look ftrst and most carefully.
And don't forget the menu bar at the top of the screen; although some people
consider it merely a cosmetic distraction, an out-of-focus menu bar is, to me at
least, a major visual irritant.
Among color monitors, the E-Machines TX and ColorPage TI6 and MegaGraphics's 16-inch Color 2008 Hi-Res System have the best focus. A number of
the larger color displays- the Radius Color Display, Super/viae's 19-inch Trinit:ron
Color Display, d1e 19-inch SuperMarch Color Display (Superi\•Iac; S3,799, 8-bit;
$5,799, 24-bit), and the 19-inch Color 2008 Hi-Res System (MegaGraphics; $5,948,
8-bit; $9,148, 24-bit) - have excellent focus as well.
Among two-page monochrome monitors, those with the best focus include
Sigma Designs's L-View Multi-Mode and SilverView, the TPD/21 (Radius; $2,390
b&w; $3,190, gray-scale), Super\olac's 19-inch Platinum Display, d1e Ranger Dual
Page Monitor (Ranger Technologies; 51,395, b&w), and RasterOps', ClearVue/11.
Almost all the full-page displays have very good focus - a cut above most twopage displays, in fact. Best of the lot are Mobius's One Page and Ehman's FullPage Monochrome Displays. Also quite sha rp is the Apple 12-inch Monochrome
Display.
At the other extreme, a small number of two-page displays - the Nutmeg 19
(Nutmeg Systems; 51,299, lx~w; $1,499, gray scale), the Viking 3/72 (Monitem1;
$1,295 b&w; $1,990, gray-scale), the Platinum Two-Page Display (SuperMac
Technology; $2,298, b&w; $2,798, gray scale), and the Gray-Vision Two-Page
Display (CaiComp; $2,995, gray scale) - one full-page display, Mirror's PixeiView
I, and one small display, Qume's QM880, have focus problems significant enough
to cast doubt on their suitability for text-intensive work.

Moire patterns and convergence on color monitors
A moire is a ripple pattern in what should be a uniform color or texture. Like
focus, the moire patterns that sometimes appear on a color display are caused by
a complexity of factors. As with focus, moire problems are best judged by eye.
Most color monitors display noticeable moire patterns in the standard desktop
background of alternating light and clark pixels. You should be concerned only if
moire patterns crop up frequently elsewhere, such as in solid colors or in
complex color images, as sometimes happens on the MegaGraphics' 19-inch
Color 2008 Hi-Res System.
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When convergence in a color monitor is out of whack (the three electron
beams fail to hit their phosphor targets accurately), the image goes out of focus
and objects acquire red or blue shadows. All monitors have good convergence
somewhere on the screen, usually in the center; the real test is whether or not
convergence is equally good everywhere. If convergence varies markedly from
one area to the next, you may need to adjust and readjust the convergence
controls (if there are any) to see different parts of the screen clearly.
Color monitors with the best convergence include the AppleColor HighResolution RGB Display, E-Machines' TX and ColorPage T1 6, MegaGraphics' 16inch Color 2008 Hi-Res System, Radius' Color Display, the XLI Trinitron System
(RasterOps; $1,999. 8-bit; $3.999. 24-bit) and Super.Mac's 19-inch Trinitron Color
Display. The Sigma ColorMax 8/ 24 (Sigma Designs; $6.095, 8-bit; $6.695, 24-bit)
has the poorest convergence.

Antiglare, brightness, and contrast
The color of your office, the location of windows, the level of ambiem lightthese and other aspects of your work environmem need to be factored into your
choice of a monitor as well. For example, consider amiglare treatment, which is
standmd on some monitors and nor on others. If you habitually wear white shirts
and work in a brightly lit ruum, t:ven tht: bt:st antiglare trt:atment may not help
much. On the other hand, if you usually wear clark colors and have some control
over the lighting and physica l arrangement of your work area, you may not need
any antiglare l reatment at all.
In favorable conclilions such as low light, antiglare treatment can acrually
enhance contrast. In unfavorable conditions (lots of light, lots of glare), antiglare
treatmem can reduce contrast as \vel! as glare. Under all conditions, antiglare
treatmem reduces brightness and often makes the screen image appear slightly
unfocused. (Turning up the brightness to compensate can put the image even
more our of focus.) If your work environment permits, I recotTU11end that you
avoid antiglare treatment, or at least heavy-duty treatment such as that fou nd on
tl1c Two-Page Monochrome Display (Apple; 52,797, gray scale).
Most r eople prefer a bright monitor - the colors are more vivid on a bright
monitor, and brighl monitors are easier on the eyes in a high light level environment. Good conU<tst works with brightness to prevent that washed-out look.
producing \Vhiter whites, blacker blacks, and richer colors. Keep in mind,
however, that the right brighu1ess and contrast for one siluation may be much
more or f~tr less than is needed in another. In general, if your workplace has low
light levels, you won't need to crank the brightness and conlrast up vety high. If
you usc your monitor for. say, public demonstrations in brightly lit areas, you'll
need all the brightness and contrast you can get.
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Among monochrome and color monitors, contrast and brightness vary
considerably. On the monochrome side, the displays with d1e greatest usable
brightness level - me level above which the image goes out of focus - include
SuperMac's Platinum Two-Page and 19-inch Platinum Displays, the Nutmeg 19,
CaiComp's Gray-Vision Two-Page Display, the ivlegaScreen 19-inch (Dotronix;
$1,499, b&w; $2,065, gray scale), Apple's Portrait Display, Mobius's One-Page
Display, Qume's QMBM, and Apple's 12-inch Monochrome Display. The best of
the brightest color displays include E-Machines's TX and ColorPage T16,
MegaGraphics's 16-incb Color 2008 Hi-Res System, the Mac II Color System
(Generation Systems; $4,395, 8-bit; $5,690, 24-bit), the Relax!Ikegami Trinitron
System (Relax; $1,099, 8-bit), SuperMac's 19-inch SuperMarch, and the PCPC !1/ 21
(PCPC; $3,658, 8-bit; $4,858, 24-bit).
If you work in a bright office or use a monitor for public demonstrations,
avoid monitors at d1e lmv end of the brightness scale, such as Sigma Designs's LView Multi-Mode. Monitem1's Viking 3/72, the Monochrome Display (Generation
Systems; S995, b&w), Radius's TPD/21 and Colo r Display, Apple's Two-Page
Monochrome Display, and Mirror's PixeiView I.
One final point about brightness: Monitors rend to decrease in brightness as
time passes and the display's phosphor loses its youthful glow. If you buy a
monitor whose brightness control can be turned up higher than you currently
need, you'll be able to compensate for the monitor's inevitable senescence later
on. If rhe mo nitor needs to be set at full brightness from d1e very beginning,
however, there's no \vay you'll be able to adjust it bright enough a year or two
clown the road.

Phosphor color
A phosphor coaling on d1e inside of t.he rube's face is what creates d1e image you
see on d1e screen. When pure white pixels are called for, the phosphors used in
most Macintosh monitors don't actually glow a pure white. I nstead, in monochrome
monitors, rney tend to be one of three different shades: light blue (as in Apple's
Two-Page Monochrome and Portrait Displays), light amber (as in Sigma Designs's
L-View Multi-Mode), or a paper white that"s close to but nor quire pure white (as
in SuperMac's 19-inch Platinum Display). In color monitors, r.he color temperature
(as video engineers retm it) is usually slightly bl~e; a bv color displays (such as
the Relax/Ikegami Trinirron System) have a decided green cast which some find
unappealing.
Many Macintosh owners prefer displays with a blue cast to them, since that's
what they're accustomed to on a compact Mac. First-time monitor buyers,
however, should know that people usu:1lly find an amber tint more comfortable
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to look at in incandescent light, and a blue tim more comfortable under fluorescent light. Regardless of lighting conditions, if you are buying a second monitor,
it's usually a good idea to stick with more or less the same phosphor color as
your original monitor. Blue and amber yellow monitors never look so jarringly
different as when sitting side-by-side.

Purity and gray-scale unifonnity in color monitors
Ideally, a blank, white screen on a color monitor should be uniform across the
whole display, and gray-scale i mages should be free of blushes of color. In reality,
however, purity problems sometimes add color where it's nor wanted. Purity is the
consistency of a given color across the entire sa-een. For example, on a pure white
field. there should be no red. green, or blue blemishes. If there are, and if demagnetizing the display by pressing the degauss button doesn't eliminate them, the display
has purity problems that can muddy colors in d1e problem areas. Color monitors wid1
excellent purity include E-Machines' TX and ColorPage T16, MegaGraphics's 16inch :mel 19-inch Color 2008 Hi-Res Systems, the Radius Color Display, and the
PCPC ll/ 19. Monitors with noticeable purity problems include the Relax/lkegami
Trinitron System, the PCPC ll/ 21 , and the ChromaVision 2-Page Display
(CaiComp; $5,995, 8-bit; $6,995, 24-bit).
When it comes to gray-scale images on color monitors - and most color
display owners have to deal with gray scale as well as colo r images- purity isn't
the only issue. Also important is gray-scale unifom1ity, the monitor's ability to
display clearly the different gray levels in a gray-scale sequence. In this rega rd,
RasterOps's Xll Trinitron System, the PCPC H/ 19 and 11/21, and E-Machines's TX
come out on top.

Flicker and text quality
What you see on a monitor's screen is in some ways comparable to a movie: a
sequence of dozens of images per second gives the impression of a rock-solid
picture. The rate at which d1ose images are flashed on the screen is called the
vertical refresh rate; a rate of 74 Hz, for example, means that 74 images per second
are painted on the screen. If the refresh rate is below 6o Hz, the screen will seem to
flicker, like an old-time movie. Above 6'5 Hz, most people will see a steady. flickerfree image. What you see at rates between 60 Hz and 65 Hz depends on the acuity
of your vision.
Screen tlicker is at best a strain on d1e eyes and, at worst, a form of information-age torture. It may not give you a migraine today, but it w ill sooner or later
(probably sooner) . Nowadays, most monitors have flicker-free refresh rates above
70 Hz. 13ut low-refresh-rate monitors do still exist and you should strike them
from consiclemtion if you detect flicker. Sigma Designs's L-View Multi-Mode and
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the Relax/lkegami Trinitron System both have refresh rates in the low 60s, for
example, and I can detecr fl icker in both of them. [f you are thinking of purchasing either of these monitors, or any monitor with a
low vertical refresh rate, be sure to give it your own
personal flicker rest.

ei It's a little-known fact that
ittdividual p ixels vary i11
size a11d shape from otte
bralld of monitor to the
11ext.

If you work primarily w ith words, you'll also want
to look closel y at tJ1e text quality of tl1e monitors
you're considering. It's a little-known fact that
individual pixels vary in size and shape from one
brand of monitor to the next. Because body-text type
is often composed of one- and two-pixel-wide
strokes, this variation can have a significant effect on
the appearance of ty pe on the screen. Text that's bold and easy to read on some
monitors can appear fuzzy or anemic on others.

Different people have different tastes and opinions when it comes to on-screen
text. Among color monitors, my favorites include the AppleColor High-Resolution
RGI3 Monitor, E-Machines's TX and ColorPage T16, J\ll egaGraphics's 16-inch and
19-inch Color 2008 Hi-Res Systems, and RasterOps's XLI Tlinitron System. Among
monochrome monitors, l prefer Apple's 12-inch Monochrome and Portrait
Displays, Ehman's Full-Page Monochrome Display, Mobius's One-Page Display,
Radius's TPD/ 21, SuperMac's 19-inch Platinum Display, and Sigma Designs's
SilvcrView and L-View Multi-iVlocle. You may have different preferences, and
should compare monitors first-hand to determine your own favolites.

Uti Iity software
Display systems differ significandy in d1e amount and quality of utility software
they provide. Many monitors, such as those from Apple, are sold w ithout
software of any kind. Others, such as those from Radius and E-.Machines, include
screen savers and utilities for tear-off menus, larger menu bars, automatic dialogbox centering, and more. Since utility software is nor essential to the operation of
the monitor and ca n even confliC[ with your existing collection of startup documenlS. it should figure lirrle, if at all, in your buying decision. I f the monitor you
like best lacks utility software, you can always obtain a screen saver, a tear-off
menu utility, or whatever elsewhere.

Special considerations for modular Macs
All the display systems memioned above work with members of d1e Mac II
family. Some of the color systems also work with an SE/30 or an LC, and many of
the black-and-white monitors can be lLSed as a second monitor for the SE, SE/ 30,
Plus. LC. and Classic. In general, a moni tor's attributes are largely independent of
the board that runs it and the computer it is hooked up to. The only notable
exception to this rule is brightness- some boards are tuned to drive a monitor
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more brightly than others are - although d1e differences are usually relatively
minor (about 5 to 10 percent). Thus the comments in previous paragraphs apply
equally well to Mac II, LC, and compact Mac systems.
When purchasing a second screen for a compact i\1ac, however, one other
item- the software that m~1kes it functi on properly - can be an important
consideration. Most such software aiJmvs you to use both screens at the same
time (software for Sigma Designs's L-Viev,: is an unusual exception), \vhile in onl y
a few systems, such as the MegaGraphics Rival (MegaGraphics; SJ,698-S1 ,848,
b&w) and the ClearVue/ SE (RasterOps; $1.795, l:x.''hv), can you display the same
vie·w on both screens at the same time (for a live clemonsLraLion, say). All allow
you to specify whether d1e Mac screen is to the left or the right; only in some,
you can adjust the cursor crossover point so d1at it matches the actual ve1tical
relationship of the two monitors.
Keep in mind, too, that large screens attached to an SE or a Classic are usually
sluggish due to the slower overall speed of d1ese two compact tvlacs. In most
instances, you'll have to purchase a compatible accelerator if you want to pep
things up. Exceptions to this include RasterOps's ClearVue/SE and Mobius's OnePage Display, both of which include acceleratjon- at no extra charge - as part
of the standard SE system.

Intangibles
There will always be some aspects of a monitor purchase decision which are
somewhat nebulous; aspects for which it's hard to detennine just what d1e facts
are an d even harder to know how much d1ey should influence your decision. For
example, some manufacturers, usually d1ose with higher retail prices (such as
Radius), claim to test and tweak d1eir units repeatedly to eliminate problems
before d1ey leave the factory. Some manufacturers (again, usually those with
higher retail prices) claim better and/ or faster service if problems do crop up.
And some manufacturers (sometimes, bu t not always, those \Vith higher retail
prices) have a healthier financial oudook and are more likely to still be in
business when and if you do need help.
Unfottunately, it's well-nigh impossible to rate manufacturers on testing, service,
support, or longevity, and difficult to know how much weight to give these issues in
your deliberations. But mere are some d1ings you ca n do to minimize potential
problems. Once you've decided on one or t\VO models, ask your colleagues or
fellow user group members about their experiences with these displays. Keep
your eyes peeled for relevant tales of valor or woe in d1e "Conspicuous Consumer" column in l'vfacworld. If possible, buy your monitor from a local, authorized dealer with a good service record, and take d1e monitor you'll actually
be purchasing out of the box and test it at tl1e store before any money
changes hands.
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One other point to consider is street price vs. retail price. The prices listed in
this chapter are all suggested retail prices. For the less-expensive systems in each
category, that's the price you'll probably end up paying. For the more-expensive
systems, however, discounts (sometimes deep discounts) are more the rule d1an d1e
except.ion. As a result, d1e price spread wid1in any group of similar display systems is
probably less d1an w hat's indicated here. Keep in mind, too, that some full-page and
small monitors can use the built-in video circuitry of d1e Macintosh LC, !Jsi, or !Jci;
d1is obviates the need for a separate video board and, not surprisingly, signif ican dy
reduces d1e price of the display system.

The right tool for the job
It wasn't that long ago that you had to pay top dollar for a monitor that didn't give
you a headache. It is thus a welcome sign that d1ere are excellent choices in eve1y
price category, and some of my favorites are among the least expensive. Overall, in
fact, the quality of Macintosh monochrome and color display systems is higher than
ever - so high that it is often necessary to make fine distinctions to choose among
them. 13ut choose among them I have. Keep in mind, however, that d1e Macintosh
display universe is, like d1e real universe, consta ntly expanding. You'll need to judge
ne>v models using the criteria described above, and compare them against my
recommendations to decide for yourself which are besr.
If you're looking for a two-page, black-and-white monitor, Ehman's Two-Page
Monochrome Dfsplay is a remarkable bargain. The Genius Dual Page Monitor
(Ranger Technologies; 51,395, b&w), w hich is slightly more expensive, comes in a
close second in d1e budget category. For economical gray-scale, two-page
displays, I recommend eid1er PCPC's ShadowGraph or tl1e Ikegami Gray-scale
Package (Relax; S799, gray scale); bod1 offer reasonable quality and rock-bottom
prices. In tl1e highest quality, money-is-no-object division, my favorite two-page
displays, for both black-and-white and gray scale, are Sigma Designs's SilverView
and Radius's 19-inch Platinum Display.
If you've decided on a full-page display, I recommend Ehman's Full-Page
Monochrome Display - it's rare ro fmc! such high quality and lmv price in one
package - or the slightly more expensive One-Page Display from Mobius. If you
wa nt both a full-page display and a small landscape monitor, d1e Radius Monochrome Pivot has no peer. And if you need only a relatively small monochrome
monitor, Apple's 12-inch Monochrome Display is both an excellent choice and, if
your Macintosh has on-board video, an unbeatable bargain.
Of d1e two-page color monitors, I especially like the PCPC 11/ 19,
MegaGraphics's 19-inch Color 2008 I-Ii-Res System, RasterOps's XLI Trinitron
System, Lhe T19 CE-Mad1ines; S5,495, 8-bit; $7,395, 24-bit), Superi\·l ac's 19-inch
TriniLron Color Display, and the Radius Color Display. Of the medium-sized color
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displays, I recommend MegaGraphics's 16-inch Color 2008 Hi-Res System and £Machines's TX and ColorPage T16. I give the TX slightly higher marks than the other
two, but its 87-ppi p ixel density may rule it out for some people. Of the smaller color
displays, Radius's Color Pivot is a good, versatile choice, but the AppleColo r HighResolution RGB Monitor remains my favorite. It is the best color bargain in town, and
is an easy and obvious winner if color and cost, but not size or ability to rotate, are
of primary concern.
Although Macwmid believes that there may be a health hazard involved w ith the
use of monitors - especially color ones, w hich have more electro nic circuitry than
do monochrome monitors- it seems premature to suggest that we dump all our
display systems in tl1e garbage. Certainly, we all should push our monitors farther
back on our desks in order to keep the screen the recommended am1·s lengtl1 (with
fingers extended) away. As long as you take sud1 precautions, you should be
relalively safe from electro magnetic emissions and still be able to see what you're
do ing. With most monitors available roday- and especially witl1 the ones recommended above- you should be able to see what you're doing more clea rly than
ever before.

Summary
~Color

monitors are essential for color graphics, but they're overkill for most other tasks. Gray
scale is less expensive, and black-and-white, cheapest of all, is quite adequate for word processing, number crunching, and data processing.

~Choose

a monitor that can display the minimum page area you need to see at one time (a half
page, a full page, or two facing pages); use pixel dimensions, not tube size, as a barometer of
displayed page area.

~

Pixel densities of or close to 72 ppi are best for work that requires a true WYSIWYG display. At
pixel densities above 78 ppi, the screen image is noticeably smaller than the printed page; at
between 78 and 84 ppi, however, text is often sharper and easier to read.

~

Most displays, especially large ones, have some sort of visual flaw, but most flaws these days are
relatively minor. The important thing is that the flaws that do exist shouldn't irritate you. A bent
upper-left corner is not that difficult to live with, for example, while poor focus or significant
distortion definitely are.

~Antiglare

coatings can reduce brightness and contrast and blur the screen image. If your work
environment permits, choose a monitor with minimal antiglare treatment or none at all.

~

If possible, pick a monitor whose brightness control can be turned up higher than you currently
need; as the display ages, you'll be able to compensate for the inevitable dimming of the display's
phosphor coating.

~Unless you're

buying a monitor for a compact Mac, don't base your decision on the kind of
software Of any) that comes with the monitor. If your first pick monitor doesn't come with the
utilities you want, you can always buy comparable programs sepa rately.
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Whereto buy
AppleColor High-Resolution
RGB Monitor
($1 ,647, 8-blt; $1,798, 24-bit)
12n RGB Display
($1,247, 8-bit; $1398, 24-bit)
12n Monochrome
($947, gray scale)
Portrait Display
($1747, gray scale)
Two-Page Monochrome Display
($2,797, gray scale)
Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 9501 4
408-996-10 I0
800-776-2333
Gray-Vision Two-Page Display
($2,995, gray scale)
ChromaVIsion 2-J>age Display
($5,995, 8-bit; $6,995, 24-bit)
CalComp
65 River Road
Hudson, NI-l 03051
603-885-8031
800-696-374 1
MegaScreen 19" ($1,499, b&w;
$2,065, gray scale)
Dotronix
160 f irst St. , SE
New Brighton, M:-.1 551 12
612-633-1742
Full-Page Monochrome
Display ($495, b&w)
1\vo Page Monochrome
System ($895, b&w)
Ehman
P.O. Box 2126
Evanston, WY 82931
307-789-3830
800-257-1666

ColorPage T16
($2,995, 8-bit; $3,995, 24-bit)
TX ($3,795, 8-bit; $5,195, 24bit)
1'19 ($5,495, 8-bit; $7,395, 24bit)
E-Machines
9305 SW Gemini Dr.
Be~tve non , OR 97005
503-646-6699
800-344-7274
Mac II Color System
($4,395, 8-bit; $5,690, 24-blt)
Monochrome Display
($995, b&w)
Generat ion Systems
2648 Patton Road
St. Paul, MN 551 13
612-633-5222
800-325-5811
Index Portrait Monitor
($ 579, b&w)
MacTel Technology
3007 N. Lamar
Austin, TX 78705
512-451-2600
800-950-8411
MegaGraphics Rival
($1,698-$1,848, b&w)
16" Color 2008 Hi-Res Svstem
($3,595, 8-bit; $6,795, 24-bit)
19" Color 2008 Hi-Res Syste m
($5,948, 8-bit; $9,148, 24-bit)
tVIegaGraphics
805-484-3799
800~187-6342

PixeiView I ($477, b&w)
Mirror Technologies
2644 Patton Road
Roseville, MN 55113
612-633-4450
800-654-5294

One-Page Display ($795, b&w)
.Mobius Technologies
5835 Doyle
Emeryville, CA 94608
415-654-0556
800-669-0556
Viking 3/ 72 ($1 ,295 b&w;
$1,990, gray scale),
Viking 3/2400 M ($2,090, b&w)
Monitenn
5740 Green Circle
Minnetonka, MN 55343
6 12-935-4151
800-933-5740
Nutmeg 19 ($1,299, b&w;
$1,499, gray scale)
Nutmeg Systems
25 South Ave.
New Canaan, Cf 06084
203-966-3226
800-777-84 39
PCPC U/19
($4,995, 8 -bit; $5,995, 24-bit)
PCPC U/21
($3,658, 8-bit; $4,858, 24-bit)
ShadowGraph
($1,595, gray scale)
P.C.P.C.
4710 Eisenhower Blvd., Bldg. A4
Tampa , FL 33643
8 13-884-3092
800-622-2888

QM880 ($1,099, gray scale)
QM885 ($1,069, gray scale)
Qume Corporatio n
500 Yosemite Dr.
Milpitas, CA 95035
408-942-4000
800-457-4447
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Monochrome Pivot
($1,694-$1,840, gray scale)
Color Pivot ($2,790, 8-bit)
Radius Color Display
($5,290, 8-bit; $7,690, 24-bit)
TPD/21 ($2,390 b&w;
$3,190, gray scale)
Radius
P.O. Box 201960
Austin, TX 78720
408-434-101 0
800-227-2795
Genius Dual Page Monitor
($1,395, b&w)
Ranger Technologies. Inc.
313 East Second Sr.
Hastings, MN 55033
612-437-2233
ClearVue/11 ($1,795, b&w;
$2,195, gray scale)
ClearVue/SE
($1,795, b&w)
XU Trinitron System
($1,999, 8-bit; $3,999, 24-bit)
RasterOps
2500 Walsh Ave.
Santa Clara, CA 95051
408-562-4200
800-468-7600

Rela..x/ lkegami Trinitron
System ($3,689, 8-bit)
Ikegami Gray-scale Package
($1,659, gray scale)
Relax Technology
3101 Whipple Road
Union City, CA 94587
41 5-471-6.1.12
4l 5-471-6267 (FAX)
SilverVlew ($1,999, b&w;
$2,399, gray scale)
L-View Multi-Mode
($1,999, b&w)
PageView Multi-Mode
($1,199, b&w)
Sigma ColorMax 8/ 24
($6,095, 8-bit; $6,695, 24-bit)
Sigma Designs
46501 Landing Pk~')'.
Fremont, CA 94538
415-770-0100
800-845-8086

19" Platinum Display
($1,898 b&w; $2,398 gray
scale)
Plati.nwn Two-Page Display
($2,298, b&w;
$2,798, gray scale)
19" Trinitron Color Display
($5,199, 8-bit; $7,199, 24-bit)
19" SuperMatch Color Display
($3,799, 8-bit; $5,799, 24-bit)
SuperMac Technology
485 Potrero Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
408-245-2202
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by Lon Poole

In this chapter...
v What system software is and what it does.

v
v
v

v
v

Compared: System 7 and older versions of system
software.
Which system version is best for you.
Mixing versions of system software.
Capabilities System 7 has that older system
software lacks.
Where to get system software.
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he application ~rograms and desk accessories with which you get work
done on a Macintosh depend on an underlying foundation of system software.
For example, the application program tells the system software the titles of its menus
and d1eir contents, and the system software displays the tides in d1e menu bar,
notices when you click in d1e menu bar, shows the appropriate menu, and tells
the application program which item you chose. Similarly, d1e system software
manages windows, dialog boxes, keyboard entry, transferring information to and
from disks, and a host of other basic operations. By handling basic operations, d1e
system software effects a consistent look and med1od of operation among all
application programs.

T
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Much of d1e system software is located in
the computer's permanent memory, which is
called ROM(read-only memory). The System ftle
contains additional system software, and so do
other items in me System Folder (or in special
folders inside d1e System Folder). One of d10se
items, the Finder, is a special component of
system software that lers you manage your disks
and their contents. Portions of the System file,
Finder, and other items in the System Folder are
transferred to the computer's mem01y at start-up
time, and otl1er po1t ions are transferred as needed.

Picking a version
Because part of d1e system software resides on
disk in the System Folder, you can easily replace it
with a new, improved version. Apple revises d1e
system software periodically to add new capabilities, improve performance, and fn:: problems that
tum up. There are two versions of Macintosh
system solhvare in widespread use today. The
most recent, System 7, has many more capabilities
d1an the various versions of System 6 that some
people still use. l hose people stick wim me older
system software because it requires less RAM
(random-access memory), doesn't need a hard
drive, and works wid1 all older application
programs and utility software. Also, System 7
doesn't work wid1 the oldest Macintosh models d1e Mac 128K, 512K, 512KE, and XL- so those
systems must use older system software.
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System 7 requires at least 2MB of RAI\-1. You'll need more than the minimum 2i'viB
if you use large or complex application programs or if you want to open several
programs at once. A5 a rule of thumb . figure you 'll need l~IB more than you need
w ith older system software. You'll enjoy System 7 more if your Macintosh has at least
4MB of RAM. See "Where to get system software'' for details on obtaining System 7.
A standard installation of System 7 uses about 3MB of disk space. You 'll need
more space if you install additional fonts, printer software, or other software that
extends the standard system-software capabilities.
For Macintosh users whose machines have enough RAM and a hard disk, System
7 is the best version of system software. You might want to continue using older
system software if your Macintosh doesn't have enough memory for System 7 and
you can't install any more memo1y in your computer (it won't hold any more or you
ca n't afford more). You mi ght have to continue using older system software if
someone else in your company has decided you may not move up to System 7 yet.

Where to get system software
Apple ships System 7 w ith all new Macintosh
models except those few w ith less d1an 2MB of
IV\Jv! and no hard disk. If you already own a
Macintosh and want to upgrade it, you can
obtain System 7 from a variety o f sources:

•!• Buy the System 7 package from an Apple
aud1orized dealer, VAR (value-added
reseller), or other reseller. The S99 price
includes the installation disks, the complete
set of Apple manuals and training disks,
and 90 days of phone support direct from
Apple. A 5349 group upgrade kit includes
the software on CD-ROM, a set o f user
manuals, and a special upgrade book for
group suppo11 personnel. Individuals in the
group can upgrade over d1e network from
the CD-ROM.

•!• Buy a set of installation disks from a user
group th at has a license to distribute system
softwa re. These usually cost $30 to 540
per set. T1y BMCG at 415-549-2684 or
BCS • Mac at 617-625-7080. Or contact
d1e Apple User Group Clearinghouse at
800-538-9696 fo r the name and number
of th e user group nearest you.

•!• Copy the System 7 installation disks from
a person, group, or business. Unless your
source has a license from Apple to distribute
system software, such copying is technically
illegal. Apple has not yet sued anyone for
copying system software, however. l:i!il
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._ You might want to continue
using older system softwat·e
ifyour Macintosh doeS1z't
have enough memory f or
System 7 and you catz't
itzstall any more memory
in your computer.
"

You might need to continue using older system
software until you can upgrade all your application
programs and utility software to versions compatible
with System 7. (For more infom1ation on compatibility,
see "System 7 compatibility" in this chapter.) If you
must use older system software, version 6.0.5 is the
best bet for most Macintosh models; later versions are
OK. If you have a Classic, LC, Ilsi, or backlit Portable,
you must use System 6.0.7 or later. A Macintosh 512KE
should use version 2.0.1 ; a Macintosh 512K or XL
should use version 1.1; and a Macintosh 128 should
use System 2.0/Finder 4.1.

Mixing systems
Like many Macintosh users, you may have access to more than one Macintosh. Or
your Macintosh may be connected to a network with others. In either scenario, some
computers may use System 7 while others use older system software, such as System
6. All computers on a network must use compatible versions of LaserWriter software.
Od1erwise d1e printer must be reinitialized whenever someone uses it with a version
of LaserWriter software different than the previous user's version.
System 7 and System 6 can coexist on d1e same network if System 6 users install
LaserWriter software version 6.1 or the version that comes with System 7. To install
LaserWriter 7, d1ey must use the Installer program on t11e System 7 "Printing" disk;
dragging the LaserWriter icon from dm disk to d1eir System Folders will not work.
When using disks with System 6 after using them wid1 System 7, you see two
automatically created folders. The Desktop Folder contains icons that were on the
System 7 desktop. The Trash folder contains items you dragged to the Trash and left
there in System 7. When you restart your Macintosh witl1 System 7 after using older
system software, the Finder may automatically rebuild its desktop database on me
start-up hard disk. You lose all info window comments in t11e process.

System 7 boiled down
TI1e system software that ships wid1 today's Macintosh - System 7- is far more
capable and sophisticated than older system software. The new system software's
improvements let you:
•:• Access and organize files on your disks faster and easier wim a greatly improved
and omnipresent Finder.
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•:• Open several programs concurrently (memo1y permining) and have unattended
tasks done in the background while you continue working.
•:• Use disk space as if ir were memory for opening programs and documents
(though not on a Mac Plus, SE, Classic, LC, or Portable).
•:• Share files with other computers networked to your Macintosh.

+ See sharp text at any size on any screen, printer, or other output device.
•:• Be cool witl1 color windows and icons (requires a color monitor).
All these capabilities are available with the programs you have now. With many
new or upgraded programs since System 7 became available in May 1991, you
can also:
•:• Remain proficient in a wider variety of programs and learn new ones more easily
by using interactive help.
•:• Have copied materiaJ in a document automatically updated when the original
material in another document (which can be on anomer Mac in your network) is
changed.
•:• Link programs to merge their capabilities.
•:• Get data from large databases on other computers with one simple menu
corrunand.
\'<'ith all tl1ese improvements, you might expect System 7 to be overly complex,
but it looks and feels amazingly like older system software. If you're used to older
system software, you could upgrade your Macintosh to System 7 and barely know its
new capabilities exisL As tl1e days and weeks pass, you could explore the new
system software at your own pace. The remainder of this chapter describes the new
capabilities as you might ftrst encounter tl1em.

Balloon help
One of the most noticeable changes in System 7 is in the menu bar. It has two
new permanent menus at its right end, the Help menu and the Application menu.
The Help menu gives the Macintosh tl1e means to explain itself. You use its Show
Balloons command to turn on System 7's optional balloon help, which gives you a
description of objects you see on screen (see Figure 10-1). Aside from balloons
appearing and disappearing, everytl1ing works normally when balloon help is on.
You may perceive a slight delay as help balloons come and go, especially if you use
a slower Macintosh.
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Help menu
Use this menu to get
information that helps
you use your computer.

Figure 10-1: Choosing Show Balloons fromthe Help menu (permanently located near the right
end of the menu bar) turns on balloon help. With balloon help on, you place the pointer over
an object and a concise description of it appears in a cartoon-style balloon. It's like having
someone stand over your shoulder and describe objects on the screen to you.

Balloon help knows about all standard objects in the Macintosh inrerface.
However, it cannot describe a specific program's menu commands, window contenrs, dialog boxes, and so forth unless the program has been revised to include
the nccess;uy help balloons.
Each program can add items ro the 1-lelp menu for accessing other types of
help, such as how-to help. For example, the Finder adds a Finder Shortcuts item
that displays a list of u·icks for using d1e Finder.

Multitasking
You will need balloon help, and your wits about you, to get used to System
7's multitasking capabilities unless you already use Muhirinder with System 6.
Wid1 System 7, multitasking is no longer optional. The Pinder is always available
without quitting the program you're using. and you ca n have as many programs
open simultaneously as will fit in your computer's memory.
Multitasking's valuable benefits can have disorienting side effects. For instance,
you may think the program you're using has unexpectedly quit, when actually
you switched to another open program by cl icking one of its windows. You must
condition yourself to look at the menu bar when you need to know which open
program is currently active. The active program's icon appears at me right end of
me menu bar as the placeholder for me new Application menu. TI1at menu lists
the programs d1at ~1re open; choosing a program makes it the active program.
The Applicalion menu also lets you llicle program windows wid1out closing them
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Figure 10-2: The Application menu's icon at the right end of the menu bar tells you which

program is active. The menu itself lists all currently open programs below the gray dividing
line. Choosing a program makes it the active program. The first command hides (but doesn't
quit) the active program and switches to another open program. The Hide Others command
hides the windows of all open programs except the active program.

or qullt mg programs, thereby reducing window clutter. Figure 10-2 shows d1e
Application menu wim several programs open.
Programs mat know how can op erate in the background by using System 7's
multitasking capabilities. Background programs operate duri11g d1e inte1vals often only split seconds long - when the active program isn't using the computer. Background programs can't use d1e menu bar or inreract directly with you
in any od1e r way. They can, however, recalculate spreadsheets, back up disks,
print documents, sort databases, copy documents and folders, send and receive
electronic mail, and more.
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The Apple menu's new role
The Applica tion menu takes over listing open programs from the Apple menu
(which does that with MultiFinder active in older system software). Now the
Apple menu has a new role. IL expedites opening anythin g you use frequently.
Any item you ca n open using the Finder you can put in tl1e Apple menu and
open it by choosing it tl1ere. 111is includes documents, application programs,
desk accessories, folders, control panels, and even fonts and sounds.
You put an item in me Apple menu by dragging it into the Apple Menu Items
folder, which is inside the System Folder. The item becomes instantly available
in the Apple menu. (No need to resta1t your Macintosh.)
Desk accessories no longer have ro be in the Apple menu. You now open
them like regular application programs, for example by double-clicking tl1eir
icons. You c;m still install desk accessories in the Apple menu by dragging tl1em
to the Apple Menu Items folder. You do not use the Font/DA Mover utility
p rogram.

Color windows and icons
Aside from the new system-wide menus (Apple, Help, and Application), me
most pervasive change in System 7 is its use of color. Trendy three-dimensional
shading modernizes all types of standard windows and dialog boxes - on
monitors displaying at least 16 grays or 256 colors, that is. This doesn't do much
to improve your productivity, but it sure makes you feel better when you see a
NeXT computer.
You choose one shading tint for all windows from nine tints listed in a pop-up
menu in the Color control panel. The window tint you choose will not apply to
tool palettes and special-ptuvose windows created by some application programs
until those programs have been upgraded for System 7.

"

Aside from the new systemwide ·me1ms (Apple, Help,
and Applicatio1l), the most
pervasive change in System
7 is its use of color.
~

Additionally, standard Apple icons have threedimensional shading on monitors displaying at least
16 colors or grays. Most other icons are black and
white, though software developers will probably add
color when they upgrade their products for System 7.
You can customize any icon by pasting a picture
from a painting or drawing program into tl1e icon's
Get l nfo window.
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Figure 1D-3: List views show folder structure with an indented outline. To expand a folder and
list its contents, click the triangle next to the fold er's icon. Tq collapse a fold er and hide its
contents, click the triangle again.

New views
As soon as you start using System 7 you notice the myriad improvements in
the Finder. For instance, now you can see, se lect, and reorganize items from
different folders in the same window. All list views (name, size, kind, and so
forth) display folders and their contents in an indented outline format. The
levels of indentation in rhe outline clearly diagram d1e structure of your nested
folders. You expand or collapse any level in the outline to shmv or hide me
corresponding folder's contents by clicking a triangle next to the folder's icon
(see Figure 10-3).
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l11e new Finder gives you conu·ol over d1e format and content of its windows.
You select options using the Views control panel , and your settings immediately
affect all windows. You set the font and size of item names and window headings for all views. You also set an alignment med1od for icon and small icon
views. For list views (name, size, kind, and so fotth), you select rJ1e icon size
(tiny, small, or standard) and pick which of six columns of infom1ation you want
to see: size, kind, label, elate, version, and comments. l n addition, you decide
\Vhether list views show folder sizes and whether the disk information that
formerly appeared only in icon views appears at rJ1e top of list views.

Finding items
:.Jo more hunting through folders and disks for lost items - a chore even wirJ1
the new outline views - nor waiting for the old, slow Find File desk accessory to
turn them up. Finder 7's Find command ftnds and fetches lost items for you
quickly. In its simplest form, d1e Find command looks through all disks whose
icons are on d1e desktop for an item whose name contains d1e text you specify. It
displays d1e first item it fmds, opening the folder that comains rJ1e item to show
the item in its native surroundings. You can find additional matching items with
the Find Again command (File menu).
The Find command has an exotic form as well. It lets you specify the type of
search: b}' name, size, kind, label, elate created, date modified, version, comments, or lock status. You also specify exactly what you want matched (for
example, you enter a date) and how you want it matched (for example, look for
items modified before the date you specif) 1). You can restrict the search to a
single disk or to d1e active window. Tf you want, the Find command will select all
the items it finds at once in an ourJine view.

Aliases
Although rJ1e new Find command is ve1y fast, it doesn't take d1e place of wellorganized disks. Finder 7's aliases aiel your organizing efforts immensely. Aliases
act like real items when you open them or drag items to d1em, but they are only
small (1K to 3K) stand-ins. An alias looks exactly like d1e original item except its
name is in itaLics and has the word alias as a suffi.x.
Aliases have a variety of uses, some of which are:
•:• Opening frequenrJy used programs, documents, and folders from the desktop
while the real items remain buded in nested folders.
•:• Adding items to the Apple menu without moving them from d1e folders tl1ey
are in.
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Figure 10-4: To select an item name for
editing, you either click the icon and
then press Return or Enter, or you click
the name itself. A box around the name
confirms that the name (not the icon)
is selected.

•:• Organizing documents and folders according to multiple fillng schemes
without duplicating items.
•:• Simplifying access to file servers and individual items on servers.
•:• Getting nearly automatic access to your Mac's hard drive(s) using a floppy disk
in any other Mac on the same network.

Editing icon names
Before you can edit d1e name of an alias, a folder, a document, or another
item in Finder 7, you must carefully select the name. Clicking an icon no longer
also selects d1e name for editing (see Figure 10-4). On the good side, you can no
longer accidentally, and perhaps unknowingly, rename a selected document or
folder by bumping the keyboard. On the bad side, you have to releam how to
change icon names.
Experienced Macintosh users will probably find the new method of editing
icon names one of the toughest changes to get used to because old editing habits
suddenly cause unexpected behavior.

System Folder renovation
NorJ1ing mentioned so far helps you organize rJ1e king of clutter, your System
Folder. Control panel documents here, starr-up documents rJ1ere, preference flies
everywhere - Finder 7 keeps such items in special new folders inside the System
Folder. Other new folders provide new features. All th e new folders have
distinctive folder icons which you can see in Figure 10-5.
Moreover, Finder 7 puts many items in rJ1eir proper places when you drag
them to the System Folder icon. However, some items from old System Folders
don't work right when they're put in the new Extensions, Control Panel, or
Preferences folders. You have to put stubborn old preference files, control
panels, and system extensions loose in the System Folder by dragging them to irs
window (nor to its icon).
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Figure 10-5: Special folders relieve System Folder ov e rc row~ i n g . The Control Panel folder, for
example, contains individual control panels.

You also install fonts by dragging their icons to the System Folder. You don't
use the FonrJ DA Mover utili[)' progmm any more. Finder 7 puts fLxed-size biunap
fonts and TrueType outline fonts in the System file for you. To remove or inspect
fonts, you open the System file as if it were a folder. Ead1 installed font has an
icon in the System ftle window, and opening a font icon displays some sample
text using that font. You remove a font by dragging irs icon to a folder or the
desktop. You in stall, inspect, and remove three other kinds of items like fonts.
They include system alett sounds (for use with the Sound control panel), keyboard layouts, and language system scripts.

Divided Control Panel
The Control Panel desk accessoty , like the System Folder, can become
overcrowded and hard to use \vith older system software. In System 7, the
sections of the Conu·ol Panel desk accessory are separate control panels, each of
which you open like an ordina ty application program (see Figure 10-6). They are
kept in a special Control Panel folder within the System Folder. For convenience,
an alias of the Control Panel folder appears in d1e Apple menu so you can open
the folder easily.
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Figure 10-6: In System 7, control panels are kept in a special folder instead of a desk
accessory. With the Control Panel folder open, you can rearrang e the individual control
panels in it by using the View menu or by dragging icons. You open one or more control
panels as you would any ordinary documents and each open control panel app ears in
its own window.

More Finder improvements
A number o f improvements to the Finder give you more control over its
windows. You can scroll automatically by dragging an item or a group of
selected items pas1 the active area of the window. Dragging into a window
corner scrolls diagonall y. Clicking d1e zoom box mnkes the window just large
enough to show all items in it. You can also select multiple items by dragging
over them in any view, not just in icon and small-icon views. Items are highlighted one-by-one as you drag over them, not en masse when you stop dragging. In addition, you ca n change the order of items in a list view by clicking a
colunm heading instead of using the Vie\v menu.
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A pop-up menu in the title bar of the aclive Finder window reveals me path
chrough your folder structure from the active window to Lhe disk comaining it.
l11e menu pops up when you press Command while clicking the window title.
You can open any folder along the path by choosing Lhe folder from tl1e
pop-up menu.
You can select an item in a Finder window or on the desktop witlmut using
the mouse. Typing an item's name or the first part of it selects the item. Otl1er
keystrokes select an item near the curremly selected item, open tl1e item, and
more. The deta ils are spelled out by the Finder Shortcuts command in Finder 7's
Help menu.
When you drag an item from one Finder window to a folder in an overlapping
window, Finder 7 keeps the deslination folder in view. Older Finders bring me
source window in from of an overlapping target window as soon as you begin
dragging. possibly covering tl1e destination folder. This feature only works when
you drag a single item. Selecting multiple items in an inactive window brings Lhat
window to the front.
Windows have become smarter and the Trash has become dumber (and safer).
Now the Trash is emptied only on your command. Unlike older Finders, Finder 7
does not fuss if you delete application programs and system files. It also lets you
drag locked items to the Trash, but won't delete them until you unlock them.
Finder 7 lets you classify folders, programs, and documents by labeling Lhem
witl1 a word or phrase. On systems able to display colors or gray shades, labeling
an item also colorizes it. You label items using the Label menu, which replaces
Lhe Color menu that older Finders have on color systems. l11en you can view
Finder window contents arranged by label. You can also search for items by label
with tl1e Find command. You change the seven label names and colors wim Lhe
new Labels control panel.

Directory dialog improvements
The directory dialog boxes you get when you use Open and Save As commands from any program work more than ever like a one-window Finder. As
always, a single directoty window lists tl1e contents of one folder or disk at a
time, alphabetically by name. l11c directoty window now uses compressed-style
text for names longer man 25 characters.
For the first time, directoty dialog boxes provide a vie\v of tl1e desktop and let
you open disks and other items on it. In fact, opening a disk at tl1e desktop level
is the new me[hod of switching disks. Figure l0-7 illustrates me new metl1od.
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Figure 10-7: In Open, Save As, and other directory dialog boxes, you get to the desktop level
by choosing Desktop from the pop-up menu or by clicking the Desktop button.

You can now open items and move through folders in any directory dialog
box using the keyboard as well as the mouse. For example, ryping k selects the
first item d1at begins wid1 t11e letter K or k. Older system software doesn't allow
this keyboard navigation in Save or Save As dialog boxes, where you must use
the keyboard to edit the name of the item you're saving. In System 7, a heavy
black border around a Save or Save As dialog's directory window tells you that
your ryping will select an item in d1e window. The Save or Save As dialog boxes
of some programs also include a new bunon that you can click to create a new
folder. In addition, you can use the Edit menu to cut. copy, and paste while
editing the name of an item you're saving.

TrueType
Almost all programs display and print smood1 tex1 at any size using System Ts
TmeType fonts, which are variable-size outline fonts similar to the PostScript
fonts that look so sharp on LaserWriters. (Programs d1at restrict your selection of
text sizes can't take full advantage of TmeType fonts.) Old-style fonts still work.
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Figure 10-8: Text looks lumpy when displayed or
printed with fixe d-size fonts unless you stick to
installed sizes (top). Apple's TrueType font
technology, a standard part of System 7, makes
all sizes look good on any screen or printer
(bottom). Tru eType's spacing doesn't always
match fixed-font spacing (compare the 11 -point
and 16-point samples here) because it's
designed to better match the PostScript
equivalents in a LaserWriter.

They look good ar their fJXecl sizes and
look Jumpy when scaled to other sizes.
Figure 10-8 illustrates the difference
between TrueTrpe and fLxecl-size fonts.
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TrueType fonts save disk space u· you
use large sizes or if you have a printing
device that uses screen fonts.
ImageWrirers, fax modems, ink-jet
printers, and laser printers without PostScript no longer need the double, triple.
or quadruple fixed sizes that rake up lots of disk space.
LaserWriters and other PostSa ·ipt devices use PostScript fonts instead of
equivalent TrueType fonrs. If a document contains a TrueType font that has no
PostScript equivalent, System 7 smoothly scales the TrueType font to the resolution of the outpul device.

Extending memory
Less flashy than TrueType fonts but probably more important to your productivity are System Ts two means of Jening you use more memory. Some Macintosh
models can access more RAM (random-access memory) by using System 7's 32bit addressing feature. To turn it on and off, you use the new Memory control
panel. With 4MB RAM SIMMs installed, for example, turning on 32-bit addressing
lets you use lOMB of RANI on an LC, 17MB on a llsi, and 32MB on a llci or llfx.
If 32-bit addressing is off, you can only use 8MB of RAM regardless of the
amount installed.
Your old programs may not all be compatible with 32-bit addressing. Apple
has been exhorting developers to make their products "32-bit clean" since 1987,
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but not all have. Mac II, !Lx, Ilcx, and SE/30 models cannot use 32-bit addressing
because their ROJ\·Is (per111anent read-only memory) are incompatible with it.
.\·lac Classic, SE, Plus, and Portable models ca n't use 32-bit addressing because
their 68000 cenu·al processing units don't support it.
You may be able to increase the amoum of memory available on your
Macintosh without installing more RAM. System 7 ca n transpa rently use part of a
hard disk as additional memory. This extra memory, ca lled virtual memory, lets
you open more p rograms at once and increase the amount of memory each
program gets when you open it. Virtual memory lets you get by with less RAl\-1.
You buy only as much as you need for average use, not for peak use.
To use virt ual memory, you need a block of hard drive space as large as the
total amount of memory you wa nt available (RAM plus virtlral memory) . You use
the :\-!emory control panel to set up virtual memory .
Virtual memory only works on a Macinrosh equipped with a paged memory
management unit (PMMU). The SE/30, Ilcx, Ilx , !lsi, llci, and Ilfx models aLl have
PM:\-IUs, and a Mac II can be retrofiuecl w itl1 one. All LC can be upgraded w ith
an nccelerator board contain ing a P.'-.1,vi U. However, a Mac Plus, SE, Classic, or
Ponable with such an accelerator can't use virtual memory because its R0\1 lacks
some necessary information.

File sharing
If your .\lacinrosh is coi1J1ected to others in a net\vork, System 7 lets you share
hard drives, folders, and the files in them with other net\vork users. You can
access folders and disks others have made available to you. You can also make
your folders and disks available to otl1ers on the network (including those using
System 6 w ith AppleShare client software). Before you can share your disks or
folders, you must configure your Macinrosh as an AppleShare ftle server with the
ne\v Sharing Setup control panel. To share one of your disks or folders with
others, you select it and use the Finder's new Sharing command to display the
item's sharing information window. There you specify who can see tl1e item's
folders, see its files. and make changes to it. You can grant these access privileges differently to tl1e owner of the item (usually you) , to one otl1er registered
user or group of registered users you designate, and to everyone else. You
identify registered users, set their passwords, and create groups of users with the
new Users & Groups conu'O! panel. Another new control panel, File Sharing
.\Jionitor, lets you see who is sharing what and how busy they're keeping your
Macintosh. You can also use Lhat control panel to disconnect individual users
who are sharing your folders and disks.
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"

To share another Mac's folder or disk, you use the Chooser desk accessory.
It lists as AppleShare file servers the names of all computers that are sharing
their folders and disks. After you choose one, the Chooser asks you to connect
as a guest or a registered user and then presents a list of items you may share.
Accessing someone else's folders or disks is considerably slower than accessing
your own. Also, your computer's perfom1ance de-grades markedly while others
share your folders or disks. For best perfo1mance,
especially in networks with more than ten active
users, everyone can put folders to be shared on the
hard drive of a Macintosh dedicated to sharing its files
Your Maci11tosh should
have at least 2.5MB ofRAM (a dedicated file server).

ifyou want to open more
than a single midsize
program (and maybe a
desk accessory m· two as
wen) while sharing your
folders or disks.
"

Your Macintosh should have at least 2.5MB of
RAM if you want to open more than a single midsize
program (and maybe a desk accessory or two as well)
while sharing your folders or disks. Sharing items with
others increases your system's memory usage by at
least 250K. That leaves only about 6oOK for opening
programs on a 2MB Mac.

Live copy/paste
Some programs use System 7 to let you share infom1ation dynamically among
documents. Because the sharing is dynamic, changing the original infom1ation
automatically updates copies of it wherever they are. Think of it as live copy-andpaste. TI1e automatic updating extends to computers interconnected on a network, so a document on your computer can dynamically share infonnation from
a document on another networked Macintosh. By contrast, copying and pasting
shares information statically and on one Macintosh only.
You make a live copy of material you have selected by publishing an edition
of it. You include copies of the material in a document by subscribing to the
edition. Figure 10-9 diagrams the procedure. Information can only be shared
dynamically among documents created by programs that include Edit menu
commands for publishing and subscribing. You won't find these commands in
the programs made before May 1991, because developers must upgrade those
older programs to include publishing and subscribing commands.

Accessing data
The programs made before May 1991 must also be upgraded to take advantage of System 7's Data Access Manager (DAM). Il provides a common, simple
method for getting data from a variety of large databases resident on host
computers of all brands and sizes. You can usually recognize a program that
supp011s the DAM by the Open Que1y command in its File menu.
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Shoes
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Figure 10-9: Publishing material from a document creates a live copy of the material in an
edition file on disk. Any number of other documents (on your Mac or other networked Macs)
include live copies of the material by subscribing to the edition. When you change th e original
material and save the document it's in, the edition is automatically updated. Every subscribing
document learns of the update ri ght away, or if it's closed, the next time it is opened.

To get data, you use d1e Open Que1y command to open a query document

iliat describes me type of data you wanl. A dialog box describes what you will
get if you enter me information it requests and click a button to start me query.
For example, it may ask you to enter your name and password and select a rype
of report. Then behind the scenes me query document and me DAM connect to
d1e host computer, request me information using d1e arcane commands of d1e
host database, obtain d1e information, and paste it into your documenr.

Program linking
System 7 paves me way for programs to work toged1er. While you work in
one program, you will be able to use the commands and tools of other programs
made by different software vendors. For example, a word processing program
could get spell-checking services from a second program, d1esaurus se1v ices from
a third program, outlining services from a fou1th, indexing services from a fifth,
and so on. You could combine program modules a Ia cmte instead of settling for
a packaged TV dinner. You might pick an elaborate outlining module, a mesaurus, and no drawing module, whereas the next person might want an elaborate
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drawing module, no thesaurus, and basic outlining. Not only would you get a
word processor you really like, you could also use the same spelling checker
(and the same spelling dictionary) with other programs.
Program linking relies on System 7's ft<tmework for information interchange,
called AppleEvems. It lets any program send messages to other programs. System
7 stores AppleEvents messages sent to a closed program and forwards the
messages when the program is next opened. lt also dispatches messages across a
network to programs on another Macintosh.

Getting used to System 7
So many new features and capabilities may sound intimidating. Remember,
though, that you can learn how to use most of them at your own pace. Take
your time exploring the many Finder improvements. Wait on file sharing, vitt ual

System 7 compatibility
Almost all application programs, desk
accessories, control panels, system e},.1ensions
(startup documents), and other softwa re
works with tJ1e various versions of System 6,
and a great deal of it works with System 7.
Some older programs have minor cosmetic
flaws that won't affect their operation. Some
lose minor capabilities but are still able to
function. A number of older programs don't
work with 32-bit addressing nuned on or
with virtual memoty active. Several important
System 7 capabilities - balloon help. publish
and subsctibe, program linking, and data
access - don't work in a program until its
developer updates it to take advantage of
them. Lesser improvements such as separate
large and small icon designs, color icons, and
the New Folder bunon in the Save As dialog
box may also require software revision.
Although System 7 itself is quite rugged,

you should expect more system crashes
using it than System 6.0.5 or 6.0.7 until you
upgrade your orher software to versions
made for System 7.
So that you don't have to crash-test all your
software, Apple includes wid1 System 7 a
utility program called Compatibility Checker.
It checks your application programs, desk
accessories, system extensions, and control
panels against information that Apple
compiled from software developers. Compatibility Checker reports each item on your
disks known not to work with System 7 along
\vitJl a phone number to call for an upgrade.
The utility also lists older version items that
work as well as newer version items. l11e
older and more obscure Lhe software, the
more likely it is to have serious problems
until it has been upgraded for System 7. ml
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memory, and 32-bit addressing until you need them. Turn on balloon help only
when you find it beneficial. Figure our publishing and subscribing (live copy/
paste) and clara access when you get programs that include d1em.
System 7 brings only a few changes you must face from the moment you
begin using it. You can't dodge multitasking; you must get used to having
multiple programs open at once. Also, you have to relearn a few basic skills like
editing icon names and using the standard directOJy dialog boxes for opening
and saving items. You upgrade to System 7 not for the changes it forces on you
immediately, but for the possibilities it offers.

Summary
,..., The Finder, which is always available with System 7, lets you access and organize files on
your disks.
,..., System Ts multitasking allows several programs to be open concurrently (memory permitting)
and allows tasks to continue unattended in the background while you work in the foreground.
~Virtual

memory lets you use disk space as if it were RAM for opening programs and documents
(though not on a Mac Plus, SE, Classic, standard LC, or Portable). File sharing lets you share
folders, disks, and files with others on the same network.

~Variable-size

TrueType fonts let you see sharp text at any size on any screen, printer, or other
output device.

~Color windows

and icons jazz up a Mac with a color or gray-scale monitor.

Whereto buy
System 7 ($99, single; $349 group)
Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, C:\ 950 14

408-996-10I 0
800-776-2333
(Customer service)

by David Pogue

In this chapter...
v Defining utilities and understanding how they affect
your computing environment.

v
v

Learning which ones you really need, and what
you'll have to pay.
Mini-reviews of dozens of competitors.

v Unequivocal recomm endation of utilities in each
category.
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ther than the company whose monthly bills go up •·vhen you use your
Mac, what's a 11tility?

In the Macintosh world, a utility is a program that makes your work easier or
more efficient. For the purposes of d1is chapter, let's refine d1e definition even
further: utilities affect your actual compttling environment bur don't help you
process the work itself. A llliliry usuaUy doesn't need a Print command, because you
don't use it to generate actual output, as you would with a spreadsheet or w ord
processor; instead, a utiliry aJfects \Vhat you see on the screen, how your hard d isk
handles clara, and other aspecrs of the computer itself.
There are hundreds of utilities for the Mac. Many are sold by established sofcv-:are
companies; many more are shareware, wrinen by individuals and distributed
informally- either made available to the public through the online networks like
CompuServe and America Online, or distributed through Mac user groups. As a
general rule, you pay more for commercial software and you get better service technical help , for example, and upgrades.
So what kinds of utilities are there? Hard disk lllililies protect and manage you r
hard drive, including leaing you rescue clara you might have assumed \Vas emsed or
corrupted. Dqji·agmellters/ojJtimizers comb the disk surface for Hies that, for want of
space, have had ro be stored in pieces, and reassemble them, making you r disk
faster. Technically, backup programs are utilities, too, but you'll find them described
in Chapter l 3. Vims proleclion soflware w atches out for, and helps cure infections
by, computer viruses - malignant, self-cloning programs that spread from disk to
disk. Macro soflware lets you automate repetitive tasks on d1e Mac - typing your
rerum address, fetching a logo from the Scrapbook, or downloading your e-mail
and printing it unattended, for example.

Screen savers automatically darken the Mac screen after a few idle minutes, to
prevent whatever's on the screen from permanently burning into the phosphor of
your monito r. File n1etnagemen1 utilities help you find (or delete, copy, or rename)
files or launch programs, without returning to
t.he Finder. Compressiou progmms encode
(shrink) files, making them easier to store on
disk or transmit by modem. Fonl and desk
David Pogue is a Mac world contributing
access01y utilities let you install typefaces and
editor, a theater composer, and author of
DAs without having to use Apple's somewhat
the play HARD DRIVE, the first Macintosh
unfriendly Font/DA Mover progra m.

About the author

thriller. He lives in New York City where h(3
is also a magician, computer instru ctor,
and Broadway conductor.

And in the miscellaneous category, there are

scree/1-cetplttre programs, co!orizer/cuslomizers,
MttltiFillder enbancements, jJCIItiliollillg soflware,
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and dozens more; in fact, once you've installed even a few of these utilities,
you'll probably need an Ji'v7T manager just to help you switch them all on and off.
The point is rbat there are hundreds of programs available that aren't even
work processors- they're /'dac processors. Most are heavily advertised, and they
all clamor for ~'our software dollars. I\ot only would it be prohibiti;·ely expensive
to buy all of them, bur utilities often conflict with each other ... so it's best to be
selective. In this chapter, you'll get a glimpse of most of these products, find out
\vhether or not you really need them, and get some advice on picking the best
from each category.

Hard disk recovery software
What they do:

Help recover clara from a crashed disk; restore trashed files.

Who needs them:

Anyone with a hard drive who uses the Mac more than once
a month.

Least you'll pay:

$80.

Examples:

SUM ll , Norton Utilities, 91 1 UtiJities, l\·1ac Tools Deluxe.

There is no lousier experience than having something go wrong with your hard
disk, and losing a lifetime of data. You turn on your ,'viae as usual, but only the
blinking question-mark disk icon appears. You sit there, panicked, denial welling, as
one revelation after another da\vns on you: You didn't back up. It's Friday at 7 p.m.,
and no dealer will be open till ~-1onday. You could ca ll your consulranr, but the
phone number is on the dead disk.
Nowadays, you're o ften not entirely sunk. Hard drive failures fall into several
categories; only if the disk's platters won't even spin do you have to take the
thing to a dealer and even then your data's not necessarily gone. If the problem
is anything else - a corrupted directory. accidental erasure, bad sectors - then
hard disk utiliL~' programs give you a fighting chance of recovering your files. The
four major hard disk protection kits are 911 Utilities, Symantec Utilities for the
Macintosh, Mac Tools Deluxe, :111cl 'Jonon Utilities; any of them can usually
rescue at least some of the data on the disk.
SUM, Mac Tools Deluxe, and Norton Utilities work in much the same way. The
first portion of each manual has the hysterical reader in mind, fearuring huge type,
shaded pages, and an-ow-driven flow charts. The program and manual carefully \valk
you through a series of evaluative questions: Are we fi..xing a hard disk or floppy?
Did the disk crash, or did you erase it by mistake? If I can recover some files,
what disk should I copy them to? (Ir helps to have a second hard disk, or a pile
of floppies, for this purpose.)
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Good news, bad news
Once you answer the questions, you're offered three methods for recoveting
data from the ailing disk. All four packages include a preventive INIT program
that, if you were smart, you inst~1lled when you got the program --that is, before
the crash. If this INIT watchdog was installed at the time of the crash, recovering
files is a cinch; assuming this directoty -tracking file is itself intact, you have a very
good chance of getting most of your data back by cl icking a single butwn.
If you didn't install the 1:'--llT - for example, if you bought the program because
your hard disk crashed- then you can try recovering files by their file headers
(using SUM, Mac Tools, or Notton Utilities). In this method, the program scours
the disk looking for specific programs' "footpiints." Unfortunately, each program
only recognizes a couple dozen file types- Word and Excel, of course, plus a
bunch of miscellaneous others - and only Mac Tools Deluxe provides a way to
teach it new ones.
Since d1e file-header method
wind up using Med1od Number
in search of anyd1ing d1at looks
minutes (Norton or Mac Tools),

only recognizes a few file types, you usually
111ree: a complete scan of d1e hard disk surface
like a ftle. After a long time (SUM) or a few
you see a list of hundreds of fLies.

BU( now anod1er emotional rollercoaster tide begins, because not every listed
file is marked "recoverable." Sometimes unimportant files are recoverable, but
your vital ones aren't. Worse, sometimes you recover a "recoverable" file - but
when you open it, you get a screenful of gibberish or a system crash.
Norton Utilities is d1e best of these programs. It's faster than SUM and shows
much more information about each recovered file than SUM or Mac Tools: name,
size, date modified, type, creator, and -most important - Recoverability. This
last piece of information (such as Poor, Very Good, Excellent, and so on) is
priceless, because it means you don't waste time trying to recover ftles d1at are
actuaUy long gone. Even bener, you can actually view any te>.'t contained within
any file Norton Utilities thinks it can recover. Viewing the text in a ftle gives you
something to go on when you have to decide whether or not to spend d1e time
and disk space to recover it. Mac Tools Deluxe also lets you view text in the
recovered files, and its manual is excellent.

Dial911
The core program of 911 Utilities, 1st Aid (not to be confused with Apple's
Disk First Aid), is considered anciUary to its manual, the impressive Troubleshooting Guide. This book explains hundreds of typical Mac error messages and
glitches, and tells you what to do in every single case. In its pages, you can fmd
out why "Some files were skipped" when copying them; what to do when you're
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told "This is not a Macintosh disk"; and even why "The Trash couldn't be
emptied." The 1st Aid program itself is much more of a hard-core data-recove1y
toolkit, without the tlashy gr".tphics and self-guiding screen-by-screen procedures
of Mac Tools or 1\orton Utilities. But it's mind-bogglingly good at rescuing data
from disks that the Mac insists it can't read. Other pluses: 911 Utilities includes
the excellent Virex virus-protection software, as well as its own file-recovery INlT,
called Complete Undelete. This cdev, also sold separately, is especially handy
because it lets you recover deleted flies instantly from within the Control Panel.
For a total hard disk security blanket, get Norton Utilities or Mac Tools, depending on which of tl1e included extra utilities appeal to you (see d1e end of the
chapter for lists).

Defragmenters/optimizers
What they do:

Place file data into contiguous sectors on the hard disk
surface, resulting in faster overall operation.

Who needs them:

Nobody, really- you can defragment manually. But these
do a better job, and they're automatic.

Least you'll pay:

S60, or nothing if you get a utility package.

Examples:

DiskExpress II, Speed Disk (Norton Utilities), SUM Tune-Gp,
Silverlining.

After you've used your hard drive a lot - creating files, erasing files - the
data on it begins to get fragmented. As tl1e Norton Utilities manual puts it:

Files are wril/en to physical~)' contiguous {segments ofyour- hard disk}.... Suppose
you have a 5K.file on your bard disk, immediatelyfollowed by a 15Kjlle. Jfyou
modify thefirstji'le so tbat it grows from. 5K to 12K, tbe e:x:tra part of that file must
be placed qjier tbe 15Kfile. fn other words, tbe ji'le becomes fragmented, and
reading it from disk takes longer.
As your bard disk's files become jrag men ted, the en I ire operation ofyour Mac
slou.,.s down. 77:Jal's because tbe bard disk bead bas to move faster and farther
around the disk swface to read a pa11icular.file- wbicb isn 't good for bard disk
longevity, either.

So how do you defragment a disk? Actually, you can do it \Vithout any utility
sof(';vare at all: just copy tl1e entire disk's contents to anO[her disk (or even to
floppy disks)- in other words, back up. Then erase the original hard disk
and copy the fLies back onto it. The result: eve1y file will once again be whole
and unfragmented.
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That method strikes some as being a little low-tech, however. With a
defragmenter program, you can sit back and relax while the computer does the
work for you, carefully copying bits and pieces of tiles all over tl1e disk surface,
laying tl1em end-to-end so that, by the time it's fmished, there are no fragmented
files left. The otl1er advantage of defragmenters is !:lm some of them can optimize
tl1e placement of the files. Instead of just putting your fLies back together again, it
also tries to position tl1em on the hard disk so that they'll be less likely to
refragment. For example, tl1e program might decide to put applications at the end
of tl1e disk, since they can be coumed upon not to change size from day to day.
Disk defragmenrers and defragmenter/optimizers are included in many hard
disk utility packages- the same ones that contain file-recovery utilities, for
example. SUM II, :'-J011on Utilities, the Silverlining hard disk fo1111aning software,
and Mac Tools Deluxe all include disk-optimizing software. Of these, the best is
Speed Disk, included with Norton Utilities. It's not only ve1y fast, but its graphic
display of the files on your hard drive is astonishing: documents, programs,
System files, and otl1er items are all color-coded (see Figure 11-1). As the
optimization proceeds, you can actually see the data shift position, gradually
consolidating until they're neatly organized (and all the free space on the disk is
in one contiguous chunk, in case you plan to use System 7's virtual memo1y
feature). And Speed Disk has one incredible, mind-expanding feature: a cursor
that, when dragged over the graphic "map" of your hard drive, identifies by name
every ftle whose graphic sector it touches. In otl1er words, you get ro see where
your flies are really kept on the physical disk surface, and precisely bow they've
had to be fragmented.

Take the express
There's one other inlportant possibility for people who want their hard drives
to be especially neat: DiskExpress n. This unique program is a cdev- a program
that you put in your System Folder and forget. It runs all tl1e time, in the background, continually and gradually defragmeming and optimizing your hard drive.
It not only tries to put things on the disk surface where they'll be least likely to
refragment, but it even studies your files, your work habits, and your disk usage
over a period of five days; then it really knows where to put things. (The recent
2.04 version has cured the instability problems you may have read about in
earlier versions.)
Whar could possibly be the disadvantage of DiskExpress II's automatic, in-thebackground approach? Not much, really; some people are alarmed by the fact
that it makes their disk-access lights blink and their hard drives whir even when
nothing else is happening on the Mac. (That's just the point, really- DiskExpress
waits for 30 seconds of inactivity before continuing its job.) Of course, it's a
stand-alone program with its own modest cost, and it's probably a little overkill
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Figure 11-1: Part of the Norton Utilities, Speed Disk is an excellent disk defragmenter. Before
you begin, you can see a map of your disk surface; here, white parts are empty. In color, the
effect is amazing, since each color corresponds to a different type of file: application, System
file, and so on.

when measured in tenns of acrual necessiry- most people only need to
defragment their drives once a month at most. But DiskExpress is the
perfecrionist's o nly choice.

The rub
Here we arrive at the Catch-22 of Mac utilities. Hemember those deleted-file
protection INITs thm come witb the hard disk recovery programs? They work by
remembering where everything was on your disk. Lnfortunatcly, a disk
defragmenter's purpose is to move files around. swapping pieces, shifting
things- a process at utterly cross-purposes with a filc-undeletion program. In
other words, it's pointless to use DiskExpress II and a ftle-uncleletion !~IT- the
Fonner ;viii render the latter useless.
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If you plan to use any of the hard disk recovery programs (and their fileprotection INlTs), then don't get DiskExpress. Ger Speed Disk, and only use it to
defragment your drive once a month; only just afterward will your trashed-file
protection be trashed.
Get Norton Utilities, which contains the terrific Speed Disk optimizer. If (1)
you're pretty fastidious about your hard drive- you want it optimized at every
moment- and (2) you don't plan to use Complete Undelete or anod1er filerecovety INIT . . . d1en get DiskExpress 11.

Virus protectors
What they do:

Prevent, diagnose, and eradicate computer-virus infections.

Who needs them:

Anyone who regularly exchanges disks with others, uses the
modem to transfer files, or shares a network with somebody
who does.

least you'll pay:

Nothing.

Examples:

Virex, SAM, Disinfecrant, VirusDeteC[ive, Rival.

Viruses sound awfully scary. 1l1ey're malignanL litllt: mini-programs, designed,
written, debugged, and released by vindictive programmers. A virus is designed
ro reproduce as fast as it can, infecting one file after anod1er. Sometimes it just
clones itself and then sits still forever. Sometimes a virus is programmed to do
od1er deeds, like displaying a sarcastic message on your screen, playing a sound,
or even deleting files behind your back.
In fact, however, few people have lost data to viruses on the Mac. There have
been about ten Mac viruses; according to a Macworld poll, only about 8 percent
of Mac users have ever had an infection. Almosr all of these have been harmless,
just gumming up the works without destroying data. Therefore, viruses really
aren't nearly as real a threat as they may seem.
For those who wony, virus protection software is state-of-the-art on the Mac.
There are numerous commercial packages, such as Virex and Symantec AntiVirus for Macintosh (SAM), which have d1ree functions. First, they can tell if your
disk is infected by any known virus and, if you type in the correct numbers
(available by phone hodine), d1ey can detect any new viruses that appear.
Second, they can cure your disk of most of these viruses, putting you back in
business with no side effects. And third, Virex and SAM can be told to scan every
floppy disk you insert, so you're essentially inoculated against getting viruses
l11rough the floppy drive.
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In general. the rwo packages differ only in tone. SAM's approach is slightly
paranoid, almost fierce. Its AM Intercept feature continually monitors your Mac
system against viral infections as you work; unfortunately, it imerprets any
anempt ro make any changes to any program on your disk as an attempted virus
anack. The result: dozens of false alanll5 during the first few weeks of using SAM.
With each c1y of 'wolf,' you teach SAlvi: "No, tl1at was the Fonr/DA Mover.
Don't wony about that next time." Eventually, SAM's ratio of false-to-true
alarms improves. In general, however, Virex strikes a better balance between
paranoia and practicalit}'· It's vel)' thorough, simpler to use, and has almost all of
the same features.

Shareware land
Most of the Mac anti-virus utilities aren't commercial products at all. Instead,
tl1ey're written as shareware by individual authors and distributed freely via user
groups and online services (like America Online or CompuServe). VirusDetective
is a desk access01y that's extremely good ar telling you whether or not you have
a vi rus. II was the first anti-virus utility to be programmable -that is, the ftrst to
let you enrer codes for any new viruses thtt should appear. Witl1 irs fNIT, Virus
Blockade II, it's eve1y bit as good at aletting you as the commercial packages.
Virus Detective is not designed, however. to cure virus infections.
For tl1at purpose, you should probably get the superlative Disinfectant. It's
free. It has a virus-watchdog 11\IT and a seek-and-clestJOy application, just like
Virex or SAM. Disinfectant doesn't have tl1e '·rype-in-a-new-virus" feature- tl1e
whole package is re-released each time a new virus is discovered- but otherwise it's a terrific piece o f protection.
Get Disinfectant. It's free, eleganr, and works vcty \vel!. If tl1e ability to protect
yourself instanrly against new viruses without having to update your program
appeals to you, get Virex. Get SAlvi if you want SAM's trial-by-error learning
feature.

Macro software programs
What they do:

Au tomate repetitive or leclious 1asks.

Who needs them:

Power users, data crunchcrs, or even slight control freaks.

Least you'll pay:

Noth ing (MacroMaker).

Examples:

QuicKeys 2, Tempo II Plus, MacroMaker, AtlloMac III.
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Every time you rype your rerum address, back up your hard drive, or open a
desk accesso1y, you're doing work the computer could be doing for you. After
all, it"s a computer - handling repetitive tasks should be its favorite work!
Using a macro program, you can train the Mac to perfom1 these tasks automatically at your cue with the press of a particular key. You might make Command-T empty the Trash, defme Controi-J'v1 to launch MacWrite, or enable the Esc
k ey to cl ick the Cancel burton whenever it appears. Once you've gone to the
trouble of training the Mac, you'll be overjoyed by the efficiency you'll gain.
MacroMaker came on your Mac System disks (up until System 7). It's the
easiest to use of all the programs, by far: all the macros you record appear in a
menu, so you never forget what trigger keystroke you've given each one (if any).
You create a macro by performing the task once while MacroMaker watches. l11e
only drawback to this free macro utiliry is that it can only perform three kinds of
tasks: menu selections, ryping, and mouse clicks (and combinations of these).
QuicKeys 2 is a more ambitious and more capable program. It lets you do every
task Macroi\•laker can do, plus dozens more. With one keystroke, you can switch
your monitor to color, change printers w ithout opening the Chooser, paste some
boilerplate text, automatically log omo and dial a BBS, launch any document or
program, shut the Mac down safely from within any program, and so on. It's by far
the most popular macro program, and it generally w orks beautifully.

Intempo
Tempo II Plus does almost everything QuicKeys 2 does, w ith one dramatic
difference: it has colldilionaf brancbing capabilities. That means you can teach it
to choose between two courses of action, depending on the circumstances: make
some text boldface if it's preceded by an asterisk -otherwise, italicize it. I f it's
past midnight, automatically sign onto CompuScrve- otherwise, wait another
half ho ur, and so on. You can make Tempo II do absolutely incredible things:
Reformat darabases containing thousands of records. Dm.vnload, format, save and
print your e-mail in the middle of the night. Take a set of data through an exhaustive
conversion process involving several programs and lots of copying and pasting.
The price you pay for this brilliance is a somewhat technical interface. Tempo II
is not nearly as beautiful as QuicKeys. And when you're editing a multi-step macro,
QuicKeys shows you a list of all the steps in the macro - in Tempo, each component of the macro appears on its own screen, so you can't see the overall effect.
T1y MacroMaker. If you crave more flexibility, get QuicKeys 2. Lf you really
need heavy-duty macros wid1 either/ or decision-making features, get Tempo II,
but be prepared to do a little bit of progr-amming. And note d1at at this writing,
QuicKeys 2.1 is the only one d1at \vorks w ith System 7.
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Screen savers
What they do:

Dim your screen after a few minutes of idleness.

Who needs them:

Honestly? Nobody. But they're fun .

Least you'll pay:

$10.

Examples:

After Dark, Pyro, Protector Shark , Moire, FlowFazer.

If you've ever seen the ghost of an automated teller machine's welcoming
screen permanently etched in lhe display, you'll understand d1e reason for screen
savers. These programs ensure that your Mac monitor won't suffer d1e same bumin syndrome if left on for a long time, because they automatically blank lhe
screen after a few minutes of disuse. To signal you that the computer is still on,
however, a screen saver must bounce some moving image around lhe screen.
That's where lhe fun comes in.
The programmers of d1ese utilities figure: if you've got to display some "I'm
still on!" signal on lhe monitor, might as well make it entertaining. That's why lhe
shareware Moire bounces around a mind-bending, swirling pattern of lines.
FlowFazer displays wild, psychedelic lava-lampish images. Protector Shark, d1e
first screen saver/game, shows a shark and a diver swimming back and ford1; you
control me diver wim d1e mouse, shooting spears at the shark. After Dark and
Pyro let you choose from dozens of different displays: fireworks, random
patterns, swirling lines, and in After Dark, you can have the now-famous Flying
Toasters or colorful, bubbling underwater Fish (see Figure 11-2). Bod1 of d1ese
commercial programs also have sound effects to match: thunder wid1 me
lightning display, the soft flap of wings for Flying Toasters, and so on.
Do you really need one of d1ese? Nah. You'd have to leave your Mac sitting
idle for days to get screen bum-in. On the one-piece Macs, you can just n1m
down me screen brightness.
But screen savers are really, really neat. Protector Shark gives you something
to do while you're on d1e phone wid1 someone boring (hunt sharks), and After
Dark helps you justify the purchase of a color monitor.
And while we're on lhe topic of screen display: [f you have an Apple 13-inch
color monitor wid1 a standard Mac Il video card, you just have to get an amazing
shareware utility called MaxAppleZoom. It eliminates d1at 3/4-inch black band of
darkness around d1e perimeter of your monitor, filling every single pixel behind d1e
glass wid1 usable image, right up to d1e plastic collar. Suddenly you've got 17 percent
more screen area - as though you traded in your 13-inch monitor for a 14-incher.
The aulhor points out that at Apple's price for screen real estate, you've just gained
S37S word1 of extra space!
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Figure 11-2: After Dark 2.0 has the one and only Flying Toasters module. Unfortunately, from
this close-up you can neither see the glistening brown and silver colors nor hear the soft
fluttering of the toasters' wings. Suffice it to say that the effect is lulling, absurdist, and
profound - and it appears whenever your Mac is idle for a few minutes.

Ger After Dark 2.0. If you're interested in saving money, get the shareware Moire.

And if you're interested in interacrivity, Protector Shark is the one.

File management utilities
What they do:

Let you launch programs and manipulate files even w hen
you're nor in the Finder.

Who needs them:

Al most everyone except System 7 users.

Least you'll pay:

$35.

Exampl es:

Disi<Top, MasterFinclcr. OnCue. Hand-Off II , MultiMaster.
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Especially when compared to the IBM-PC equival.ent, the Finder is an amazing
piece of software. It lets you easily and simply rename files, copy them, trash them,
and move them among folder . By double-clicking a file, you open it: couldn't be
simpler.
Tro uble is, to get any work clone, you've got to leave the Finder. And o nce you're
in Word (or whatever) , you can no longer perform those file management tasks.
That's why file management utilities are so useful: they let you do your housekeeping wid1our having to return to the Finder.
There are four different kinds of file management utjlities: Finder replacements,
file fmders, file launchers, and - for want of a beuer term- boomerangers.
DiskTop is a Finder replacement utility. It's a desk accessory whose main w indow
shows every folder and file on your hard drive. Click any file and use the Copy,
Rename, or Delete buttons (see Figure 11-3). And DiskTop has a feature the real
Finder doesn't have: a Move command that puts a file in another folder, or on
another disk, w ithout lea,•ing a copy behind.

Find it fast

ti

As hard disks cost less and less for more and more capacity, the tendency to
forget where you put a file increases. For this re:Json, Apple gives you a desk
accessory called Find File that lets you search for any file by irs name (in System 7,
this command is in the File menu). But plenty of
programmers have tried to improve on Find File - by
As hard disks cost less atzd making equivalents d1at are faster or more powerful.
DiskTop. for example, has a flexjble - but, by today's
less for more a11d more
standards, slow - Find command that lets you locate a
capacity, the te11dency to
misfiled file by searching fo r any characteristic: its name,
forget where you put a file
creation date, file type, and so on. You could ask
~
increases.
DiskTop , for example, to find any Excel document
created last \veek that's bet>veen 2K and 5K in size.
l\orton Utilities includes the Fast Find desk accesso•y. I! can only search by name,
but it's much faster d1an either DiskTop or Apple's Find File. And once you've
located a llle, you can nor only view the rext within it - by double-clicking irs
name - you can even launch it. Mac Tools Deluxe has a similar DA called Locate;
like th e separately sold Gofer it's slower, but adds d1e nifty ability to search for text
wilbin any file, in the not uncommon event that you can't even remember what you
called some file.
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Figure 11-3: In DiskTop all the functions of the Finder are available under the Apple menu.
Your files appear in an alphabetical list; just highlight one, then click Copy, Rename, Move,
Delete, or whatever. Disklop's Find command is very powerful, but not as quick as some of its
more recent rivals.

If that :tbiliry intereSL'i you, consider Ot\ Location. This remarkable OA is fastest of
all- it searches for filenames a11d for text within files practically in tantaneously.
How could it be so many times faster than the other programs? 0 :'-1 Location rakes
five or ten minutes when you first install it to inde:\' evc1y single file on your drive,
storing this internal table o f contents in your System Folder. 0:'-1 Location's nonstandard inrerface is a little silly-looking and the indexing is a pain - but brotl1er, it sure is
nice to have instantaneous search results for any text in any ftle on your drive.
(Version 1.0 is nor completely compatible witJ1 System 7.)

Launch pads
File launchers add a new menu to your menu bar, containing a list of programs
and documents you usc o ften. It's a sensational idea: now the things you work on
most frequently are immediately accessible, instead o f being buried somewhere in a
folder-wit bin-a-folder.
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Figure 11-4: The normal, inconvenient file-selection box you get when you use a program's
Open command.

Note, fu·st of all, that the need for dedicated file launchers will probably disappear
with System 7 which lets you add applications and documents directly into your
Apple menu.
In the meantime: DiskTop comes with its own file launcher, as do the Now
Utilities. Of the stand-alones, Hand-Off is better than On Cue, because it also offers
"application substitution'' - if you double-dick a MacWrite document but don't have
MacWrite, Hand-Off will open it with, say, Word. Without Hand-Off, you'd get the
dreaded "Application not found" message.

Boomerangers
The third category of file-manipulation utilities is the hardest to explain, but one
of the most useful. When you use a program's Open command, you normally see
something like Figure 11-4.
This Hie-selection box has several inconvenient aspects. First, you have to root
around in your folders until you find the ftle you want. Second, there's no direct way
to locate a file whose folder you don't remember. Third, the Mac always highlights
the first file name in the list, which can be a pain if you have to open several ftles in
a row at the bottom of the list of a folder's contents.
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Figure 11-5: Super Boomerang provides navigationa l sh ortcuts to your file-selection boxes by
adding a menu bar to an Open File box, for example.

Super Boomerang is a sensational solution to d1ese problems you never knew you
had. It's part of Nmv Utilities. It adds a menu bar to your Open File box, as shown in
Figure 11-5.
Super Boomerang's File menu is a list of d1e last 30 files you've opened - a
navigational shortcut that cuts clown dmstica lly on d1e time you spend foraging
through folders. What's more, Super Boomerang doesn't automatically highlight d1e
first file in me list, as d1e Mac does; instead, it highlights the file you opened most
recently. l11is feature, too, helps you figure out where you are and what you're
doin g. The utility includes an unbelievably fast Find command, capable of searching
an 80MB hard drive in three seconds. Since you're using the Find command from
within the Open File box, opening me file (once you've found it) is a matter of
simply pressing Enter. Finally, Super Boomerang gives every program's Open menu
command a pop-up menu , listing me most recently-opened files, as shown in Figure
11-6. By opening a file from d1is submenu, you don't encounter the Open File dialog
box at all.
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Figure 11 -6: One of Super Boomerang's nicest features is that it remembers the last few files

you opened within each program. Here, you can see the submenu it adds to Word's Open
command; you can open your most frequently-used files without even having to encounter a
dialog box.

Aladdin Systems's Sho11cut also modifies the Open File box. adding a Find
command and jumping to the most recemly-opened ftle, and it can also open
Stufllt archives (files compressed with Aladdin Systems·s Stuffit compression
program) from \Vithin the Open File dialog box. But its interface isn't as clear,
and it doesn't offer the Open command submenu. (Both products, incidentally,
add a noticeable lag time opening and closing files.) Directo1y Assistance (part of
Nonon Utilities) has some Boomerang-like features. too - you can duplicate,
find. or delete files from within the Open File and Save As dialog boxes. Directory Assistance, as well as the shareware programs Rebound and Scrolllnil,
emula tes Boomerang·s highlight-the-last-file-opened feature.
Get DiskTop if you wam a Finder replacement, file launcher, and file finder
all in one. Get NO\v Utilities too, or instead, for its tile launcher and the indispensable Boomerang.
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Compression programs
What they do:

Encode files to lake up less disk space.

Who needs them:

Modem users, anyone running out of disk space.

Least you'll pay:

525.

Examples:

Slufftt Deluxe, Compact Pro, Disk.Doubler, SuperDisk,
PakWorks.

It could have been a piece of Confucian wisdom: no matter how big your hard
drive, eventually it gets full .

"

When 1hat happens, you can eilher 1ransfer sniff on1o floppies, get another
hard drive, or get a compression utility. Such a program encodes any file into a
formal !hat's roughly half its original size, so you can store more on a particular
hard drive. When you need the ftle, the same
uLiliry expands it ro its normal state. The olher
dramaric advantage ro smaller files is for telecomIt could have been a piece of
munications: modem users would just as soon
Cmifucian wisdom: no matter
download smaller files from the online services,
haw big yout· hard drive,
which bill by the hour for the time it lakes. That's
eventuaUy it gets full
~
why nearly every Macintosh file on any BBS or
online service is in a compressed fom1ar.
In the beginning, there was Stuftll. Almost 100 percent of downloadable files
on d1ese dial-up services have the familiar .sit suffe<, indicating d1at they've been
stuffed using d1e original shareware S1uffl1. The program has recendy been
upgraded to a new file format, and re-released in 1wo versions: a commercial
one, Swfflt Deluxe, and another shareware one, Stufllt Classic. The new programs can read the old file fonnat - but not vice versa! The new Deluxe/Classic
compression format is somewhat faster than d1e o ld, results in smaller files, and
makes viewing d1e contents of a compressed file easier.

Stufflt rivals
Compact Pro is a new shareware program that's faster, more efficient, and
easier to use d1an any Sluftlt version. Its only drawback: almost no online service
fLies are compressed using its file fonnat, making it suilable prin1arily for
archiving your own files.
Bul if that's your aim, d1ere's a still better bet: d1e amazing DiskDoubler. This
incredible !NIT compresses and expands files fasler d1an d1ose other
programs and produces 1he smallest files of all. Better ye1, you don'l have to
launch a program to compress a file, because DiskDoubler adds the Compress
and Expand commands to your Finder menu bar - just select any icons and
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choose Compress. And you don't have to explicitly decompress one of these
cnmched files before using it: Disk-Doubler files automatically re-expand when
double-clicked. DiskDoubler can even decompress old-format Stufflt files (the
ones posted on the online services by the thousand).
SuperDisk is similar to DiskDoubler in many ways; it compresses nles or
folders right in the foinder when you append .s to a file's name. It compresses
faster, but the resulting flies aren't as small. Furthermore, it's not as safe to use as
DiskDoubler, because Version 1.07's speed gains come at the expense of error
checking. It's handy, but don't entrust any critical files to it until an improved
version is released.
Finally, note that all of these programs can create self-extracting files- in other
words, fLies that you can send to friends who don't own a compression program; by
double-clicking the compressed file, d1ey can make it expand. But SuperDisk only
increa es d1e compressed file's size by 51< to make it self-extracting; DiskDoubler
adds 7K, Compact Pro adds 11 K, and Stuffit adds 20K to the flle's size.
Get DiskDoubler. It's the most convenient compression utility you can find, it's
inexpensive, and it even reads Stufflt files. If you want to be able to create newformat Srufnr f11es, get the shareware Sruffh Classic.

Font and desk accessory utilities
What d1ey do:

Install fonts and D/\s without using the Font!DA Mover.

Who needs them:

Anybody wid1out System 7.

Least you'll pay:

$50.

Examples:

uitCase II, Masteijuggler.

These INITs let you install a font into your system. or a desk accessory into
your Apple menu, without having to use Apple's Font/DA Mover program.
l11ey're incredibly convenienr, they let you have more than 15 DAs, and d1ey also
install Fkcys and sounds.
Suitcase is easier to figure ou t (but that doesn't mean it's easy) and
.\1asteijuggler has more features. In their current incarnations, both will be largely
obsolete if you usc System 7. (To install a font or DA in System 7, you just drag
its icon to the System file or the Apple Menu Items folder, respectively.) Otherwise,
these two program are identical. and nearly indispensable. Both will, no doubt,
be upgraded so that they don't duplicate System 7 features.
If you don't plan to install System 7, get either Suitcase 11 or Maste~Juggler.
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Miscellany
Wh at they do:

Colorize your icons or scroll bars, capture d1e screen image,
make MultiFinder easier to manage, make your font menus
nearer, enhance System 7 fearures, and so on .

Who needs them: No one. Bur creative people and power users will get a
kick out of them.

Least you'll pay:

Nothing.

Examples:

Personality, SunOesk. Icon Colorizer, ScreenShot, Capture, ImageGrabber.

Customizers: These programs include Personality, Kolor, SunDesk, Icon Colorizer,
and SoundMaster. They let you add color ro the w indows, icons, and menus of your
1vlac environment, and let you change me sounds the Mac plays when d ifferent
events occur: shutting d0\'.'11, ejecting a disk, and so on. The novelty wears off preny
quickly, actually, but hey- you gona live a little, right? A turquoise File menu could
be just the thing.
Scree11 cap!w-e tttililies: You've always been able to take a MacPaint picture of
nny black-and-w hite Mac screen by pressing Command-Shift-3- a trick mat requires
no ut ility software at all. But if you're a writer, manual author, or trainer, you might
wish for something more Oexible. You might want to capture only a menu or a
w indmv, for example, instead of d1e entire screen. You might need the snapshot ro
be in color.
A screen-capture utility like Capture or ScreenShor lets you specify w hat
portion of the screen you want captu red. You can also specify what format you
want the resultant image saved in: MacPaint, PICr, the Clipboard, and so on. Of
the INIT-type screen grabbers, ScreenShot is by far the best (see Figure 11-7). Its
options are creative and useful : it can automatically give your screen shot a lightblue tint, as you often sec in Mac magazines; it can automatically tide the
resultant ftles using the name of the program being illustrated ('·HyperCard Shot
l," for example); and it has special features for capruring menus and dialog boxes
with a single cl ick. (Other programs make you manually erase unwanted portions
of screen shots, even w hen all you wanted to illustrate w as a menu.)
The alternative is lmageGrabber 3.0, a desk accessory. ILS desk-accesso1y
format has some advanwges- it won't conflict w ith I NITs, it w orks in a few
rare situations when an l ~lT doesn't. and (using Suitcase or Masterjuggler) you
can load it instanli}' without restaning the Mac. The only drawback: ImageGrabber isn't quite as sma11 as ScreenShot in captu ring menus, and doesn't have
as many options.
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Figure 11-7: Fast, slick, and simple: ScreenShot's interface makes capturing screens a joy.
Press the key combo of your choice and this
windoid appears; select a destination for the
shot - Printer, Clipboard, PICT file, or
Scrapbook- from the pop-up menu. Th en click
one of the four big square buttons to tell ScreenShot what to capture: Window, Menu, the whole
Screen, or just a Selection.

Font menu be/pet'S: Another category of
Mac utilities is devoted to cleaning up
your Font menu. Adobe Type Reunion is
for people who have purchased Adobe
type families, which usually have odd
~<
~...i
names like "BI Helvetica BoldOblique." As
Dialogs
a result of that naming convention, related
font styles (such as Italic and Bold of the
Info Stamp
same font) are scattered all over the
[g) Show Cursor
alphabetica l Font menu. Type Reunion
S tic:k .O:::..r o::rund
reunites all styles under the famlly name
(like "Helvetica") in your Font menus; a
hierarchical menu pops out, listing d1e
various styles for d1at family. Unfornrnately, you can't access a font at aft unless
you use d1is submenu. That is, if you
choose the family name from the main menu ("I-Ielvetica''), you might expect
your text's font to change to plain Helvetica. It doesn't. You have to use the popup menu to select the Roman style.

D
D

D

D

Other font menu helpers include Suitcase (performing another useful function), \W SIWYG Menus (one of d1e :'-J'o w Utilities). and MenuFonts, all three of
which display every font name in its actual typeface.
And speaking of fonts: Adobe Type 1vlanager (ATM) is a must for non-System 7
users wid1 non-PostScript primers, especially TmageWriters. Tt Jets you display and
print smooth type at any point size - especially large .sizes - even if it's not 10,
12, 14, 18 or 24 point. It only works for laser fonts and it's a memory hog. But it
sure does make headlines look gorgeous. (Apple's TrueType, incl uded as part of
System 7, works much the same way - but only with fonts in its own special
form at, which are still rare at this writing.)
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Get ScreenShot if you need a screen grabber. Get ATM if you do design or
desktop publishing work, or if you have an ImageWriter. Get everyd1ing else if
you're a utility junky.

INIT/cdev managers
What they do:

Give you control over \Vh ich II\ITs and cdevs load when
you turn on the Mac.

Who needs them:

Primarily power users, or anyone with more than a handful
of II\ITs.

Least you'll pay:

:'-.lathing.

Ex amples:

Aask, !NITpicker, INIT CDEV, !nit-Kit, Scanup Manager, INIT
Manager.

So now you've got your hard drive utilities, virus protectors, macro software,
screen saver, file launcher, file compression utilities, font/ DA manager, and
cusromization software installed. Terrific. Now you need one more: a utility to
manage d1ose utilities! Enter the INIT/cdev manager.
First, the standard definitions: an !NIT is a program d1at, when placed in your
System Folder, automatically loads and lurks in the background the next time you
turn on the Mac. An INIT (or, in System 7 parlance, an Extension) can be anything
d1at has to be available at all times while you're working: a file launcher utility, a
macro utility, a font/DA manager, and so on. A cdeu, or Control Panel device, is
almost exactly d1e same - the only difference is that a cdev has a corresponding
control panel where you can change its settings.
So why do you need a manager for tl1ese things? Because, as is often the case
with utilities, !NITs and cdevs can conflict - they may argue over the same piece of
memory real estate, for example, and the result is almost always a system crash. So
you need a way to turn your various start-up programs on and off.
One or two INIT managers are commercial- Init Kit, for example, or Startup
Manager (one of the Now Utilities). Most are shareware, however, and are excellent.
The best of them let you specify sets of IN!Ts- you might have a bare-minimum set
for when memo1y is at a premium, and a full-fledged set for normal use. Of d1e
shareware, something called I:'-IIT CDEV is fast, efficient, and lets you request your
minimum configuration >vhen you press tl1e Tab key as the !\·lac is st~uting up. That's
a less botl1ersome approach rhan Aask's, for example, which interrupts tl1e boot process to present a list of INITs for you to manually switch on or off. Of the commercial versions, Startup Manager is as good as they come; it lets you create INIT sets,
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and it also helps track !NIT conflicts. If a troublesome !NIT crashes the Mac, then the
next time you start up, Startup Manager will tell you >vhich !NIT did the deed and
turn it off automatically.
If you're getting !\ow Utilities, use Sta1tup Manager. Otherwise, get !NIT CDEV
from a user group or online service. (Not all of these utilities work with System 7,
however.)

Utilities in space
Would you believe all this is only d1e tip of the iceberg7 There are great
utilities that affect d1e way scroll bars work (Scroll !nit); put a clock in your menu
bar (SuperClock!); hide unused program windows in MultiFinder (TableCloth);
password-protect your clara (Sentinel); change the cursor shape (Cursors!); keep
track of the progmms you use (MaclnUse); repon on d1e status of your Mac's
innards (!vlacEnvy); give you virtual memo1y even without System 7 (Virtual) d1e list would exha ust a mi.le-long scroll bar.
If you've tried a few of these gizmos and decide you like them, here are tlu-ee
low-cost, high-quality ideas for you:

•:• Packaged utilities. These sets are amazingly good and amazingly inexpensive.
TI1e table in Figure 11-8 shows \\•hac you get in each of the major packages.

•:• Online semices. America Online, CompuSe1ve, GEnie, and so on. They're loaded
with good shareware stuff; use the clownloacl count as an indication of how
popular (and, therefore, how useful) the}' are. All you need is a modem and a
telecommunications prognun (America Online provides its own soft\vare).

•:• Mac user groups.

~·1 ost have disk libraries crammed witl1 the same shareware you
find on the modem services. User-group softv..rare disks usually cost about S5 per
disk, and the major ones (BMUG, Boston Computer Society, NYMUG) keep tl1eir
collections current and well cataloged.

Finally, remember that under System 7 the whole utilities ballgame changes
drastically. Many existing utilities don't work ,.vith System 7, and dozens of others
have been made obsolete by System 7's new fean1res. Have no doubt, howeverthousands of new utilities will be born to fill in the gaps. Keep your eyes out for
them: little programs that make the Mac more efficient, nicer to look at, and more
fun to work wid1.
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Utility packages
Norton Utilities

What it'sfor

Disk Doctor

Hard disk recovery, like SUM

UnErase

Insta nt trashed-file recovery

Speed Disk

Defragmenter/optimizer

Disk Editor

Hard-disk sector reader: shows the actual raw data

Layout Plus

,,

Finder editor: change font, icon spacing, etc.

Fast Find

Fast DA file-finder, with text viewing and file launching

KeyFinder

Improved version of Key Caps DA

Directory Assistance

Adds Find and View commands to the Open File/Save As
box, something like Boomerang

DiskLight

Adds on-screen signal when your hard drive is accessed

911 Utilities

What it's for

1st Aid

Disk and file recovery pa ckage w/Troubleshooting Guide

Vi rex

Complete virus protection kit

Complete Undelete

Instant trashed-file recovery cdev

Sector Collector

Finds and locks out bad spots on hard disk

MacTools Deluxe

What it'sfor

Mirror

Instant trashed-file recovery cdev

Rescue

Hard disk recovery, like SUM

Locate

DA file and text-in-file finder, with text viewing

Secure

DA to password-protect individual files

Partition

INIT/DA to divide hard disk into multiple "volumes"

Backup

Backup programwith selective-file backup

Optimizer

Defra gme nter/opti mizer

FastCopy

Floppy-disk copier/initializar

FileEdit

Hard-disk sector reader: shows the actual raw data

.

Figure 11-8: Buying utilities in a package is a good and inexpensive way to try the various
types of utilities available.
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Utility packages (continued)
SUM II

What it's for

Shield

Instant trashed-file recovery

Recover

Hard disk recovery

TuneUp

Defragmenter/optimizer

BackUp

Backup program with selective-file backup

Partition

INIT/DA to divide hard disk into multiple "volumes"

QuickCopy

Floppy-disk copier/initializer

Encrypt

Application to password-protect folders or files

Tools

Hard-disk sector reader: shows the actual raw data

Now Utilities

What it's for

Alarm Clock

Menu-bar alarm clock with reminders

Customizer

Finder editor: change font, icon spacing, etc.

DeskPicture

Replaces desktop background with a PICT picture

FinderKeys

Lets you select files in Finder by typing their names

MultiMaster

File launcher, like On Cue

NowMenus

Makes DA menu hierarchical

Print Previewer

Adds Print Preview to every program

Screen Locker

Password-protected screen saver

Startup Manager

INIT/cdev manager

Super Boomerang

Adds Find command to the Open File/Save As boxes,
remembers most recently opened files

Figure 11-8: continued.
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Summary

v
v

v

v

Some Mac utilities are definite must-haves. These include: a hard disk utility program, a filemanagement tool, and a font/DA installer. (System 7 users can do without the last two.) And
power users aren't power users if they don't use a macro program.
In Mac software terms, a utility is a program designed to make operating your Mac more efficient
or more fun. Some make up for features that seem to be missing from Apple's own System
software; others add shortcuts and speed enhancements. In almost every category of utility
software, home-grown programs called shareware often offer tremendous features at a fraction
of the cost of shrink-wrapped commercial programs.
Utilities that are not vital but are recommended include: an anti-virus program, a file-compression
gizmo, a hard-drive defragmenter, and an INIT manager. Most of them cost next to nothing,
especially if you go with shareware.
You can add an element of wackiness to the Mac by getting screen-capture programs, screensaving programs, sound and music programs, and anything else that adds spice to your Mac life.

Whereto buy
911 Utilities
Microcom, Inc.
500 River Ridge Dr.
Norwood, MA 02062
617-551-1000
800-822-8224

Complete Undelete
Microcom, Inc.
500 River Ridge Dr.
Norwood, MA 02062
617-551-1000
800-822-8224

FlowFazer
Utopia Grokware Ltd.
300 Valley St., *302
Sausalito, CA 94965
415-331-0714
415-331-9361 (FAX)

Adobe Type Manager

DlskDoubler
Salient Software, Inc.
124 University Ave., Ste. 300
Palo Alto, CA 94301
415-321-5375

GOfer
Selectronics & Microlytics, Inc.
#2 Tobey Village Office Park
Pittsford, i\"Y 14534
716-248-9150
800-828-6293

Adobe Systems
1585 Charleston Road
P.O. Box 7900
Mountain View, CA 94039-7900
415-961-4400
800-833-6687
After Dark
Berkeley System Design, Inc.
1700 Shattuck Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94709
415-540-5536

Capture
Mainstay
5311-B Derry Ave.
Agoura Hills, CA 91301
818-991-6540

DlskExpress II
ALSoft, Inc.
22557 Aldine Westfield Road, ;:J22
Spring, TX 77373
713-353-4090
DlskTop
CE Sofrware
180 I Industrial Circle
P.O. Box 65580
West Des Moines, lA 50265
515-224-1995
800-523-7638

Handoffll
Connectix Corp.
125 Constitution Dr.
Menlo Park, CA 94025
415-324-0727
800-950-5880
ImageGrabber
Sabastian Software
P.O. Box 70278
Bellevue, WA 98007
206-861-0602
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MaclnUse 3.0

Pe rsonality

SAM

SoftView, Inc.
6330 :\ancy Ridge Road, Ste. 103
San Diego, CA 92121-2246
619-453-8722

13aselinc Publishing, Inc.
1770 Moriah w·oods 131vd.. Ste. I'l
Memphi ·, TN 3811 7-7118
90 1-682-9676
800-926-9677

Symantec Corp.
10201 Torre Ave.
Cupe11ino, C:\ 95014
·108-253-9600
800-441-7234

MacTools Deluxe 1.2

Central Point Software, Inc.
15220 N\XI Greenbrier Pkwy, "'200
Beaverton, OR 97006
503-690-8090
800-888-8199

Pro tec to r Shark

Sentinel

Ibis Soliware
625 Second St., Ste. 308
San Ft~tnci.~co , CA 94107
4 15-546-1917

Superlvlac Technology
485 Potrero Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
408-245-2202

MasterFinder

Pyro

Shortcut

Tactic Sofrware
11925 SW !28th St.
Miami, FL 33186
305-378-4110
800-344-4818

Fifth Generation Systems. Inc.
10049 :\. l(eigcr Ro:td
B:uon Rouge, L·\ 70809
504-29 1-722 1
800-225-2775

Ab ddin Systems. Inc.
165 Westridge Dr.
Watsonville, CA 95076
•108-761-6200
408-761-6206 ( FAX)

MasterJuggler

QuicKeys

SilverLining

Al..Soft, Inc.
22557 Aldine Westfield Road, "'122
Spring, TX 77373
713-353-'1090

CE Soft ware
1801 Industrial Circle
P.O. Oox 65580
West Des Moines. lA 50265
515-224-1995
800-523-7638

La Cie, Ltd.
19522 sw 90th 0.
Tuab tin, OR 97062
503-691-0771
800-999-0 143

No rton Utilities

Symantec Corp.
10201 Torre Ave.
Cupertino, CA 950 14
408-253-9600
800-441-7234
Now Utilities

Now Sofrware, Inc.
520 SW Harrison Sr., ;:435
Portland, OR 97201
503-274-2800
800-237-36 11

Stufflt
QulckTools/ScreenSho t

Advanced Software, Inc.
1095 E. Duane Ave .. ::103
Sunny\'ale, CA 94086
·108-733-0745
800-346-5392

Aladdin Systems, lnc.
165 Westridge Dr.
Watsonville, CA 95076
·108-761 -6200
·108-76 1-6206 ( FAX)
Suitcase II

Redux

Microseecls Publishing, Inc.
5801 Benjamin Cemer Dr. Stc. 103
Tampa, FL 33634
8 13-882-8635

Fift h Generation Systems. Inc.
10049 N. Heiger Head
13aton Houge, LA 70809
504-29:1 -722 '1
800-225-2775

Rival

SUM

Microsccds Publishing. Inc.
580 I Benjamin Cemer Dr.
Stc. 103
Tampa, I'L 33634
813-882-86:.\5

Symantcc Corp.
10201 Torre Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014

On Cue

!COM Simulations, Inc.
648 S. \XIheeling Road
Wheeling, 11 60090
708-520-4440
800-877-ICOM
ON Location

ON Technologies
155 Second St.
Cambridge, tvli\ 02141
617-876-0900

~ 08-253-9600

800-441-7234
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Tempo II Plus

Virex

Virtual

Affinity Microsystcms, Ltd.
1050 Walnut St., Ste. 425
Boulder, CO 80302
303-442-4840
800-367-6771

Microcom, Inc.
500 River Ridge Dr.
:\orwood, MA 02062
617-551-1000
800-822-8224

ConnecrLx Corp.
125 Constitution Dr.
Menlo Park, CA 94025
415-324-0727
800-950-5880

TypeReun.ion

Adobe Systems
1585 Charleston Road
P.O. Box 7900
Mountain View, CA 94039-7900
415-961-4400
800-833-6687

by Liza Weiman

In this chapter.. .
,_,Discovering what HyperCard·is and how you can
use it.
,_,A look at how HyperCard is organized.
,_, Using HyperCard stacks and creating your own.
,_.,What is new in HyperCard 2.0.
,_, Rnding the best HyperCard books, stacks, user
groups, help sources, and development tools.
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n every new Macintosh there's a disk called HyperCard. Although this disk
can languish in the pile of reference materials that come in the box from Apple, it
needn't. HyperCard was designed specifically ro help nonprogrammers take full
advantage of the power of the Macintosh. Without much training, you can use it to
make the Macintosh do something for you, whether d1at means organizing information, reaching difficult concepts to od1ers, or solving problems at work.

This chapter will introduce you to HyperCard's basic structure and tools. Once
you've seen how powerful HyperCard is, you'll probably want to learn more, so
the chapter concludes with a guide for beginning and intermediate HyperCard users
to the best HyperCard books; good sources for shareware, public domain, and
commercial stackware; d1e best places to go for help, advice, and really useful
development tools.

The way people think- how HyperCard helps
Before you can tell a computer how to do somed1ing, you have to break a
complex task down into simple, sequential instructions for d1e computer to follow in
a step-by-step fashion. Unfortunately, people don't usually think in such a logical and
highly organized way. Instead, we make extensive cross-references between
disparate kinds of information- associating a movie we've seen wiili a conversation
we once had, wid1 a meal we once ate, wid1 a date d1at we're sorry we went on.
HyperCard was designed to allow people to organize infotmation this way on a
computer. lnstead of forcing people to work with computers in a technical and
mechanistic way, HyperCard helps people communicate with a computer on more
human terms. HyperCard's designers want people to pay attention to what d1ey want
to accomplish, instead of on how to make a computer do d1eir bidding.
The central organizing idea for HyperCard is that your information is located
on a stack of individual index cards. Unlike paper index cards, though, HyperCard's cards can contain instructions mat link
them to other cards and analyze the information
contained upon them. These cards can also play
About the author
recorded music, control external devices such as
liza Weiman is an Associate Editor for
videodisc players and CD-ROM players, display
Features at Macworld magazine. She has
animations, and respond to user input.
covered HyperCard for Macworldforthe
last three years, coordin ated the annual
Cards are organized into stacks. You can
SuperStacks readers HyperCard contest,
;mange the cards in your stack in any order.
and produced Mac world's SuperStacks
And once you've got d1e cards ordered in a way
Winners Showcase CD-ROM.
mat makes sense to you, someone using your
stack can travel mrough it in any order d1at they'd
like. We are not used to this; most of what we

read and see today is organized sequentially - to be read or viewed from beginning
to end. But w hen you work with HyperCard you can create stacks that are
nonsequential and Lhey can be viewed in many different ways. Stacks can mirror the
associative, interactive way that many people think.
At the Wilderness Tourism Council of British Columbia, for example, they
needed a way to interest people in the diverse recreational possibilities of their
province. Working wit!' Motion Works, a group of HyperCard developers, they
created the Outdoor and Vacation Adl/enture Guide,
an encyclopedic guide to the wonders of northwestern
Canada. If you are only interested, say, in guest
-.. ltzstead offorCing people
ranches and trail riding, this stack makes it simple to
to work with computers in
immediately read about places to stay and locate tl1em
a technical attd mechanistic
on a map of t.he territOIY. To help humanize this
way, HyperCat·d helps
computer directoiy, they created Eddie, an animated tour
people communicate with
guide who taps his feet if you take too long, tells you
a computer 011 more
what to do in a goofy voice, and has misadvenrures
human tenns.
~ Lhroughout the stack to keep you amused (free, Tourism

-------------=

British Columbia).

In Baltimore, classrooms of elementa1y school students collaborated witl1 e<~ch
oLher to create a stack that covers eight major ecological problems facing planet
Earth, discussing each problem and making concrete suggestions for what each of us
can do to try and help solve tl1em. Their drawings, essays, poems, animations, and
narration were threaded together into one cohesive stack by t\vo adults, who used
HyperCard to unify and knit together the many pieces (520, available through user
groups).

If you've ever taken a music appreciation course, you'll remember tl1at tl1e
combination of expert comment and guided listening to a work of music was
like being let in on a great secret. Somehow the music became more undersrandable
and more recognizable as you learned about its creation and histo1y. HyperCard
enabled music professor Robert Winter to construct an interactive tutorial on
Beethoven's Nintb Sympbouy, merging expert commenLary with guided listening,
historical infom1ation, and even a d1allenging game (599.95, The Voyager Company).

HyperCard's basic structure: stacks, cards,
fields, buttons, and scripts
Creating a stack w id1 HyperCard is like writing a letter w ith a word processor.
Unlike a letter, though, your stack isn't just a record of tl1e words you've typed - it
actually comains instructions you've built in that tell it what to do and w hen to do it.
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How does the Energy Buildup occur?

Fault

The energy released during an earthquake is
built up by the pressure of rocks squeezing
up against each other. If the rock can't move,
it will deform as potential energy builds up.
When the breaking point is reached, the
rock instantaneously rearranges itself
accompmied by the dispersion of stored
energy in U1e form of seismic waves.

Figure 12-1: This card from Gaia Systems's Earthquake Preparedness Stack, makes extensive
use of graphics and text to present complic ated information in an interesting way.

If, for instance, you've left an instruction that tells HyperCard to flip to the card
marked "glossaty" w henever the cursor moves over the spot marked to the glossa ty,
HyperCard will faithfully flip to the glossary card whenever the cursor moves over
the cotTect spot on the a u'd.
To build a stack, you Ct-eate the individual cards tim are contained within it. Cards
can be vimtally any size that }'OU "';ant, although all the ca rds in any one stack must
be the same size. Figure 12-1 shows a card from the Earthquake Preparedness Stack
(Gaia Systems, $35).
The graphics on this card do two things: they make the card look attractive and
tl1ey convey valuable information about a complicated topic. You can import
graphics created in other programs for your ca rds, but you are limited to
bitmapped graphics, the kind tl1at you create with MacPaint. Y ou don't need to
use other programs. though. because HyperCard provides MacPaint-like tools so
t.hat you can create gmphics directly w ithin the program. HyperCard 's Tool
palette is shown in Figure 12-2.
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The Button tool

The
- - - - The Field tool

Browse

tool

.L!Jt:!7'

,,.~DO

HyperCard's painting tools

~ 0 <::?

oa

Figure 12-2: HyperCard's Tool palette contains all of HyperCard's painting and authoring tools.
With it, you can browse through stacks, paint on cards, create text fields, and create
interactive buttons.

With d1ese tools you can paint and fill objects using lines, fills, rectangles, ovals,
squares, and oilier shapes. For finer control you've got an eraser, a pencil for freehand drawing, a paintbrush, and a spray can. Using command keys on the keyboard
gives you advanced control over these tools, allowing you to flip objects, invert them
(change black pixels to white ones), lighten them, darken d1em, and even make
them opaque or transparent.
You can also place text on your cards. You can use the Text tool in d1e Paint
palene to write direclly on your cards, but the minute you're finished that rext
becomes bitrnapped text and you won't be able to change it. A berrer way ro
place text on your cards is to use the first of HyperCard's special fearures, fields.
A field is a rectangular area that you designate as a place to pur text. Once you
place a field on a card with the Field roo!, the field acts like a container; you can
place rext typed from rhe keyboard inside d1e field, or you can invire your
readers to type text there when d1ey use your stack. You can mix type sizes and
styles will1in a text field and style d1e text using any font d1at you've gor installed
in your system. Figure 12-3 shows HyperCard's Text Options box, which contains all
of tbe text options open to you.
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Field TeHt Style Defaults
Style:

~ !~!~;~e ::~::~c:d ~ ~

D

Condense

I Janson TeHt ltal mm

~i:~~~~d t;~~~~es~~s se

0
0

t

Courier

Center
Right

11

!

11 1

Stone Sans
~.-l_im_e_s_ _ _ _-'-.:::_j

14

OK

J

(Cancel )

18

20
24

Line
height:

1--1 116
ISamp l e

Figure 12-3: HyperCard's Text Options allows you to style text in any font that you've got
installed in your system.

The real magic of ·HyperCard, and whar differentiates it from most other Macintosh
applications, are bultons. They cause something to happen when the user clicks on
them. Buttons let you make your cards do things - say, flip to the next card in the
stack, show an animation, or play a sound. Buuons make your stacks interactive.
To create a button, you select HyperCard's Button tool and place a new button on
your care!. Once you've created a new button, you can alter irs shape and style,
assign it a pennanent graphic identity, link it to another card in the stack or to
another stack alrogetJ1er. or give it a more compLicated assignment by writing it a
script (see Figure 12-4).
The options in this dialog box enable you ro create buttons that mimic familiar
things in the Macintosh interface like check boxes and radio buttons, or that are
transparent and invisible to the user. Invisible buttons can be placed over
graphics or text, causing things to happen if the user clicks the mouse button on
a particular word . or picture.
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Button Name:
Card button number: 1
Card button I D: 1

r8] Show Name

D

Auto Hilite

( I con ... )
( Effect ... )
( LinkTo ... )
( Script ... )

Style:
0 Transparent
0 Opaque
0 Rectangle
0 Shadow
@Round Rect
0 Check BoH
0 Radio Button
OK
[""--iiiiiiiii~D
( can c e I

)

Figure 12-4: HyperCard's Button Options are the interactive elements that differentiate
HyperCard from most other Macintosh applications. With HyperCard's Button Options you
can vary the size and style of a button, or assign them specific instructions, called scripts.

If you want to assign a permanent graphic to a bunon, so that a bunon that
dials the pho ne always looks like a telephone, for instance, you assign an icon to
the button. An icon is a small black-and-white graphic permanently identified
wid1 d1at button, allowing you to easily move bunons between cards or cut and
paste buttons between stacks wid1out losing their graphic identities. HyperCard
comes with a whole collection of icons, and even provides a tool for capturing
other graphics so that you can make you r own. A selection of some of the icons
d1at come with HyperCard is shown in Figure 12-5.
The way that HyperCard knows what to do when the user clicks o n a button
is by reading d1e instructions associated with them. These instructions are stored
in a script. Buttons have scripts; what makes HyperCard really powerful is that
fields, cards, and even entire stacks can also have scripts. You can leave instructions at every level of a stack, and d1e instructions ca n be simple or complex.
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Figure 12-5: Icons are small black-and-white graphics that can be assigned to buttons to help
the user understand what they do.

That's why HyperCard is used for eve1yt:hing from extremely simple educational
purposes to communicating with mainframe computers over wide-area networks.
Scripts are made up of a series of simple statements wrinen in I-IyperTalk, an
English-like set of commands and functions. You don't have to be a computer
programmer to write simple scripts. HyperCard helps even beginners write scripts
that execute correctly by formatting scripts as you write them. If you accidentally
misspell a word or put it in the wrong place, HyperCard will tly its best to tell
you what it can't understand.
Here is a simple script:
On mouseUp

Go next card
End mouseUp

Chapter 12: HyperCard
This script tells HyperCard d1at when a user clicks on the button it should flip to
me next card in d1e stack.

Almough writing more complex scripts certainly requires an understanding of
computer logic, you don't have to write everything yourself. You can also copy
cards, fields, and buttons from omer people's stacks as long as mey've given you
permission to do so. And when you copy these parts of omer people's stacks, me
scripts associated with mem will come along too, allowing you to share in me
creativity and expertise of the HyperCard community. If you see a button d1at
does somed1ing interesting or useful , for instance, you can (usually) copy it into
your stack and gain me same functions for your project.
If HyperTalk doesn't offer the commands or functions necessary to solve a
problem, it can be extended through d1e use of external commands (XCMDs) and
external functions (XFCNs). These external extensions to HyperCard are really
programs written in od1er programming languages that add capabilities to
HyperCard that are not intrinsic to it. The ability to add d1ese eJ-:ternal capabilities
makes HyperCard an adaptable system for solving diverse problems, even ones
mat d1e developers of HyperCard never anticipated. Again, you don't need to
write XCMDs and XFCNs yourself; if someone else has already written one d1at
solves your problem, you can (wim permission) copy it into your own stacks.
Many XCMDs and XFCNs are available in commercial packages, on on-line
services, and at user groups (some of the best collections are listed in d1is
chapter's "Resource guide - taking the next step"). If you've got a tough problem,
someone else may have already solved it.

How do you use HyperCard?
The key to understanding how a stack works is to imagine using one. Unlike a
book or magazine, there is no right order in most HyperCard stacks. Instead, the
stack's creators try to offer you a coherent, logical set of cards wid1 an understandable system of navigation for traveling through the presented infom1ation.
You can explore me stack in any order that you'd like to by using me Browse
tool (the one that looks like a pointing hand on the Tool palette) and clicking on
buttons. You might skip some sections entirely, read others in depd1, and simply
skin1 others for a few essential facts. Here, we'll explore the Eard1quake Preparedness Stack again (see Figure 12-6). It is a good example of a highly
informative stack wim a clear organizational structure and an understandable
user interface.
The Earthquake Preparedness Stack has d1e Contents card seen in Figure 12-6.
There are six sections in the stack, similar to chapters in a book. Clicking on any
of the buttons arranged clown the center of the card will take you directly to the
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Figure 12-6: Most sta cks are organized around a central table of contents that links all of the
cards in a stack tog ether in some logical way.

beginning of the section. A series of cards then follmvs, all offering related
information about thaL specific topic. If you decide that the topic is not the one
you are interested in, you can return at any time to the Contents card and begin a
new topic.
Most stacks also contain a stack map, a schematic diagram that shows the
relationship bet';veen cards in a srack and their overall organization (see
Figure 12-7).
A stack map helps users understand \vhere they are in a stack and gives them
ideas about what they might want to explore next. You know at a glance how
long a book is, ::111d where you are in one as you read. But since you can't pick up
(or even see) a slack, providing some indication of how things fit together and giving
the user clues about how much is left to read is :~ ! ways a good design principle.
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Figure 12-7: All stacks are not organized in exactly the same way, but all stacks have some
kind of structure, or relationship, between their component cards. Here is a map showing the
relationship between cards in the Earthquake Preparedness Stack.

In a wcU-clesigned swck, the cards, texts, graphics, and buttons all work together
interesting ;mel involving document (see Figure 12-8). In lhe Earthquake Preparedness Stack, the graphics along the left side of rhe cards illustrate key
concepts, rhe text provides summarized information, and the buttons along the top
menu bar and the bouom of the cards enable users to explore the stack in a nonsequential manner.

w provide an

The words that are highlighted by black rectangles in this card are also buttons,
when }'Oll click on them arrows appear in the graphic to show you what each word
means; click ing on the words "sill plate," for instance, causes arrows ro appear in
front of the sill plates in the illustration at the upper left. When you click o n the
highlighted i in the upper righr (which is also a bunon), more infonnation about the
fearurecltopic w ill appear on the screen. The title bar along the top of the card
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Beneath Your House
A quick check beneath your house can tell
you if your house is at risk of falling off it's
foundation during an earthquake. Look to
see if the house is bolted to the foundation.
Older ho mes may have a few foundation
bolts or none at all. If you do find bolts, they
should be about 6 feet at:art around the

entirellldd
If the house has cripple 'VIralls they should be
sheathed (reinforced) with 1/ 2" exterio r
grade plywood.

Figure 12-8: This card is an example of integrated navigation where the icons along the top
of the menu bar (house, etc,???, and circle) enable a user to quickly move to different
sections of the stack. The arrows along the bottom allow you to move sequentially through
the cards in this section.

contains buttons that take you to a glossary for all the vocabulary introduced in the
stack (etc.), gives you help information on how to use the stack (?), and takes you
back to the centr" l table of contents (the icon in the upper-right comer). All these
buttons provide you with the conu·ol necessaty ro explore the stack on your own
terms. They let yo u see the amount of information that interests yo u and to view that
information in the o rder thm makes d1e most sense for you.

What comes in the box, what doesn't
There are thousands of wonderful stacks available, most at nominal cost.
Exploring d1em is a great next step in learning about HyperCard. Yo u can
get them from user groups, o n-line se1v ices, and stack\vare distributors (see
"Resource guide - raking the next step"). The version of HyperCard that co mes
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free with every Macintosh allO\"vs you to use and view all of these stacks. It includes
HyperCard 2.0, an address stack, an appointment stack, and an audio help stack,
along with a simple manual, HyperCard Basics. HyperCard has five user levels, each
one providing access to more and more features of the program, and this version
(although almost identical to the program available in the more expensive HyperCard
packages) has been permanently set to a level tl1at precludes creating stacks of your
own.
If you'd W<e to create your own stacks and write HyperTall< scripts, you need to
buy a version of HyperCard from Claris Corp. d1at allmvs access to d1e other user
levels. For owners of an earlier version of HyperCard (shipped free with every Mac
since 1987) d1e HyperCard 2.0 upgrade is available for $49. It includes 16 stacks full
of examples, ready-made buttons, fields, scripts, and art, as well as on-line help and
HyperTalk reference stacks. You'll also get two manuals, New Features Guide and
the Script Language Guide. If you don't already own a version of HyperCard, the
HyperCard 2.0 Development Kit, $199, otTers all the stacks and manuals available in
the upgrade, plus four more manuals: Getting Started with HyperCard, HyperCard
Reference Guide, HyperTalk: Beginner's Guide to Scnpting, and a Quick Reference
Guide. TI1e exu-a manuals will help beginners learn HyperCard and HyperTalk
quickly. They are concise and well written, with plenty of hands-on examples and
tips.
If you do own a previous version of HyperCard, but aren't sure whether or not to
upgrade to version 2.0, seve1-al of the new features might entice you . Version 2.0 lets
you vary the size of your cards (alt11ough all d1e cards in one stack must be the same
size) and have up to 18 windows open at d1e same tin1e. There are new visual effects
and painting tools, improved printing features, an icon editor, and a shared text
feature d1at makes it possible to enter common text on a background field (and
prevent d1e Find conu11and from finding it). In addition, many new HyperTalk
features have been added including user-definable menus, improved dialog boxes,
and group text (for more powerful hypenext capabilities). An extended XC\10
interface allows support for color and gray-scale pictures, custom palettes, and a
much improved script editor and debugger.

Resource guide-taking the next step
HyperCard is inexpensive and powerful, and it runs on eve1y Macintosh.
Without years of programming practice you can create custom applications, solve
real-world problems, or just have a good time. If you are interested in learning
more about it and in getting help, examples, and inspiration, a lot of excellent
resources are available to you. The HyperCard community is a generous one, full
of enthusiastic expe11s eager to help newcomers get hooked. Here is a highly
selective listing of the best resources available to you.
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Recommended books
A really good book can be worth irs weight in gold. If it is well organized,
accurate, and well written a book can save you rime and mone}' - even help
keep your blood pressure clown to a reasonable level.
When browsing the book stores, avoid HyperCard books that do any of the
following: teach you how to use HyperCard to make an address book or database (there are already lots of programs out there that are much berrer for that
purpose); don't offer any scripting examples that you can copy for your own use;
don't have complete and accurate indexes: or don't make HyperCard sound like
it might be fun to use.
Here are some of my favorite books:
Cooking witb HyperTalk 2.0
Dan Winkler and Scott Knaster (Bantam Computer Books, 1990, $39.95)
You can't judge a book by irs cover, but you can be pretty sure that this isn't
just anod1er bland book about HyperCard when you see the two grinning
authors, in full chef regalia, on d1e cover of this book. It aims to provide you
with all sorts of useful recipes (scripts) that you can use bod1 for fun and for
creating practical applications. The accompanying floppy disk contains all the
stacks explained in the book, so you don't even need to do much typing. I
recommend it for people who have a basic background in HyperCard and
have written a few simple scripts, but want to learn more.
HyperCm·d 2.0 itl a Hurry
George Beekman (Wadsworth, 1990, $20)
Aptly named, this book will get you up and run ning faster than virtually any
other book I've seen. Arranged as a series of sLx chapters (roughly paralleling
the user levels available in HyperCard itself), d1is book lets you learn about
HyperCard by working through realistic problems. Each chapter begins with a
clear outline of its main object.ives and a brief summary of the real-world
problem that you'll learn how to solve, making it easy to tlnd the chapter that
best meets your needs. It's generously illustrated with screen shots, patient in
its explanations and instructions, and contains a table listing all of HyperCard's
tools and their keyboard modifiers. I find this book to be extremely useful
for beginners.
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HyperCard Stack Desigll Guidelines
Apple Computer (Addison-Wesley, 1989, $16.95)
Many good stacks don't get used because they present a confusing or nonappealing inrerface to their users. Attractive graphics and clear navigational
su·ucture can make a good stack great, and a great stack tenific. But figuring
out how to make your stack seem intuitive to use isn't easy. This book
will help.
HyperTalk 2.0: 1be Book
Dan Winkler and Scot Kamins (Bantam Computer Books, 1990, $29.95)
Written in part by Dan Winkler, \VI10 designed and implemented HyperTalk,
this lx)Ok provides valuable insights and useful secrets on how to get the most
out of your sclipting efforts. For the casual user, 77Je Beginner's Guide to
Scripting, which comes with the $49 Claris upgrade kit, is a much better introduction, and Chapters 20 to 46 in 7be Complete HyperCard 2.0 Handbook are a
good follow up for the intermediate user. Bur when you are ready to get
serious. this book is ready for you.
Tbe Complete HyperCard 2.0 Handbook
3rcl Edition, Danny Goodman (Bantam Computer Books, 1990, 29.95)
This encyclopedic work is 928 pages long. rr you can't find the answer ro your
question here, there probably isn't an answer available. In a step-by-step
fashion, aULhor Danny Goodman teaches you hmv to create stacks and scripts.
It is full of practical examples and tips. My only complaint is that this book is
almost too complete. For casual users and absolute beginners, it can be
oveJI.vhelming at first. Used as a reference \\•'Ofk, though, it is unbeatable.
111e Waite Group's Tricks oftbe HyperTalk Masters

Edited by The \X1aite Group (Hayden Books, 1989, $24.95)
This collection of scripts will help turn you into a I-IyperTalk master if you are
willing to read each chapter and study the many scripts used to illustrate each
point. Although it was wrillen before the release of HyperCard 2.0, d1ere is still
a lot of value in this book for people who would like to glean d1e kind of
programming tips it usually takes yea rs to gain.

Stack sources
Most stacks aren't commercial products. \X' ith few exceptions you won't see
d1em at your local software store or in d1e Egghead catalog. Most stacks are
available through companies that specialize in distributing stackware exclusively,
or d1rough user groups, who often make collections of stacks available for
reasonable prices. There are, however, a few conunercial publishers of highquality HyperCard stacks, and virtually everything in their catalogs is innovative
and imaginative.
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Public domain and shareware stackware distributors
Educorp offers 11,000 public domain and shareware programs for $6.99 per
disk. A special 5-disk sampler is available for $9.95 (plus $4 for shipping and
handling) that offers fonts, games, utilities, DAs, and d ip art.
Maxstax+ is a nationwide, mail-order publisher and developer of Hyper(;ard
software. They currendy offer 65 different stacks.

Somak Software has over 300 stacks of public domain and shareware programs for $8.99 per disk.
Commercial stack publishers
ABC Interactive, a division of ABC Ne~vs, has produced an excellent series of
HyperCard products that work together with videodisc players to make the
ABC archives (as well as original video shot specifically for these products)
come alive. The titles in the series, which cover current events, health and
science, and the U.S. government, use the power of video to teach and
challenge students. The Hyper(;ard stacks make the video interactive, allowing
students to explore topics of interest, and d1en provides in-depd1 content that
supplements d1e video clips. Students, for instance, can read the "I Have a
Dream" speech after they've watched Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. deliver it.
(Available through Optical Data Corp.)
Heizer Software offers over 300 stackware tides on diverse subjects, including
recipes, education, and business in their Hyper Exchange. Stacks range in
price from S6 to $99, and are all aud1or-supported. They also offer The Heizer
Select series, a collection of high-end developer tools (including Dialoger
Professional, reviewed here).
The Voyager Company publishes excellent HyperCard-based tides, including
interactive stories and games. The CD Companion Series uses Hyper(;ard to
control an audio CD to create interactive music education; tides include
Beethoven's Symphony No.9 and Stravinsky's The Rite of Spring. The Videodisc
Companions Series combines HyperCard and videodisc players to create
interactive videodisc titles on topics as diverse as the history of computer
graphics, a tour du·ough France's Louvre museum, and a study of Eadweard
Muybridge's pioneering ~vork in motion photography.
Warner New Media, a division of the Warner entertainment empire, is
actively exploring the future of computer-based entertainment. Their tides
include the Audio Notes series, which are HyperCard stacks and CD audio
recordings that provide interactive music education, and Desert Storm, a stack-
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based CD-ROM that uses Time magazine's text and graphic archives to present
the histo1y of the U.S.'s involvement in Operation Desert Storm in the Persian
Gulf during the winter of 1991.
User groups
User groups are another good place to start your search for stacks. Here are two
of them that come to the national Macworld Expos. To find out about a user group
near you, caLl Apple's user group hotline at 800-538-9696.
BMUG in Berkeley, California has more than 2,000 freeware stacks, organized

by topic, available to members for S4 each (plus $3 shipping/hancLling). Their CDROM is full of HyperCard treasures for SlOO. They also have an on-line forum on
America Online.
The Boston Computer Society, offers a monthly series of the best available
stackware from all the major electronic bulletin boards and its own sources.
Twice yearly they also offer compilations of the best of these monthly finds, the
StackSet. All disks are $4 for members, $10 for nonmembers.

Finding good help
On-line services
A great source of information for HyperCard users are on-line information
services. Here you'll connect up with hundreds of other people who are exploring
the same issues that you are. If you can't get your questions answered on tl1e
bulletin boards, people can often direct you to oilier resources that will be able to
help. And botl1 of mese services have extensive stackware libraries available for
you to explore and download public domain and shareware stacks.
CompuServe is a tex1-based system at heart, which can be disorienting for
Macintosh users. But it can be a rich resource for stacks, advice, and 1-IypeR:ard
gossip. $39.95 membership fee (includes 2 free hours of on-line time), 512.50/
hour for 1200 and 2400 baud connection, CompuServe Information service.
America Onllne's HyperCard forum has an extensive software library for

downloading, as well as ongoing discussions on beginner's questions, commercial and public domain stacks, books and magazines, programming, XCMDs
and XFCNs, and designing good interfaces. America OnLine has a graphical
interface, and it makes working on-line similar to using standard Macintosh
applications, although it doesn't yet have the kind of heavy user traffic mat
CompuServe has. $5.95/monm includes one free non-prime time hour, SlO/
hour prime time, from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m., SS/ hour non-prime time, Quantum
Computer Se1vices.
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Claris Corporation
Claris Corp. produces two free and useful guides: HyperCard Proclucrs, which
lisrs shipping stack applications for business, stack development, education, and
entertainment; and HyperCard Resources, a guide to user groups, stack sources,
and books.

Recommended development tools
HyperCard already provides enough painting, scnpttng, and visual effects tools
to keep most people busy for quite awhile. But there are some things that are
fun to add to your stacks right away: color, animation, and sound. And as soon
as you've created stacks that sing and dance, you'll probably start wondering
how to make your stacks communicate with external devices like CD-ROM and
videodisc players, or begin writing more complex scripts to customize HyperCard
to your particular needs. Here are my favorite development tools for accomplishing those !:hings.

Adding color, animation, and sound
AddMotion ($295, Motion \X'orks, Inc.)
Adcli\·l otion enables you to create and edit color paint images and then animate
them from within HyperCard 2.0. Without scripting you can create complex
animations wid1 up to 100 actors (animated images). ihe animations are pad1based, and d1e Media Controller, a floating palette that controls each animation
on a frame-by-frame basis, makes animation almost as easy as the flip-books
we all created in elementa1y school.

MacRecorder ($249, Farallon Computing)
If you own a Macintosh LC or SI, you already have a built-in device for
recording digital audio. But if you don't, you'll need a MacRecorder to make
your stacks talk back. MacRecorder comes \Vith I-lyperSound for recording
within HyperCard, and SoundEdit, a stand-alone application for more extensive editing and special effects. You don·t get high-fidelity recording here, bu t
it is more than enough for playback on a Macintosh speaker, and it is lots of
fun to use.
~nDiplay ($59.95, Opcocle Systems, Inc.)
MIDI files are a compact, industry-standard way of representing music on
computer systems. Rather d1an storing recorded notes, which require huge
amounts of storage space, MIDI files describe which notes were played, their
duration, and (depending on your equipment) d1eir volume. The only catch to
d1is elegant system is that you must h"ve a MIDI instrument to play back the
music. If you do have a MIDI instrument or sound module. however, ~ I Diplay
allows you to play back MlDI files from within HyperCard.
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Communicating w ith external devices
Four toolkits from App le provide you w ith the XCiviDs, XFCNs, source code, and
HyperTalk tools necessa1y to run HyperCard over AppleTalk networks, conu·ol CDROM players and videodisc players, and communicate over the Mac's serial port:
HyperCard AppleTalk Toolkit v. 2.5 ($20, APDA)
CD Audio Toolkit 1.0 ($75, A.PDA)
Serial Communications Toolk it 2.5 (S75, APDA)
Videodisc Toolkit ($40, APDA)
Voyager CD AudioStack and The Voyager VideoStack ($99.95 each, The Voyager
Co.) are two toolkits that offer all d1e tools you need to conu·ol CD-ROM or videodisc
players from with in HyperCard. A clear interface mak es it easy to mark sections of
audio or video information into named cl ips and assign d1e playback of d1ese
sections to buttons. The Aud io stack comes w id1 25 ready-made buttons, the
VideoStack w ith 35, and you can copy these buttons inro your own stacks, instantly
gaining the ability, for instance, to scan, pause. play, and skip sections of CDs or
videodiscs. Each also comes w ith ideas and suggestions that help beginners understand how to make tl1e besr use of the available tools. Why reinvent tl1e w heel when
you don't have LO?

Scripting aids
Bubble Help for HyperCard ($79.95, Randal Jones)
No matter how clear you might d1ink your interface is, sometimes you need
extra help to understand how to use a stack. You need bubble help - little pop
notes d1at gently guide users w henever the cursor moves over an objeC[ on a
card. Withou t doing any scripting. Bubble Help for HyperCard lets you add in
such help.

Dialoger Professional 2.0.3 (5125, distributed by Heizer Software)
Adding custom d ialog boxes to your stacks isn't easy, unless you have
Dialoger Professional. By using HyperCard's buttons and fields and taking
advantage of the extensive tutoii al and help stack, you can install the dialogs
you need into your stacks with a minimum of effort.

HyperRegister 2.1 (S10 for manual, srack is free, George Pytlik)
lf you are looking for an external command or function, look here fLrst. This
directory stack has 438 current listings of external resources fo r HyperCard,
including brief summaries of w hat tl1ey do and information on how and where
to get them.
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Dartmouth XCMD Volumes I-ll v. 3.4.3 (free, Dartmouth College)
This collection of 36 XCMDs is an ongoing project at Dartmouth College. It
is touted by members of the HyperCard development team as essential to anyone
doing I-IyperTalk scripting, but that is not too surprising since a member of the
Dartmouth alumni was the chief architect behind HyperCard version 2.0.
Wild Things ($150, Language Systems Corp.)
Wild Things comes on four disks containing 40 complete and ready-to-paste
XCMDs and XFCNs, four animated stacks, and a stand-alone icon editor. You
also get a 100-page manual that explains each XCMD in depth.

Summary
v HyperCard is a tool for organizing information. Without years of programming training you can
create HyperCard programs, called stacks, that teach concepts, solve problems, or customize
your Macintosh.
Y' HyperCard is organized around the metaphor of individual cards, each of which contain instructions that link them to other cards or analyze the information contained within them. Collections of
cards are organized into stacks.
Y' Each card can contain text, graphics, fields, or buttons. Scripts can be written in simple, English-

like language, HyperTalk, that allows HyperCard to reactto user input and carry out instructions.

v

HyperCard 2.0 adds many new features including variable-size cards, new visual effects and
painting tools, improved printing features, an icon editor, and many new HyperTalk capabilities.

Y' HyperCard books are available that teach good programming technique and contain useful

scripts ready for you to use. User groups, on-line services, and commercial stackware distributors
are excellent sources of help, inspiration, and ready-made stacks. There are many development
tools available that solve particularly thorny problems, provide easy ways to use HyperCard to
control external devices, or make scripting easier. Look to all these sources as a way to get a
head start on scripting without reinventing the wheel.
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Whereto buy
Addison-Wesley Publishing
Co.

CompuServe Information
Service

Language Systems Corp.
441 Carlisle Or.

jacob Way
Reading, MA 01867
617-944-3700

Cuswmer Service Ordering Dept.
Box L-477
Columbus, OH 43260
614-457-8600
800-848-8990

Herndon, VA 22070
703-478-0181

Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 Mariani Ave., MS 33G

Cupenino, CA 95014-6299
800-538-9696 (user group hotline)
Apple Computer, Inc.- APDA

20525 Mariani Ave., MS 33G
Cupertino, CA 95014-6299
408-562-3910 Ont'l.)
800-282-2732 (U.S.)
800-637-0029 (Canada)

EduCorp

7434 Trade Sr.
San Diego, CA 92121
619-536-9999
800-843-9497
Farallon Computing

2000 Powell St., Ste. 600
Emeryville, CA 94608
415-596-9100

Bantam Books

A Division of 13antam Doubleday
Dell Publishing Group, Inc.
666 Fifth Ave.
New York, N"Y 101 03
212-765-6500

Gaia Systems

3000 Alpine Road
Menlo Park, CA 94028
415-854-8288
Hayden Books

The Berkeley Macintosh User
Group
1442A Walnut St. , Ste. 62

Berkeley, CA 94709
415-849-9114 (raped message)
415-549-BM UG (gen'l info.)

A Division of !vlac!vlillan
Computer Publishing
11711 :--J. College Ave.
Carmel, IN 46032
800-428-5331

Maxstax+

4009 Everen Ave.
Oakland, CA 94602
415-530-1971
Motion Works Inc.

1334W. 6th Ave., Ste. 300
Vancouver, BC
Ca nada V6H 1A6
604-732-0289
Opcode Systems Inc.

3641 Haven Or., Ste. A
Menlo Park, CA 94025-1010
415-369-8131
Optical Data

30 Technolo&'Y Dr.
\VarTen, Nj 07059
800-524-2481
Quannun Computer Services

8619 Westwood Center Or.
Vienna , VA 22182
703-448-8700
800-227-6364

Heizer Software

48 Grove St.
Somerville, !VIA 02140
617-625-7080 (Mac ofilce)
617- 252-0600 (BCS main orflce)

1941 Oak Park Blvd.
P.O. Box 232019
Pleasant Hill. CA 94523
415-943-7667
800-888-7667
4 J5-943-6882 (FAX)

Bubble Help for HyperCard

HyperRegister

Randal jones
22307 65th Ave. West
Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043

George Pytlik
200 West Third St. , Ste. 338
Sumas, WA 98295

Claris Corp.

Kids Can Save the Earth
Available through user groups

The Boston Computer
Society- Mac

Somak Software

535 Encinitas Blvd., Ste. 113
Encinitas, CA 92024
619-942-2556
800-842-5020
theResult Software, Inc.

5201 Patrick Henry Or., Box 58168
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8168
408-727-8227

1829 East Franklin St. , Ste. 1020
Chapel Hill, ~C 27514
919-968-4 567
Tourism British Colwnbia
Minislly of Touris m, Parliament Bldg.

Victoria, BC
Ca nada V8V IX4
800-663-6000
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The Voyager Company
1351 Pacific Coast 1-Jwy.
Santa Monica, CA 9040 I
213-451-1383
213-394-2156 (FAX)

Wadsworth, Inc.
7625 Empire Dr.
Flo rence, KY 41042
800-354-9706

Warner New Media
3500 Olive Ave.
Burbank, CA 91505
818-955-9999
818-955-6499 (fA),.')
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Backup
D dingVourD
by Tom Negrino

v

Understanding what backup is and why you should
do it.

v Backing up to disk and removable-cartridge drives.

v

Backing up to tape.

v Making the right backup buying decision.
Y' Picking the backup strategy that's right for you.

v A summary of tips for optimizing backup.
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" B ackup? No, I don't back up my hard drive. I know I should, but it takes
too much time, and a disk crash isn't going to happen to me."
This sentiment seems to be shared by a large class of Mac users. Bur as soon as a
Cf'dsh or other data disaster happens to you, you'll get the backup religion. Better yet,
see. the light and stat1 backing up before the disaster strikes.
What is backup, anyway? Quite simply, it's making a copy of all of the
information on your hard disk, so that in the event of a problem, your data is
safe. The biggest misconception about backup is that it takes too long. If you
consider that it could take you weeks to recreate the documents on your hard
drive if you were to lose them (and that's if you could recreate them at all),
investing a few minutes a day in backing up your data makes a lot of sense. And
if you're smatt about the way that you back up, you can get your Mac to do most
of the work; you can even have it back up while you're asleep.

What could go wrong?
About the author
Tom Negrino is a Macworld contributing editor, and a director of the Los
Angeles Macintosh Group. He has
worked as a Mac teacher and consultant
since 1985, and is a cocreator of MacRag,
an operations management program for
garment manufacturers. Tom has been
writing about Macintosh issues since
1987, beginning with the late Mac Guide
magazine. In 1988, he started writing for
Macworld, and was named a contributing
editor in early 1991. He has written the
annual Macworld roundups oftape
backup drives for the past three years.
But like most people, it took a disk crash
to get him to start backing up his hard
drive regularly. Tom lives in Los Angeles
with his wife, Betty, a talented singer
and actress.

Our computers are pretty reliable. Most of the
time you don't have any problems, aside from the
occasional bomb, or the "Application has unexpectedly quit" message from MultiFinder. And if
you always use a small, consranr group of
programs, a bomb may be mre indeed. Bur other
things can go wrong, and in the worst way.
First and foremost, your hard drive could crash.
The term crasb is reaLly a catch-all for a number
of disk problems. In the general sense, it's any
hardware or software problem with a disk that
keeps you from using it nonnally. In the most
specific hardware sense, it means that the read/
write heads inside the hard drive, which normally
skim Jess than a hair's breadth above the rapidly
spinning disk platter, have contacted the platter.
TI1is can break the heads, damage the recording
media on the platter, or both. Other possible hard
drive problems: the hard drive's controller board
can malfunction; the drive's spindle motor can fail;
or the mechanism that moves the heads over the
platter can break. If your hard drive has a
hardware fault, the chances of recovering your
data are slim.
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Hardware failures, though, are less common t:han crashes caused by software.
All hard drives have software, called t:he clirectoly, mar me ~1ac checks on startup. The directory contains (among ot:her things) clara structures that specify me
layout of the disk, which areas of the disk are in use, and where to fmd inclividual files. The Mac expects ro find this information in a specific format, and if
me infonn ation has been corrupted, the hard drive will refuse to boot. You 'll see
the disk icon with the blinking question mark, or you'IJ get the dreaded ''This
disk is damaged. Cancel or Initialize?" dialog box. Often, you 'll be able to repair
the disk or recover your data with a fi le utility such as me Norton Utilities (for
more infom1ation on this, see Chapter 11), but some software crashes stump even
the best utilities.
Aside from mechanical or software failure, the other culprits of data loss are
the physical possibilities: fire, theft, flood, and (especially if you l ive in California
like I do) earthquake. To prorect yourself from these events. you'll need to have
an offsite backup - a copy of all of your data that is stored off the premises. All
these mings may be low probability. but they do happen, and you want to have
a safe copy of your work as a backup.

Archiving
A cousin of backup is archiving, a technique that backs up files, then usually
removes them from the hard disk, freeing space for new fLies. You might want to
archive projects rhar you have finished, but still keep them available for reference. You can use any of the media that you would use for backup, including
floppy disks, removable cartridges, and tape.
The archiving software of choice is Dantz Development's Retrospecr. It was
originally designed for archiving, rather than backup, and it has superb tools for
copying, moving, compression. cataloging, and retrieval of archived files. Retrospect
keeps a catalog me of me archive on your hard disk, and updates the catalog
whenever you add files to the archive. One interesting femure of Retrospect is that it
never removes files from an archive. If you choose to not have Retrospect move files
otT of your hard drive after archiving, you'll have the current version of the file on
the hard disk, yet all of the older versions will be available to you if you need them.

The medium is the message
Before you can stan backing up, you have to choose from the possible backup
options. The two basic choices for backup media are disks (floppy disks or removable-calt riclge drives) and tape (many different varieties).
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Removable disks
Floppy disks
The eve1yday floppy disk is an excellent backup choice, depending on how much
data you need to protect. For most home and small-office users who have 40MB and
smaller hard drives, floppies are the best choice. If your Mac can use them, the
preferred choice is the HD (high density) floppy disks, since they hold more data
(1.4MB) than the standard DD (double density, BOOK) disks.

Removable cartridges
For a full description of removable-cartridge drives, see Chapter 7, "Hard Disks
and Other Storage Devices." From the backup standpoint, any of these drives work
well. I especially like the SyQuesr and Bernoulli drives for backup, beC'Juse they're
fast and the cartridges are reasonably priced. The combination of a SyQuest or
Bernoulli and either DiskFit or Redux backup software (see below) make for the
speediest incremental backups (where only files that have changed get backed up).

Tape backup
Tape is a good backup solution (and sometimes d1e only reasonable solution) in a
wide variety of circumstances. You can get tape drives in a large anay of fonnats and
capacities, one of which is ve1y likely to fit your backup needs. Here's a rundown on
the different types of tape units.

OC2000- old reliable
Among the oldest tape fonnats, the DC2000 drives use small, rugged clara
cartridges, about d1e size of a credit card, containing 1/•-inch-wide tape. A single
DC2000 drive can have two different capacities, depending on whether you use
standard- or extended-lengd1 tapes. And to confuse the issue fu1ther, manufacturers
use two different models of DC2000 drives. The older model provides 40lviB or (with
an extended-length tape) 60MB of backup space, and the newer, faster 3M MCD II
model gives you 86MB or 120MB to fill. No matter what size you get, you can count
on two things: The drive will be reliable, and it will be slo\ver than most other types
of tape drive. As a group, the DC2000 units are d1e slowest ta pe backups on the
market. Tn fact, Apple's Tape Backup 40SC has been at d1e bottom of d1e speed heap
in the last d1ree Macwot1d roundups of rape drives. Fortunately, Apple's drive isn't
typical of me DC2000 group. Fifth Generation Systems' Fastback Tape uses the 3M
MCD IT mechanism, housed in a stylish case, and turns in respectable backup times.
The cream of the DC2000 crop, however, is the Tecmar QT-Mac-80. Thanks to
Tecmar's excellent backup software, this attractively designed drive is the fastest of
all the DC2000 units.
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As hard drive capacities increase, the DC2000 fo rmat is losing popularity. The
80MB to 120MB capaci ty of the units make them well suited for personal backup
solutions, but the Teac 150MB data cassette drives (see below) hold more data, w ith
faster performance, at a lower cost. Given this, the only reason ro buy a DC2000
drive at this point is if you need to be able to exchange tapes w ith other users w ho
are already using DC2000 units.

DC600
The DC600 format is a brgcr cousin to the DC2000. rr uses data cart ridges thaL are
twice the size of DC2000 tapes, up ro four times larger in capacity, and much faster.
As w ith DC2000 drives, the capacity depends on whether you're using standard- or
extended-length rapes. rn the DC6oO realm. however, there are three mechanisms
from which to choose. The oldest model, now obsolete, held 120MB; the most
common model holds 150MB and (w ith extended-length tape) 250MB; and the latest
w rinkle is a 320MB/ 525MB unit.

Of the 150MB/250MB drives, high marks go to the Microner MT-250, based on a
Tandberg mechanism, and the Tecmar QT- I SOs. for excellent software, sleek design,
and fine perfo1mance. The newer 320MB/ 525.\.fB DC600 drive is a serious contender
for high-speed backups of file servers, and for archiving large graphics files. Tecmar,
F\'<113, Micro net, and Tandberg Dara otl'er drives in this size, and their performance
is ve1y good. Tecmar and f-WI3 write their own excellent backup software, and
Micronet and Tandberg use the highly-regarded Retrospect. from Dantz Development.
Teac
Popular and reliable. the Teac drives ar e first-rate choices for a personal backup
solution. At first, a Teac data ca setre may look like a standard audio casseue. but a
closer inspection reveals much better construction. Two varieties o f the Teac
mechanism are cuJTently shipping: a 60MB version, and a faster 150MB version that
ca n read, bu t not write, the 60MB fonmt. The Tcac drives are invariably good
performers in Macwm1d Lab's speed rests. The 60MB unit-; are speed ier than all but
the fastest DC2000 drives, and the 150MB units are f::tster still.
There are a lor of Teac drives to choose from. and there isn·r too much diJTerence
between units from the various manufacn1rers. Price is a good guide here. At $995,
Micronet's CPKT-155 drive breaks the $1,000 price barrier in a fast, sleek unit the size
of an external floppy dr ive. Prices for Teac 150 drives from mail-order outlets, such
as APS and Third \Vave, arc now as low as $559, and ma}' be even lower by th e time
you read this.
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The Teac 60MB format is rapidly losing popularity among manufacturers since the
cost differential between the two types of drive is low. And the more aggressive
manufacturers are passing this advantage on to the consumer, with their 150MB drives
costing less than $100 more than their 60MB drives. Even if you don't yet need the
extra capacity, it's wo1th spending the extra dollars to get the Teac 150 drive's
superior performance.
Helical

For some systems, even the 525MB DC600 drives don't provide enough backup
space. Hard drives with 600MB aren't unusual anymore, and the trends tell us that
gigabyte amounts of hard drive storage will soon be commonplace. Fortunately,
helical-scan tape drives are up to the challenge. By using
technology borrowed from two consumer tape formats
- 8mm video and Digital Audio Tape (DAD - d1ese
._ Hard drives with 600MB
drives provide immense amounts of storage. They're
aren't utlusual anymore,
called helical-scan because they have four read/ write
and the tretzds tea us that
heads, mounted on a spinning drum, d1ar create
gigabyte amounts of hard
diagonal tracks of data on d1e tape. The 8mm drives
drive storage wiO soon be
pack as much as 5 gigabytes (5 billion byres) of data on
commonplace.
•
the same kind of 8mm videocassette you'd use to tape
the kids at Disneyland. Can't get a feel for a gigabyte?
Well, 5 gigabytes is d1e equivalenr of more d1an one
hundred 40MB hard drives, or almost 6,000 floppies. OAT cassettes fit in d1e palm of
your hand, yet can still hold up to 2.6 gigabytes of data.
All the 8mm drive mechanisms are made by one original equipment manufacturer
(OEM), Exabyte. So the choice here is price and which manufacturer's software makes
the mechanism perform best. PCPC's Netstream software has rated high in our speed
tests, and also allows you to back up all of d1e hard drives on a network. Other
notable 8mm units come from Tecmar and Optima. 8mm drives tend to be more
expensive and slower than d1e OAT units. On the other hand, they have double the
capacity of current OAT devices, and 8mm bad<Up mechanisms are in regular use on
other hardware platforms, such as Sun workstations and Digital Equipment
Corporation's VAX minicomputers. There are conversion utilities d1at enable you to
transfer Sun and VAX data to the Macintosh via 8mm backup tapes.
OAT drives have taken the backup world by storm, and there's a bewildering array
to choose from. Most are based on one of a few basic OEM mechanisms, though. The
Wangtek OAT mechanism bas a data capacity of 1.3 gigabytes. The WangDAT 1300
drive also holds 1.3 gigabytes, while d1e WangDAT 2600 mechanism uses special
hardware to compress data as it is backed up, allowing the unit to fit 2.6 gigabytes of
data on the same size OAT cassette. Archive Corporation's Python mechanism, also
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called AROAT, holds 1.3 gigabytes in the base configuration. Close to shipping as I
write this are versions of the ARDAT unit that will use hardware data compression to
fit as much as 5 gigabytes of data onto a OAT tape.

_.

Performance among all of these mechanisms is very similar - these units are the
fastest of all tape drives. The WangOAT 2600 mechanism wins the speed competition
by a nose, but the others are close behind. The vast majority of manufacturers are
bundling Retrospect backup softwa re with their OAT
drives, and several manufacturers, including APS,
Micronet, and FWB, are offering units from both ARDAT
Choosing the right backup
and WangOAT.

soh1tian jar your p articulm· situation is important.
Pick the wrong one, and
chances m··e your data
won't be adequately
pmteded when the data
disaster strikes.

Since there are a limited number of mechanisms, and
they are so similar, you should base your OAT buying
decision ftrst on capacity (do you need the 2.6 gigabytes
capacity of a WangOAT 2600 unit?), and next on price.
Naturally, you'll want to take warranty and service issues
into consider'.:~tion, too. You'll find that the AROAT units
are the lowest in price CAPS and Relax are selling their
ARDAT units via mail order for S1,499 as I write this).

Strategic defense
Choosing the right backup solution for your particular situation is important. Pick
the wrong one, and chances are your data won't be adequately protected when the
data disaster srrikes. TI1e driving factor in the choice of backup method is simple:
How much data do you need to back up? Once you detennine this, you should
choose the combination of backup device and software that will cover your backup
needs wid1 the least effort on your part. Here's my breakdown, by backup size, of
the best and most economical backup solutions.
Size of data to back up:

40MB and under

Preferred backup medium:

Floppy disks

Products to use:

DiskFir, Redux, Fastback II, Backmatic

If you've only got one hard drive to back up, and it holds no more than 40
megabytes, then backup onto floppy disks is d1e best solution. You can fir the entire
contents of a 40MB hard disk onto 29 high-density disks, or about 50 BOOK floppies.
1l1at sounds like a lot of floppies, but when you consider that 50 floppies only cost
about S75, it's easy to see that floppies are more economical than any other backup
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medium. But even though they're cheap, floppies are also d1e most labor-inrensive.
You have to be d1ere to swap disks, and shuffling du·ough more than abou t 40 or 50
disks requires great patience. The first time you back up d1e floppies will take you
d1e most amount of time, because the entire contents of your hard disk must be
copied. After that, you'll do incremental backups. When the data you need to back
up is larger than about 40MB, it's time to look for another backup solution.
My first pick for a backup program for floppy disks is DiskFit from SuperMac
Teclmology. It's remarkably easy to use. Start the program, hit d1e Return key, push
in me first floppy, and press Rerum again. Diskfir scans your hard disk to see which
files have been deleted, which are new, and which files have changed, d1en asks for
only those disks that need changing in order to update d1e set. Files mar have been
erased from your hard disk get erased from the floppies; Diskfir d1en reuses the
freed space. Incremental backups with Diskfit usually take less d1an ten minutes;
your mileage may vary, depending on how much clara changes on your hard disk.
Another good bad<Up program is Redux, by Microseeds. For the novice user it is
just as easy to use as DiskFit. The advantage of Redux over DiskFit is that it gives me
power user more options for backup and restore (see Figure 13-1). Redux has a
simple yet powerful scripting language (called, delightfully enough, BackTalk) that
lets you select individual files or folders, or can select files by name, type, or elate
modified.
Fifth Generations System's Fastback II is a fine program that also works wim
several models of rape drive. Magic Software's Backmatic automatically prompts you
to back up your hard disk when you shut down your Mac.
Size of data to back up:

40MB -160MB

Preferred backup medium:

Removable cartridge drives, rape backup
(Teac 150)

Products to use:

Retrospect, Diskfit, Reclux

Removable-cat1ridge drives, especially d1e SyQuest units, are a great choice for
backing up this amount of data. lf you have an 80MB hard drive, you can use one
88MB SyQuest Gutridge (or two 45MB cattlidges) to back up, and incremental
backups usually rake less d1an five minutes. The od1er cat1ridge drives, by Bernoulli
or Ricoh, work just as well, albeit more expensively. If you'll be using one of
these three kinds of drives, I recommend that you use DiskFit or Redux as your
backup software.
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Figure 13-1: Redux gives the power user more options for backing up and restoring data.

In rape drives, d1is capacity is where the Teac 150MB mechanism shines. It"s fast,
the cassettes are inexpensive, and you can ger a gocx:l drive for under $600. A Teac
unit is me recommended solution for automatic, unanencled backup (using Retrospect) in d1is size range.
Size of data to back up:

160MB- 300tviB

Preferred backup medium:

Tape backup (Teac 150, DC600, OAT)

Products to use:

Retrospect, tape drive vendor's software
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This amount of dara is somewhat awkward to back up, because it falls within the
range of possibilities of several different units. At the low end (160MB), you can use
two of the 88MB SyQuest cartridges. But for convenience's sake, you'll probably
want to use a rape drive. l11e Teac 150 is a candidate if you don't mind switching
rapes once.

"

One of the most vexing
problems for a network
admitzistrator is pt-oper
backup of aU of the drives
cmmected to the Locafl'alk
or Ethenret network.
•

Unfortunately, the need to switch tapes elin1inates
one of the nicest advantages of using tape, automatic
backup. A better choice is one of the 250MB OC600
units. And if you're using a 300MB drive, you'll probably
\vant to consider a lower-priced OAT tape backup, such
as an ARDAT-based drive. Prices on OAT drives keep
falling, and they are becoming increasingly competitive
with the DC600 units.

Most manufacturers are bundling Retrospect with their rape drives, but some, such
as Relax and CMS, include other backup software. Performance with these other
packages (SoftBackup, Express Tape, Total Recall, and ADMac Backup) is acceptable, but not as fast as Retrospect in Macworld Lab's testing.
Size of data to back up:

300MB and more

Preferred backup medium:

DAT or 8mm rape backup

Products to use:

Retrospect, rape drive vendor's software

Huge amounts of clara need the highest-capacity storage solutions, and helical
tape drives (DAT and 8mm) are just the ticker. These drives possess d1e capacity and
speed to lick the toughest backup problem.
Your first choice should be a OAT unit. Viltually all d1e OAT drives on d1e market
will suffice in terms of performance, so check for price, warranty, and availability of
good service and technical support. Pick an 8mm drive if you have to back up more
than ilie 2.6 gigabytes d1at you can fit on a OAT rape, or if you need to exchange
dara with other Mac 8mm sites, or wiili Sun or VAX computers.
Size of data to back up:

Various, several drives backed up over a
network

Preferred backup medium

Tape backup

Products to use:

Retrospect Remote, Netstream Backup
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One of the most vexing problems for a network administrator is proper backup of
all of the drives connected to the LocalTalk or Ethernet network. Until recently, the
best solution was to have the users back up their files to the central file server, and
then use a tape drive to back up the server's hard drive. This isn't an optimal solution
because of security problems (many users aren't will ing to upload d1eir private ftles
to a shared disk) and because so many users simply forget to do the backup to the
server. Anutlter problem is that large portions of the server's hard drive must be
devoted to backup. If you have 20 users, each w ith a 40MB hard drive, d1at's 800MB,
and most administrators consider server hard drive space too precious to dedicate it
to backup.
With th e advent of tape d rives wid1 gigabyte capacit ies, network backup has
become easy and feasible. First on d1e scene was PCPC, w id1 a product called
Netstream Backup. It works w id1 the helical 8mm and OAT drives that PCPC sells. A
newer entry, Retrospect Remote from Dantz, has done very w ell in d1e market.
Retrospect Remote will work w ith any of the media that the single-user Retrospect
does, w hich is to say virtually all media, so you can back your network up w ith any
hardware from floppy disks to helical tape drives. And users of Retrospect ca n
upgrade to Reu·ospect Remote by buying 10-paks of d1e Remote module.
Get Retrospect Remote and a tape drive w ith a capacity d1at can handle the total
amount of data stored by all the hard drives on your net>vork. This is usually going
to be a helical tape drive like a OAT or 8mm unit, but you can get away with a
smaller (and cheaper) drive if you have a relmively small amount of data to back up.
But w hen buying the tape drive, don't forget to plan for expansion. As your network
grows (and it almost always does), you'll have more data to back up, and you don't
want to be caught wid1out sufficienr capacity.

How often should you back up?

ti

It depends on how valuable your information is to you. As a rule of thumb, the
more vital or irreplaceable d1e data isr the more often you should back up. If you're
nrnning your accounting system on your Mac, and you're entering data every day,
then daily backup is mancl:11ory. More casua l users may choose to back up once a
\Veek. 1\o mauer how often you back up, it's a good
idea ro keep more tl1an one set of backup media. That
way, in the event of a failure of the backup media,
As a rule ojthumb, the more
you'll have an earlier version on which to fall back.
vital or in·eplaceable the
For backup onto floppy disks or removable ca rtridges,
data is, the more often you
use rwo complete sets of the media. Tape users can
should back up.
~
use one tape for each day of the week, with extras as
weekly and mond1ly offsire backups.
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It's import3nt to integrate backup into your standard work habits. It's much more
likely to get done if you set a regular time for backup. Friday afternoons often seem
to be a favorite time to back up. But no matter when you choose to back up, put the
chore onto your schedule and make sure it gets done.

Backup regimens
For casual users: the once-a-week solution
You may want to protect your data against a crash, yet none of the files you keep
would be especially difficult to recreate in the event of their loss. Backup once a
week is for you. Pick a day and time every week for backup, and, in the words of a
famous shoe manufacturer, j ust Do It.

The middle ground: alternating daily backups
If you r data changes daily, or if each document you create represents a substantial
ti me investment, you'll want to have two backup sets, alternating between the two.
Color coding your disks or tapes will help you keep the two sets straight. For the
following example, I'm assuming that floppy disks are the backup medium, but you
can follow d1e same procedure with removable cartridges or wid1 tape.
Sample schedule fo r daily backup:
Monday:

Do an initial full backup, and label your backup set in Red.

Tuesday:

Using a new box of disks, do another full backup; label this
set in Blue.

Wednesday:

using the Red set, back up the files d1at changed since
Monday.

Thursday:

You'll use the Blue set to back up the files that changed since
Tuesday.

Friday:

You're back to the Reel set wid1 another ino-emental backup.

Alternating between the two sets ensures d1at you'll always have a set of backup
disks that are no more d1an 24 hours old, and having rwo sets ensures d1at if you
back up a file that you later realize is corrupted, you'll still have a good version that
you can go back to.

Mission critical: data defenders
If you're responsible for backup of vital data, such as manufacturing, personnel,
or accounting information, you'll want multiple backups, with extra backups
kept offsite.
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One backup solution is to keep all your backup media (you can use either tape or
removable cartridges; I'm assuming tape) in a fireproof safe. Remove the media from
the safe only as needed, and return it promptly to the safe after use. You need seven
tapes in your backup set. Five tapes, the daily backups, are labeled r.-londay tl1rough
Friday. You back up to the daily tapes at the end of each weekday. The weekly
offsite tape comes into the building once a week, backs up all data since the last
weekly backup, t11en goes back offsite the same day, usually to a vault or safe
deposit box. The seventh tape is also an offsite backup; it's the monthly backup.
Again, it only comes into the building one day per month, backs up, and goes back
to me vault until next month.

Sample backup schedule for vital data:
Monday- Wednesday:
Back up ro daily tape at end of the workday.
Thursday:

Bring weekly tape into the building. Back up daily tape. Do
second backup to weekly tape. Leave with weekly tape; store
at offsire location.

Friday:

Back up to daily rape at end of the workday.

On the 1st or 15tl1 of the month, add the monthly backup to the schedu le.
By the way, I've chosen TI1Ursday as tl1e day to do the second (weekly) backup
because it seems that people just don't want to do two backups on a Friday afternoon. It's one of tl1ose st.rJnge but true computer facts.

Data redundancy
Two backup techniques borTowed from the minicomputer and mainframe worlds
are entering the Mac market. They promise to complement rape backup by providing
continuous data protection (see Figure 13-2).
Disk mirroring is a technique, implemented in the hard disk driver software, that
stores duplicate data on rwo hard drives connected to the same SCSI port. Usually
me system \.viii write the dam to both drives, but will only read from one. If one of
tl1e drives fails, the user is notified and all operations switch to the good drive.
Bec-Juse each block of data is written twice in succession, >vrite speed is cut in half,
but tl1e read time isn't affected. In fact, some manufacturers are designing their hard
disk drivers so tl1at me read time is improved on a mirrored system because the
system reads from the drive whose heads are physically closer to the data. Mirroring
systems are being sold by Storage Dimensions and Golden Triangle.
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Figure 13-2: Th ere are two backup techniques th at provide continuous data protection: disk
mirroring and disk duplexing. ln disk mirroring (top) duplicate data is stored on two hard
drives connected to the same SCSI port; disk duplexing (bottom) also uses two hard drives to
store data, but each drive is connected to its own SCSI port.

Disk Duplexing also uses two hard drives, but instead of hooking both disks
to the Mac's SCSI port, the teclmique adds a t\uBus board that provides a second
SCSI port to which the second hard disk is attached. Data is written to both drives
simultaneously through the two SCSI ports. Write speeds on duplexed systems are
not degraded, as they are with mirroring. Data is read from both hard disks and
compared for eJTOr, ensuring the integrity of the data. On some systems, such as
DiskTwin from Golden Triangle, when one disk fails it is automatically dropped
off line, the user notified, and all operations are sent to the second disk, with no
downtime. Duplexing systems are being offered by Golden Triangle, FWB, and
Microner.
There are trade-offs with the two approaches. Duplexing is faster than
mirroring but costs more because it requires a NuBus board. Milroring is software-based, so it is easier to update and improve i11 the future. The difference
between these two schemes and od1er backup med1ods is tnmsparency; as it is
created, your data is being continuously du plicated. And because you have t>vo
identical disks, your downtime is minimized if one disk crashes. just unplug the
fa iled disk and continue operations wid1 the remaining drive until the bad drive is
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lfi Being able to restore f rom
a backup tape that was
kept offsite could mean
the difference between a
temporary setback and a
"
major calamity.

repaired. However, a d uplexed or mirrored system
still needs to be backed up, usually to tape. Damage
from viruses, comtpted disk directories, or even
accidentally trashed files will be duplicated on both
hard disks. And fire or other disaster could physically destroy both disks with your p recious data.
Being able to restore from a backup tape that \Vas
kept offsite could mean the clilferencc between a
temporary setback and a major calamity.

A complete data-protection system. which wou ld in clude a mirrored or
duplexed set of hard drives and a rape backup, requires a fairly large financial
investment. For now, only users with large networked file servers or other
installations where any clara loss is unacceptable will be taking advantage
of these backup options.

Backup tips
•!• Most backup programs have a Verify function that can be turned on or off. It adds
an extra bit of protection by comparing the backup to the origin:tl and alerting
you if the backup wasn't done correctly. Altho ugh verifying usually makes
backing up take a bit longer, I strongly recommend that you use this function. To
me, it's wotth the extra time if I can be sure that I've got a good backup .

•!• If your backup program lets you set up an automated script for unattended
backup, use it. My Mac, using Retrospect, backs up my two hard drives (about
l OOMB of data, as I write this) to my Teac 155MB tape drive at 3:30 a.m., three
times a week. I'm asleep while the backup is happening. In the morning, I stat1
up Retrospect and check t11e backup log, just to make sure that e,·eryrhing went
as planned.

•!• Most backup medi::t can wear out with constant use; this is especially true with
floppy disks. Consider replacing your backup media once a year. I statt a new set
of backup tapes evety January.

•!• If you can't do automated backups, because you're backing up to media that
needs to be insenecl. like floppy disks, use a calendar program like CE Software's
Alarming Events or JA!vl Software's Smatt Al arms to remind you when to back
up. \'<'ith either of these packages, you can set a recurring daily or weekly popup reminder.

•!• Don't forget to have a copy, on floppy disks, of your backu p program close at
hand. It won't do )'OU any good to have an up-to-dare backup if the only
copy of the backup program is sitt ing on your crashed bard disk.
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•!• If you think that your hard disk has gone south, don 't panic. Sit down and
calmly work out what you're going to do next. I once had a cl ienr who had a
database file with all of his order entry data become partially corrupted. He
had two good backups on rwo SyQuest ca rtridges; he could have restored the
database file fro m the previous clay's backup and been fine, losing only
today's \VOrk . Instead he freaked out and, thinking he was protecting his
remaining good dma, backed up his hard disk twice omo the two SyQuest
ca rtridges, overwriting the good backup Illes with the corrupted file. It took
him weeks to rebuild his clara from hard copies, and all that effort could have
been avoided had he just ta ken a deep breath , sat down, and planned his nex1
move.

Safe and sound
If you 're a new !vtacintosh user, start out right by developing and using a backup
strategy now. A litrlc prepamtion can save you from a major problem down d1e line.
And for those of you who've been flying blind, it's almost never too lme ro sta1t
backing up. The exception, of course, is when you decide you need to start backing
up right after a data disaster. Keeping a regularly updated backup will turn a data
loss from a calamity to a minor bump on the road.

Summary

v

Archiving, disk duplexing, and disk mirroring are important adjuncts to backup. Archiving is the
technique of backing up and removing files on a hard disk, freeing up space for other files; disk
duplexing provides added security by using two hard drives to read data simultaneously which
are connected to two SCSI ports; and disk mirroring, which also provides added security, uses
two hard drives connected to the same SCSI port.

v

Sooner or later, you're going to need a backup. It's better to plan a backup strategy now than to
wait for disaster to strike.

v

Backup isn't difficult; it just takes a little planning. One way to ensure backup gets done is to
integrate it into your standard work habits.
The driving factor in choosing a backup medium is simple: How much data do you need to
protect?

v
v

If you experience a problem with your hard disk, calmly work out what you're going to do nextpanicking can make a minor problem a major one.
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Whereto buy
Golden Triangle
4829 Ronson Ct., ;206
San Diego, CA 921 11
619-279-2100
619-279-1069 (FAX)

Relax Technolo~,ry
3101 Whipple Road
Union City, CA 94587
415-471-6112
415-471-6267 (FAX)

APS
2900 S. 291 H\vY, Lower H
Independence. ~·1 0 64057
816-478-4596 (FAX)
800-233·7550

JAM Software
P.O. Box 4036
Meriden. CT 06450
203-{}30-0055

Storage Dimensions
2145 Hamilton Ave.
San jose, CA 95 125
408-879-0300

CE Software
1801 Industrial Circle
West Des Moines, lA 50265
515-224-1995

Magic Software
2239 Franklin St.
Bellevue, NE 68005
402-291-0670

SuperMac TeclUlology
485 Potrero Ave.
Sunnyvale. CA 94086
4os-i45-z2oz

Cl\fS Enhancements, Inc.
2722 Michelson Dr.
Irvine, CA 92715
714-222-6000

Micronet Technology
20 Mason
Irvine, CA 92718
714-837-{)033

SyQuest
47071 Bayside Pkwy.
Fremont, CA 94538
415-226-4 150

Dantz Development Corp.
1400 Shatlllck Ave., Ste. I
Berkeley, CA 94709
415-849-0293
415-849-1708 (FA)..')

Microseeds Publishing, Inc.
580 1 Benjamin Center Dr. , Ste. 103
Ta mpa, FL 33634
8 13-882-8635

Tandberg Data
2649 Townsgatc Road, Ste. 600
Westlake Village, CA 91361
805-495 8384

Optima Technology
17526 Von Karman
!Jvine, CA 92714
714-476-0515

Teemar
6225 Cochran Road
Solan, OH 44139-3377
216-349- 1009

P.C.P.C.

Third Wave Computing
18268 Kramer Lane
Austin, TX 78758
512-832-8282
512-832-1533 (FAX)

Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupenino, CA 95014
408·996·1010

Fifth Generation Systems
10049 N. Reiger Road
Baton Rouge, LA. 70809
800-765-8209
FWB, Inc.
2040 Polk St., Ste. 215
San Francisco, CA 94 109
415-174-8055
415-775-2 125 (FAX)

4710 Eisenhower Blvd., Bldg. A-4
Tampa, FL 33634
813-884-3092
813-886-0520 (FAX)

Index
4Cast printer, 134
4th Dimension, 92- 95
illustrated, 94, 95
price of, 92, 101
programming language of, 93
Skeleton application template, 93-94
SQL provisions, 99
third party applications for, 95
where to buy, 101
12-inch Monochrome Display, 174, 176, 178,
180, 182, 184, 186
12-inch RGB Display, 174, 176, 186
16-inch Color 2008 Hi-Res System, 177-182,
185-186
19-inch Color 2008 Hi-Res System, 178, 181,
182, 184, 186
19-inch Platinum Display, 175, 178, 180, 182,
184, 187
19-inch SuperMatch Color Display, 178, 180,
187
19-inch Trinitron Color Display, 175, 176,
178, 179, 184, 187
32-bit addressing, 204-205
911 Utilities
hard disk recovery with , 215
Mac error messages
explained by, 214-215
summary of utilities, 234
where to buy, 236

-AAask, 232
Aatrix Software Inc., 116
Abaton, 136
ABC Interactive, 254
academic papers, word
processors for, 4, 6-7

accounting programs. See personal finance
programs
Acius, Inc., 101
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., 259
Adcl!vlotion, 256
ADMac Backup, 270
Adobe Illustrator, 78, 126
Adobe Photoshop, 162
Adobe Systems, Inc., 78, 79, 236, 238
Adobe Type Manager (ATM), 231-232
installing fonts using, 64-67, 68--72
introduction of, 59
Quick.Draw printers and , 126
w here to buy, 236
Adobe Type Manager font rasterizer, 128
Adobe Type Reunion, 74, 231
Advanced Software, 101
Advanced Software, Inc., 237
Affinity Microsystems, Ltd. , 238
After Dark, 221- 222, 236
Aladdin Systems, Inc., 237
Aldus Corp., 18, 53, 78
Aldus Freehand, 78, 126
aliases, 198--199
Alliance Peripheral Systems, Inc., 152
Alphatronix, Inc., 152
ALSoft, Inc., 236, 237
Altsys Corp., 78, 79
America O nLine, 255
American CaJtridge Recycling Association, 127
Andrew Tobias' Managing Your Money, 105,
108--109, 116
antialiasing, 162, 163
antig lare treatment o n monitors, 179
Apple 12-inch Monochrome Display, 174,
176, 178, 180, 182, 184' 186
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Apple 12-inch RGB Disp lay, 174, 176, 186
Apple Co mputer, 135, 136, 152, 186, 209,
259, 277
APDA, 259
Apple Macimosh Display Card 8• 24, 160
Apple menu w id1 System 7, 196
Apple Portrait Display, 174, 177, 180, 182,
186
Apple Tape Backup 40SC drive, 264
Apple T wo-Page Mo nochrome Display, 179,
180, 186
Apple Video Card, 157
AppleColo r High-Resolutio n RGB Mo nito r,
174, 179, 182, 185, 186
APS, 277
archiving, 263
See also backup
AROAT drive, 266-267
Ares Sofrwa re 78
Arm inius Publicatio ns & Products 116
Ashton-Tate, 14, 101
AT F T ype Designer I, 74, 75, 78
ATM. See Adobe Type Manager (ATM)
AutoMac ITT , 13, 87

-8Backmatic, 268
backup , 261-277
for 40MB and under hard d isks, 267-268
for 40MB to 160M B hard disk s, 268-269
for 160MB to 300MB hard disks, 269-270
for 300MB and over hard disks, 270
archiving, 263
automating, 275
disk du plexing, 273-275
disk mirroring, 273-275
to floppy disks, 264
frequency fo r, 271- 272
media for, 264-267
necessity for, 262-263
fo r networks, 270-271
regimens for, 272-273
to removable can ridges, 264

replacing med ia fo r, 275
to Lape, 264-267
tips, 275-276
utilities, 149
verify ing, 275
w here to bu y, 277
balloon help, 193-194
Bantam Books, 259
Baseline Publishing, 237
Beethoven's Ni nth Symphony, 24 1
Berkeley Macinwsh User Group, The, 255, 259
Berkeley System D esign, 236
Bernoulli removable-cartridge drives. See
removable-cartridge drives
bibliographical citations, wo rd processors
fo r, 6-7
Big Thesa urus, 5, 14
bitmapped foms, 56
See also fonts
Bitstrearn MacFontware, 73
black-and-white monito rs. See monitors
BLP Elite printer, 125, 130, 131, 135
BLP IT p rinter, 130
BLP lis pri mer, 127, 130
Blyth Software, 101
BMUG, 255. 259
Bond Po nfolio Manager, 116
See also Larry Rosen programs
books
page-makeup programs for, 16, 25-38
w ord processors for, 4, 10- 11
boom erangers, 225-2 27
Bosto n Computer Society - Mac, The, 255, 259
brightness of mo nito rs, 179-180
brochures
page-mak eup programs for, 16, 17-25
word processors fo r, 4, 8-9
Broderbund Software, 79
Bubble Help for HyperCard, 257, 259
Business LaserPri nter Tl, 135
Business LaserPrinter lis, 135
business repo11s, word processors fo r, 4, 5-6

-CCalComp, 186
Capture, 230, 236
CD Audio Toolkit, 257
CD Technology, 152
cdevs
defined , 232
I NITicdev managers, 232-233
VideoSync cdev, 164
CE Software, 14, 236, 237, 277
Central Point Software, 237
Checkfree, 105, 109, 116
Checkfree 116
Checkwriter II, 104. 105, 115, 116
checkwriting programs, 104, 105

See also speciji:c programs by name
Chipsoft, 117
Chro maVision 2-Page Display, 181, 186
citations, \VOrd processors for, 6-7
CL-550 motion video capture chip, 159
Claris 14, 101, 256, 259
ClearVue/ ll monitor, 176, 178, 187
ClearVue/SE monitor, 183, 187
Club Mac, 152
CMS Enhancement:;, 152, 277
Colo r 2008 Hi-Res System (16-inch) , 177-182,
185-186
Colo r 2008 Hi-Res System ( 19-inch) , 178, 181,
182, 184 , 186
color
fo r H yperCard stacks, 256
w ith System 7, 196
Color Laser Copier, 134
color monitors. See monitors
Color Pivot monitor, 174, 175, 176, 185, 187
colo r printers. 122, 132-134
described , 122
dye sublimatio n printers, 134
ink-jet printers, 132-133, 134
phase change ink -jet printers, 134
prices of, 122, 135-136
thermal wax-transfer printers, 133-134
w here to buy, 135-136

ColorBoard 364 NTSC video display board , 160
Color Capture frame g rabbers, 158
Colo nnate PS Model 80 printer, 134
Col01·Page T 16 monitor, 174, 178-182, 185-186
ColorPage T19 monitor, 184, 186
ColorPage TX monitor, 174, 176-182, 185-186
ColorPoint PS p rinter, 134
ColorQuick printer, 133
Colo rScript 100 Model 10 printer, 134
ColorSnap 32+ frame grabber, 158
ColorSpace FX video overl ay board, 161
ColorSpace IIi video overlay board , 160-161
ColorSpace Plus/ SE v ideo overlay board, 160
Compact Pro, 228
Compatibility Checker for System 7, 208
Complete Bond Analyzer, 116
See also Lany Rosen programs
Complete HyperCard 2.0 Handbook, 71Je, 253
Complete Undelete, 236
compression programs
for documenr compressio n, 212, 228-229
for image compressio n, 159-160, 169
CompuSe1v e Information Setvice, 255, 259
Computer Friends, 170
ComputerEyes digi ti zer, 158
Connectix 236, 238
continuous-feed paper stock , 120
contrast on monitors, 179-180
Contro l Panel devices. See cdevs
Contro l Panel w ith System 7, 200-201
convergence in monitors, 179
convoluting, 162
Cooking w ilb HyperTalk 2.0, 252
correspondence, word processors for , 2-5
CP 4007 p rinter, 134
CPKT-1 55 tape drive, 265
Creator. See Mu lti-Ad Creator
cro malins, 122
CrystalPrin t Express printer, 126, 128
CrystalPrint Publisher II printer, 128, 130, 135
Cursors!, 233
Custom Applica tio ns, 135
customizer utilities, 212-213, 230
Cutting Edge, 152
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-0DAL (database access language), 99
Danrz Development Corp., 277
Dartmouth XCMDs , 258
OAT (Digital Audio Tape) backup, 266-267
Data Access Manager (DA.l\11) of System 7,
206-207
data red undancy, 273-275
DAtabase, 83-84, 101
databases, 81-101
4th Dime nsion, 92-95, 101
Apple database access language (DAL), 99
choosing to fit you r needs, 82- 83
DAtabase, 83-84, 101
dBASE IV Runtime PLUS, 98-99, 101
desk accessories, 83-84
Double Helix, 90-92, 101
FileForce, 97- 98
FileMaker Pro, 87-88, 101
flat-file databases, 83-89
FoxPro/ Mac, 95-97, 101
Intouch, 84 , 101
Microsoft File, 86-87, 101
Microsoft Works, 86, 101
MyAdva ncedDatabase, 85, 101
networking with PC compatibles, 98-99
nuBASE fo r the Mac, 97, 101
Omnis, 92, 93, 101
Oracle for the Macintosh, 99, 101
Panorama, 84-85, 101
P •Jnk, 99, 101
prices of, 101
RecordHolde r Plus, 85, 86
relational databases, 89-98
Retriever, 93-94, 101
spreadsheet functions for, 83
SQL•Net fo r the Macintosh, 99
Structured Que1y Language (SQL)
connecti vity, 99
whe re to buy, 101
See also spec(fic databases by name
Dataproclucts Corp., 136

clBASE IV Runtime PLUS, 98-99, 101
DC200 tape d rives, 264-265
DC600 tape drives, 265
defragmenters/ optimizers, 212, 215-218
Deltaic Systems, 152
DeltaPo int, Inc., 14
Deneba Softwa re, 14
Design Science, Inc. , 79
Design Swd io, 24-25
Annexes (add-on featu res) for, 25
as descendant o f ReadySetGo, 24
as design-intensive program, 16
illustrated, 26, 27
impo1t ing to, 25
limitat ions of, 24, 25
pasteboard of, 24-25
price of, 24, 25, 53
style sheets of, 25
typograp hic features, 25
whe re to buy, 53
desk acccsso1y utilities, 212, 229
DeskWriter printer, 123-124
Dialoger Pro fessional, 257
Diconix colo r 4 printe r, 133
Digital Audio Tape (DAT) backup, 266-267
digital video, 167-168
digitizers, 157-158
directory d ialogs with System 7, 202-203
Disinfecta nt, 218, 219
d isk duplexing, 273-275
disk mirroring, 273-275
DiskDouble r, 228-229, 236
DiskExpress II
disk optimizing with, 215, 216-217, 218
file-undeletion IN!Ts and, 217- 218
where ro buy, 236
DiskFit, 268
DiskTop, 223, 225, 227, 236
Display Ca rel 8•24, 160
displays. See monitors
distortio n in mo nito rs, 177
DJ K Developme nt, 152

Index
documents and word processors suitable for
creating the m
academic pap ers, 4, 6-7
brochures and newsletters, 4, 8-9
business re ports, 4, )-{)
correspondence (fo rm letters), 3-4
correspondence (pe rsonal and business),
2-3, 4
docume nt categories, 2
forms and tables, 4, 7-8
manuals and books, 4, 10-11
word processors ranked by docume nt
catego1y, 4
Dollars and Sense, 105, 108, 116
dot-matrix printers, 120, 123, 135
Dot.ronix, 186
Double Helix, 90-92
icons fo r coding in , 90
illustrated , 91
Multiuser He lix compati b ility, 91-92
pe rformance of, 91
price of, 90
where to buy, 101
Dow jo nes and Co. Inc., 117
downloadable fonts
described, 57- 58
o n printer's ha rd disk, 72-73
See also fo nts
dye sublimation printers, 134

- E·Earthquake Preparedness Stack, 242, 247-248
Eastman Kodak Co., 135
Eckhardt, Robert C. , 2, 172
EDUCOM digital video demonstration, 168
EduCorp, 254, 259
Effects Specia list, 75, 76, 78
Ehma n,.Jnc., 152, 186
Ektaplus 7016 printe r, 132, 135
EMac, 152
£-Machines, Inc., 170, 186
EndNote, 7, 14

e ndnotes, word processors for, 6-7
England, Cheryl, 138
EPL-7500 printe r, 128, 130, 135
Epson America, Inc., 135
equations, word processors for, 6-7
erasable optical drives, 139, 147- 148
compatibility of, 147
compone nts of, 150
e.ll:tra features, 149
jukeboxes for, 148
overview of, 139
partitioning, 149
performance of, 148
Pinnacle RE0-1300 drive, 148, 153
prices of, 148, 150-151
reliability of, 147
service and support for, 151-152
software for, 149
terminators fo.r, 150
w he re to buy, 152-154
Evolution, 78
Exabyte, 266
Exodus Software , 101
Express Tape, 270
Expressio nist, 7, 14

-FFarallon Computing, 259
Fastback II, 268
Fastback Tape drive, 264
Fenton, Erfert, 56
Fifth Generatio n Systems, Inc., 237, 277
file finders, 223- 224
file la unchers, 224-225
file manage me nt utilities, 212, 222- 227
boome rangers, 225-227
file finders, 223-224
fil e launche rs, 224-225
Finder replaceme nts, 223
file sharing with System 7, 205-206
FileForce, 97-98
File Maker Pro, 87-88, 89, 101
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Financial and Intercut Calculator, 116
See also Larry Rosen programs
Financial Decisions, 106, 111, 116
financial programs. See pe rsonal finance
programs
Find command with System 7, 198
Find File, 223
find/ change functions, in word processors, 12
Finder 7, 194-195, 197-202
Finder replacements, 223
flat-file databases. See databases; specific

databases by name
flicker on monitors, 181
floppy disks, 138
as backup medium, 264
FlowFazer, 221, 236
focus in monitors, 177, 178
Fo nt Porte r, 65
Fantastic, 56
Font/DA Mover, insta lling fo nts using, 60-64,
68-72
Fontina, 74
FontMonger, 59, 76, 78
Fontographer, 58, 74, 78
fo nts, 55-79
b itmapped fonts, 56
creating typefaces, 74
downloadable fonts, 57- 58
editing typefaces, 74-77
fon t me nu utilities, 73-74, 231-232
fo nt/ DA utilities, 212, 229
histo•y of, 56-59
installing TrueType fonts under System 7, 59
installing using Adobe Type Manager,
64-67, 68-72
installing using combination of methods,
68-72
installing using fonr/DA exte nders, 67-72
installing using Fonr/DA Mover, 60-64,68-72
managing, 73-74
menu orga nization, 73
o ptical scaling, 77

outline fonts, 56-59
on printe r's hard disk, 72-73
Type 1 foms, 58
Type 3 fo nts, 58
rype design programs, 74
type effects programs, 74-77
whe re to buy, 78-79
FontStudio, 74, 78
footnotes, word processors for, 6-7
For the Record , 115, 116
fo rm letters, \VOrd processors for, 3-5
fo rms, word processors for, 4, 7-8
4Cast printer, 134
4th Dimensio n, 92-95
illustrated, 94, 95
price of, 92, 101
programming langu age of, 93
Ske leton appli.carion te mplate, 93-94
SQL provisions, 99
third party applications fo r, 95
whe re to buy, 101
Fox Software, 101
FoxBase+. See FoxPro/Mac
FoxPro/Mac, 95-97
FoxCocle, 96
illustrated , 96
limitatio ns of, 97
multiuser version, 96
pe rformance of, 95, 97
price of, 95, 101
SQL provisions, 99
unique features of, 96-97
w here to buy, 101
frame accuracy, 164
frame grabbers, 157-15H
Frame Technology, 53
FrameMaker, 32-37
color printing features, 36
cross-re fe re nce features, 34
design-intensive layout limitatio ns of, 35
flows of text in, 34
frame features, 34-35

Index
hardware requirements for, 36
illustr"c:tted, 33, 35, 36
importing to, 32
as long-document program, 16
networking and, 32
price of, 32, 53
styles with, 34
technical support for, 36
variables for text, 34
where to buy, 53
Freedom of the Press PostScript emulation
software, 126, 129, 135
Freehand, 78, 126
Full-Page Monochrome Displ ay, 174, 177,

178, 182, 184, 186
FullWrite Professional
fo r academic documents, 6-7
for brochures and newsletters,
for business reports, 6
custom styles in, 12
find/change function in, 12
for forms and tables, 7
illustrated, 9
for letters and m emos, 3
for manuals and books, 10- 11
outliner in, 11
price of , 2, 14
where to buy, 14
FWB, Inc., 152, 277

8-9

-GGaia Systems, 259
GCC T echnologies, I nc., 135, 136, 153
GDT Softworks, 135
General Micronics, 116
Generation Systems, 186
Genius Dual Page Mo nitor, 178, 184, 187
GOfer, 223, 236
Golden Triangle, 277
graphics. See video applications
gray-scale monitors. See mo nito rs
gray-scale unifo 1mity on monitors, 181
Gray-Vision Two-Page Display, 178, 180, 186

-HHancloff II , 225, 236
hard d isk recove1y software, 212, 213-215
hard d isks, 138, 140-143
capacity of, 140
components of, 150
crashes, 262
clefragmenters/ optimizers, 212, 215-218
disk duplexing, 273-275
disk mirroring, 273- 275
extra features, 149
fo r fonts, 72-73
hard disk recove1y software, 212, 213-215
how they work, 141
illustrated, 141
internal vs. external, 140-142
M ac computer speeds and, 143
overview of, 138
pa1titioning, 149
performance of, 140, 141, 142-143
porlahle drives, 142
prices of, 150-151
quietness of, 142-143
removable hard drives, 139
service and suppo rt fo r, 151-152
software for, 149
terminators fo r, 150
as virtual mem o1y, 205
where to buy, 152-154
zero-footprint drives, 142
See also backup
hard drives. See hard disks
Hard Drives International, 153
Hayden Books, 259
HDTV, 169
Heicl, .Jim , 120
Heizer Software, 117, 254, 259
helical-scan (DAD drives, 266-267
H ewlett-Packard Co., 136
high definition televi sion , 169
HyperCcn·d 2.0 in a Huny, 252
H yperCard and H yperCard products, 239-260
Apple toolkits, 257
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basics, 241-247
book s recommended, 252-253
butto ns, 244-245
communicating w ith external devices, 257
Contents card , 247-248
development tools for, 256-258
external commands (XCMDs) and functions (XFCNs), 247, 255, 257, 258
f ields, 243
free version of, 250-251
as front end to Oracle SQL databases, 99
graphics o n cards, 242- 243
highlighted words, 249-250
human thinking and Hy perCard , 240-241
H yperCard 2.0 Developmenr K it, 251
HyperTalk, 246-247
icons, 245, 246
multimedia tools, 166
on-line information services, 255-256
resources, 251-258
scripting aids, 257-258
scripts, 245-247
stack map, 248-249
stack sources, 253-255
text on ca rds, 243-244
Text Options box, 243- 244
Tool pa lette, 242-243
upgrade for, 251
user grou ps, 255
using stacks, 247-250
video controllers, 166
w here to buy, 259-260

See also specific products by name
HyperCard AppleTalk Toolkit, 257
1-~yperCard Stack

Design Guidelines, 253

HyperCard VideoD isc T oolkit, 166. 257
HyperRegister, 257, 259

!-lyperTalk 2.0: The Book, 253
1-fyperTalk , 246-247
HyperTax Tuto r, 113
price o f, 107, 116
table of features, 107
w here to buy, 11 6

_,_
Ibis Software, 237
!COM Simulations, Inc., 237
Ico n Colo ri zer, 230
icons and System 7, 196, 199
iDS Systems, Inc., 153
lkarus-M, 74, 78
Tkegami Gra y-sca le Pack age, 184, 187
Illustrator, 78, 126
Image Club Gra ph ics, Inc., 78
image comp ressio n systems, 159-160, 169
lmageGrabber, 230, 236
ImageWriter II printer, 123, 135
LQ Loca iTalk Option, 123, 135
impact primers, 120
See also dot-matrix printers; printers
importing fi les, word p rocessor facilities for, 12
I ndex Portrait lvl onitor, 177, 186
INlT CDEV, 232-233
INIT Manager, 232
!nit-Kit, 232
11'\ITpicker, 232
II'\ITs
defined, 232
in hard disk recovery tools, 214, 217-218
INTT/ cdev managers, 213, 232-233
ink-jet printers, 120-121, 123-1 24
colo r primers, 132-133, 134
described, 120-121
illustrated , 121
limitations o f, 123
prices of, 121, 124, 136
StyleWriter vs. Desk \Vriter, 124
w here to buy, 136
Insight Development Corp., 136
interlaced image production, 156, 157
lnterleaf, Inc., 53
l nterleaf Pub lisher, 37- 38
automatio n features of, 37
as long-document program, 16
non-Mac nature of , 37, 38
price of, 53
size of, 37

Index
where to buy, 53
Inte rnational Computer Products
Re manufacturing Association, 127
Intouch, 84, 101
Intuit, 117
Investment Analysis for Stocks, Bonds, and
Real Estate, 116
See also Larry Rosen progra ms
investment management applications, 106,
109-112
See also specific programs by name
Investor, The, 106, 111, 116
Iomega 153

-JJAM Software, 277
j asmine Technologies, 153
JetLink Express printer, 135
Joint Photographic Experts Group image
compression standard, 159
]PEG image compression standard, 159
]PEG- image compressio n, 159

-KKids Can Save the Earth, 241, 259
Kingsley/ ATF Type 78
Kiwi Software, 14
KiwiEnvelopes, 3, 14
Kolor, 230

- LLa Cie, 153, 237
Language Syste ms 259
Larry Rosen 116, 117
Larry Rosen programs, 106, 111, 116, 117
laser printe rs, 121-1 22, 125-132
author's picks, 129-132
contro llers fo r, 127-1 28
described , 121
engines for, 126--127
illustrated, 122
memory in, 128
PC printers, 129

performance of, 127
PostScript-compatible printers, 58, 128-1 29
prices of, 121, 125, 135-136
Q uickDraw vs. PostScript printers, 125-1 26
recycling toner cartridges, 127
to ner re place me nt for, 126--127
whe re to buy, 135-136
See also speciji"c printers by name
Lase1jet Illsi printer, 126, 131, 136
LaserScript printe r, 128, 136
LaserWriter, PostScript introduced with, 57
LaserWriter IINTX p rinter, 127, 128
launchers, 224-225
LetraPublisher, 24
Letraset, Nielsen, and Bainbridge, 53
Letraset USA, 78, 79
LetraSt:udio, 75, 76, 79
lette rs, word processors for, 2-5
Libe1ty Systems, 153
Linotype, 58
list views with Syste m 7, 197-198
L-View Multi-Mode mo nitor, 175-176, 178,
180, 181-182, 187
LZR-660 printe r, 128, 130
LZR 960 printe r, 130, 136

-MMac II Colo r System monitor, 180, 186
MacAvenue, 153
MacEnvy, 233
MacFontwa re, 73
MaclnTax, 107, 11 2-113, 117
Macintosh compute rs
32-bit addressing require ments, 205
frame grabber requireme nts, 158
hard disk sp eeds and , 143
monitors for modular Macs, 182-183
second screens fo r compact Macs, 183
video abilities of, 166--167
See also monitors
Macintosh Display Card 8 • 24, 160
MaclnUse, 233, 237
MacLand, 153
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MacMoney, 105, 108, 117
MacPrint printer, 136
MacProducts USA, 153
MacPublisher, 24
MacRecorder, 256
macro programs, 212, 219-220
MacroMaker, 219, 220
macros, word processor facilities for, 12-13
MacTel Technology 153, 186
MacTools Deluxe
disk optimizing w ith, 215-216
file finder w ith, 223
hard disk recovery w ith, 213-21 4
summary of utilities, 234
w here to buy, 237
MacTown, 153
MacVonk USA, 101
Mac\Vrite II
for academic documents, 6-7
for business reports, 5
find/ change function in, 12
for forms and tables, 8
import ing facilities in, 12
for letters and memos, 3
fo r mail merge, 5
price of, 2, 14
where to buy, 14
Magic Software, 277
magnetic rape. See tape backup
mail merge, word processors for, 3-5
Mainstay, 236
Managing Y our Money, 105, 108-109, 116
manuals
page-makeup programs for, 16, 25-38
word processors for, 4, 10-11
Market Manager PLUS, 106, 110, 117
Marx, Peter, 156
Mass Microsystems, 153
MasterFincler, 237
Masterjuggler, 229
font management utility, 73
installing fonts using, 67-72

w here to buy, 237
marchprints, 122
Mavica still video cameras, 158
MaxAppleZoom, 221
Maxstax+, 254, 259
MECA Software, 116
Medial'vl aker, 165-166
Mediator, 161
MegaGraphics, 186
MegaGraphics Rival, 186
MegaScreen 19-inch monitor, 180, 186
memory improvements with System 7, 204-205
memos, word p rocessors fo r, 2-3
MenuFonts, 231
Metamorphosis, 79
Metamo rphosis Professional, 59
Micro Trading Software 117
Microcom, 236, 238
microLaser PS1 7 printer, 130, 136
microLaser PS35 printer, 130, 136
microlaser XL printer, 131
Micro lytics, 14
Micronet Technology, 153, 277
Microseeds Publishing, 237, 277
Microsoft 14, 101, 117
Microsoft Excel Mo ney Manager by Stephen
Nelson, 106, 111, 117
Microsoft File, 86-87, 101
Microsof1 Word
for academic documents, 6-7
for brochures and newsletters, 8-9
for business reports, 6
custom styles in, 12
for fo m1s and tables, 7-8
impo rting facilities in, 12
fo r letters and memos, 3
macro facilities in, 12- 13
for mail merge, 5
for manuals and books, 10-11
outliner in, 11
price of, 2, 14
w here to buy, 14

Index
Microsoft Works
for academic documents, 7
for business reports, 5
for forms and tables, 8
for lette rs and memos, 3
macro facilities in, 12
price of, 2, 14, 86, 101
RagTime compared to, 46
whe re to buy, 14, 101
Microtech International, Inc., 153
Microte k Lab, Inc., 136
MIDlplay, 256
Mirror Technologies, Inc., 153, 186
Mobius Techno logies, 186
Moire, 221
moire patrerns on monito rs, 178
money programs. See personal finance
programs
Mo niterm, 186
monitors, 171-187
antiglare treatme nt on, 179
author's picks, 184-185
brightness of, 179- 180
color vs. monochrome, 172-173
contrast on, 179-180
conve rge nce in, 179
distortion in, 177
flicker on, 181
focus in, 177, 178
gray-scale uniformity o n, 181
gray-scale vs. black-and-white, 173
intangibles, 183-184
modular Macs a nd, 182-183
moire patterns on, 178
phosphor color o f, 180-181
pixel de nsity (ppi or dpi) of, 175-176
pixel dime nsions of, 173-175
purity problems w ith, 181
quality evaluation of, 177-182
screen savers for, 182, 212, 221-222
second screens, 183
service and support fo r, 183-184
size of, 173-175

slowing refresh rate for video recording, 164
te levisions vs., 156, 157
text quality in, 182
utility software for, 182
where to buy, 186-187
See also specific monilm-s by name
Mo nochrome Display, 180, 186
monochrome monito rs. See monitors
Mo nochrome Pivot monito r, 174, 177, 184, 187
MoonRaker motion video equipment, 159
Mortgage Loan, 117
See also Larry Rosen programs
Motion Picture Experts Group image compressio n standa rd, 159-160
motion video capture, 158-159
Motion Works Inc., 259
MPEG image compression sta ndard , 159-160
MT-250 tape drive, 265
Multi-Ad Creator, 49-50
choosing, 50
graphics tools of, 50
illustrated, 51
interface of, 49
multilayout approach of, 50
page-makeup program categories and, 17
performance of, 50
price o f, 50, 53
styles with, 50
typographic tools of, 50
whe re to buy, 53
Multi-Ad Services, 53
multitasking with System 7, 194-195
Multiuser Helix, Double Helix compatibility
with, 91-92
My Software Co., 101
MyAdvancedDatabase, 85, 101
l'vfYM (Andrew Tobias' Managing Your
Money), 105, 108-109, 116

-NNa tio nal Televisio n Syste m Committee
(NTSC) sta ndard, 156, 157, 160
Negrino, Tom, 262
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Nelson, Stephen, 106, 111, 11 7
net worth calculatio n, 11 5
Netstream Backup, 271
networks, backing up, 270-271
New Era Software Gro up, Inc., 101
New Ho rizons Software, 14
newsletters
page-makeup programs for, 16, 17-25
\vord processors for, 4, 8-9
Niles & Associates, 14

Nintb Sympbony, 241
Nisus
for academic documents, 6-7
fo r business reports, 6
custom styles in, 12
find/ change function in, 12
importing facilities in , 12
for letters and memos, 3
macro facilities in , 12
for ma il merge, 5
fo r ma nuals and books, 10
price of , 2, 14
where to buy, 14
No lo Press, 116, 117
non-interlaced image production, 156, 157
Norton Utilities
Directory Assistance utility, 227
disk optimizing w ith, 215-216, 217, 218
file finder w ith, 223
hard disk recovery w ith, 213-214
summary of utilities, 234
w here to buy, 237
Now Software, Inc., 237
Now Utilities
file launcher \Vith , 225
Startup Manager, 232-233
summary of utilities, 235
Super Boomerang utilit y, 226-227
w here to buy, 237
\XIYST\XIYG Menus utility, 231
NTSC Encoder, 161
NTSC standard
displa ying NTSC video o n the Mac, 160

Mac video vs., 156, 157
nuBASE for the Mac, 97, 101
Nutmeg 19 mo nitor, 178, 180, 186
Nutmeg Systems, 186
NuVista frame grabbers, 158

-00cean Microsystems, Inc., 153
Odesta Corp., 101
Okidata, 136
OkiLaser 840 printer, 136
Omnis, 92, 93, 101
On Cue, 225, 237
ON Locatio n, 224, 237
ON Techno logies, 237
On Track, table o f features, 106
One-Page Display, 174, 177-178, 180,

182-184, 186
Opcode Systems lnc., 259
Open Query command, 206-207
Optical Data, 259
optical drives. See erasable optical drives;
WORM drives
optical scaling, 77
Optima Techno logy, L53, 277
optimizers/ clefragmenters, 212, 215-218
Oracle Corp., 101
Oracle for the Macintosh, 99, 101

Outdoor a nd Vacation Adventure Guide, 241
outline fonts, 56--59
See also fonts
outliners, 11

-Pr .c.P.c., 153, 186, 277
page printers. See laser printers
PageMak er, 17-18
choosing, 50, 51
design tool s of, 17
as design-imensive program , 16
illustrated, 18, 19
lo ng-document features of, 18
price of, 18, 53

typographic tools of, 17
where to buy, 53
page-makeup programs
choosing, 50-51
Design Studio, 16, 24-25, 26, 27, 53
design-intensive programs, 16, 17-25
FrameMaker, 16, 32-37, 51, 53
inexpensive programs, 16, 38-45
lnte rleaf Publisher, 16, 37-38, 53
long-document programs, 16, 25-38
Multi-Ad Creator, 17, 49-50, 50, 51, 53
PageMaker, 16, 17-19, 50, 51, 53
Personal Press, 16, 38-42, 53
prices of, 53
Publish It! Easy, 16, 42-45, 51, 53
Quark.XPress, 16, 19-24, 50, 53
RagTime, 17, 45-49, 51 , 53
ReadySetGo, 16, 24, 53
Springboard Publishe r, 16, 38, 39, 53
Ventura Publishe r, 16, 25-32, 51, 53
whe re to buy, 53
See also specific programs by name
PageView Multi-Mode monitor, 175, 177, 187
PaintWriter printer, 132-133
Panorama, 84-85
illustrated, 85
Personal Finance Templates for, 105, 107, 117
price of, 84, 101
where to buy, 101
ParaFont, 76, 77, 79
Paragon Concepts, 14
partitioning software, 149
PCPC Il/ 19 monitor, 181, 184, 186
PCPC 11/ 21 monitor, 180, 181, 186
PC-VCR, 165
Pe rsonal Bibliographic Software, 14
personal finance programs, 103-117
Andrew Tobias' Managing Your Money,
105, 108-109, 115, 116
basic pe rsonal finance programs, 104-109
Bond Portfolio Manager, 116
Checkfree, 105, 109, 116
Checkwriter II, 104, 105, 116

Comple te Bond Analyzer, 116
Dollars and Sense, 105, 108, 116
Financial and lntercut Calculator, 116
Financial Decisio ns, 106, 111 , 116
For the Record, 115, 116
HyperTax Tutor, 107, 113, 116
Investment Analysis for Stocks, Bonds,
and Real Estate, 116
investment manage ment applications,
109-112
The Investor, 106, 116
Larry Rosen programs, 106, 111, 116, 117
MaclnTax, 107, 112-113, 117
MacMoney, 105, 108, 117
Market Manager PLUS, 106, 110, 117
Microsoft Excel Money Ma nager by
Stephen Nelson , 106, 111 , 117
Mo rtgage Loan, 117
net wo1th calculation, 115
On Track, 106
Personal Finance Templates, 105, 107, 117
price o f, 116-117
Quicken, 104, 105, 115, 117
Ray Heizer software catalog, 113-115, 117
Stock Watcher, 106, 11 0, 111 , 115, 117
tables of differential features, 105-107
tax preparation programs, 112-113
TurboTax, 107
Wall Street Investor, 106, 109-110, 117
Wall Street Watche r, 106, 110, 111, 117
Wealthbuilcle r, 106, 109, 117
where to buy, 116-117
WillMaker, 115, 117
Pe rsonal Finance Templates, 105, 107, 117
Pe rsonal LaserWrite r LS printer, 125, 127,
130--131, 136
Personal LaserWriter NT printer, 125, 126, 136
Personal LaserWrite r SC printer, 127
Pe rsonal Press, 38-42
AutoCreate (te mplate) feature, 41
bugs in, 42
docu me ntation for, 41
graphics tools, 40

illustrated , 40, 42
importing to, 41
as inexpe nsive p rogra m, 16
page element tools of, 40
price of, 39, 53
Proxy feature, 39, 40
typographic tools of, 41
whe re to buy, 53
Workbook feature, 39
Pe rsonality, 230, 237
phase change ink-jet printe rs, 134
Phaser II PX printe r, 134
Phaser]et PXi printer, 134
phospho r color of monito rs, 180-1 81
Picture Press Accele rator image compression
hardwa re, 159
PicturePress image compression softwa re, 159
P•Ink, 99, 101
Pinnacle Micro, 153
Pinnacle RE0-1300 e msable o ptica l drives,
148, 153
pixel density (ppi or dpi) of mo nito rs, 175-176
pixel dime nsions of monitors, 173-175
Pixelview I, 177, 178, 180, 186
Platinum Display, 175, 178, l80, 182, 184, 187
Platinum Two-Page Display, 178, 180, 187
PLI, 153
PLP II printe r, 125, 127, 130-131, 136
PLP IJs printe r, 127, 136
Pogue, David, 212
Poole, Lon, 190
Pop-Up Publishing, 117
Portra it Display, 174, 177, 180, 182, 186
Postcraft Internatio nal, Inc., 78
PostScript emulation software, 126, 136
PostScript outline fonts
converting TrueType fo nts to, 59
histo ry of, 57-59
See also fonts
PostScript printe rs vs. Q uickDra w pri nte rs,
125-1 26
Prefe rred Publishe rs, 101
Prescience Corp., 14

printer fonts. See fonts
printers, 119-136
colo r printe rs, 122, 132-134
dot-matrix printe rs, 120, 123
impact printe rs, 120
ink-jet printe rs, 120-121 , 123-124
laser printers, 121- 122, 125- 132
PostScript-compatible printe rs, 58
prices of, 120-122, 135-136
w he re to buy, 135-136
See also specific printers by name
Pro Plus Softwa re Inc., 117
Pro-Cite, 7, 14
Procom Technology, Inc. , 153
program linking with Syste m 7, 207-208
Protector Shark, 221, 237
ProVue Developme nt Corp., 101
PS-410 primer, 127, 129-130, 136
PS-825 prime r, 126
PS 2000 printer, 132
PS 2210 primer, 131
Publish It, 42, 53
Publish It! Easy, 42-45
choosing, 51
graphics tools of, 43
illustrated, 44, 45
impo rting to, 43
as inexpens ive program, 16
imerface of, 42, 43
limitatio ns of, 411-45
perfonnance of, 44--45
price of, 42, 53
text editing a nd fo rmatting features, 43
text libra1y feature, 43
whe re to buy, 53
publishing, 206, 207
Pyro, 221, 237

-OQM880 monitor, 178, 180, 186
QM885 mo nitor, 174, 177, 186
Q.MS, Inc., 136
QT-150s tape drive, 265

Index
QT-Mac-80 tape backup drive, 264
Quantum Computer Services, 259
Quark, Inc. , 53
QuarkXPress, 19-24
choosing, 50
color separation features, 23
as design-intensive program, 16
Document Layout palette, 21
editing features, 22
graphics tools of, 23
illustrated, 20, 21 , 22
importing graphics to. 23
interface improveme nts a nd proble ms,
19- 20
Libra11' feature, 21
Maste r Pages featu re, 21
pasteboard of, 20
price of, 24 , 53
quirkyness of, 23- 24
typographic features, 22-23
w here to buy, 53
QuickCapture frame grabbe rs, 158
QuickDraw printe rs vs. PostScript pri nters,
125-126
Quicke n, 104, 115, 117
QuicKeys, 13, 14, 220, 237
QuickTime, 168
QuickTools/ Scree nShot, 237
QuickView Studio motion v ideo equipme nt,
159, 160
QUME Corp., 135, 186

-ARadius Color Display, 175, 178-181 , 184, 187
Radius, Inc., 170, 187
RadiusTV NTSC video dis play board. 160
RagTime, 45-49
choosing, 51
Forms feature, 46
illustrated, 47, 48
importing to, 47
Microsoft Works compa red to, 46
modes of, 46

page-make up program categories and, 17
price of, 49, 53
printe r suppo1t by, 49
spreadsheet tools of, 48-49
text frame tools of, 46-47
w here to buy, 53
RagTime USA, 53
Hanger Techno logies, Inc., 187
RasterOps Corp. , 170, 187
Ray Heize r software catalog, 113-115, 117
RE0-1300 e rasa ble optica l drives, 148, 153
ReadySetGo, 24, 53
See also Design Studio
Rea lity Technology, 117
Re bound , 227
RecordHo lcle r Plus, 85, 86
Redux. 237 , 268, 269
relatio nal databases. See databases; specific

databases by 11ame
Re lax Technology, 153, 187, 277
Re lax/ lkcgami Trinitro n System monito r, 180,
181, 182, 187
removable-cartridge drives, 138-139, 143-147
as backup medium, 264
compo nems of, 150
extra fe atures, 149
how they work, 144
illustrate d, 144
installed base of, 146, 147
overview of, 138-139
prices of, 146, 147, 150-151
service and support for, 151-152
softwa re fo r, 149
SyQuest vs. Ricoh vs. Be rnoulli d rives,
143-147
te rminators fo r, 150
whe re to buy, 152-1 54
reports, word processors for, 4, 5- 6
Retrieve r, 83- 84, 101
Retrospect, 263, 270
Retrospect Re mo te . 271
Ricoh removable-cart ridge drives. See
re mova ble-ca 11 ridge drives
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Rival, 218, 237
Rodime Syste ms, Inc., 154
Rosen, Larry, programs, 106, 111, 116, 117
Roth, Steve, 16
Ruby Systems, Inc., 154

-SS340-1o printe r, 134
Sabastian Software, 236
Salient Softwa re, Inc., 236
SAM, 218-219, 237
screen capture utilities, 212, 230, 231, 232
screen flicker, 181- 182
scree n fonts , 60
See also fonts
screen savers, 182, 212, 221-222
ScreenShot, 230- 231
Scroliinit, 227, 233
SCSI tetmination, 150
Seite r, Charles, 82
Selectronics & Microlytics, Tnc., 236
Sentinel, 233, 237
Serial Communications Toolkit, 257
ShadowGraph, 184, 186
Shortcut, 227, 237
Sigma ColorMax 8/ 24 monitor, 179, 187
Sigma Designs, 187
SilverLining, 215-216, 237
SilverView monito r, 175, 178, 182, 184, 187
Slay, Alan, 104
Smatt Art, 76, 79
SMPTE timecode, 164
Soft FIX, 165
SoftBackup, 270
Softstream Inte rnational, 116
SoftView , Inc., 237
Software Toolworks, The, 116
Somak Software, 254, 259
SoundMaster, 230
Spinnaker Software, 53
spreadsheets, database functions in, 83
Springboard Publishe r, 16, 38, 39, 53
SQL*Net for d1e Macintosh, 99, 101

SQL (Structured Quety Language), 99
stacks. See Hype rCard and HyperCard products
still video cameras, 158
Stock Watcher, 110, 111, 115
price of, 106, 111, 117
table of fea tures, 106
whe re to buy, 117
storage devices
choosing, 149-152
compone nts of, 150
erasable optical drives, 139, 147-148
noppy disks, 138
hard disks, 138, 140-143
overview of, 138-139
partitioning, 149
prices of, 150-151
removable-cartridge drives, 138-139, 143-147
service and support for, 151-152
software fo r, 149
whe re to buy, 152-154
WORM d rives, 139
Storage Dimensions, Inc., 154, 277
Storm Techno logy, Inc., 170
Structured Q uety Language (SQL), 99
Stuftlt, 227, 228, 237
style definitio ns in word processors, 11- 12
Style\Vrite r printer, 123- 124, 136
subscribing, 206, 207
Suitcase II, 229
fo nt manageme nt utility, 73, 231
insta lling fonts using, 67-72
w he re to buy, 237
SUM II
disk optimizing with, 215-216
hard d isk recover with, 213-214
summary of utilities, 235
w he re to buy, 237
Sumo Syste ms, 154
SunDesk, 230
SuperCiock!, 233
SuperDisk, 229
SuperMac Technologies, 170, 187
d igital video syste m, 168

Index
SuperMac Techno logy, 154, 237, 277
Supe rMatch Color Display, 178, 180, 187
Survivor Software Ltd., 117
Symantec AntiVirus fo r Macintosh (SAM),
218-219, 237
Symantec Corp., 237
SyQuest, 277
SyQuest re movable-ca rtridge d rives. See
removable-cartridge drives
System 7, 192-209
32-bit add ressing with , 204-205
aliases fealUre of, 198-199
Apple me nu changes, 196
balloon help, 193-194
cha nging to, 208-209
color windows and icons with, 196
Compatibility Checke r, 208
compatibility with o lder softwa re, 208
Contro l Panel changes, 200-201
Data Access JV!anager ( DAM) of, 206-207
direcrmy dialog improvemenrs, 202-203
ediring icon names with, 199
file sharing with, 205-206
Find comma nd, 198
Finder improveme nts, 201-202
installing TrueType fonts under, 55-79
list views changes, 197- 198
live copy/ paste with, 206, 207
memory management improvements,
204-205
mixing with older syste ms , 192
multitasking capabilities, 194-195
p rice of, 191, 209
program linking with. 207-208
publishing feature of, 206, 207
QuickTime extension to, 168
require me nts, 190-191
subscribing feature of, 206, 207
summaty of changes, 192-193
System Folde r changes, 199- 200
TrueType with, 203-204
utilities and, 233
virtual memory with, 205

w here to buy, 191, 209
System Fo lder w ith Syste m 7, 199-200
syste m software, 189-209
changing to System 7, 208-209
choosing a version, 190-192
compatibility issues, 208
described, 190
mixing syste ms, 192
System 7 improve me nts, 192- 209
whe re to buy, 191, 209
See also System 7

- TTI9 monitor, 184, 186
TableCloth, 233
tables, wo rd processors for, 4, 7-8
Tactic Software, 237
Tandberg Data, 277
tape backup, 264-267
DC200 drives, 264-265
DC600 drives, 265
he lica l-scan (DAT) drives, 266-267
Teac drives, 265-266
Taste
fo r acade mic documents, 6-7
fo r brochures and newsletters, 8-9
fo r business reports, 5
custom styles in, 12
find/ cha nge fu nctio n in, 12
fo r fonns and tables, 8
fo r lette rs a nd memos, 3
price of, 2, 14
w he re to buy, 14
tax preparation programs, 107, 11 2-113
See also persona l finance progra ms;
specific programs by name
Teac ra pe dtives, 265-266
Tecmar, 154, 277
TeleTypesetting Co., 136
televisions
HDTV, 169
Mac mo nitors vs., 156, 157
"smart" televisions, 169
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See also video applications
Te mpo II Plus, 220, 238
termination, 150
Tessle r, Franklin, 156
Texas Instrume nts, 136
text quality on monitors, 182
theResult Sofrwa re, Inc., 259
thermal wax-transfe r printers, 133-134
thesaurus, 5-6
Third Wave Computing, 154 , 277
Timeworks, Inc., 53
T/ Make r Co., 14
Toshiba America Informatio n Systems, Inc., 154
Total Pe riphe rals, 154
Total Recall, 270
To urism British Columbia, 241, 259
TPD/ 21 monitor, 178, 180, 187
Trinitron Colo r Display, 175, 176, 178, 179,
184, 187
TrueLaser printe r, 136
TrueType fonts, 203-204
converting PostScri pt fo nts to, 59
developme nt of, 58-59
installing, 59
Syste m 7 and, 203-204
See also fo nts
T-Script software, 129, 136
TurboTax, 107
Two Page Monochrome System, 184, 186
Two-Page Monochrome Display, 179, 180, 186
TX monitor, 174, 176-182, 185- 186
Tycho Table Make r, 7
Type 1 fonts, 58
See also fonts
Type 3 fo nts, 58
See also fo nts
type design programs, 74, 78
type effects progra ms, 74-77, 78-79
Type Reunio n, 74, 231
TypeReunion, 238
TypeStyler, 75, 76, 79

-UUltraScript Plus PostScript emulation software, 126, 129, 136
UltraScript PostScript e mulation sofrware,
126, 129, 136
Univation, 154
URW, 78
utilities, 211-238
compression programs, 159- 160, 212,
228-229
customizers, 212-213, 230
defined , 212
file ma nagement utilities, 212, 222- 227
fom me nu utilities, 73-74, 231-232
fom/ DA utilities, 212, 229
hard d isk clefragmenters/ optimizers, 212,
215-218
hard disk recovery software, 212, 213-215
INlT/ cdev ma nagers, 213, 232-233
macro programs, 212, 219-220
miscellaneous utilities, 230- 232, 233-235
overview of, 212-213
packaged utilities, 233, 234-235
screen capture utilities, 212, 230, 231, 232
screen savers, 182, 212, 221-222
System 7 and, 233
virus protection utilities, 212, 218-219
w here to buy, 236-238
where to fi nd, 233
See also specific ulilities and categories of
utilities by name
Utopia Grokwa re Ltd., 236

-Vventu ra Publishe r, 25-32
a nchoring frames in, 29
a utonumbering feature, 30
choosing, 51
cross-refe re nce feature, 30
equation edito r, 28
footnote feature, 30-31
illustrated, 28, 29, 30

Index
importing to, 27-28, 30
index feature, 31
limitations of , 31
as long-document program. 16
no n-JVIac origins of, 31
o nline help of, 31
PC/ Mac file transfer capabilities of, 31
price of, 32
spelling checker, 28
scyle sheets o f, 26-27, 28, 29
table features, 28
technica l support for, 31
w here ro buy, 53
Ventura Softwa re Inc., 53
verifying backups, 275
VidClip V ideoT ape Contro l Too lk it, 166
video applications, 155-170
antialiasing, 162, 163
designing presentations fo r video, 161-162
digital video, 167-168
displaying live images, 160
HDTV and , 169
image compression, 159-160, 169
import ing video images, 157-160
interlaced vs. non-interla ced image
production, 156, 157
Mac models and their abilities, 166-167
multimedia, 167-168
overl ay products, 160-161
trends, 168-169
video editing, 164-166
video output, 161-164
w here to buy, 170
Video FIX, 165
video hardware
digitizers, 157-158
edit controllers, 164-166
frame grabbers, 157-158
Mac models and their abilities, 166-167
motion video equipment, 158-159
NTSC video display boards, 160
still video cameras, 158

video com pression devices, 159
video o utput devices, 161, 162, 164
video overlay boards, 160-1 61
See also monitors; specific prod11cls by

name
Video Toaster, 161
Videodisc T oolkit, 166, 257
Videol ogic, Inc., 170
V ideoQuill, 162
VideoSrack, 166, 257
VideoSync cdev, 164
Viking 3/ 72 monitor, 178, 180, 186
Viking 312400 M monitor, 174 , 175, 186
V irex, 215, 218-219, 238
Virtual, 233, 238
v irtual memory, 205
virus protection utilities, 212, 215, 218-219
VirusOetective, 218, 219
Voyager CD AudioSrack, 257
Voyager Co., T he, 170, 254, 259
Voyager VicleoStack, 166, 257

-Wwactsv...·orth, [nc.' 259

\Vaile Gro11p 's Tricks of the HyperTalk
Masters, 77Je, 253
Wall Street Investo r, 106, 109-110, 117
Wall Street Wa tcher, 106, 110, 111 , 117
WangDAT 1300 drive. 266
\X1angDAT 2600 drive, 266-267
Wangtek OAT m echanism , 266
Warner :'-lew Ivleclia, 254-255, 259
Wealthbuilcler, 106, 109, 117
Weiman. Liza, 240
\X'ilcl Things, 258
\X'ilLMaker, 1l 5, 1l 7
Winter, Ro bert, 241
\X1orcl (M icrosoft). See Cv1icrosof't Word
word processors
fo r academic papers. 6-7
Big Thesaurus, 5, 14
for brochures and newsletters, 8-9
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EndNote, 7, 14
find/ change functions in, 12
for form lelters (mail merge), 3-5
for forms and tables, 7-8
FuiiW rite Professional, 2, 3, 6-7, 8-9,

10-11, 12, 14
graphics in, 6
imp011ing fil es into, 12
Kiw iEnvelopes, 3, 14
macro functions in, 12-13
MacWrite II , 2, 3, 5, 6-7, 8, 12, 14
for manuals and books, 10-11
Microsoft Word, 2, 3, 5, 6-9, 10-11, 12-13,14
1\llicrosoft Works, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 12, 14
N isus, 2, 3, 5, 6-7, 10, 12, 14
ou tliners in, 11
for personal and business correspondence, 2-3
prices of, 2, 14
Pro-Cite, 7, 14
productivity enhancements, 11- 13
QuicKeys, 13, 14
rank ed by ca tegory of documents, 4
for reports, 5-6
style definitions in, 11-12
Ta ste, 2, 3, 5, 6-7, 8-9, 12, 14
thesauri in, 5-6
w here to buy, 14
word count feature in, 6
WordFinder, 5, 14
WordMaker, 2, 3, 5, 7, 12, 14
\'{fordPerfect, 2, 3, 6-7, 8-9, 10-11, 12, 14
WriteNow, 2, 3, 5, 6-7, 8, 14
See also specific w01d processors by name
WordFinder, 5, 14
Wordi\ll aker
for academic documents, 7
for business reports, 5
importing facilities in, 12

for letters and memos, 3
price of, 2, 14
where to buy, 14
Word Perfect
for academ ic documents, 6-7
for brochures and newsleuers, 8-9
for business reports, 6
custom sty les in, 12
find/ change function in, 12
for fom1s and tables, 8
importing facilities in, 12
for letters and memos, 3
macro facilities in, 12
fo r manuals and books, 10- 11
outliner in , 11
price of, 2, 14
w here to buy, 14
WordPerfect Corp ., 14
Works (Microsoft). See Microsoft Wo rks
WORM drives, 139
WriteMove printer, 124
WriteNow
for academic documents, 6-7
for business reports, 6
fo r fo rms and tables, 8
for letters and memos, 3
for mail merge, 5
price of , 2, 14
w here to bu y, 14

-X, Y,ZXapshot still video cameras, 158
XC~1Ds,

247, 255, 257, 258

XFCNs, 247, 255, 257, 258
XL 7700 printer, 134
XLI Trinltron System monitor, 179, 181, 182,

184, 187
XPress. See QuarkXPress
Xyxis Corp. , 154
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International Data Group (JOG), International Environmental
Group, Inc. (lEG), an affiliate of /DG based in Peterborough,
N.H., and IDG Books Worldwide, Inc., an affiliate of IDG based
in San Mateo, CA are committed to directing the power of
business and industry toward improving the environment.
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Master Your Macintosh with
Macworld Books!

Macworld Guide to System 7
by Macworld Quick Tips columnist & bestselling author Lon Poole
11tis is the only System 7 book you need-filled with scores of undocumented secrets, expert tips
& techniques, and advanced features. 11 Lon knows more about the Mac than any single person
outside of the engineering group at Apple.11
-Jerry Borrell, Editor-in-Chief, Macworld
$24.95, 402 pages, with FREE System 7 Reference Card

Macworld Complete Mac Handbook
by Macworld Getting Started columnist & bestselling author Jim Heid
11tis is the ultimate Mac reference! Your complete hJU.ide to getting started, mastering, and
expanding your Macintosh. ''The perfect guide for travelling anywhere in the Mac world. 11
- David Angell, Colwnnist, Computer Currents
$26.95, 548 pages, with FREE System 7 & 6 Reference Card

Macworld Music & Sound Bible
by music guru Christopher Yavelow
Due in December '91, this unique guide is the only book that covers music, sound,
andmultimedia on the Mac. It looks at hundreds of products, and is filled with interviews with
music superstars sharing their Mac problems and sofutions.
$34.95, 1,024 pages

Call (800) 282-665 7 to order now!

IDG Books Worldwide Registration Card
Macworld Read Me First Book
I

Fill this out-and hear about updates to this book and other IDG Books Worldwide products!
Name
Company/Title

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Address ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------City /State/ Zip

----------------------------------------------------------------------

What is the single most important reason you bought this book? --------------------------------------------------

Where did you buy this book?
0 Bookstore (Name
0 Electronics/Software Store (Name
0 Advertisement (If magazine, which?
0 Mail Order (Name of catalog/ mail order house ------------------0 Other:
How did you hear about this book?
0 Book review in: _________________
0 Advertisement in: _ _____________
0 Catalog

How many computer books·do you
purchase a year?

0 1
0 2-5

0 6-10
0 More than 10

0 Found in store
0 Other:
How would you rate the overall content of this book?
0 Very good
0 Satisfactory
OGood

0 Poor

Why? --------------------.----------------------------------------------------------What chapters did you find most valuable/least valuable?

----------------------------------------------

What kind of chapter or topic would you add to future editions of this book?.__________________________________________

Please give us any additional comments.

Thank you for your help!
0 I liked this book! By checking this box, I give you permission to use my name and quote me in future TOG Books World1vide promotional
ma terials.
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"THE MACWORLD R EA D ME FIRST B OOK IS MORE
O PPORTUNE THAN EVER . DISCOVER ALL THE
WON DERFUL U SES OF YOUR COMPUTER YOU
D IDN'T EVEN DREAM OF."
--j ~A N-l.oUIS GASS~ I! ,

CHAIRMAN, CEO, Bli LAns

I ~C. ,
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PRODUCTS DI VISION

Let Macworld's exp erts help you ch oose the b est
in Mac®h ard ware & software_
Macworld Ediror-i n-Chief J erry Borrell helps save you time and
m o ney

with

th ese

r ea d a b le,

easy -t o -und e rs ta nd

recom menda tions from Macworld magazine's best wri ters and
edito rs-expe rts in t he Mac inrosh co mmun i t y. They've
evaluated and reseed t he rop Mac products so you don't have to!
So ftware- Robert Eckhardt on word processors; Steve Roth
on deskrop publishing ; Erferr Fenton on fon ts; Charles Seiter
on databases; David Pog ue on uti lities; Alan Slay o n personal
finance; Liza \'V'e iman on HyperCard<~> ; Tom N egrino on backup programs; and Lon Poole on system software.
Hardware- Jim Heid o n p ri nte rs; Ro bert Ec k hardt on
m on ito rs; Frank li n Tessler and Peter Marx on vid eo; and
Cheryl Eng land o n hard d isks and storage d evices.
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Fin d out w hy over 400,000 loyal Mac u sers rely
on Macworld's expercise every month!
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Maximize your Mnc ski lls wich chese ocher fi ne IDG Books:
1\'larrrlorlt/ Guide to System 7 by Lon Poole
/Harworlrl Complete 1\1ar Handbook by Jim 1-leid
Macworlrl Musir & Sou11d Bible by Chriscopher Yavelow
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